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SQUEEZING THE MUSIC 'TIL THE BITS SQUEAK

I

nthis space last January, Ienthused
about the sound of linear 20-bit digital recordings which, Ifelt, preserve
the quality of alive microphone feed. "I
have heard the future of audio—and it's
digital!" Iproclaimed, which led at least
acouple of readers to assume Ihad gone
deaf. Putting to one side the question of
my hearing acuity, 20-bit technology has
been rapidly adopted in the professional
world as the standard for mastering. The
remaining debate concerns how to best
preserve what those 20 bits offer once
they've been squeezed down to the 16 that
CD can store. Sony's Super Bit Mapping
algorithm and Harmonia Mundi Acustica's redithering device have been joined
by new black boxes from Apogee Electronics, Lexicon, and Meridian; it appears
likely that, in next to no time at all, all CD
releases will be offering close to 20-bit
resolution—at least in the upper midrange,
where the ear is most sensitive.
Other than CD, however, the future of
high-quality consumer audio looks grim.
The LP is all but dead, and there is huge
pressure from the cable TV and cinema
industries to abandon linear PCM audio,
with its profligate demands for data transmission bandwidth, and replace it with
various kinds of compressed digital audio.
Already we have two data-compressed
media: DCC from Philips and Matsushita,
and MD from Sony. MD is also being
promoted as asmaller, cheaper replacement
for the radio industry's cart tape machines,
while the DMX cable radio system—and
its European equivalent, mentioned by Ken
Kessler in this month's "Industry Update"
—use adata-compression scheme developed by Dolby Labs.
Dolby's AC-3 data-compression algorithm is also an important ingredient in
both their Dolby Stereo Digital film sound
system and in the domestic version, Dolby
Surround Digital. DTS, the competing,
lower-cost digital film sound system, also
uses data compression, this time an algorithm developed in Northern Ireland by
APT. Heck, even the Sound Blaster card
in my PC offers real-time music data compression as an optional extra.
I'm not saying that all such compression
is bad. In computers, where every bit is sacSTEREOPHILE, J
ULY 1994

rosanct, programs such as Stacker and MSDOS 6.0's Double-Space work by packing
the data more efficiently. If, as happens in
low-level music, each 16-bit word for quite
awhile starts with 00000000, it saves alot
of space by recoding this as "8 Os." This
"lossless" compression gives up to a50%
reduction in the space or transmission
bandwidth required by the data. All the
audio data-reduction algorithms use some
kind of more efficient packing, although
there's some argument about how much.
It's nice to be able to double the size of your
hard disk; but for audio, even a2:1 compression ratio is not nearly enough, given
the limited bandwidth available for two-

channel broadcasting or multi-channel
film sound.
One channel of linear 16-bit PCM
demands acapacity of 705.6 kilobits per
second; DCC's PASC, 192kb/s; DTS's
APT X-100, 175kb/s; MD's ATRAC,
141kb/s; Dolby's AC-3, 64kb/s. To achieve
these huge compression ratios requires the
use °flossy" data reduction—ie, the actual
throwing-away of information. It's as-

sumed by those who design them that, if
these algorithms have been properly implemented with the right psycho-acoustic
assumptions, the musical information represented by the lost data will not be missed
by most listeners.
That's amighty big "ifr Depending on
what information is discarded, the process
can either be transparent, or severely
degrade the original (see fig.1). Most who
have heard the various schemes feel that
PASC is pretty transparent (although
DCC is effectively dead, to judge from the
inactivity at EMI's Illinois duplication
plant and the fact that Philips's flagship
DCC-900 recorder is aclose-out special
in the latest Damark catalog), while ATRAC
and Dolby AC-3 are not yet 100% transparent—and might never be!
The main problem with all data-reduction algorithms is that, in order to work,
they must dispense with the hitherto fundamental idea of preserving the shape of
the musical waveform. The continuous
waveform is split into discrete segments
of time, within which all timing information is sacrificed in order to perform the
necessary frequency analysis. This is why
repeating the algorithm results in further
degradation: the chances of the reconstructed music data being split up into
exactly the same time slices is infinitesimal.
If all future music carriers except one, the
CD, are to be compromised, then the question is raised as to whether the High End
has afuture If the source signal's time qualities are compromised, then why should
aJim Thiel or aJohn Dunlavy continue to
develop more and more time-coherent
loudspeakers? If the source signal's residual errors are above the threshold of audibility, then why should electronics de(continued on p.209)
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Fig.I In typography as in digital audio data, eliminating the wrong part of the medium can drastically
degrade the message.
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A WELCOME ARRIVAL

Editor:
The arrival of the May '94 issue of Stereophile on April 22 was indeed welcome
for both its early arrival and its pristine
arrival condition—both of which are
much appreciated by this satisfied subscriber. Perhaps we might now concentrate our layout efforts on arranging the
front cover so that the mailing label
might occupy aspace which does not
obscure front-cover information.
MICHAEL W. MADURAS
Glendale, CA

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

reading it first, and in the process, everyone keeps acouple of articles. That's
probably what happened to last December's issue since, as we did not receive it,
you had to send another copy.
The January issue was damaged but
still readable. As for February, we wondered who won the battle, since it looks
like it's been to war and back. The amputations are quite sad to see.
May Istrongly suggest that you use
aplastic envelope as before. At least the
magazines came home in one peace. ..
oops! piece!
DANIEL-MME MAJOR
Québec, Canada

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

expect aquality product from Stereophile.
You delivered that much before, but you
dropped the ball in the apparent attempt
to cut corners. Preserve your magazine,
at least until it gets to my doorstep, by
returning to the use of plastic mailing
bags! Do it now!
PETER S. VAN ZILE
North Arlington, NJ

PLEASE WRAP UP

Editor:
Please return to the practice of wrapping
Stereophile for mailing.. .
Since Stereophile's format has been changed and is no
longer being wrapped, Ihaven't received
one copy that hasn't been damaged in
No PROBLEMS
one way or anothei —they've all been
A DETAIL
Editor:
crushed, tom, or stepped on. Please don't
Editor:
After reading aseemingly endless string
blame the Post Office. Isubscribe to
Ihave subscribed to Stereophile for ayear
of complaints about how Stereophile
about 20 other magazines—some larger,
now,
and
each
month
I
enjoy
the
day
arrives trashed and damaged, I
just want
some smaller, some bound with quite
when Iget home and the latest issue
to say that Ihave had absolutely no troulight cover stock. None arrives with the
is waiting. Ienjoy your magazine and
ble at all receiving my Stereophiles in
signs of rough treatment that Stereophile
applaud the larger format. However, in
excellent condition. If it weren't for the
does.
upgrading
to
the
new
format,
you
overaddress labels glued to the covers, I
I've been asubscriber for over 15 years,
looked one detail: The last two issues I
would have thought that someone from
but
Iwonder—do Ivalue my copies of
received
looked
like
they
spent
several
the local bookstore was gently dropping
Stereophile more than you do?
weeks on the mailroom floor. They were
them off in my mailbox each month.
MICHAEL BRADLEY
torn and were no longer offered protecTo the subscribers getting mangled
Palo Alto, CA
tion from the rain and snow.
copies, Isuggest you have achat with
These
problems
were
once
avoided
by
your mail carrier. It is possible forthe US
Stereophile will be mailed in aprotective
sealing the magazine in asimple plastic
Postal Service to deliver naked magazines
"polybag," starting with this issue.
-JA
mail
bag.
Why
has
this
practice
been
diswithout destroying them ...
STEVE GEIST
Sacramento, CA

RAVAGED

Editor:
I'm not happy with the state-on-arrival
of the new, unprotected mag after it has
suffered the ravages of our postal system.
RovA. WOOLAND
Ontario, Canada

To DIE FOR?
Editor:
Magazine to diefor?
Well, mine is dying. Idon't know
what's happening, but it seems that my
copies have been having ahard time
traveling to my home. Maybe Stereophile
is so good that everyone from Santa Fe
to Montréal fights for the privilege of
STEREOPHILE, JuLY 1994

continued? Iam aware that the postal service does not always possess the most
delicate touch, but at least the bag gave
Stereophile afighting chance to reach my
door in one piece. After spending good
money on asubscription, Ihave come to
We regret that resources do not permit us to
reply individually to letters, particularly those
requesting advice about particular equipment
purchases. (We are also unable to take telephone calls regarding equipment purchases.)
Were we to do this, asignificant service charge
would have to be assessed—and we don't
have time to do it anyway! Although all letters
are read and noted, only those of general
interest are selected for publication. Please
note, however, that published letters are subject to editing, particularly if they are very
long or address more than one topic. All correspondents should include their name,
address, and adaytime telephone number.

WorldRadioHistory

SUBTLE?
Editor:
The double entendre in the headline of
Corey Greenberg's NAD review (April,
p.148) was brilliant—worthy of Time's
historical tradition. Corey's writing style
has been progressing to something close
to acceptable, grossness-wise, but there
is always room for such clever, subtle
humor.
NAMHCIR CRAM
Washington, DC

OFFENSIVE?
Editor:
As aonce and present subscriber of
Stereophile, Iwas recently perusing the
February 1994 issue, specifically the
"Records To Die For" inventory, when
Icame across ahitherto unnoticed and
9

yawningly tedious magazine. In the words of
particularly nasty little comment by Mr.
Corey Greenberg, rather unceremoni- JA, "If amagazine editor can't go aday without offending someone, then what good is
ously vomited forth in his review of In
she?"
-RL
Uteri), by Nirvana. Mr. Greenberg states,
and Iquote, "In Utero is real alternative
I
NVALID?
rock, not the thinly disguised GrungeEditor:
Lite that goes down so well with soulHow can areviewer get ahandle on how
less young GOP Pearl Jam wimps and
something sounds or works if they
other pawns of corporate pop.. ."
change units in mid-review? For examIcan only suggest to Mr. Greenberg
ple, anew power amp is being audithat he ought not to mix music and poltioned; along comes anew cartridge, so
itics; this is an appropriate suggestion,
in it goes, with subsequent break-in.
for the following reasons:
Then anew preamp comes along, and in
1) Politics and music are, or at least
it goes, again with break-in. Etc, etc. All
should be, unrelated human activities;
along, the reviewer is still trying to
2) Music is equally appreciated by
people from all walks of life, many of review the original amplifier. Ido not see
how you can do avalid job when, by the
whom have diametrically opposed politend of the review, most of the original
ical viewpoints;
system has been changed!
3) Mr. Greenberg ought not to comM ARK J. SPERANZA
ment on that which he knows nothing
South Hempstead, NY
about, which obviously is the case when
it comes to politics.
How indeed? This is why Stereophile's
Regarding this last point, one can only
reviewers are careful to changejust one comsurmise that Mr. Greenberg doesn't
understand the basic difference between ponent at atime in their systems: the one being
tested. Elsewhere in this issue, Robert Harley
entrepreneurial individualism and liberal
writes about optimum listening strategies in
statism. There can be no wimpier, and
the article excerptedfrom his new book. As Bob
probably no more soulless, creature on
this planet than the archetypical polit- points out, the ultimate audiophilefolly is to
ically correct liberal for whom "image hear asystemfor thefirst time and remark on
how good (or bad),for example, the loudspeaker
is everything" and substance nothing.
cables are.
-JA
Moreover, Mr. Greenberg ought to
remember who his audience is; Iwould
HEIGHT INFORMATION,
guess that more of his readers are conPLEASE
servative by stripe than liberal. It is probably also safe and reasonable to assume Editor:
that the majority of his conservative J. Gordon Holt is right in saying that
first-rate multichannel surround-sound
readership doesn't enjoy being insulted,
will always sound more realistic than
especially by someone who seems to
first-rate, two-channel conventional stehave such atenuous grasp of reality.
reo (March, pp.60-75). But he is misDAVID R.REICH, MD
taken to say that 3-D space and imaging
Auburn, NY
can be reproduced by an array of horizontal channels. That would still allow
"Politics and music are, or at least should be,
us only to hear horizontal surroundunrelated human activities"? What astrange
sound with unprocessed conventional
idea. It certainly doesn't describe the world I've
stereo recordings.
lived in all my le, in which no human activity
Stereo is distorted 2-D sound; horiis "unrelated" to any other, and in which no
zontal surround-sound is more realistic,
act can be severedfrom its political consequences.
but it is still 2-D sound. To realize a
Idoubt, Mr. Reich, that it describes any betrealistic 3-D soundfield with the height
ter the world you live in.
dimension, afull Ambisonics system
Idetect adouble standard here. When CG
with floor and ceiling speakers is retosses off an admittedly offhand political slur,
quired. It's time reviewers wake up to this
it's "obvious" to you that he knows nothing
fact. Too much redundant praise has been
of the subject—simply because he's said someheaped upon two-channel stereo's ability
thing with which you disagree. You thenfollow
to generate 3-D space. It's apity that
with apolitical paragraph of your own, the
no one is interested—not Nimbus, not
truth of which you seem to expect us to accept
Minim, not Sansui; UHJ-encoded [horias self-evident.
zontal-surround] sound is all they want
And in yourfinal paragraph you seem to
us to have.
be saying that Corey—and, by extension, any
To date, the most realistic soundfield
other Stereophile writer—should avoid saying
re-creation I've heard is achieved through
anything with which any Stereophile reader
replaying Gordon Hempton's dummymight conceivably disagree.
All in all, you've outlined arecipe for a head recordings on two pairs of Spen-

dor SP1/2s via aMinim UHJ decoder:
There's height info aplenty; Ican tilt my
head and practically see the thunder
sound coming from the ceiling. Iam
lucky that the ears of Hempton's dummyhead are very likely to have aconfiguration close to mine; otherwise, the
height impression may not be possible,
as it is well-known that spectral shaping by the pinnae can create height information.
YIP M ANG M ENG
Singapore

M ORE HOME THEATER,
PLEASE

Editor:
I
just became asubscriber to your magazine afew months ago. Ireally like the
large number of equipment reviews.
Most magazines only review four or five
pieces of equipment in an issue Ialso like
"Recommended Componente because
it breaks the equipment down into
various groups of quality. It helps to
narrow the field before Igo out to the
dealers and listen to what they have.
My interest involves both CD music
and movie surround-sound. The one
thing Iwould like to see you do is devote
10% of your component reviews to
surround-sound equipment. Iknow that
you reviewed some, like the Snell 500
system, but Iwould like to see more
THX amplifiers and speakers reviewed.
RON NEILS
Union City, CA

LESS HOME THEATER, PLEASE

Editor:
As usual, when Ieyed the latest issue of
Stereophile in my mailbox (May 1994), I
enthusiastically read it from cover to
cover. However, Iwas not satisfied. In
fact, Ifound this particular issue downright boring, and Ibegan to wonder
what you are planning for the future of
Stereophile.
Upon close examination, Idiscovered
that 27 pages (including advertisements)
were devoted to areview of asurroundsound system. Iwould expect this type
of coverage in Video Review or asimilar
publication, but not in Stereophile. After
all, Isubscribed to Stereophile because it
published informed opinions about what
Icare about: music and high-end stereo
equipment.
Correct me if I'm wrong, but Iget
the feeling that Stereophile will now be
including Home Theater systems in
future equipment reviews. The obvious
conclusion of this is that Stereophile
writers will be spending less time with
stereo equipment and more and more
time with Home Theaters.
First you changed the format of Ste11
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77-year-old, and Ithink Iknow why
more women do not become involved
with "high-end audio!' as you call it.
God must be apractical joker, because
he has set me down to live with a
nephew who is acertified audiophile—
complete with acertificate to prove it—
his outrageously tolerant wife, four hungry cats, and adog who tries to synchronize her bark with Ralph's. Anyway,
Iwas in the laundry the other day when
Isaw acopy of the March Stereophile.
Picking it up as Iwaited for the socks to
dry, Iwas amazed by the arguments
being made by various people in defense
of their favorite jadis or Merlin piece of
equipment. Idon't understand any of it,
of course, and my nephew doesn't go in
for such names, or so he says.
But what Ido understand is what
women all over understand: There is no
time to spend with "high-end" because
we have to tend the easily bruised egos
of our mates, or whatever they are called
these days. So Isay there's nothing to do
except change the male and then see
what the female does. Ibet you'd be surprised.
JULIA CLARK
Rockport, TX
CHANGE THE APPEARANCE?
Editor:
As aWhite, Anglo-Saxon, Protestant
male, Ican't completely empathize with
Kristen Weitz's observations on the High
End's refusal to deal seriously with
women (Vol.17 No.5, p.75), but Ican
comment on some of her peripheral
points.
I've been an audiophile for 15 years—
since Iwas ateenager. In those early
years, Ifound myself purchasing the best
of what the low- to mid-fi stereo supermarts had to offer because of the poor
service Ireceived in high-end "salons!'
In fact, the only high-end salesman who
offered me sincere and helpful guidance
turned out to be literally blind.
Now I'm 31, and Isuppose Ipossess
amore sophisticated countenance. However, Istill find that if Istop by ahighend store on the way home from work,
dressed in asuit and tie, I'm treated like
aking; but if Idrop in on ahot summer
day in aT-shirt and shorts, I'm not so
much ignored as treated in acondescending manner.
As aresult, I've developed along-term
relationship with alocal dealer, Gene
Rubin, who, despite having an appointment-only policy, consistently treats me
well, no matter how I'm dressed or who
Idrag along with me (le, women, egads!).
Iplan on spending the rest of my listening days dealing with Gene, not with
those snobbish dealers, one of whom
16

actually told me not to breathe upon his
precious Versa Dynamics 'table. Isn't that
what good business is all about?
M ARC PHILLIPS
Encino, CA
CHANGE NOTHING!
Editor:
Ihad to sit down and write about an
experience Ihad recently with my dealer:
John Rutan, owner and operator of
Audio Connection in Verona, NJ. My
cartridge had been damaged in the
course of shipping my turntable to John
for service. John had informed me that
if Ihad any suspicion that the damage
was caused by Audio Connection, he
would replace the entire unit, turntable
and all, free of charge. Ifelt that the damage was done in shipping (the box was
dented in that area). Consequently, Idid
not request anew turntable.
It took an inordinate amount of time
to get anew cartridge from the manufacturer. John, feeling badly about the long
wait Ihad, sent me abrançl-new turntable
and cartridge, plus an AudioQuest blues
album, free of charge, with aletter of
apology.
This incredible deed is not the whole
story. John Rutan knows what the components he sells actually sound like. He
has turned my system into an extremely
musical system, and has given me invaluable advice, sometimes about components he doesn't even sell. My experience
with John has been nothing short of an
honest-to-goodness ear-opening. Iurge
readers to give John acall.
In closing, Iwould like to thank
Richard Vandersteen for referring me to
Audio Connection.
JOSEPH FULLER
Waterbilt, NY
WORK WITH YOUR
LOCAL DEALER
Editor:
Every once in along, long while Irun
across another audio dealer who does
something remarkable: sacrifices asale
in the interest of serving the consumer.
Iam the beneficiary of such an act, and
Ithink George Liu of Audio Visions in
Tampa, FL deserves some praise. Ithink
it also reflects well on Audio Visions as
acompany.
A few months ago Ibegan educating
anew customer, Jim Goldsmith, about
hi-fi; he was interested in getting amuch
better system. As agood, prudent consumer, Jim spent alot of time here learning about hi-fi, then went everywhere
else to learn even more. Through this
process, he became thoroughly confused
about what to do—I am sure this expeWorldRadioHistory

rience is not unique to dealers. Jim then
went to Audio Visions. After spending
time with Jim, George Liu obviously
recognized the situation and confusion,
and simply told Jim to work with the
local dealer he trusted and, most importantly, to trust his ears.
In this case, Jim trusted us, and he
began to trust his own ears. The result
was aseries of planned purchases that
have given Jim alot of pleasure. Icannot
express well enough my praise for a
dealer who takes the time to get acustomer on the right track, encourages him
to use his own senses instead of shopping
for opinions, and makes arecommendation where the consumer will most likely
get the best product support.
Certainly Iwill look for any opportunity to do the same for George and
Audio Visions. Thank you, George, for
helping one of my customers.
Louis G. HAMILTON
Audible Elegance, Cincinnati, OH
SINGLE-ENDED FEARS
Editor:
What, Iwonder, is happening in Audio
Nirvanaland? First we had Sam Tellig's
positive comments about single-ended
(SE) triode amplifiers, then Dennis Had's
commentary about same, followed by
Sonic Frontiers' design team's almost
hysterical response to Dennis Had's
comments, Dick Olsher's very strong
review of the Cary, and now Martin
Colloms's tutorial (May, p.145) about
how not to get overly indulgent or comfortable (or fall in love) with amplifiers
that are limited to superb performance
only in the midrange.
Has the apparent rebirth of this 30-,
40-, and 50-year-old SE technology
struck fear in the hearts of some heretofore open-minded reviewers such as
Martin Colloms, or in the hearts of some
dedicated push-pullers like Sonic Frontiers, or, perhaps, in the hearts of some
manufacturers who produce very
dynamic-sounding speakers which just
happen to need arc-welder power to get
going, and the makers of those solidstate arc-welders? After all, we are not
dealing with voodoo or black magic
here. It's just an amplifier technology that
has the ability to render exceptionally
fine musical reproduction of nonelectronically produced music, especially
(but not exclusively) when coupled with
efficient speakers.
Colloms uses such phrases as "Dick
identified something in his review which
many reviewers have been aware of for
some time now. ..," and "As Dick states,
in the characteristic voice of the newly
converted ..!' Colloms then goes on to
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state, "if you do direct your attention
exclusively to the midrange, you'll eventually realize that mainstream hi-fi does
miss out on ultimate realism. Once
heard, it's hard to part company with
such midrange magic. But part company
the reviewer must, if asense of balance
and order is to be preserved" (italics mine).
Iwould ask Mr. Colloms:
a) for his precise definition of "midrange";
b) if Dick Olsher's review focused
exclusively on the midrange capability
of the SE amplifier to the exclusion of
whatever constitutes other than midrange;
c) what is his definition ofbalance; and
d) what is his definition of order, with
both definitions given as pertinent to the
context in which he used them.
Dick Olsher, one whom the Stemphile
masthead lists as Senior Contributing
Editor, appears to have run afoul of Martin Colloms's judgment as to what opinions and perspective areviewer is not
allowed to state in order to remain atight
reviewer.
Igive Dick Olsher high marks for the
courage to pursue an in-depth review in
the American high-end press of acurrently produced single-ended tubed
amplifier, something which seems to be
aregular occurrence in high-end publications abroad. And, by the way,
Dennis Had's enthusiasm at the WCES
when demonstrating his 211 and 300B
SE amplifiers was one of the things
which made the trip worthwhile; the
300B's sound was magnificent when
coupled with aProAc Response 3.
Moving right along, Colloms says:
"Many people in the industry would
readily acknowledge the attainment of
the Cary '805 and its siblings. But how
many of us would also forego state-ofthe-art transparency, highly stable imaging, fine detail resolution under adverse
drive conditions, broad-band neutrality, fine dynamics in the bass and treble,
overall dynamic headroom, naturally
dynamic bass foundation and slam, and
tolerance of awide range of loudspeaker
preferences? Such things do matter, and
if the subjective harmonic and tonal perfection of the single-ended triode can be
obtained only by unduly compromising these other qualities, we must think
again—if only because each individual
will judge the relative value of these factors via his or her own criteria."
But as we each individually judge
these factors, we already have Martin
Colloms's slant that, by listening to SE
amplifiers, we will supposedly be giving up all these other desired attributes.
Whew! I've got to stop for some nour18

ishment now and look in my J. Gordon
Holt glossary of audio terms, but not
before saying that Mr. Colloms has
either listened to some very poor examples of SE equipment, or he is pushing
an unduly compromising agenda. Either
possibility, from arespected audio journalist, is depressing.
Returning to the front refreshed now,
let me ask what precisely is "state-ofthe-art transparency"? Is it what Larry
Archibald or J. Gordon Holt or John
Atkinson or Thomas J. Norton or Robert
Harley or Dick Olsher or Jack English
or Alvin Gold or Larry Greenhill or Guy
Lemcoe or Sam Tellig or Barry Willis
describe in the current issue of Stereophile,
or perhaps in last month's issue, or in last
December's issue, or in next July's? With
which other equipment connected (or
placed on, or squeezed by, or painted
with, or weighed-down by) shall we listen to our state-of-the-art transparent
amplifier? Which preamplifier, what
brand of tubes, which vinyl or CD frontend package, what cable/connectors/
binding posts/capacitors/resistors/etc.,
which easy- (or hard) chair shall we use
when listening for fine-detail resolution
under adverse drive conditions? (I forgot the doggone power conditioner
and 6' length of $500 power cord with
hospital-grade plug—that's probably
why I'm experiencing the adverse drive
conditions mentioned by Martin.)
Which audiophile-approved recording
shall we use? And we can't get started
until the room treatment is finished—we
are getting rid of all parallel surfaces, the
room will have no corners, all room surfaces and furniture will be concrete, in
fact everything that has to be done will
be done to guarantee that the room
environment will exactly match Zoomtoble Hall for that unforgettable performance by Miles Luciano Domingo
Previn.
Last, but not least, my physiological
condition for the listening audition will
be absolutely perfect; je, I'll leave all my
troubles at the office, things at home will
be without flaw, aches and pains will disappear, and my ears will become golden.
Wishful thinking, methinks.
Instead, let me describe areal situation:
Yesterday was Saturday, and five of us
audiophile types got together for the day
to listen to some SE gear. Although there
were no professional audio reviewers in
our group, we had experienced hands
among us, including aprominent audio
designer of equipment presently listed
in the Stereophile "Recommended Components" list, acollege-level professor
of electronics, an electrical engineer, and
amedical doctor. We are all between the
WorldRadioHistory

ages of 40 and 55, and each has had at
least 20 years of personal high-end audio
listening and building experience. Two
of us listen to and partake in live chamber
orchestral, full orchestral, and vocal performances at least 30 times annually, and
have done so for more than 10 years.
The occasion was sparked by auditioning anew pair of reasonably sensitive
(94dB/W/m) ported two-way floorstanders and relatively new single 300B
SE monoblocks, among other gear. We
used both vinyl and CD sources, including jazz, classical orchestral, instrumental,
and vocal—both accompanied and a
cappella. The recordings and equipment
used may remain unnamed.
After amost enjoyable time of audition, none of those present, including my
wife (who, incidentally, has the golden
ears in the family and afine appreciation
of things super-fi), felt that we had
sacrificed any of the things mentioned
in Colloms's write-up. We did not, however, come to the party as scientists, but
rather as five knowledgeable audiophiles
who enjoy listening to high-end-quality
reproduction of music.
Before the day ended, we coupled the
mighty 7.5W 300Bs to my relatively
insensitive (86dB/W/m) Quad 63 USA
Monitors, and guess what? Sound quality with this match-up was excellent
indeed, and very musical! Inner detail
was very good, image stability was rock
solid, with very good bass through treble
dynamics. Midrange—unbelievable!
Since we didn't listen to 32' pipes being
reproduced, the 300B/Quad combination was not embarrassed in the lowest
range. Conversely, since we did not listen
to full-spectrum test-tone reproduction,
none of us was embarrassed in the treble range.
Not all of us were relative newcomers
to the SE scene. Ihave enjoyed, as exceptionally musical, every one of more than
800 hours with my all-copper version
Ongaku 211SE, much preferring it to my
push-pull valved amplifiers and solidstate units.
The point Iwish to make is: singleended, directly heated triode sans feedback reproduced sound is quite different from its push-pull and solid-state
brethren. Different may not be better, but
it certainly is different from something
else. In the subject instance, different
means very much more musical. Imagine
+800 listening hours free of fatigue!
Back to Stereophi/e's January cover with
both the Cary and Krell units juxtaposed
with the statement, "If either of these
amplifiers is RIGHT.. .the other must be
WRONG," and the question, "Is the HighEnd Doomed?": Here, Martin Colloms
STEREOPHILEJULY 1994

hits ahome run when saying, "If the
headline proposition is true, then the
answer to that question is, plainly, 'Yes:
And Stereophile could well be called to
account in this respect:' Both the caption and question are silly, perhaps stupid, apparently designed to provoke
controversy, yet without further explanation within the covers of January's
issue.
Folks, if you want your high-end
audio equipment to come with rocketscience specifications, by all means, make
your selection from among those Silicon Valley gems which will so satisfy.
Some of it will even sound good. Iown
some of this gear, and it does sound
good. On the other hand, if it's music
you're after, Ivery much recommend a
trip to your local high-end store that has
SE equipment such as Cary on audition.
And you Sonic Frontiers design guys
(and perhaps gals), chill out. There is
enough room in the high-end playpen
for us all—even those headphone people, strange as they are. But that's astory
for another time.
And you Stereophile guys and gals, it
is not doomed, unless we make aconcerted effort to doom it ourselves. Silly
front covers sometimes have away of
getting the wrong ball started downhill.
Last, but certainly not least, you have

done so well all these lo and many years,
dear Martin. This thing in the May
issue's Follow-Up may be your "Mulligan." Ease up. Take adrop on the fairway without apenalty stroke. Superb
"midrange," even if that was all one got
from asingle-ended directly heated triode sans feedback amplifier, isn't abad
place to be. Truth is, agreat deal more
comes with this musical package.
M ICHAEL W .M ADURAS
Glendale, CA

amplifiers is decidedly more than just
great midrange: the entire frequency
band is rendered with more lifelike realism than any other amplifier I've lived
with (including notables from Audio
Research, Krell, Threshold, McIntosh).
The presentation is qualitatively different
from all others. Tellig and Olsher are
right! The designers of loudspeakers
should heed the call.
RICHARD S.LOVELAND
Cannon Bluff, VA

SINGLE-ENDED COMMENTS

SINGLE-ENDED SUPPORT
Editor:
I've read Martin Colloms's May FollowUp on Cary CAD-805 monoblocks
several times, and, frankly, Ido not find
any value in the verbiage. It sheds little
insight into the reproduction of music
by the Carys, the examination of which
is essentially an empirical art. Because
objective measures have not been found
(or conjured) which can adequately
characterize the performance of audio
components, including amplifiers, Stereophile is on much firmer footing when
it describes (usually via A/B/C tests) what
is heard, as opposed to atheoretical
(hypothetical?) discussion about what
should be heard. It is not clear that Martin
has even listened to the '805s. 1
What Ihear in Cary's single-ended

Editor:
I'd like to comment on Martin Colloms's
Follow-Up (May 1994, p.145) on the
Cary Audio Design CAD-805 monoblock power amplifier (reviewed January
1994). First, it struck me as somewhat
peculiar to find Martin reviewing amagazine he writes for. Ican sympathize with
his problems of finding new storage
space for Stereophile, however, since Ihave
to find anew shelf for back issues myself.
On amore serious note, Imust take
issue with him over some of his comments on triode hi-fi. Martin proposes
that Dick Olsher's enthusiasm for the
1Martin submitted his piece as astandalone essay, but
as it discussed so many issues raised by Dick Olsher's
January review of the Cal) CAD-805, 1decided to run
it as aFollow-Up.
—JA
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he Wadia 16 expands upon the capabilities of any product of its type
and redefines the potential of aCompact Disc Player. With it's digital
volume control (eliminating the need for apreamp), 24-bit digital processing capability, and the facility to connect up to four other digital
sources to it, the Wadia 16 is designed to be the centerpiece of ahigh
quality audio system.

T

he Wadial 7extends Wadia's expertise in Analog to Digital Conversion

from the professional fields of recording and broadcasting to consumer
audio. By digitizing up to four analog sources (phono, tuner, tape, home
theater etc.) with 20-bit resolution, routing the signal digitally between
components, and controlling volume in the digital domain, the sonic
potential of analog sources can finally be realized.
Whether your listening is exclusively from digital or analog sources or
from acombination of both, hear your favorite music recreated as faithfully to the original recording as possible at an authorized Wadia dealer.

Weet DIM-AL
The Leader
in Signal Conversion
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624 TROY STREET

RIVER FALLS, WI 54022

PHONE 715-426-5900

FAX 715-426-5665

A TRUE DECODING COMPUTER
Wadia manufacturers what we refer to as Decoding Computers because we believe
that only by choosing digital solutions to the problems which digital audio presents to us are we likely to maximize the potential of the format. A Decoding
Computer not only uses an advanced mathematic formula, implemented with the
speed (80 million instructions per second) and precision (56-bit math resolution)
of acomputer to decode the digital information it is presented with into analog, it
also processes that digital information as well as current technology allows, borrowing from mature digital industries to do so.
Further, Wadia's Decoding Computers incorporate advanced digital techniques to
implement control over the actual operating parameters of the analog and digital
components. Through this type of design, Wadia is able to actually eliminate component parts from the circuit, replacing their function in software and firmware.
This affords our customers an upgrade path unencumbered by technical advances
which may occur in the future, and unmatched in other consumer audio products.
Wadia is singularly unique in it's utilization of these
techniques in digital audio.

WADIA 20 TRANSP3RT
Wadia utilizes an extremely stable transport
which incorporates adisc-clamping mechanism providing full disc support during playback. The Wadia 20 is atransport only
version of the Wadia 16 CD Player.

THE PRE-AMPLIFIER IS NO LONGER REQUIRED OR DESIRED
With the inclusion of ahigh quality
digital volume control and digital
inputs, the Wadia 16 effectively
eliminates the need for a
preamplifier in the system.
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While a preamplifier was required in an all analog system to
choose between analog sources and to control the volume of
those analog sources, in asystem which includes only digital
sources the availability of source selection and digital volume
control make the cost and functionality of the preamplifier
redundant. With the addition ot aWadia 17 Analog to Digital
Converter, analog sources can also be incorporated into a
system which takes advantage of digital volume control.
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Wadia has always been interested in developing an audio system which advances the potential of the listening experience
in the home, whether that source was analog or digital. The
development of the Wadia 16 and 17, used alone or together, have allowed us the opportunity to explore this interest
more deeply than before.
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US: John Atkinson

Dealers promoting manufacturer and designer
seminars shouldfax me (don't call) the when,
where, and who at (505) 983-6327 at least
eight weeks before the month of the event—ie,
if you're putting on something in September
1994, you should get the information to me by
July I. Mark thefax cover sheet "For the attention of John Atkinson—Dealer Bulletin
Board." Promoters of Hi-Fi Shows should also
fax me the details as soon as possible.
California: Retailer Bay Area Audio
(1362 Saratoga-Sunnyvale Road, San
Jose) recently received an award from
Audio Video International magazine as one
of the top 30 audio-video retailers in the
US. The voting was by consumer-electronics manufacturers, reps, and distributors and, according to Audio Video International Managing Editor Nancy Klosek,
reflected astore's policy of "tuning-in
to [its] customers, [its] employees, and
[its] instincts about how to conduct [its]
business:'
Illinois: Audio Consultants is holding
aseries of seminars throughout the summer at its Chicago-land stores. James H.
Wellnitz of Italian projection-TV manufacturer Vidikron will be appearing at
the Evanston store on Tuesday July 12,
and the Hinsdale store—(708) 7891990—on Wednesday July 13. The clinic
will run from 7-9pm each day.
Nelson Pass, one of the founders of
Threshold and now the designer of the
Pass Aleph 0single-ended solid-state
amplifier, will be talking about his search
for the perfect amplifier on Tuesday August 9 at the Evanston store, and on
Wednesday August 10 at the Chicago
store—(312) 642-5950. Times: 7-9pm.
In September, Doug Blackwell of
Tkansparent Audio will be talking
about cables on Tuesday September 20,
Hinsdale, and Wednesday September 21
in Chicago. Times, again, are 7-9pm.
Sound & Vision Home Entertainment (14474 South LaGrange Road,
Orlando Park) is presenting aseries of
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public seminars and workshops following the Summer Consumer Electronics
Show at the end ofJune. On Sunday June
26, from noon to 5pm, they will be featuring Aragon, Acurus, Adcom, Audio
Alchemy, B&W, Mirage, Klipsdi, AudioQuest, and MIT. On Wednesday June 29,
CWD, Elan, and Sonance. On Friday
July 1, Vidikron, Lexicon, B&W THX,
Mirage, Klipsch, and Yamaha. And on
Saturday July 2, the focus will be on 12V
land, with in-car brands Eclipse, Soundstream, and Impact. For more information, call Sound & Vision at (708) 4032500. Fax: (708) 403-2428.
UK: The 12th Hi-Fi Show, sponsored
by Hi-Fi News & Record Review magazine,
takes place at London's Heathrow Airport Ramada Hotel from September 811. The rival Live '94 Show, which features Home Theater and computer games
as well as audio, takes place at London's
Earls Court Exhibition Center from
September 20-25.

US: Barry Willis

On May 12, scientists at IBM's Almaden
Research Center demonstrated an optical
data disc which promises ten times the
storage capacity of conventional compact discs. Rather than using only one
reflective layer, the new device achieves
high data-density by stacking layers of
data at varying depths in asemitransparent disc. A fine-focus laser reads bits
encoded only in the target layer, ignoring
those above and below it—similar to the
way humans are able to focus on objects
nearby or in the distance. Previously, socalled "blue lasers:' which have ashort
wavelength, thus a higher resolving
power, seemed to offer the most potential
for increasing data density.
According to areport that appeared
the following day in the New York Times,
the demonstration disc consisted of six
layers intended for playback only, but the
scientists stated that they have made a
four-layer disc in the lab that can be recorded once, becoming apermanent
read-only memory, like aCD-R. They
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also said that discs with more layers
would be relatively easy to make. A tenlayer disc could contain about 6.5 billion
bytes! Even allowing for formatting data
and redundancy overhead, this would be
enough for several MPEG-compressed
full-length movies, or all of Beethoven's
symphonies, on asingle disc the size of
an ordinary CD.
Although no products utilizing this
technique are currently available, the
report implied that when they are developed, they'll be backward-compatible
with the standard CD format; amultilayer laser player should be able to read
single-layer discs, just as acomputer's
floppy-disk drive can read old-technology,
low-density floppies.
Refinements in multi-focus lasers
should help make this new technology
commercially viable within afew years.
Audio purists might hope that the advent
of such high-density storage will obviate
the "need" for further developments in
data reduction.

US: Peter W. Mitchell

Twenty-five years ago Sheffield Lab startled listeners with the first modern
direct-to-disc LPs. The amazing clarity
of those discs revolutionized audiophile
expectations for sound quality, establishing Sheffield as aleading source of premium-quality recordings. Now, celebrating its first quarter-century, Sheffield has
anew company president, an expanded
marketing program, and anew method
of transferring the sound of analog master tapes to CD. Called 20+16 Ultra
Matrix Processing, it combines 20-bit
analog,/digital conversion (based on the
well-known UltraAnalog module) with
the UV22 requantizing processor from
Apogee Electronics. The superb UV22,
described in the May issue by Robert
Harley (Vol.17 No5), yields an ultrasonically dithered 16-bit CD that preserves
most of the subtle resolution and ambience of a20-bit original.
Unfortunately. Sheffield's promotional literature emphasizes the potential of the new process to improve the
27

noise floor of 16-bit coding by an extra
15dB. This might be true for recordings
that are encoded "live" from avery quiet
microphone feed; but when the process
is used to transfer recordings from
Sheffield's analog tapes, the noise floor
is dominated by tape hiss.

US: John Atkinson

Fascinating Facts 1: According to the
International Federation of the Phonograph Industry, worldwide sales of CDs
in 1993 totaled 139 billion—a growth of
19% over 1992, and almost as high as the
number of pre-recorded cassettes sold
(1.44 billion). Of the $30 billion value of
the global recorded music market, just
under athird, or $9.83 billion, was due
to the US market. Oh, and the number
of LPs sold in 1993 was amere 80 million. This is 30% down from 1992; 70%
of those LP sales are accounted for by just
four countries: Brazil, Greece, China,
and South Korea.
Fascinating Facts 2: According to
Barry Fox in arecent issue of Studio Sound
magazine (April'94), the U-Matic video
cassettes almost universally used for CD
mastering are not proving to be as suitable for archiving as was once thought.
Spot-checks of 12-year-old tapes carrying digital audio revealed some to be
unplayable, and some to have an unex-

pectedly larger incidence of data errors.
Perfect Sound Forever?
Fascinating Facts 3: According to an
examination of the American automobile
industry in The Economist (April 23, '94),
General Motors sold 7.8 million vehicles
worldwide in 1993, with an average
profit on each ofjust $26! Ford sold 5.9
million vehicles, at an average profit of
$158, while Chrysler sold just 2.5 million
vehicles, but made $848 on each one.
Fascinating Facts 4: According to a
report in Science News (April 23, '94),
Positron Emission Tomography (PET)
scans of people's brains revealed increased
blood flow in the right temporal lobe
when the subjects were listening to
melodies, as well as in an area at the back
of the right hemisphere previously associated with vision. As the subjects all had
their eyes shut during the tests, it was
suggested that this finding implies that
music stimulates the formation of internal visual images. Who was it who said
that the soundstage is an illusion?

US: Peter W. Mitchell
A true binaural recording, made with the
aid of microphones inserted in the ear
canals of ahuman head (or adummy
head) and then reproduced via headphones, can provide an astonishing impression of "you are there" spatial realism.

But binaural recordings tend to sound
like wide mono when heard through
loudspeakers—a drawback that discourages record companies from issuing them.'
The list of binaural CDs is short, and
binaural recordings of full symphony
orchestras are particularly rare.
All of which makes the newest CD
from Newport Classics anoteworthy
event. It features the Pasadena Symphony, with organist Hector Olivera and
conductor Jorge Mester, performing two
orchestral hi-fi warhorses: the "Organ
Symphony" of Camille Saint-Saëns, and
Richard Strauss's Also Sprach Zarathustra. For the recording, asingle Neumann
K/v1100 binaural head (a molded head
with small condenser microphones
embedded in its ear canals) was placed
about 8' behind and above the conductor.
Through stereo headphones, the left and
right microphone signals will be fed
directly to your respective ear canals,
without the in-room channel blending
that affects loudspeaker stereo. (If you
haven't experienced binaural sound, I
urge you to try it. John Sumer, creator
of the syndicated "Audiophile Audition"
radio program, produces acatalog of
binaural discs and often features binaural
1Binaural recordings played back over stereo loudspeakers also tend to sound bass-heavy, though I'm sure
few would consider this adisadvantage.
—JA

•Cleaner, more detailed
sound from every component
•World's fastest
mechanical transfer device
•Solid brass, controlledresonance geometry

Audio Points.. from $50/3 standard size for electronics
to

$88/4 large size for speakers. Point disks included.

1-800-724-3305
1Walters Lane Box 570
Point Pleasant PA 18950
215-297-0227 • FAX 297-8661
Consumer & dealer inquiries welcome.
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recordings on his program.)
Newport is issuing the Pasadena CD
on its premium AUricle label, whose
upper-case AU signifies agold disc. The
recording employed 20-bit encoding,
reduced to 16 bits via Super Bit Mapping. If you can't find the disc in stores,
contact Newport directly at 106 Putnam
St., Providence, RI 02909.

UK: Ken Kessler

"My foot hurts" should be the rallying
cry of the UK record industry, considering that it's about to shoot itself, collectively, in the Timberlands. After adecade
of dwindling sales, lousy new music
with no apparent longevity, complaints
about CD pricing, and azillion other
things which have done little to endear
it to the public, the industry seems about
to kill-off record shops and actual software sales. Or, more romantically, make
them things of the past. At least this is
the way it looks if you have any predilection for doomy predictions.
Admittedly, the latest development in
home entertainment in the UK is not
new—Music Choice Europe (MCE) was
launched on the continent last year, and
the US has had the very similar DMX
system for some time.2But 16-bit digital music-only broadcasting available
to subscribers via cable or satellite surely
must have home-tapers rubbing their
hands with glee. You could argue that
this piped-in, CD-quality audio offers
nothing over good old FM, but the
packaging is so tempting, and the fact
that it's not free means that subscribers
will feel compelled to get the most out
of it. I'm aware of only one up-andrunning package so far offered to British
consumers, but Ican see why it appeals
(especially) to the generation of record
buyers which the traditional record
shops have scared off: 30- to 50-yearolds, who used to be referred to as
"baby-boomers." Ican also see why record shops are already concerned, and
why traditional FM stations should be.
MCE's slick, glossy brochure promises "50 channels of CD-quality stereo
audio." Tellingly, the brochure says that
the cost is ". ..
around the price of asingle
CD per month." (Keep that in mind as
you read further, and wonder whether
or not British consumers buy, on average, but one CD per month.) That's in
addition to one small initial purchase,
around £150 ($225) for the fully remote2see Stereophilejanuazy

1991, Vol.14 No.1, p.83. —JA
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controllable MCE tuner/decoder, with
normal analog output that connects to
any hi-fi via line inputs. There's also an
optical digital output port, so owners of
multi-input DACs will at last have some
additional digital source to feed into the
spare jacks. (And which will provide a
perfectly clean digital signal for DAT,
DCC, and MD owners to record.)
MCE's remote controller for the
tuner/decoder—the universal "learner"
type able to command up to seven other
components, including VCR—doesn't
merely access the music stations when
used in MCE mode. Its LCD that identifies the artist by name, the current track
title, last selection played, and the CD
title and catalog number.
This, Ihasten to add, provides MCE
with the ammunition needed to argue
that it's actually helping consumers to
select and then buy new CDs by supplying the catalog data, because traditional
DJs—especially in the UK—are quite lax
about identifying what they play. How
many impulse sales have been lost
because the listener couldn't identify the
track or artist? Curiously, though, the
catalog information is provided—and I
quote—"if supplied by Music Choice
Europe." Does this imply that listeners
can order CDs directly from MCE? Or
is that just my interpretation? Still, if I
were arecord vendor, I'd be saying,
"Ouch!"

TIE UK RECORD
INDUSTRY IS ABOUT TO
SHOOT ITSELF IN THE
TIMBERLANDS.
MCE broadcasts are transmitted on
Intelsat K, occupying only 600kHz of
the cable spectrum—the space savings
accomplished by Dolby audio compression. This signal is "demultiplexed" by
the cable operator's satellite receiver, then
passed on to the transcorder, where the
channel frequencies are assigned and
consumer and billing data are added.
Individual server options occur at this
point, where the operator can insert
locally originated matter such as live
concerts, or news programs of interest
to local subscribers. This "consumerready" signal reaches the home via cable,
though Isuspect that satellite access must
be made available, as it's much more successful than cable in the UK. It's then
split off from the other signals and routed
to the MCE tuner; apparently, its signal
requirements are too low to have any
effect on the combined audio/video sigWorldRadioHistory

nals with which it shares the transmission system.
What MCE provides musically, unlike
any conventional UK radio station, is 24hours-a-day DJ-free music, broken into
channels according to genre. Among
those promised are seven rock stations
("Metal," "Soft Rock," "Underground,"
etc.), four types of classical, ten types of
pop and soul, four "Business Channels"
(including "Lite Classical" and "EZ
Blend"—I kid you not), over adozen
regional stations offering all manner of
world music, and the same again for
numerous types of jazz, country, and
easy listening. Quite simply, the company has done its homework, and there
seems to be—genuinely—something for
everybody.
And which "everybody" is this? MCE
is, quite non-specifically, targeting consumers of all ages and social categories
—everyone from ethnic groups dissatisfied with the amount of program material broadcast specifically to their communities to commercial premises such
as restaurants wishing to be freed of the
need to feed ahungry CD player (and
where discs are usually ripped offby the
staff). It's the realization of what was
once presented as an April Fool's Day
spoof in aBritish music-industry paper.
The only difference, or—to take the side
of the record retailer—saving grace, is
that the listeners can't dial up aspecific
CD and then wait with finger poised over
the "record" button, ready to pounce.
It would seem that MCE's backers—
Warner Music Group, Sony Software
Corporation, and General Instrument/Jerrold Communications—don't
regard this as giving consumers either
alicense to record snuff off-air or areason
not to buy CDs. Provided that the broadcast listings never supply listeners with
enough warning as to what's being
played and when, home recordists will
need to be fairly non-discriminating, or
exceedingly patient, if they're going to
use MCE as asubstitute for buying CDs
or pre-recorded tapes. The problem,
though, is one of time vs money, and
how consumers will view adirt-cheap
source of CD-quality music. (Note: They
call it "CD quality," which, for some of
us, is an oxymoron. Before Isay anything about the sonic worth of MCE's
signals, Iwant to hear 'ern.)
If MCE is used as an alternative to FM
radio—a DJ-free zone that provides
more choice than radio so far as genre is
concerned—then retailers have little to
fear; only radio stations should be concerned. But, as there are only so many
listening hours in the day, it's quite likely
that asubstantial number of listeners will
29

replace their CD listening with MCE.
This, of course, works only for those
unfussy enough to take pot luck. I'm not
of that sort, and absolutely insist on
selecting what Iwant to hear at any given
time. But digital-broadcast users can
argue that they're shedding all sorts of
baggage, like eliminating the need to
store CDs, when they're really eliminating the need to load aCD tray.
More likely, though, is that MCE will
be used as asource of free-to-record
music. Hey, if you're anon-discriminating rap fan, then what does it matter if
you've just copped an hour's worth of
Ice-T or Public Enemy? Is there that
much difference for most heavy-metal
fans between freebie Anthrax and Napalm Death? Whatever the case, it looks
like Sony, WEA, and GI/JC are prepared
to trade what the individual household
has been spending per month on CDs
for asingle subscription fee equal to the
cost of only one new disc.
Which reminds me: We're only ashort
time away in the UK from officially
denying that CD prices are too high.
Although CD pricing has been condemned by acommittee consisting of
members of Parliament, it's said that the
Monopolies and Mergers Commission
thinks otherwise, and that a£5 ($7.50)
difference between US and UK prices

can be justified.
A report of the Commission's findings, sent to the Department ofTrade and
Industry, should be ready for publication this summer. According to the Daily
Mail, it's likely that the findings will
report CDs as "not unique among leisure goods which are cheaper in America." Which confirms the commonly held
idea that the UK's consumers are the
meekest in the world! 3
As Isaid: III were arecord retailer, I'd
not be surprised if you called me paranoid. But should record retailers be surprised at the outcome? Ithink not. I'm
sure that the major music labels regard
record shops as nothing more than profitmargin-eating parasites who actually fail
to sell CDs—as opposed to taking money
for them. Ifind this applicable to the
larger multiples (if not the independents).
Is there any light at the end of the tunnel for the hapless retailer? Probably. If
the current market penetrations of cable
and satellite in the UK are anything to
go by, it will be some time before any of
us witness any damage inflicted on the
3According to areport in The Economist (May 7, 1994),
alarge number of consumer products are priced higher
in the UK than elsewhere: aSharp EL 6061 calculator,
for example, costs more than double in the UK what
it does in the US; Wilson tennis balls are three times as
expensive; and SIT gasoline additive is almost four
(Imes as expensive.
—JA

record trade by MCE.

US: Peter W. Mitchell

Has the idea of owning your own CD
recorder been spoiled by the exorbitant
pricing of blank discs? Investigations by
Barry Fox last year showed that Kodak
Photo CDs were nearly identical to CDR blanks; yet the Kodak discs were
priced under $20, while CD-R blanks
were stuck in the $40-$80 range. Last
December, Ipredicted that CD-R blanks
would drop to the $20 range when large
numbers of audiophiles buy CD-R
machines.
I'm delighted to report that Iwas
wrong. Prices have already dropped,
although CD-R machines are still being
purchased mainly by professional users
—eg, small recording studios that need
to run off one or two CD copies of afinished mixdown for the performer's approval. Ms in recent issues of Pro Sound
News have featured major-label CD-R
blanks at just $19 for 63-minute discs,
and $23 for 74-minute blanks. If you're
interested, get your credit card and call
Fuller Sound hi LA. at (800) 88-SOUND.
Even if you're not ready to invest

AUDIOLAB
Four 1993 Federation of British Audio Awards!
Voted best in their categories:

auialab

Audiolab 8000D
Best Digital to Analog Convertor
Audiolab 8000A
Best Integrated Amplifier
Audiolab 8000T
Best AM-FM Tuner

Audiolab 8000C/P

(not shown)

Best Separates

Artech Electronics Ltd:
P. O. Box 1980, Champlain, NY 12919 (514) 631-6448 Fax 631-1212
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$4000 in aCD-R deck, you can arrange
to transfer any recording to aone-off CD
for areasonable fee. Ispend alot of time
listening to new loudspeakers, relying
on assorted tracks from familiar CDs
(and afew of my own recordings) to
rapidly identify each speaker's virtues
and faults. To simplify this procedure, I
recently copied my favorite tracks and
some specialized test signals onto a72minute DAT tape. A small studio in
North Hollywood copied the digital
code from the DAT onto two gold CDR discs for atotal cost of $160, plus tax
($100 for the transfer, plus $30 each for
the discs). So now, in addition to the Stereophile Test CDs, Icarry my own personal test CD wherever Igo.
You can do the same. If agroup of
audiophiles in aclub could agree on the
contents of adisc and order five CD-R
copies of arecording rather than two, the
cost would fall to $50 apiece.

US: John Atkinson

Industry news: The Hales Design Group,
the company formed by loudspeaker designer L. Paul Hales to replace his original Hales Audio company (see "Industry
Update," December '93), has been
acquired by the CAL Group, the parent
organization of California Audio Labs,
who also recently acquired Pulsar, the
manufacturer of projection TVs. Paul
remains with the company as head of
loudspeaker R&D.
The Tempe, AZ-based Rockford Corporation, whose main strength is in-car
amplifiers, has decided to stop manufacturing their domestic Hafler amplifier
models in the next few months. Rockford bought both Hailer and its Acoustat
electrostatic loudspeaker subsidiary from
David Haller at the end of 1987, but sold
Acoustat to the brand's Italian distributor acouple of years ago.
The Home Theater manufacturer Frox
has terminated all operations. Promising much in the way of an integrated
hardware/software system, with an interactive database, an innovative remotecontrol "wand," DSP-corrected loudspeakers, and line-doubled video, the
Silicon Valley-based company, which
raised more than $17 million of venture
capital ,
4 never fully delivered on those
promises.
Following the relocation of Acoustic
Research's loudspeaker marketing and
engineering offices to the NHT headquarters in Benicia, California, International Jensen has announced that AR
Limited electronics and Day-Sequerra
tuner manufacturing will be resettled in
4See Stereophile, Vol.14 No.9, p.45.
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its Schiller Park, Illinois facility, along
with the associated engineers. The marketing of the lines will be carried out by
International Jensen's Specialty Audio
Group in Benicia.
The restructuring of the company's
AR division has contributed to Jensen's
profitability, as has an upswing in new
car sales, which boosted its OEM
speaker business. Jensen's reported gross
sales for the fourth quarter of 1993 were
$54 million, compared with $49 million
for the same period in 1992, according
to Audio Week magazine.

away. Idon't know enough about the
internal (hi-fi) politics to comment, but
Isuspect it was acase of certain people
cutting off their noses to spite their faces.
That aside, everything seemed to run
smoothly and professionally; after 17
years, organizer Jean-Marie Hubert and
his team know how to run asuperb exhibition.
The 1994 show proved that Home
Theater has come of age in France, but
it was still afascinating mix of the massmarket and the obscure, the international
and the local. The highlights follow, in
alphabetical order.

France: Ken Kessler

Smack in the middle of the mega shows
(the CES, the German Funkaustellung,
whatever the Japanese do) and the specialist shows (the Hi-Fi Show in London,
the Stereophile Shows, Milan, etc.) is one
which bridges the gap. Paris's Le Salon
Son & Image, formerly Le Festival du
Son, is the only one which manages to
attract trade and public in big numbers:
mass-market brands and tweakers, audiophile lunatics and civilians.
In adecade of intense show-going,
I've seen venues which range from
gigantic convention centers, aging but
elegant hotels, regional hotels, corporate
hotels, and every kind of hostelry in
between. Le Salon took place in aconvention center, but not adrafty, openacreage barn good only for multinational
corporations building million-dollar
booths. The Palais de Congrès marries
the gigantic with the cozy, so you can
play host to Pioneer or McIntosh, local
heroes Cabasse or Lowther.
It was pointed out to me by Cesare
Bevilacqua of Sonus Faber that the floorplan of the Palais is the same as the crosssection of his company's Guarneri
speaker, though Idoubt that that's why
the hall seems so conducive to hi-fi
shows. Maybe it's the fact that the subbasement is also ametro stop—you can
get there from anywhere in the greater
Paris environs without difficulty. Or that
the place contains restaurants and boutiques. Or that it's right next to one of
two of Air France's bus stops for direct
transport from the city's two international airports. And it has one other
bonus: it backs onto amajor hotel, ideal
for the brands that just can't cope with
exhibitions in halls rather than manageable (and sonically acceptable) rooms.
This last was amajor issue this year
because apolitical ruckus erupted which
kept ahandful of the major distributors
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Adyton's integrated amplifier

Adyton is aNorwegian brand completely new to me; it had its most interesting piece on silent display, so Ican't
even hint at its sonic capability. The cubist Opera integrated amplifier looks more
like apower amp than an integrated
despite the presence of avolume control
and source selector on the front panel.
Rated at 60Wpc into 8ohms, it accepts
five line inputs and reeks of high technology. The company also produces separate components, including a lowprofile preamp and aphono stage.
Audio Note resisted showing its
$350,000 monoblock, but did demonstrate the Ongaku with its new front
panel. What appeared to be the entire
range was on show, including plenty of
units for below $1500, but Peter Qvortrup said it was all just ataster.
Audio Research chose Paris for the
premier public showing of the ARC CD

The new-look Audio Note Ongaku singleended, silver-wired amplifier
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transport, the exquisite-sounding and
beautifully made CUT-1. (I learned later
that the company also produces it as a
standalone player.) This was one of the
most talked-about products at the show,
especially in light of aprice way below
that of most high-end CD spinners.
Audio Sculpture, makers of the
handsome Minuscule and Majuscule
integrated amps, the Paraphrase preamp,
and the Equilibre power amp which I
first saw at last year's Paris event, introduced avariety of new finishes—a new
look that consists of darker alternatives
to the plain aluminum fascias of the basic
models. All new, though, was the Partition tube CD player, asingle-box affair
which sounded fine.
Audio Sud's Iso Sound "cushioning"
system is aribbed, rubbery mat used to
absorb vibration from all manner of
components, including speakers, CD
players, and preamps. ft comes as two
mating sections, available in different
sizes and thicknesses, and is said to reduce
vibration-induced distortion by 20dB.
Best of all is that it didn't look as if it was
made by some con artist in his garage.
Audion from the UK introduced the
300B-SE single-ended stereo power
amp, producing 7Wpc in true class-A; it
was nice to see this British company
showing something first to the French.

As with all Audion products, it represents exceptional value; expect this one
to retail for around $1500.
Avantgarde of Switzerland demonstrated some beautifully finished solidstate gear, including the dual-mono stereo 120W Al power amp, the B1 preamp, and the Cl integrated amp.

Confluence Cantilene Evolution loudspeaker

Confluence's range features speakers
lacking parallel sides, to avoid standing
waves within the enclosures. New from
the company is the Muse, abass-reflex
enclosure with afront-exiting port containing a 166mm paper/latex dualvoice-coil woofer and a20mm polymer
tweeter. The new Villanelle looks like a
taller Muse.
Denon, now exerting its position as
a high-end brand outside of Japan,
unveiled the one-box DCD-S1 CD
player. It features the triple suspension
and air-lock disc area first seen in the
company's top-end separate transport
and converter, reviewed by TJN in the
May Stereophile (Vol.17 No.5).
Ederena Concept's Aira loudspeaker
is ahybrid featuring aribbon tweeter
mounted atop ahoneycomb cabinet.
Elipson, as ever, showed aline of systems incorporating spherical sub-enclosures, including the floorstanding 4240
three-way with alarge white ball mounted
on top of aconventional cabinet.
Jean-Marie Reynaud makes slim
systems which can be wall-mounted like
the Sequence speakers from the UK
(now marketed by Revox). The EMP
comes in matched asymmetrical pairs in
mirror-finish black or white. The driver
complement consists of a170nun woofer
with ceramic magnet and a25nun metal-

If your definition of real
music is:
Clearly a "BIT" faster then the rest!

"

•HIGHS that are precise and
smooth • MID RANGE that
is transparent and natural
•BASS that is controlled and
strong...

Then Ocm technology
products are designed
for you!
The Ocm line of amplifiers are designed
with aslew rate of 400 Volts/U-sec.
(True balanced differentially) and
200 Volts/U-sec. (Single ended).
They will comand the musical moment.

_

Ocm Technology Inc.
1237East Main Street, Bldg,#2
Rochester NY 14609 Fax: 716 482-8859
1 800 448-8490
Illustrated: the Ocm
model 500 amplifier, the
model 86 preamplifier and the
1.11. remote control
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dome tweeter. The EMP can handle
160W peaks; with ahigh sensitivity of
90dB/W/m, it should be aroom-filler.
Kora, another brand completely new
to me, showed an all-black, open-architecture, pure dass-A integrated tube amp
called the Design 30. Power is 30Wpc
from four EL34s. The Design 30 contains polypropylene caps, I% metal resistors, and adouble-sided circuit board.

American classics in Paris: McIntosh MC275
amid Harley-Davidsons

McIntosh's French distributor took
to heart the notion that the MC275 is an
"American classic" by displaying it on
apedestal between apair of gorgeous
Harley-Davidson motorcycles. It's hard
to say which was the biggest crowd-pullet
Metronome Technologie, on the
Jadis stand, makes alittle two-way pyramid-shaped speaker, its brass reflex
enclosure measuring only 340mm tall,
with afootprint of 245mm by 330mm.

The Jadis CD transport in production form

Micrornega consolidated its position
as one of France's few makers of complete systems with ahost of new items,
including the Stage CD player, available
in three levels of refinement, and the
Swing remote-control integrated amplifier, rated at 50Wpc. The Stage upgrades
are tetiofittable in Linn fashion, allowing
the player to "grow" with the customer.
Micromega launched speakers, too; the
company can now supply the works,
from source to transducer.
Monitor Cable introduced anew,
patented speaker wire with athird strand
situated between the main plus/minus
cable; this is said to compensate for any
asymmetry in the fields generated by the
two main sections. Called MCR (Magnetic Current Reflector), it will appear
STEREOPHILE, J
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in all of the company's models in the
Cobra range.
P.S.I:s Le Syntoniseur is asmall,
"deactivated" speaker which you place
in the listening room but do not connect
to the system. It's supposed to minimize
resonances in the air and in water molecules present in the room. At FF3600, it's
apretty expensive tweak; industry response is divided among those who
think it's pure genius and those who
think that eating snails can only lead to
madness. I'm still trying out the sample
Itook back to the UK—an act which, in
itself, opens me to ridicule.
Solo, which makes afine tube amp,
showed the horn-loaded H500 loudspeaker, which looks like aminiature
version of abig studio monitor. Drivers
indude atitanium-dome tweeter, acompression midband driver, and acouple
of 200mm polypropylene woofers.
TEAC displayed mockups (in black
and champagne finishes) of new singlechassis players, the C-3 and C-5, notable
for incorporating large pointed feet as
part of the basic chassis.
YBA, perhaps France's premier brand
of solid-state electronics, showed upgraded versions of virtually the entire
range, with slightly improved cosmetics,
playing through their own floorstanding
speakers. Coincidentally, the color appears to be the same shade of green as
Lyra's Lydian cartridge. But Istress the
"coincidentally". ..
For software hounds, Mobile Fidelity and DCC gold CDs were there in
plenty, along with impressive selections
of LPs—despite word that the French
were all-but-anti-analog. Disques Concord/Media 7offered alarge selection
of audiophile titles from companies like
Telarc with the new releases from Shanachie. Isaw Sheffield Lab titles on sale,
astand with the CDs produced by the
German Audio magazine, and the popular
Opus 3tides. And Deutsche Grammphon shared space with Yves Cochet,
the latter showing its new speaker.
Meanwhile, not far away from the
Palais de Congrès was the Paris Record
Fair, on the same weekend as Le Salon
(just like last year), and reason enough
to travel to France. It's still the very best
record fair in Europe, with vinyl to die
for, including like-new copies of the
earliest Mantic LPs (Lavern Baker, frinstance), hundreds of highly sought-after
French EPs from the 1960s, serious
promo items, genuine gold discs, Japanese imports, weird memorabilia, and
enough bootlegs (LP and CD) to give
any record-company executive amassive coronary. FF1000 would buy you
multi-CD bootleg boxes from Led Z,ep
WorldRadioHistory

or the Beatles, the going rate for adecent
Casino Royale varied from sane to obscene
($1000 with ascratch running through
"The Look of Love"?), and Ilocated a
mint copy of acriminally rare Crickets
LP on Liberty for FF250 (ca $45). Iran
out of money by the time Ifound the
Belgian rock maven with ten different
Buddy Holly bootleg CDs, which Isuppose is agood thing. Again, the action
with the vinyl on sale was enough to
make you think that the LP isn't dead.
Then again, music lovers and audiophiles
have different motives.

YBA's new look

US: Peter W. Mitchell

The lack of new developments in digital
audio broadcasting in recent months is
not mysterious. The Electronics Industries Association (EIA) required that all
developers of digital radio systems complete their design work last December,
in order to deliver prototype equipment
to the EIA for testing. By the end of
January, sample transmitters and receivers
for seven proposed systems were delivered to NASA's Lewis Research Center
in Cleveland, where EIA engineers will
spend eight months testing them. The
tests will be completed during the fall,
the results will be evaluated during the
winter, and aselected system will be
recommended to the FCC for approval
next spring.
Many previously announced systems
withdrew from the contest because of
technical inadequacies or insufficient
investment capitaL Three of the surviving candidates are from USA Digital,
whose Project Acorn demonstrations
have been reported in these pages during the past three years. In these "in-band
on-channel" systems, the digital radio
signals would be combined with existing
FM and AM broadcasts. AT&T has two
in-band proposals, one on-channel, and
an alternate-channel system that would
place digital signals in the gaps between
existing FM stations. A system from
NASA and the Voice of America would
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broadcast from orbiting satellites. The
final candidate is the Eureka-147 DAB
system, already adopted as the digital
radio standard for Canada, England, and
most of Europe.
The lab tests in Cleveland will include
an array of about 50 separate tests in 13
categories. Among these are the range
of distances over which reliable reception is obtained, resistance to signal losses
in tunnels or under bridges, the potential
for interference between analog and digital signals at the same or adjacent frequencies, the ability of error-correction
to restore aclean digital signal in the
presence of noise or interference, each
system's immunity to multipath effects,
its capacity for subcarriers and auxiliary
data services (so that digital radios can
also display weather and traffic updates,
stock-market prices, song titles, and
other program info), and—of course—
the quality of the received sound.
The lab tests will be followed by field
tests—over-the-air evaluations at sites
near Charlotte, NC—to learn what reception problems might occur for either stationary antennas or moving cars, in city
streets or rural areas, on both flat and
mountainous terrain.
While basic evaluations of sound quality are being conducted in Cleveland, a
much more thorough and lengthy round

of listening tests will be conducted during July and August at Canada's Communication Research Centre in Ottawa.
(This is the facility where Canadian volunteers conducted in-depth viewing tests
last year to judge the picture quality of
American HDTV system proposals.)
These listening tests will include both
blind level-matched A/B comparisons
and lengthier listening sessions, aimed
at detecting differences between master
tapes and DAB signals after digital coding,
transmission, reception, and decoding.
During the NAB (National Association ofBroadcasters) convention in midMarch, engineers solicited volunteers for
the listening tests, and debated the relative merits of the systems. Also in March,
Canada's first permanent Eureka-DAB
transmitters commenced regularly scheduled broadcasts from Montréal and
Toronto, while similar transmitters are
being constructed in other major cities.
Pioneer announced plans to become the
first manufacturer of Eureka-system
tuners for use in Canada and Europe.
(Most other Eureka digital tuners probably will be made by Grundig and other
European manufacturers, since Europe
is the primary market for the Eureka
DAB system.)
In England, the BBC has installed
experimental Eureka DAB transmitters

in central London, at Croydon, and at
two other locations along the M25 highway that circles the city. Although these
transmitters are only in the 100W range,
tests have shown that they provide better
than 95% coverage of the London area
—even when measurements are made
with awaist-level antenna simulating the
reception that would be provided by a
tabletop receiver's built-in antenna.
While American broadcasters are
attracted by the relatively low cost of
adding an in-band digital signal to an
existing FM station, Eureka DAB supporters doubt whether the limited bandwidth of an in-band signal can provide
sufficient immunity to multipath, can
cover alarge area, or can provide good
reception in amoving car.
A Project Acorn engineer offered a
counter-suggestion: While Eureka DAB
is said to be the emerging world standard
for digital radio, the radio networks that
have chosen it are operated by government PIT (post/telephone/telegraph)
quasi-monopolies. In most European
countries, there also are many privately
owned stations competing with the
national PIT networks. If an in-band
DAB system succeeds in the EIA's tests,
its economy and practicality may be as
appealing to independent European stations as to American broadcasters S

We at Totem are of the
opinion that
specifications are not
the key to real life

ACOUSTIC

musical reproduction.
Our speakers breathe
real life and space into
any reproduced music.
Totem "Model one"
speakers will bring you
superior spatial
representation, timbre,
rhythm, ambiance,
coherence, tonality
and musicality.
Listen and believe

gree
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m. ein

MAYAIIDIC
Marketing

3-1

76 Main St., P.O. Box 1048
Champlain, N.Y. 12919
Tel.: (518) 298-4434
Fax.: (518) 298-5314

In Canada
Tel.: (514) 651-5707
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T

he KPS-20i is the first of a

new generation of CD based components—
The 20 series KRELL PLAYBACK SYSTEMS. Developed to
perform at the reference level, the KPS-20 Series is laden
with technology normally reserved for our most sophisticated
components.

Three versions of the KPS-20 will become available:

the 20i integrated CD player, the 20i/l integrated player with internal
preamp output stage, and the 20t transport.
Available around the worldfrom authorized Dealers and Distributors.
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T

he KPS-20i has a unique dual

Increased software complexity allows

retracts you realize the KPS-20i

suspension system to isolate the

the oversampled points to be more

presents afresh approach to playing

transport from vibration.

accurately calculated, yielding a

[rom the moment the cover first

The

The ledder io Audio
CDs.

Optimized for rigidity and

low mass, our stabilizer securely

[MilleefiM

transport is mounted within a

more tangible and refined sonic

suspended, 4.5 lb. machined brass

presentation.

block.

Low-stored-energy chassis

feet supply the second barrier.
Coupled with its integrated design,
which eliminates jitter, the data
stream entering the processor is
remarkably error-free.

T

he KPS-20i is the first CD player

to

use

Motorola

processor.

DSP-56002

Operating

at

an

astonishing 66MHz, this processor is

D

escribed here are only three of the

capable of running software similar

major advancements found within

to that in our Reference 64, allowing

the KPS-20i.

Others include

proprietary transport and
couples the disc to the transport in a

user

comprehensive manner.

Five arms

differential DAC system,

contact the outer edges of the disc to

high current power supply

insure uniform flatness. A quenched

and analog output stages,

field magnet assembly achieves

external input capability and

strong clamping force without

construction details.

affecting laser performance.

The

complete discussion and

transport is fitted with anew spindle

audttion of this remarkable

hub

that

interlocks

with

the

stabilizer to prevent disc eccentricity.

software,

20-bit

For a

far more complex algorithms to be

device, please contact your dealer or

used

distributor today.

in

reconstructing

data.

KRELL • 45 Connair Drive •Orange, CT 06477-0533 • Sales: 203-799-9954 • FAX: 203-799-9796
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otell me, Sam—do you think
the Optimus CD-3400 portable CD player from Radio
Shack is that good?"
It was ahigh-end manufacturer fiend.
"Yeah, it's great. Bought yours yet?"
[long pause]
"Yes, as amatter of fact:' He paused
again, as if for emphasis. Or maybe he was
searching for something to say. "It's not
very detailed."
"I never said it was. But how does it
sound for $179.95?"
"Bought mine for $129.95," he corrected. "Pretty good, actually?'
"You haven't heard it at its best!' Istarted
to rev up. "If you really want to hear what
the CD-3400 can do, you need to use it
as atransport."
Iheard what sounded like agroan.
"Do you have to tell me this?"
Another friend called—an importer.
"I bought your Optimus CD-3400, but
Idon't see what Joe Grado, Dick Sequerra,
John Curl, and all you guys are raving
about."
"You don't? Have you used it as a
transport?"
"Yes, but the Forsell Air Bearing CD
Transport is definitely better?' Even over
the phone, Icould tell this was said with
astraight face.
"I'll bet the Forsell's better—for 38
times the pricer
Then, just afew days later, at the Stereophile High-End Hi-Fi Show, in
Florida, John Atkinson stopped me and
said, with astraight face, "The Mark
Levinson No30/31 combination is better?'
Hmmm.
Did Iever suggest that the CD-3400
was better than Mark Levinson gear? Or
Forsell? Or Krell?
"A Krell? Hell, no!" Isaid to Lewdk,
who is awaiting his new Krell Studio CD
player. "All I'm saying is that the CD-3400
is great for what it is?'
And trust me—as atransport, it's even
better. Remember, if you don't think you
STEREOPHILEJULY 1994

got your money's worth, Radio Shack will
refund it.
Iassume that you've bought your CD3400 by now. (If it goes on sale, buy
another and keep one as aspare Or buy
extras as gifts.) This month, Itell you how
to maximize your investment.

Radio Shack Optimus CD-3400
portable CD player

OPTIMUS CD-3400:
BASIC TRANSPORTATION
The CD-3400 is equipped with adigital
out—strange, perhaps, for aRadio Shack
player, but the Shack does sell aDCC deck
with direct digital in.1
The first thing you want to do is get the
player on asolid foundation and stop it
from sliding around.
Here's what Idid, and it works, although some folks daim I've violated one
principle or other of physics.
Ialready had a10 1
/"by 17" piece of lis"
2
plate glass that was cut for another
purpose Istuck some German Acoustics
metal cones under the glass, then let the
1The CD-3400 comes with digital out, so no modification is necessary. But the digital out is a3.5mm
rniniplug—of necessity, considering the player's size
You need an RCA-to-mono-miniplug adapter, available for about two bucks—from the Shack, natch.
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tips of the metal cones rest in aset of metal
cups you can buy with the cones. Iused
four cone/cup combos rather than three.
Next, Icut out apiece of Sorbothane
(available in sheets from AudioQuest)
about the size of the CD-3400, and stuck
it to the glass. Then Istuck the player to
the Sorbothane. No glueing necessary
—the stuffjust sticks.
Ipositioned the player slightly to the left
of center, to allow room atop the plate for
the "transmitter" of the first of two Audio
Alchemy DST digital transmission line
cables. (The digital our is on the right side
of the player.) The Alchemy "transmitter"
rests on the plate glass.
Does this careful tweaking of the CD3400 work?
You bet! As with al good transports, it
pays to fool around with supports, cones,
etc Besides, you don't want the little bugger sliding around every time you change
adisc.
Now you're in business.
Like Itold Bob Haley when he bought
one of these players, be prepared to have
your socks knocked off when you use it
as atransport!

THE SYSTEM!
"Sam, are you serious?"
"No!"
"No, Sam. Imean, are you seriously
using the Optimus CD-3400 as your trierence digital transport?'
You bet—until some high-end manufacturer loans me abetter transport to use.
I'm sure there's better stuff around; I
just
don't have any of it in the house
It's true: with the CD-3400 Isacrifice
remote control—a minor pain in the butt.
But Iactually find the programming features on the CD-3400 apleasure to use
The player is easy to operate It's ergonomic—the controls are well thought-out
and well laid-out, and programming is
straightforward.
Here's my system:
Remember, the CD-3400 sits on aslab
39

of Sorbothane atop the plate-glass stand
Idescribed. Then Ihave an Audio Alchemy Data Stream Transceiver plugged
into the CD-3400's digital out via atwobuck Radio Shack adapter.
The Audio Alchemy Transceiver leads
to an Audio Alchemy DTI Digital Transmission Interface—the so-called jitter box,
an accessory which should be unnecessary
but can sometimes do wonders to take the
edge off digital and keep the jitters away
from the listener.
A second Audio Alchemy Data Stream
Transceiver goes from the DTI to an
Adcom GDA-600 processor.
The processor, in turn, feeds into the
line-stage section of aB&K Pro 10 preamplifier (latest version, and considerably improved). The B&K Pro 10 leads
into whatever amp I'm listening to at the
moment—currently an Electrocompaniet
AW20. Speakers are Quad ESL-63 USA
Monitors. Cables are whatever Ican
scrounge.2All the equipment is plugged
into API Power Wedges.

How TO COMPLICATE YOUR
LIFE WITH MORE STUFF YOU
THOUGHT YOU DIDN'T NEED
When Iwas at Stereophilès Florida Show,
2Lately I've been having fun with some of the cheaper
stuff from XL0.

Audio Alchemy Digital Transmission Interface

an attendee carne up to me and said, "Sam,
Ihate this business of digital separates. It
seems like breaking up the CD player into
pieces is abad idea, because you have to
go through so much hassle to put everything back together again."
True. This is why I'm so keen on the
Maranta CD-63 player. And you can run
that player directly into some power amps,
without the need for aline stage—something that's impossible with the CD-3400.
(I haven't had time for detailed comparisons of the CD-3400 and the Marantz
CD-63, but Ithink they're both terrific
players. As aplayer—I'm not talking transport, now—I prefer the Maranta. But the
Radio Shack is so much fun!)
Anyway, thanks in large part to Audio
Alchemy, I'm tangled up in wires. There's
no getting away from this: my installation

CLEAN YOUR CLOCK
The original Audio Alchemy DTI—Digital Transmission Interface—is the inexpensive "yitter box" that's supposed to eliminate jitter before it reaches your processor 3
We all know jitter is bad. It's what gives
you the jitters when you listen to so much
digital. Get rid ofjitter and you get rid of
the digital edge—the sonic edges of all
those Is and Os get smooth instead of
sharp. What the heck—I don't know. Ido
know that jitter reduction is agood thing
—makes digital sound much more like
analog. In other words, like music.
The DTI takes the digital signal from
your player or transport and does astrip
job on it. It recalibrates the master clock,
and sends the signal on its way to the processor.
Itried the 17f1 before and didn't know
what to make of it. In some systems, it
doesn't seem to make much difference. I
assumed that it worked its "alchemy" only

MUSICAL SURROUNDINGS
5856 College Ave., Ste. 146, Oakland, CA 94618
(510) 420-0379 Fax (510) 420-0392
.
$600

40

is amess. Audio Alchemy has areal talent for complicating your life with more
equipment you probably thought you
didn't need. Iwish Alchemy would come
out with asingle-box player.
Meanwhile, Ihave all these pieces.
Take the Data Stream Transceiver—
Audio Alchemy's plug-in "powered digital
cable' That really messes things up, especially when you use two of them. And you
have to use two ofthem when you use the
Audio Alchemy Digital Transmission
Interface—that's DTI. (Don't confuse DTI
with DST)
You have to plug all of this stuff into the
electrical mains, including the two DST
cables. That means acord going from the
wall outlet (or power strip) to an outboard
power supply, and then to each unit itself.
Three cords, three power supplies. Plus,
of course, an AC adapter to power the
CD-3400 (unless you use batteries), and
another power cord to your digital processor. Five power cords instead of one.
You can imagine. It's amess.
It's all in the service of good sound, my
friends.

with qualifying trade-in

WorldRadioHistory

3Originally priced at $399, it's currently available for
$259, Audio Alchemy having introduced upgraded
models.
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North Reading, MA 01864-0008

Tel 1-800-370-3740

Fax (508) 664-4109

TEST RESULTS
B&K's components have earned a
reputation as being the best in their class
thanks to our stringent standards for audio
excellence. Designed, engineered and made
in the U.S.A., every B & Kpreamplifier,
amplifier and audio/video
control center must
pass acomprehensive
series of computerized
performance tests.
With your B&K
component you'll
receive our signed
guarantee of rigorous
testing and complete
quality assurance.

The result of our uncompromising
commitment to quality is exceptional
sound reproduction in your home pristine highs, asmooth mid-range, rich
bass response -from avariety of audio and
audio /video sources...
at aprice that will be
music to your ears.
Visit an authorized
B&Kdealer today for
ademonstration of
ound, quality and
alue that will receive
astanding ovation.

B&K Audio/Video Control Centers
now with DOLBY PRO LOGIC • TIME LINK
'Dolby and Pro Logic' TMs of Dolby Laboratories

B& K Components, Ltd.

CALL 1-800-543-5252
for the dealer nearest you.

2100 Old Union Road, Buffalo, NY 14227-2725 USA

EUROPE'S FIRST
FAMILY OF CABLES

(/j

METALS

• HYBRIDS

Now available throughout the U.S.A. so you can
hear what European critics are calling...

"A Knockout" - "A Breakthrough"
"Obviously aState-of-the-Art-Product"
"Redefines the Art"
"A Revolutionary New Audio Product"
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• CARBONS
For product information on interconnects,
speaker cables, video and digital links, and
acomplete list of dealers contact

VANGUARD
DISTRIBUTING
A Division of McCormack Audio Corporation

P.O. Box 231003
Encinitas, CA 92023
(619) 436-3051
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Audio Alchemy Data Stream Transceiver digital data link

with certain transports and processors, and
that if you had areally "good" transport
and processor, you wouldn't need one.
It may be just the opposite.
It may be that the better the transport
and processor, the more difference you'll
hear when you put aDTI between them.
With the Optimus CD-3400 and the
Adcom GDA-600 processor, the DTI
makes, to my ears, aworld of difference.
It helps to clean, clarify, and focus the
sound. khelps take those yagged edges off
all those Is and Os streaming through your
system.
And so does the. ..

AUDIO ALCHEMY DATA STREAM
TRANSCEIVER
This is the "powered digital cable" Imentioned.
And, like Isaid, if you're going to replicate this system, you'll need two of these
at $199 each. Never mind. Considering
the sound quality, you're still going to
get off cheap.
The DST is atransmission line, using
atransmitter and receiver to maintain constant impedance from end to end. The
transmitter end (which you connect to the
player or transport) accepts RCA, BNC,
or TosLink digital out. This is the side you
plug into the power supply, which plugs
into the mains. The receiver end can output
into RCA, BNC, or an AES/EBU connector. This means you can input TosLink
or coaxial and output to an AES/EBU
connection, such as that found on the
Adcom GFD-600 processor. Between the
transmitter and receiver is a1-meter gray
cable.
By the way, you need to be sure you
make afirm connection between the power
supply and each DST transmitter. Push the
plug in firmly. If you don't, you may have
only apartial connection, and either the
cable won't work or the transmitter will
bum out. Ihave this on the authority of
Wayne Schuurman of Audio Advisor.
So what does this tangle of Audio
Alchemy wires, boxes, power supplies,
and cabling do to the sound?
To find out, Iused the Optimus CD3400 and afew ordinary coaxial digital
cables running straight from the player
to the Adcom GFD-600 processor. The
sound was more than just okay, indicatSTEREOPHILE, jULY 1994

ing to me that the CD-3400 is avery
good transport, at the very least.
Matters improved considerably when
Isubstituted asingle DST transmissionline cable running from the player to the
processor. The sound got smoother, less
edgy, rounder, and fuller. Instruments
became more separated, less congealed.
There was less of the usual glomming-up
of things that you get with digital. The
sound became more informative, more
interesting.
What happened when Iadded the DTI
yitter—excuse me, jitter—box?
More of the same.
The sound cleaned up, cleared up, got

listened to his processor.)
The Adcom GDA-600 is not hard. Not
in my system. The Adcom is extraordinarily smooth and sweet—especially using the
Audio Alchemy DST cable. Not atrace of
transistory hardness that Ican hear. None.
Moreover, the Adcorn combines this
smoothness and sweetness with excellent
low-level resolution, acomplete freedom
from any high-frequency "overhang"
(where transients get smeared), ample bass,
and excellent dynamics. Adcom has apparently paid very dose attention to the matter
of power supplies.
Any downside?
None that Ican hear. Okay—I think I
may have heard better resolution from certain processors that sell for more than
$3000. But not much better. And if you
ask me where I'd put my money, it would
not be into an expensive processor. I'd buy
the Adcom.
In fact, this is what Irecommend to
folks who've already bought aCD-3400.
Buy the Adcom. And buy the Audio
Alchemy DTI and two DST cables. But

Adcom GDA-600

buy the Alchemy stuff with afull refund
guarantee uy the DTI for yourself and see
how you like the difference. You might
decide that all you need is one DST cable
from the CD-3400 to the GDA-600, in
which case you can return the DTI and
one of the DST cables. This will also let
you untangle some of the wires. Or you
might decide, as Idid, that the DTI is
worth its weight in gold.
The fun of this system, of course, is that
the 'umble CD-3400 is your transport.
Imagine your pleasure as you demonstrate
near-state-of-the-art digital sound to your
friends—especially those who own expensive transports and processors.
Heh-heh-heh-heh. You, too, will laugh
my evil laugh!
So what about using the CD-3400 by
itself?
ADCOM GDA-600
As aportable player, fine. Get yourself
Everything Bob Harley said in March
aset of Grado SR60 headphones, plug
about this $750 processor is true.
them into the CD-3400, and enjoy good
It's terrific for the money. In fact, it's tersound on the go. But for your system, I
rific period—so much so that you might
think you need something better. As a
seriously question the need to spend more.
player, the CD-3400 strikes me as having
Put your money instead into better
too much coloration (overripe mid- to
speakers, or the best amplifier you can
upper bass and arolled-off top end) and
afford.
too little resolution. But this very tonal
"It sounds hard."
balance—with its added richness—makes
This was from an importer oía digital
processor that sounds soft. (I know: I the CD-3400 ideal with headphones. $

even less edgy. Iheard more air, more resolution. Iheard much more ambience. I
could tell exactly where avocalist was
standing or an instrumentalist was sitting,
and Icould hear each one as aseparate
entity. What this alphabet soup of stuff
from Audio Alchemy does is dissolve the
digital sonic mucilage. And the effects are
cumulative.
And now. ..
the processor.
Icould have used Audio Alchemy's own
DAC-in-the-Box. In act, Idid for awhile.
Ihave nothing but admiration—even
wonder—for this $199 product It sounds
so smooth. But resolution is lacking, and
alittle box like this, with its limited power
supply, can sound only just so dynamic.
Instead, Iused the. ..
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CRACKING THE

DIGITAL CODE.

THE COMBINATION OF CLOCKING, CONVERSION ANO OUTPUT
THAT UNLOCKS A

NEW LEVEL OF MUSICAL PERFORMANCE.

Available at these and other fine dealers.
Sound Components
Coral Gables, Florida
(305) 665-4299

Definition Audio
Redondo Beach, California
(310) 371-0019

Audio Video Today

Stereo Shoppe
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Westminster, California
Selinsgrdve, Pennsylvania
(714) 891-7575
(717) 374-0150

Advanced Audio
Cary, North Carolina
(919) 319-1375

Audio Ark
Edmonton, Alberta
(403) 453-6624

It's not something you can trust to a
sledgehammer or astick of dynamite.
When Sonic Frontiers decided to develop a
line of digital products, they realized that to
crack the digital code it must be handled
delicately -bit by bit. During the initial conceptual design, special consideration was
given to the areas of re-clocking, digital-to-

RE-CLOCKING

ANALOG OUTPUT STAGE

All three of Sonic Frontiers' digital products
employ the latest UltraAnalog Input Receivers:
the AES20/21. These receiver modules combat the problem of jitter, atime variation in
the digital signal. They reject the output jitter
from your transport or other digital source
(from 1kHz and above) and are also intrinsically low in jitter (less than 40 picoseconds).
The SFD 1, SFD 2and UltraJitterbug utilize
these remarkable receivers to re-clock the
digital signal which is then fed to the D/A
converter modules (or in the case of the
Ultranterbug, to adigital processor). The
resulting improvement in sonic performance
is outstanding.

The output sections of the SF-D-1 and SFD 2
handle the musical signal with the utmost care.
Both of discrete design (no op amps), they
share the some circuit topology, with the SFD 1
utilizing more modest components. These two
products both profit by utilaing two extremely
musical and very reliable Sovtek 6922 tubes
os the tube complement of choice for the output buffer (cathode Follower) stage. The
outcome is asound which is Free From the
familiar digital glare.

analog conversion, and the analog output
DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG CONVERSION

stage. The result of these efforts is the
SFD-1 and SFD-2 Digital Processors and
the UltraJitterbug Digital Interface, each
sharing acommon purpose -the "clean up"
of the digital signal. The sonic "payoff" for
both music lovers and critics worldwide is
readily apparent.

Again, UltraAnalog was chosen for the job.
These newly designed dual DACs, the
D20400A (the First significant improvement
made to their modules in 5years), offer
without adoubt, the best sound and perfor-

mance in digital-to-analog conversion going
today. This digital-to-analog technology is
taken to the limit in the SFD 2, where two dual
DACs are used to attain an actual differentially
balanced configuration. The SFD 1, utilizing
only one dual D20400A and the same basic
technology as the SFD-2, offers superb perfor-

THE PAYOFF

These three elements are backed up with the
exceptional parts quality, unmatched value,
and uncompromising craftsmanship for which
Sonic Frontiers has become famous. Add to
that afull five-year parts und labor warranty
and aone-year warranty on the tubes and you
have the right combination for along-term,
satisfying relationship. IF you would like to
learn more about the Sonic Frontiers UltraJitterbug, SFD 1or SFD 2Digital Processors,
call or write and ask for the product brochure.
We'll be happy to answer your questions on
code cracking and how this exquisite "loot"
can be obtained.

mance and exceptional value.

The Sonic Frontiers Digital Family: the SFD-1, SFD-2 and UltraJitterbug
with their optional black faceplates.

re: SONIC FRONTIERS
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BREAKING THE SOUND BARRIER

Contact Sonic Frontiers for the dealer nearest you.
2790 Brighton Road, Oakville, Ontario, Canada L6H 5T4 - Telephone (905)
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829-3838 - Facsimile (905) 829-3033
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Pianist

M ITSUKO UCH IDA
Talks With

PETER CATALANO

CCJI.

Tobody shows such insight of what Mozart leaves on
apage." Such are the critical accoladesfor the 45year-oldJapanese-born pianist Mitsuko Uchida. Her
initial celebrity derivedfrom playing virtually everything Mozart
wrotefor the piano. Since then, Uchida has branched out into the
German Romantics, Debussy, and Messiaen—all to critical acclaim.
Born in Tokyo in 1948, Mitsuko Uchida moved to Vienna at age
12, when her diplomatfather was transferred. Immediately shefell
in love with the city and its German-speaking culture Upon entering
adulthood, Uchida leftfor England, where she developed her own
style and won several international competitions, eventually coming
to public attention in 1982 with arecital series in London.
Today Mitsuko Uchida is amuch-sought-after recitalist and soloist
who continues to build an impressive discography. We talked at Boston's
Four Seasons Hotel.
46
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recitals of Schubert and the Viennese School.
Catalano: The First Viennese School?
Uchida: The Second Viennese School. There is no First
Viennese School. Tell me, which is the First Viennese School?
Catalano: Haydn. ..
Uchida: He's not Viennese.
Catalano: ...
Beethoven, Mozart.
Uchida: Isee. Inever considered there ever being aFirst
Viennese School. They just invented "Second Viennese
School" at some point out of convenience. But Iwould
always ask, "And what is the First Viennese School?" There
is no such thing.

Peter Catalano: You've made quite amark with your Mozart
recordings and performances. In 1989 you won aGramophone
award, and brought your Mozart to concert halls all over the world.
Is it time to leave Mozart, now that you've documented his complete
piano oeuvre?
Mitsuko Uchida: Ihave already moved from Mozart—
eight years ago—but people don't notice it. By the time the
recordings come out, you think I'm still working on [a particular composer's music]. However, the recordings were
made long ago, and by that time Imay be on to something
totally different. For example, between 1987 and 1989, Idon't
think Iplayed asingle note of Mozart in public.

PHILIPS DIDN'T HIRE ME TO DO THE COMPLETE MOZART.
RECORD COMPANIES DON'T THINK THAT FAR IN ADVANCE.
Icame back to Mozart, probably because of 1991 [the
Mozart bicentennial]. Ithought to myself, "Why not take
the opportunity? Ican get it out of my pocket, and [still, it's
been long enough] so Iwould have to rework it." So Idid
it. These days, I'm possibly playing Mozart piano concerti
two days ayear, and other composers the rest of the time.
Catalano: Are youfocusing on one composer and playing his work
exhaustively, as you did with Mozart?
Uchida: Like most matters in life, Mozart was achance event.
It looks as if you have planned it, and [then] it happens. Actually, Iwas balancing apencil on its tip, and said to myself,
"If it falls one way, I'll do Mozart; if it falls the other way,
I'll do Schubert:' When Idid do Mozart, somehow it hit the
right nerve. The public demand, or—I don't know if it is
true—the illusion of public demand was strong, and therefore the record company wanted more and more Mozart.
They didn't hire me at the outset to do the complete Mozart.
No, no, no—record companies don't think that far in advance.
The initial invitation from the company was through Erik
Smith, who was my producer as well as head of Artists and
Repertoire [at Philips Classics]. He invited me to record some
Schubert; he loved my Schubert. And then suddenly, between
the time of having invited me to record with Philips and the
initial recording date, this Mozart craze had started, and everybody shouted for my Mozart. Erik said to me, "Okay, too
bad. Next installment we'll do the Schubert." Isaid, "Okay,
fine. We'll record Mozart first, one or two records, and then
switch to Schubert."
The switch never happened—people carried on screaming
for Mozart. After that Ibecame abit wiser and shrewder;
Iwould say, "Okay, everything can wait." From then on,
Schubert has been, and will be, and is, one of my main composers. Starting in autumn 1994, Iplan to do alot of Schubert
in recital, then [more] in '97, [which marks] 200 years since
Schubert's birth. Also in 1997, I'll be playing chamber-music
dates as well. One festival even wants me to organize a
chamber-music series—my idea is to center [the programming] around Schubert and Anton Webern. My solo recitals
will feature juxtapositions of Schubert and Schoenberg.
Catalano: You'll be playing alot ofSchoenberg and Webern in your
recitals?
Uchida: Absolutely. All the solo music that is playable. And
Alban Berg. This school is very important for me. Ihave three
recital programs [built on this repertoire], so it varies. New
York gets all three: complete Schoenberg, plus some
Schubert. You can't play the complete Schubert in three evenings, but it can be done in five. Then in Salzburg I'll do five
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Catalano: You played Messiaen recently in Boston.
Uchida: Ihave played Messiaen for along time. These are
the things that very few people know, because my big exposure has been through Mozart, and because Icannot play too
many concerts. Isimply cannot do it—unless Iplay very
badly. It's easy to play badly. It's very difficult for me to play
public concerts.
Catalano: Is it nerves, orjust the stress of wanting to give so much
to the music?
Uchida: Both, probably. Iprefer to restrict the number of
concerts anyway. Ihave not been building what people call
abig international career for very long, so the rate of exposure
is not that high. That means people have to know me on
records. Since 90 percent of my recordings have been Mozart,
most people think my repertoire consists of Mozart. Not at
all. Icould quite easily play four full recitals of Chopin. For
example, when Iwas studying, Ithink Iplayed more
Beethoven and Debussy than any other composer. I'm not
going to shout at every interview, "No, no, no, Mozart is just
atiny corner of my lifer If that's the image that people have
of you, it cannot be stopped.
In my life there will always be two lines. One is the German, going up and through Schoenberg, Berg, and Webern;
plus, if possible, further. I'm seriously thinking about Karl
Amadeus Hartmann, avery interesting German composer
who wrote in the '30, '40s, '50s.
Catalano: Was he in the same school as Schrecker, Korngold, and
Krenek—those Germans whose music the Nazis labeled "degenerate'?
Uchida: No. Hartmann is a"one-off." He died in 1963.
Catalano: How many recitals do you do ayear?
Uchida: Well, including concerto dates, Ido about 40 ayear,
plus recordings. That is more than enough for me. Most of
my colleagues do 90-plus ayear. Okay, too bad—I can't. So
that's it.
Catalano: Where is your base these days?
Uchida: London.
Catalano: Do youfeel that, had you remained inJapan, there would
have been enough Western cultural exposure and high-caliber teaching
to have achieved the kind of artistry that you have?
Uchida: Absolutely no way—I'm not that talented. But, on
the other hand, you never know what could have been. You
cannot live twice. I'm convinced that my music-making has
several sources. One is my essential sensitivity; that you must
be born with. That's quite clear. But everyone has essential
sensitivity, essential talent, more or less. Everybody has something. It's just amatter of the right environment and the right
concentration within that person to make it flourish. And
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Problem Solved.

How long have you been thinking about turning
your music system into areal home theater? Or, has
your current processor created more problems than
it has solved?
Sound Quality
You no longer need to choose between optimizing your
system for music or movies. The PAV was designed to
handle both, equally and without compromise.
Functionality
Ten inputs (including four which handle audio and
video signals) offer the ultimate flexibility, even for
complex systems. Balanced inputs and outputs let
you take advantage of your best sources and amplifiers. Broadcast quality video switching delivers unexcelled video performance. Multiple output paths,
surround modes and programming options make the
PAY the first truly full-function surround preamp.

Easy to Use
Despite the complexity of what happens inside, the
PAV is simple and intuitive to use. You'll need to lock it
up if you want to keep others from using it! Button
locations, multi-color LEDs, on screen programming, and apowerful learning remote have all been
coordinated to make the PAV both logical and fun.
Three Systems In One
Send any combination of sound and picture throughout your home by using the "remote path." Any of
the components in your main system can be sent to
another system (or "zone"), while you record another and watch athird. Three separate output paths
are provided so you can see and hear whatever you
want, wherever you want it.
Finally...
You can have it all. Audition the PAV audio/video
preamplifier at your local Proceed dealer. If you
would like to add your name to our mailing list,
please write or fax us at the address below.*

PROCEED
DOLBY SURROUND
PRO LOGIC • TIME LINK

pay

“CASFILe•

'A donation to support AIDS research will be made for every name added to our mailing list.
Mark Levinson and Proceed' products are designed and manufactured by
MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 FAX (203) 346-1540
THX is aregistered trademark of Lucasfilm Ltd. DOLBY, Pro Logic and the double-D Symbol are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation.
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PHILIPS CLASSICS

IHAD GROWN UP IN JAPAN,
IWOULD NOT HAVE BEEN
A MUSICIAN.

.011

in order to make it flourish in one certain direction, you must
be lucky enough to have the right environment. Particularly
for what Iam doing: second-degree creativity.
Catalano: What do you mean by that?
Uchida: First-degree creativity is to compose Second-degree
creativity is to re-create what somebody else has already
created. Now, for that you must know the [cultural] environment, you must get into that particular world. So Iwas lucky
to get to Vienna—although, at acertain point, Ileft Vienna
because Iknew Ihad to get out. But having spent time really
struggling to create what Ithought was my way of musicmaking—that was right for me. And having found my [own
style] of music-making, Irealized how much Iowe to Vienna.
But so deeply so, it is shattering. Ifeel shattered every time
Istart playing Mozart these days, or listening to [other
Austro-German music], particularly Schubert.
Catalano: Do you think that's true of Western culture inJapan
today? Ifyou were ayoung girl growing up inJapan in 1994, is the
music scene there developed to the point where you wouldn't have had
to go to Vienna to develop your talent?
Uchida: Inever exclude the possibility of somebody else
making it. But if you ask me, Iwould not have been amusician. Iwas bright enough at school; Iwould have done something else.
Catalano:Japan has turned out some veryfine singers. Mitsuko
Shirai is very well thought cf for one. There are anumber of others
who have succeeded on the operatic stage. Is that in spite of the relative
inaccessibility to European music?
Uchida: Idon't know. Idon't want to be too specific about
it. Iknow how difficult it is to make good music—I know
how difficult it is for me—so Icannot comment on other people. But it was very important for me to have lived, to have
actually grown up with the German language, the Germanspeaking culture. Being as young as that, Iabsorbed the music
through my skin.
Catalano: What is your status inJapan? Do you return there regularly to concertize?
Uchida: Only once every two years. Every country wants
its heroes; but Inever wanted to be ahero. Idon't want to
be astar. I
just want acertain freedom to make music. Isee
the danger of being an overworked hero in Japan, so Igo
strictly once every two years, for ashort time, and that's that.
Catalano: Were there any particular pianists in Vienna or colleagues
from whom you learned and studied, gained insightfrom?
Uchida: Ihave had only one teacher—my teacher in Vienna,
STEREOPHILE, J
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Kurt Hauser. Ten percent of the way Iplay is still deeply
influenced by Hauser. The rest is mine. But yet he's the only
teacher who has influenced me. The other people Ilearned
from, consciously, were Pablo CasaLs, Josef Szigeti, and Wilhelm Furtwângler. And Fritz Busch. Adolph Busch, too.
Catalano: String players.
Uchida: And conductors. And, of course, pianists—many,
many pianists. But Iprefer to learn other types of repertoire,
so then Idon't start imitating [other piano players]. Particularly when you are young, you're searching; it's so important, so easy to get deeply influenced [by others playing the
same instrument]. The advantage to studying string players
is that Ican't really play my repertoire [exactly] like Szigeti,
because Szigeti played aviolin. Often Idon't realize how
deeply I'm influenced by Szigeti, because I'm playing different
pieces.
Catalano: After 1970, when Hauser died. ..
Uchida: Ilost him very early.
Catalano: .. .
artistically you were on your own.
Uchida: Ihad one teacher for ashort while, but it was very
difficult; it was not afruitful year.
Catalano: Did Hauser develop any other students that we might
recognize?
Uchida: No. I'm the only one.
Catalano: You have avoided pieces in the Romantic literature that
require abig, flashy technique—Liszt, Rachmaninoff, Scriabin. Does
your immersion in the Classical literature make it harder to master
that kind of technique? Is that akazardfor apianist who specializes in music of one era?
Uchida: Iplay Chopin. Don't you think that's big, Romantic
music? Also Schubert, Schumann, and Brahms. But Liszt
is still alien to me. Imay develop that in due course. Rachmaninoff, probably never. And Scriabin. ..
Look, you cannot play everything. Iprefer to play Bartók rather than Scriabin. That's quite clear—I want to play
more Bartók. Why do something merely because it looks
[impressive]? Iwon't ever play apiece of music in order to
[create an image], even if that means people may think Ican't
play aparticular piece. Fine.
Catalano: Who are the conductors—asidefromJeffrey Tate, with
whom you've recorded all of the Mozart concerti—with whom you
have aspecial affinity?
Uchida: There are plenty. For example, I've been having a
fantastic working relationship with Kurt Sanderling over
the last decade.
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THE FSERIES: F22-REMOTE CONTROL TUBE PREAMPLIFIER. F15-100 WATTS PER CHANNEL HYBRID STEREO
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MUSICAL FIDELITY

IHARDLY EVER LISTEN TO MY RECORDINGS. THAT'S MY PAST.
Catalano: What makes you two work so well together?
Uchida: We both make serious music. [rollicking laughter] I
love his honesty and humility. We have worked mostly on
Mozart and Beethoven. But to me he produces the most
wonderful Brahms. In fact, we are going to do some Brahms
in the coming spring. We shall play the D-minor concerto.
You know, he recorded with many people. There is this wonderful recording of Beethoven concertos, from the early '60s,
Ithink, with Gilds and the Vienna Symphony Orchestra.

ple to want it, both people to be free enough to do it, and
the circumstances to allow it. But it rarely comes all together
that way, even with Jeffrey-it requires avery special partner.
With Mr. Sanderling, it's amutual liking, my admiring and
adoring him. Which he likes quite abit these days.
Catalano: Which of your recordings do you value the most?
Uchida: Solo Mozart, the live recording, which Iwanted
to put on disc after along decade of having worked alot on
Mozart.

He also has plenty of recordings with the Leningrad Philharmonic, too. But he's 82 now.
Catalano: And your recording projects with Sanderling?
Uchida: We shall record the Beethovens. We are planning
to do 3and 4with the Amsterdam Concertgebouw.
Catalano: Can you tell us the names ofother conductots with whom
you have this simpatico?
Uchida: Very few are as tight as this. The Jeffrey Tate relationship is avery, very strong link because we have really
done so much together. And we will continue to do so, Ihope,
as long as he's still working. Our Mozart concerto recordings
were very special events, because Mozart needs both peo-

Catalano: That live Mozart disc was released to much acclaim.
Uchida: Yes. Ican hear my own development and evolution.
Catalano: Sometimes when people return to acertain literature,
theyfeel compelled to make it "bigger and better," and consequently
overplay andfuss with the music to make it in all ways deerentfrom
their earlier interpretation. What happens when you go back to aparticular repertoire once you've studied it, played it, then recorded it?
Uchida: Idon't ever want to make it that different. I'm asimplistic person. I
just try to do what's closer to the truth at that
moment, and not to listen to what I've done in the past. I
hardly ever listen to my recordings. That's my past. Idon't
need to dig in my past.

M ITSUKO UCHIDA - A DISCOGRAPHY
C111-11,11AN SI FIN1.1!

CHOPIN: Piano Sonatas 2& 3
Philips 420 949-2
DEBUSSY:12 Études for Piano
Philips 422 412-2
MOZART
Piano Concertos 5, K.175 & 6,
K.238
with Rondo, K382
Jeffrey Tate, English Chamber
Orchestra
Philips 432 082-2
Piano Concertos 8, K.246 & 9,
K.27I
Jeffrey Tate, English Chamber
Orchestra
Philips 432 086-2
Piano Concertos 11, K.413 & 12,
K.414
Jeffrey Tate, English Chamber
Orchestra
Philips 422 458-2
Piano Concertos 13, K.415 I
le 14,
K.449
Jeffrey Tate, English Chamber
Orchestra
Philips 422 359-2
Piano Concertos 15, K.450 & 16,
K.451
Jeffrey Tate, English Chamber
Orchestra
Philips 426 305-2
Piano Concerto 17, K.453
with Piano Quintet, K.452
Jeffrey Tate, English Chamber
Orchestra
Philips 422 592-2
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Piano Concertos 18, K.456 & 19,
K.459
Jeffrey Tate, English Chamber
Orchestra
Philips 422 348-2
Piano Concertos 20, K.466 F
e21,
K.467
Jeffrey Tate, English Chamber
Orchestra
Philips 416 381-2
Piano Concertos 22, K.482 & 23,
K.488
Jeffrey Tate, English Chamber
Orchestra
Philips 420 187-2
Piano Concertos 24, K.491 & 25,
K303
Jeffrey Tate, English Chamber
Orchestra
Philips 422 331-2
Piano Concertos 26, K.537 & 27,
K.595
Jeffrey Tate, English Chamber
Orchestra
Philips 420 951-2
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Piano Concertos, Complete
Jeffrey Tate, English Chamber
Orchestra
Philips 438 207-2 (10 CDs)
Piano Sonatas I,K.279; 14, K.457;
17, K.576
with Fantasia, K.475
Philips 412 617-2
Piano Sonatas 2-5, K.280-283
Philips 420 186-2
Piano Sonatas 6, K.284 & 16,
K.570
with Rondo, K.4F 5
Philips 420 185-2
Piano Sonatas 7-9, K.309-311
Philips 412 741-2
Piano Sonatas 10, K.330 & 13,
K.333
with Adagio, K.540; Gigue, K.574
Philips 412 616-2
Piano Sonatas 11, K331 & 12,
K.332
with Fantasie, K.397
Philips 412 123-2
Piano Sonatas K.533/494 & 15,
K.545
with Rondo, K.511
Philips 412 122-2
Piano Sonatas, Live in Japan
K.283, 457, 533/494, 545, 576;
Rondo, K.511; Fantasia, K.475; 10
Variations in C1, K.455
Philips 432 989-2 (2 CDs)
Piano Sonatas, Complete
Philips 422 517-2 (5 CDs)
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ROBERT HARLEY OFFERS ADVICE ON HOW TO BECOME ABETTER LISTENER

C

ritical listening is the practice of evaluating the quality of audio equipment by careful analytical listening. It is very different from listening for pleasure;
the goal isn't to enjoy the musical experience, but to determine
if asystem or component sounds good or bad, and what
specific characteristics of the sound make it good or bad. We
want to critically examine what we're hearing so that we can
form value judgments about the reproduced sound. We can
use this information to evaluate and choose components, and
to set up asystem.
Evaluating audio equipment by ear is essential—today's
technical measurements simply aren't advanced enough to
characterize the musical performance of audio products. The
human hearing mechanism is vastly more sensitive and complex than the most sophisticated test equipment now available.
Though technical performance is avalid consideration when
choosing equipment, the ear should always be the final arbiter
of good sound. Moreover, the musical significance of sonic
differences between components can only be judged subjectively. This is best expressed by Michael Polanyi in his
book, Personal Knowledge (Harper Torchbooks TB 1158):
"Whenever we find connoisseurship operating within science
or technology we may assume it persists only because it has
not been possible to replace it by ameasurable grading!'
Because we use connoisseurship in the evaluation of audio
products, the process is more an aesthetic endeavor than a
purely technical one. Good technical performance can contribute to high-quality musical performance, but it doesn't
tell us what we really want to know: how well the product
communicates the musical mmuge. To find that out, we must
listen. ..

presentations are different, and why one is better.
This article defines the language of critical listening,
describes what to listen for, and outlines the procedures for
setting up valid listening comparisons. It will either get you
started in critical listening, or help you become amore highly
skilled listener.

AUDIOPHILE VALUES

A general discussion of audiophile values is important in
understanding the next sections of this chapter. We can make
some broad statements about what we like and dislike in
reproduced music and what is important to us as audiophiles.
Good sound is only a means to an end—musical
satisfaction—not the end itself. If aneighbor or colleague
invites you over to hear his hi-fi system, you can tell immediately whether he's amusic lover, or a"hi-fi buff' more interested in sound than in music If he plays the music very loud,
then turns it down after 30 seconds to seek your opinion
(approval), he's probably not amusic lover. If, however, he
sits you down, asks what kind of music you like, plays it at
areasonable volume, and says or does nothing for the next
20 minutes while you both listen, it's likely that this person
holds audiophile values, or simply cares alot about music.
In the first example, the acquaintance tried to impress you
with sound. In the second case, your friend also wanted to
impress you with his system, but by its ability to express the
music, not shake the walls. This is the fundamental difference
between "hi-fi enthusiasts" and music lovers.
(You can use the same test to immediately tell what kind
of hi-fi store you're in. And if anyone pulls out aCD of trains,
sonic booms, Shuttle launches, or jet takeoffs, run for cover.)

THE HUMAN HEARING MECHANISM IS VASTLY MORE SENSITIVE AND COMPLEX
THAN THE MOST SOPHISTICATED TEST EQUIPMENT NOW AVAILABLE.

Knowing what sounds good and what doesn't is easy;
most people can tell the difference between excellent and poor
sound. But discovering why aproduct is musically satisfying
or not, and the ability to recognize and describe differences
in sound quality, are learned skills. Like all skills, that of critical
listening improves with practice. The more you listen, the
better alistener you'll become. As your ear improves, you'll
be able to distinguish smaller and smaller differences in
reproduced sound quality—and be able to describe how two
1Excerpted from The Complete Guide to High-End Audio, copyright @ 1994 by Robert
Harley, all rights reserved. Reprinted with permission.
The Complete Guide to High-End Audio is available for $29.95 (softcover) or $39.95
(signed hardcover edition) plus $4.95 shipping and handling. Send check or creditcard information to Acapella Publishing, P.O. Box 80805, Albuquerque, NM 87198,
or call toll-free (800) 848-5099 for credit-card orders. Ordering information also
appears in the ad on p.108.
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I've noticed an unusual trend when playing my system for
friends and acquaintances not involved in audio. Isit them
down in the "sweet spot" (the seating position that provides
the best sound) and put on some musk Ithink they'll like.
Rather than sitting there for the whole piece or song, they
tend to jump up immediately and tell me how good it sounds.
They've apparently been conditioned by the kind of razzle(12771e demonstrations in some hi-fi stores or friends' houses.
When you begin listening—at someone's house or adealer's
showroom—don't feel the need to express an opinion about
the sound. Sit and listen attentively with eyes closed, letting
the music—not the sound—tell you how good the system is.
When listening in agroup, don't be swayed by others'
opinions. If they're skilled listeners, try to understand what
they're talking about. Listen to their descriptions and compare
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13880 MAGNOLIA AVE.

MANLEY
LABORATORIES, INC.
SCIENCE

•
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• AUDIO

CHINO, CALIFORNIA
91710 USA
TEL: (909) 627-4256 FAX: (909) 628-2482
BANKING DETAILS:
FIRST TRUST BANK 437 N. F.UCL1D AVE. ONTARIO. CA. 91762
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OUR CLASSIC 'OPEN-LOOK' AMPLIFIER MODELS
•Long life GY /FU50 output tubes
•Ultralinear design
•Fully symmetrical output transformer
•6414 high current drivers
•DC heater supply for input tubes
•Machined chassis
•Optional cage /cover available

•Balanced and unbalanced inputs
•Easily available 8x5881 /6L6GC
output tubes
•Ultralinear design
•Fully symmetrical output transformer
•6414 high current driver
•DC heater supply for input tubes
•Machined chassis
•Optional cage /cover available

•4xEL84 output tubes
•Ultralinear design
•Fully symmetrical
output transformer
•6414 high current driver
•Machined chassis
•Optional covers available

Assembly manager Baltazar Hernandez
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Gary Hart checking tolerances on the Mori-Seiki CNC mill

Ed Elder inspecting printed circuit board films

their impressions with your own. In fact, this is the best way
to recognize the specific sonic characteristics we'll talk about
later in this chapter. But don't go along with what everyone else says. If you don't hear adifference between two digital cables, for example, don't be afraid to say so. In addition,
you should be completely truthful when asked for an opinion
about asystem. If the sound is bad, say so.
All audio components affect the signal passing through
them. Some products add artifacts, such as agrainy treble
or alumpy bass. Others subtract parts of the signal—for
example, aloudspeaker that doesn't go very low in the bass.

While reviewing arevelatory new state-of-the-art digital/analog converter, Ilistened to apiece of music I'd heard
hundreds of times before. The piece, performed by afivemember group, had vocals and very long instrumental breaks.
During the instrumental breaks, the vocalist played percussion instruments. Through lesser-quality digital processors,
the percussion had always been just another sound fused into
the music's tapestry; I'd never heard it as aseparate instrument
played by the vocalist. The group seemed to become afourpiece ensemble when the vocalist wasn't singing; Inever
heard the percussion as separate from the rest of the music.

SMALL MEASURED IMPROVEMENTS CAN HAVE
LARGE SUBJECTIVE CONSEQUENCES.
(These terms are defined later in this article.) A fundamental
audiophile value holds that sins of commission (adding something to the music) are far worse than sins of omission
(removing something from the music). If parts of the music
are missing, we can subconsciously fill in what isn't there
and still enjoy the music. But if the playback system adds an
artificial character to the sound, we are constantly reminded
that we're hearing areproduction and not just music.
I'll illustrate this sins-of-commission/omission dichotomy
with two loudspeakers. The first loudspeaker—a three-way
system with a15" woofer in avery large cabinet—sells for
amoderate price in an appliance store; it plays loudly and
develops lots of bass. The second loudspeaker sells for about
the same price, but is asmall two-way system with a6"
woofer. It doesn't play nearly as loudly, and produces much
less bass. If you needed arefrigerator dolly to move the first
speaker, you can hold the second in your hand.
The behemoth loudspeaker has some problems. The bass
is boomy, thick, and overwhelming. All the bass notes seem
to have the same pitch. The very prominent treble is coarse
and grainy, and the upper midrange has abig peak of excess
energy that makes singers sound as if they have colds.
The small loudspeaker has no such problems. The treble
is smooth and clear, and the tnids are pure and open. It has,
however, very little bass by comparison, won't play very
loudly, and doesn't produce aphysical sensation of sound
hitting your body.
The first loudspeaker commits sins of commission, adding
unnatural artifacts to the sound. The bass peaks that made
it boomy, the grain overlaying the treble, and the midrange
colorations are all additive distortions.
The second loudspeaker's faults, however, were of omission. It removed certain elements of the music—low bass and
the ability to play loudly—but left the remainder of the music
intact. It didn't add grain to the treble, thickness to the bass,
or colorations to the midrange.
There is no doubt that the second loudspeaker will be more
musically satisfying. The first loudspeaker's additive distortions are not only much more musically objectionable,
they also constantly remind us that we are listening to artificially reproduced music. The second loudspeaker's flaws are
of anature that allows us to forget that we are listening to
loudspeakers. Addition is far worse than subtraction.
Another audiophile value holds that even small differences
in the quality of the musical presentation are important.
Because music matters to us, we get excited by any improvement in sound quality. Moreover, there isn't alinear relationship between the magnitude of asonic difference and
its musical significance.
STEREOPHILEJLTLY 1994

The new digital processor was particularly good at resolving individual instruments and presenting them not as just
more sounds homogenized into the overall musical fabric,
but as distinct entities. Consequently, when the instrumental
break came, Iheard the percussion as aseparate, more prominent instrument. In my mind's eye, and for the first time, the
vocalist never left—she remained "on stager playing the percussion instruments. Just by this "small" change in the presentation, the band went from being aquartet to aquintet
during the instrumental breaks. The "objective" difference
in the electrical signal must have been minuscule; the subjective musical consequences were profound.
This is why small differences in the musical presentation
are important—if we care deeply enough about music and
about how well it is reproduced. "Small" improvements can
have large subjective consequences. This example highlights
the inability of measurements alone to characterize audio
equipment performance.
Much of music's expression and meaning can be found
in such minutiae of detail, subtlety, and nuance. When such
subtlety is conveyed by the playback system, we feel avastly
deeper communication with the musicians. Their intent and
expression are more vivid, allowing us to more deeply appreciate their artistry. For example, if we compare two performances of Max Fteger's Sonata in D Major for solo violin—
one competent, the other superlative—we could say that,
on an objective basis, they were virtually identical. Both performers played the same notes at about the same tempo. The
difference in expression is in the nuances, the inspired subtleties of rubato, tempo, emphasis, length of notes, and volume that bring the performance to life and convey the piece's
musical meaning and intent. This example is analogous to
the difference between mediocre and superb music playback
systems, and why small differences in sound quality can matter so much. High-end audio is about reproducing these
nuances so that we can come one step closer to the musical
expression.
The sad but universal truth about audio equipment is that,
any time you put asignal into an audio component, it never
comes out better at the other end. We therefore want to keep
the signal path as simple as possible, to remove any unnecessary electronics from between us and the music. This is why
we get rid of equalizers and other such "enhancers" from
our playback systems. The less done to the signal, the better.

PITFALLS OF BECOMING ACRITICAL LISTENER

There are some dangers inherent in developing critical listening skills. The first is an inability to distinguish between critical listening and listening for pleasure. Once started on the
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When Denon, with the audio industry's longest heritage of digital design and music recording,
charged its most talented engineers to create arange of cost-no-object components, clearly the goal
was not for immediate sales. Instead, Denon applied the most advanced technologies to improve the
resolution, integrity and stability of digital data transmission to achieve accurate, transparent sound
What uniquely qualifies Denon in this endeavor is that the Company shares the same dedication
to music of many esoteric manufacturers, but combines this fervor with the technology and resources

combine parallel, complementary bpolar

The intensive research and design that has gone into the very limited edition of S-Series components could never be recouped through sales, even at their seemingly lofty prices. Instead, Denon, in
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path of critiquing sound quality, it's all too easy to forget that
the reason we're involved in audio is because we love music.
We start thinking that every time we hear music we must have
an opinion about what's right and what's wrong with the
sound. This is the surest path toward the disease humorously
known as Audiophilia nervosa. Symptoms ofAudiophilia nervosa
include constantly changing equipment, playing only one
track of adisc or LP at atime instead of the whole record,
changing cables for certain music, and in general "listening
to the hardware" instead of to the music.
But high-end audio is about making the hardware disappear. When listening for pleasure—which should be the
vast majority of your listening time—forget about the system.
Forget about critical listening. Shift into critical-listening
mode only when you need to make avalue judgment, or just
for practice to become abetter listener. Draw the line between critical listening and listening for pleasure—and don't
cross it.
There is also the related danger that your standards of
sound quality will rise to such aheight that you can't enjoy
music unless it's perfectly reproduced—in other words, to
the point that you can't enjoy music, period. Lower your
expectations of sound quality when you can't control it.
Although it's not very high-quality reproduction, Iget agreat
deal of pleasure from my car stereo. Don't let being an audiophile interfere with your enjoyment of music anytime,
anywhere.

SONIC DESCRIPTIONS &THEIR MEANINGS

The biggest problem in critical listening is finding words
to express our perceptions and experiences. We hear things
in reproduced music that are difficult to identify and put into
words. A listening vocabulary is essential not only to conveying to others what we hear, but also to recognizing and
understanding our own perceptions. If we can attach a
descriptive name to aperception, we can more easily recognize that perception when we experience it again.
A perfect example of the bond between words and perceptions is found in Michael Polanyi's Personal Knowledge
(Harper Torchbooks TB 1158). His description of the radiology student's experience is identical to that of the audiophile
becoming askilled critical listener:
Think ola medical student attending acourse in the X-ray diagnosis of pulmonary diseases. He watches in adarkened room
shadowy traces on afluorescent screen placed against apatient's
chest, and hears the radiologist commenting to his assistants in
technical language, on the significant features of these shadows.
At first the student is completely puzzled. For he can see in the
X-ray picture ola chest only the shadows of the heart and the
ribs, with afew spidery blotches between them. The experts seem
to be romancing about figments of their imagination; he can see
nothing that they are talking about. Then as he goes on listening
for afew weeks, looking carefully at ever new pictures of diffuent
cases, atentative understanding will dawn on him; he will gradually forget about the ribs and begin to see the lungs. And eventually, if he perseveres intelligently, arich panorama of significant
details will be revealed to him; of physiological variations and
pathological changes, of scars, of chronic infections and signs
of acute disease He has entered anew world. He still sees only
afraction of what the experts can see, but the pictures are definitely making sense now and so do most of the comments made
on them. He is about to grasp what he is being taught; it has
clicked. Thus, at the moment when he has learned the language
S
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of pulmonary radiology, the student will also have learned to
understand pulmonary radiograms. The two can only happen
together. Both halves of the problem set in us by an unintelligible
text, referring to an unintelligible subject, jointly guide our efforts
to solve them, and they are solved eventually together by discovering aconception which comprises a
joint understanding
of both the words and the things.
Just as the student learns to understand pulmonary radiograrns at the moment he learns the language of pulmonary
radiology, the audiophile learns to identify specific sonic
characteristics when he learns the language of critical listening. The bond between words and ideas is inextricable.
By describing in detail the specific sonic characteristics
of how electronic components change the sound of music
passing through them, Ihope to attune you to recognizing
those same characteristics when you listen. After reading this
next section, listen to two products for yourself and try to
hear what I'm describing. It can be any two products—if you
have aportable CD player, hook it up to your system and
compare it to your home CD player. Even comparing aCD
and acassette made from that CD will get you started. The
important thing is to start listening analytically. If you don't
hear the sonic differences immediately, keep listening. The
more you listen, the more sensitive you'll become to those
differences.
Every listener hears alittle differently. What Ilisten for
during critical listening may be different from another
listener's sonic checklist. Moreover, the different values placed
on different aspects of the sonic presentation are matters of
taste. Ioccasionally spend time listening critically in my listening room with visiting manufacturers and designers of highend equipment—many of them highly skilled listeners. While
we share many commonalities in determining what sounds
good, there is awide range of perception about what aspects
of the presentation are important. For example, some listeners
value correct reproduction of timbre above all else A product
may have outstanding bass, spectacular soundstaging, and
clean treble, but if the timbre is synthetic or hard, those other
good qualities don't matter to that listener. Conversely,
another listener may find soundstaging of utmost importance. Finally, alayer of treble grain that is hardly noticed
by one listener may be unacceptable to another. We all perceive sound somewhat differently and value different things
in music reproduction. Different listeners not only hear differently, but asingle listener's musical perceptions and acuity
vary with the time of day, mood, and state of relaxation.
The following description of what Ilisten for is areflection
of my own tastes, mixed with what I've learned from other
skilled listeners. You may have your own sonic priorities,
but the important thing is that we all hear and describe the
same characteristics with the same language The descriptive
terms presented here can be found in my and other writers'
product reviews for Stereophile. There is general agreement
about what these terms mean, but shades of meaning vary
among individual listeners.
When Ilisten critically to an audio component to characterize its sonic and musical performance and form value judgments about that product, Ifirst follow the setup procedures
described later in this chapter:They are vital to forming accurate impressions of products, but secondary to the following
discussion.
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The sonic terms and characteristics defined here apply to
audio components in general. Note that we often describe
differences in terms ola frequency-response difference (ie,
"too much treble"). The component may have flat treble
response, but the distortions it introduces give the impression
of too much treble.
It's also useful to understand the broad terms that describe
the audio frequency band. The range of human hearing,
which spans ten octaves from about 16Hz (cycles per second) to 20,000Hz, or 20 kilohertz (20kHz), can be divided
into the specific regions described below.
The rough guide in Table 1will help you understand the
following terms and definitions. A full characterization of
how aproduct "sounds" will include aspects of each of these
sonic qualities.
Table 1: Frequency Range
Lower
Limit
20
40
80
160
320
640
1280
2560
5120
10240

Upper
Limit
40
80
160
320
640
1280
2560
5120
10240
20480

Description
Deep Bass
Midbass
Upper Bass
Lower Midrange
(Middle) Midrange
Upper Midrange
Lower Treble
Middle Treble
Upper Treble
Top Octave

TONAL BALANCE

The first aspect of the musical presentation to listen for is the
product's overall tonal balance. How well balanced are the bass,
midrange, and treble? If it sounds as though there is too much
treble, we call the presentation bright. The impression of too
little treble produces adull or rolled off sound. If the bass overwhelms the rest of the music, we say the presentation is heavy
or weighty. If we hear too little bass, we call the presentation
thin, lightweight, uptilted, or lean.
A product's tonal balance is asignificant—and often
overwhelming—aspect of its sonic signature.

OVERALL PERSPECTIVE

The term perspective describes the apparent distance between
the listener and the music. Perspective is largely afunction
of the recording (particularly the distance between the performers and the microphones), but is also affected by components in the playback system. Some products push the presentation forward, toward the listener; others sound more
distant, or laid-back. The forward product presents the music
in front of the loudspeakers; the laid-back product makes
the music appear slightly behind the loudspeakers. Put
another way, the forward product sounds as though the
musicians have taken afew steps toward you; the laid-back
products give the impression that the musicians have taken
afew steps back. Yet another way of describing perspective
is by row number in the concert hall. Some products put the
listener in Row D, others give you the impression that you're
sitting in Row S.
Several other terms describe perspective. Dry generally
means lacking reverberation and space, but can also apply
to aforward perspective. Other watchwords for aforward
presentation are immediate, incisive, vivid, aggressive; and present.
Terms associated with laid-back include lush, easygoing, and
gentle. These terms also apply to musical timbres.
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Forward products produce agreater sense of the instrument's presence before you, but can quickly become fatiguing.
Conversely, if the presentation is too laid-back, the music
is uninvolving and lacking in immediacy. If the product under
evaluation distorts the perspective captured during the
recording, Iprefer that it err in the direction of being laidback. When aproduct is overly immediate, Ifeel as though
the music is coming at me, assaulting my ears. The reaction
is to close up, to try to keep the music at arm's length. Conversely, alaid-back presentation invites the listener in, pulling
her gently forward into the music, allowing her the space to
explore its subtleties. It's like the difference between having aconversation with someone who is aggressive, gets in
your face, and talks too much, compared with someone who
stands back, speaking quietly and sparsely.
In loudspeakers, perspective is often the result ola peak
or dip in the midrange (a peak is too much energy, adip is
too little). In fact, the upper midrange or lower treble between
lkHz and 3kHz is called the presence region because it provides asense of presence and immediacy. The harmonics of
the human voice span the presence region; voice reproduction
is consequently greatly affected by aproduct's perspective.
Untrained listeners who can't specifically identify whether
areproduced musical presentation is forward or laid-back
will feel atension that usually translates into adesire to turn
down the music if the presentation is too forward. Conversely, alaid-back presentation can make the music uninvolving rather than riveting.
Note that the terms associated with overall perspective can
be used to describe specific aspects of the presentation (such
as the treble) in addition to describing to the overall perspective. If we say the treble is forward, we mean that it is overly
prominent, causing it to sound as though it is closer to the
listener than the rest of the music.

TREBLE
Good treble is essential to high-quality music reproduction.
In fact, many otherwise excellent audio products fail to satisfy
musically because of poor treble performance.
The treble characteristics we want to avoid are described
by the terms bright, tizzy, forward, aggressive, hard, brittle, edgy,
dry, white, bleached, why, metallic, sterile, analytical, screechy, and
grainy. Treble problems are pervasive; look how many adjectives we use to describe them.
If aproduct has too much apparent treble, it overstates
sounds that are already rich in high frequencies. Examples
are overemphasized cymbals, excessive sibilance ("s" and "ch"
sounds) in vocals? and violins that sound thin. A product
with too much apparent treble is called bright. Brightness is
aprominence in the treble region, primarily between 3kHz
and 6kHz. Brightness can be caused by arising frequency
response in loudspeakers, or poor electronic design. Many
CD players and solid-state amplifiers add prominence to the
treble, although they measure as having aflat frequency
response.
Tizzy describes too much upper treble (6-20kHz), characterized as awhitening of the treble. Tizzy cymbals have an
emphasis on the upper harmonics, the sizzle and air that rides
over the main cymbal sound. Tizziness gives cymbals more
of an "ssssss" than a"sssshhhh" sound.
Forward, if applied to treble, is very similar to bright; both
describe too much treble. A forward treble, however, also
2lían excess of mid-treble energy which exaggerates vocal sibilants and "s" sounds
is accompanied by adepressed top octave, the result is acoarse, "spitchy" quality.
—JA
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M OST MUSICAL ENERGY IS IN THE MIDRANGE.
tends to be dry, lacking space and air around it.
Many of the terms listed above have virtually identical
meanings. Hard, brittle, and metallic all describe an unpleasant
treble characteristic that reminds one of metal being struck.
In fact, the unique harmonic structure created from metalon-metal impact is very similar to the distortion characteristics of asolid-state amplifier driven past its power limitations.
Ifind the sound of the saxophone to be agood gauge of
hard, brittle, and metallic treble, particularly lower treble.
If reproduced incorrectly, sax can take on athin, reedy, very
unpleasant tone. The antithesis of this sound is rich, warm,
andfull. When the sax's upper harmonics are reproduced with
ametallic character, the whole instrument's sound collapses.
Interestingly, the sound of the saxophone has the most complex harmonic structure of any instrument. It's no wonder
that it is so revealing of treble problems.
White and bleached have meanings very similar to bnght, but
Iassociate them more with athinness in the treble, often
caused by alack of energy (or what sounds like alack of
energy) in the upper midrange With no supporting harmonic
structure beneath it, the treble becomes threadbare and thin,
much like an overexposed photograph. Cymbals should have
agong-like low-frequency component with asheen over
it. If cymbals sound like bursts of white noise (similar to the
sound you hear between radio stations), what you're probably
hearing is awhite or bleached sound.
A particularly annoying treble characteristic is graininess.
Treble grain is acoarseness overlaying treble textures. It is
most noticeable (to me, anyway) on solo violin, massed violins, flute, and female voice. On flute, treble grain is recognizable as aroughness or fuzzy sound that seems to ride on
top of the flute's dynamic envelope (That is, the grain follows
the flute's volume.) Grain makes violins sound as though they
are being played with hacksaw blades rather than bows. This
is agross exaggeration, but one that conveys the idea of the
coarse texture added by grain.
Treble grain can be of any texture, from very fine to coarse
and rough. Think of 400 grit sandpaper and 80 grit sandpaper. The more coarse the grain, the more objectionable
it is. The preceding discussion of grain applies in even larger
measure to midrange textures, which we'll discuss later.
Treble problems can foster the interesting perception that
the treble isn't integrated into the music's harmonic tapestry,
but is riding on top of it. The top end seems somehow separate from the music, not an integral part of the presentation. When this happens, we are aware of the treble as adistinct entity, not as just another aspect of the music. If the treble
calls attention to itself, be suspicious.
The most common sources of these problems are, in a
rough order of descending magnitude: tweeters in loudspeakers, overly reflective listening rooms, digital source components (usually the CD player or digital processor), preamplifiers, power amplifiers, cables, and dirty AC power sources.
So far, I've discussed only problems that emphasize treble
Some products tend to make the treble softer and less prominent than live music. This characteristic is often designed into
the product, either to compensate for treble flaws in other
components in the system, or to make the product sound
more palatable. Deliberately softening the treble is the
designer's shortcut; if he can't get the treble right, he just
makes it less offensive by softening it.
Here are the terms that describe good treble performance,
listed in ascending order of magnitude: smooth, sweet, soft, silky,
gentle, liquid, and lush. When the treble becomes overly
STEREOPHILE, J
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smooth, we say it is romantic, rolled-qtr, or syrupy. Smooth,
sweet, and silky treble are compliments; rolled-off and syrupy
suggest that the component goes too far in treble smoothness,
and is therefore colored.
A rolled-off and syrupy treble may be blessed relief after
hearing bright, hard, and grainy treble, but it isn't musically
satisfying in the long run. Such apresentation tends to
become bland, uninvolving, slow, thick, closed-in, and lacking detail.
All these terms describe the effects of atreble presentation
that errs too far on the side of smoothness. The presentation
will lack life, air, openness, extension, and asense of space if the
treble is too soft. The music sounds closed-in rather than being
big and open.
The best treble presentation is one that sounds most like
real music. It should have lots of energy—cymbals can, after
all, sound quite aggressive in real life—yet not have asynthetic, grainy, or dry character. We don't hear these characteristics in live music; we shouldn't hear them in reproduced
music. More important, the treble should sound like an
integral part of the music, not adetached noise riding on top
of it. If acomponent has acolored treble presentation, however, it is far less musically objectionable if it errs on the side
of smoothness rather than brightness.

M IDRANGE

J. Gordon Holt, Stereophile's founder and the father of subjective audio equipment evaluation, once wrote, "lithe midrange isn't right, nothing else matters."
The midrange is important for several reasons. First, most
of the musical energy is in the midrange, particularly the
important lower harmonics of most instruments. Not only
does this region contain most of the musical energy, but the
ear is much more sensitive to midrange and lower treble than
to bass and upper treble Specifically, we are most sensitive
to sounds between about 800Hz and 31cHz, both to low volume and small frequency-response changes within this band.
The ear's threshold of hearing—ie, the softest sound we can
hear—is dramatically lower in the midband than at the frequency extremes. We've developed this additional midband
acuity probably because the energy of most of the sounds
we hear every day—the human voice, rustling leaves, the
sounds of other animals—are concentrated in the midrange
Midrange colorations can be extremely annoying. Loudspeakers with peaks and dips in the mids sound very
unnatural; the midrange is absolutely the worst place for
loudspeaker imperfections. Confining our discussion to loudspeakers for the moment, midrange colorations overlay the
music with acommon characteristic that emphasizes certain sounds. The male speaking voice is particularly revealing
of midrange anomalies. Some sounds seem to stick out from
the others. These colorations are often described by comparisons with vowel sounds. A particular coloration may
impart an "aaww" sound. A coloration lower in frequency
may emphasize "000hhh" sounds. A higher-pitched coloration may sound like the vowel sound "eeeeer Another coloration may be called hooty.
Some midrange colorations can be likened to the sound
of someone speaking through cupped hands. Try reading
this sentence while cupping your hands around your mouth.
Open and close your hands and listen to how the sound of
your voice changes. That's the kind of midrange coloration
we sometimes hear from loudspeakers—particularly massmarket ones.
In short, if recordings of male speaking voice sound
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monotonous, tiring, and resonant, it is probably the result
of peaks and dips in the loudspeaker's response. (These colorations are most apparent on male voice when listening to
just one loudspeaker.)
Terms to describe poor midrange performance include
peaky, colored, chesty, boxy, nasal, congested, honky, and thick. Chesty
describes alower-midrange coloration that makes vocalists
sound as though they have colds. Boxy refers to the impression
that the sound is coming out of abox instead of existing in
open space. Nasal is usually associated with anarrow peak,
producing asound similar to talking with your nose pinched.

textures; the instrument's texture is granular rather than
smooth.
Midrange textures can also sound hard and brittle. Hard textures are apparent on massed voices; achoir sounds glassy,
shiny, and synthetic. This problem gets worse as the choir's
volume increases. At low levels, we may not hear these problems. But as the choir swells, the sound becomes hard and
irritating. Piano is also very revealing of hard midrange textures, the higher notes sounding annoyingly brittle. When
the midrange lacks these unpleasant artifacts, we say the textures are liquid, smooth, sweet, velvety, and lush.

WHAT IS A
VERY MINOR PROBLEM HEARD DURING A
BRIEF AUDITION
CAN TURN INTO A
MAJOR IRRITANT OVER EXTENDED LISTENING.
Honky is similar to nasal, but higher in frequency and broader
in bandwidth.
Loudspeaker design has progressed so much in the past
ten years that horrible midrange colorations are largely athing
of the past (at least in loudspeakers with high-end aspirations). Still, colorations persist—particularly in inexpensive
loudspeakers—but they tend to be more subtle.
One type of lower-midrange coloration that still afflicts
even moderately priced high-end loudspeakers is caused by
vibration of the loudspeaker's cabinet. The loudspeaker will
resonate at certain frequencies, launching acoustic energy
from the cabinet when those frequencies are excited. Cabinet
resonances are heard as certain notes "sticking out" or lumping forward." This problem is clearly audible on solo piano;
ascending or descending left-hand lines reveal certain notes
that change character. These problem notes jump out because
they have more energy; some of the sound is being produced
by the loudspeaker cabinet, not just the loudspeaker's driveunits. The same thing happens with musical instruments;
the musician's expression "wolf tone" describes the same
phenomenon. This problem also afflicts the upper bass.
As described previously under "Perspective?' too much
midrange energy can make the presentation seem forward
and "in your facer A broad dip in the midrange response
can give an impression of greater distance between you and
the presentation.
When choosing loudspeakers, be especially attuned to the
midrange colorations described. What is avery minor—
even barely noticeable—problem heard during abrief audition can turn into amajor irritant over extended listening.
The preceding descriptions apply primarily to midrange
problems introduced by loudspeakers. Expanding the discussion to include electronics (preamps and power amps) and
source components (LP playback or adigital source) introduces different aspects of midrange performance that we
should be aware of.
An important factor in midrange performance is how
instrumental textures are reproduced. Texture is the physical impression of the instrument's sound—its fabric rather
than its tone. The closest musical term for texture is timbre,
defined by Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary as "The
quality given to asound by its overtones; the quality of tone
distinctive ola particular singing voice or instrument?' Sonic
artifacts added by electronics often affect instrumental and
vocal textures.
The term grainy, introduced in the description of treble
problems, also applies to the midrange In fact, midrange grain
can be more objectionable than treble grain. Midrange grain
is characterized by acoarseness of instrumental and vocal
STEREOPHILE, J
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A related midrange problem is stridency. Ithink of stridency
as acombination of thinness (lack of warmth), hardness, and
forwardness, all in the midrange. Strident vocals emphasize
mouth noises and overlay the texture with awhitish grain.
A saxophone can thus sound thin and reedy, though in a
different way from that described as treble grain. A strident
sax is hard, more forward in the mids, and granular in texture
Stridency can be caused by an apparent thinness in the lower
midrange that makes the upper midrange too prominent.
A product described as "strident" has been severely criticized.
Many of these midrange and treble problems are grouped
together under the term harshness.
Other midrange characteristics affect such areas as clarity,
transparency, and detail. These are discussed later, under more
specific categories.

BASS

Bass performance is the most misunderstood aspect of
reproduced sound, among both the general public and hi-fi
buffs. The popular belief is that the more bass, the better. This
is reflected in ads for "subwoofers" that promise "earthshaking bass" and the ability to "rattle pant legs and stun small
animals." The ultimate expression of this perversity is boom
trucks that have absurd amounts of extraordinarily bad bass
reproduction.
But we want to know how the product reproduces music,
not earthquakes. What matters to the music lover isn't quantity
of bass, but the quality of that bass. We don't just want the
physical feeling that bass provides; we want to hear subtlety
and nuance. We want to hear precise pitch, lack of coloration,
and the sharp attack of plucked acoustic bass. We want to
hear every note and nuance in fast, intricate bass playing, not
amuddled roar. If Ray Brown, Stanley Clarke, Joint Patitucci,
or Eddie Gomez is working out, we want to hear exactly what
they're doing. In fact, if the bass is poorly reproduced, we'd
rather not hear any bass at all.
Correct bass reproduction is essential to satisfying musical
reproduction. Low frequencies constitute music's tonal foundation and rhythmic anchor. Unfortunately, bass is difficult
to reproduce, whether by source components, power amplifiers, or—especially—loudspeakers and rooms.
Perhaps the most prevalent bass problem is lack ofpitch
definition or articulation. These two terms describe the ability to hear bass as individual notes, each having an attack,
adecay, and aspecific pitch. We should hear the texture of
the bass, whether the sonorous resonance ola bowed double
bass or the unique character of aFender Precision. Low
frequencies contain asurprising amount of detail when
reproduced correctly.
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it's because you're hearing more of your digital playback machinery and less of the music. In an era when
most CD players and transports offer the same
bland, assembly-line sonic experience, Audio
Research is proud to announce two new products
which serve the music instead of digitally enslaving it
The CDT1 compact disc transport and the CD1 compact disc player both use innovative engineering-along
with patented Audio Research circuits-to bring you
higher resolution from the compact disc medium than
you've ever encountered before. This new standard
of performance is due in part to more effective
mechanical isolation and electronic elimination of
digital jitter-the electronic entropy that drags on laser
servos, error-correction circuitry and power supplies to
hold back the full reproduction of alife-like musical
experience. (Hence the flat, dimension-less
sound of much previous CD sound.)
Add Audio Research's advanced, highly regulated
power supplies and, in the case of the CD I,

an innovative analog
stage with low-impedance output drive, and you have two machines
which honestly advance the state of the
art in music reproduction from CD sources.
Both transport and player offer afull complement
of digital output options, including ST-standard glass
optical, BNC-coaxial, AES-EBU (XLR) and TOSLINK.
The CD Ialso includes analog outputs for both
balanced (XLR) and single-ended (phono plug) connection to your preamp. In short, both CDT1 and CD1
are equipped for easy incorporation into any music
reproduction system. And both include remote
control. standard.
So, the choice is yours. For superb performance
with any outboard digital-to-analog processor, it's the
CDT1 compact disc transport. For all-round musicality
in asingle chassis (with the option of later use as a
transport), it's the CD1 compact disc player.
Some audio critics have said that digitally encoded
music has finally come of age. We say it's been
reborn. Experience it soon at your nearest authorized
Audio Research retail specialist.

audio research

audio research
HIGH
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When the bass is reproduced without pitch definition and
articulation, the low end degenerates into adull roar going
on beneath the music. We hear low-frequency content, but
it isn't musically related to what's going on above it. We don't
hear precise notes, but ablur of sound. The individual
dynamic envelopes of instruments are completely lost. In
music in which the bass plays an important rhythmic role—
rock, electric blues, and some jazz—the bass guitar and kick
drum seem to lag behind the rest of the music, putting adrag
on the rhythm. Moreover, the kick drum's dynamic envelope is buried in the bass guitar's sound, obscuring its musical
contribution. These conditions are made worse by the common mid-fi affliction of too much bass.

tern is tuned to put out all its energy at one frequency for
maximum physical impact. The drivers of those vehicles don't
seem to care that they're losing the wealth of musical information conveyed by the bass.
Many of the terms used to describe midrange colorations
apply to the bass (mostly the upper bass). Chesty, thick, and
congested are all useful in describing colored bass reproduction.
Bass lacking these colorations is called smooth or clean.
Much of music's dynamic power—the ability to convey
wide differences between loud and soft—is contained in the
bass. Though I'll discuss dynamics later in this section, bass
dynamics bear special discussion—they are that important
to satisfying music reproduction.

EXCESSIVE BASS IS A
CONSTANT REMINDER THAT WE'RE LISTENING
TO REPRODUCED MUSIC.
Terms descriptive of this kind of bass include muddy, thick,
boom y, bloated, tubby, sqft, fat, congested, loose, and slow.
Terms that describe excellent bass reproduction include
taut, quick, clean, articulate, agile, tight, and precise. Good bass
has been likened to atrampoline stretched taut; poor bass
is atrampoline hanging slackly.
The amount of bass in the musical presentation is very
important; if we hear too much, the music is overwhelmed.
Excessive bass is aconstant reminder that we're listening to
reproduced music. This overabundance of bass is described
as heavy.
If we hear too little bass, the presentation is thin, lean, threadbare, or overdamped. An overly lean presentation robs music
of its rhythm and drive. The full, purring sound of bass guitar
is missing, the depth and majesty of double bass or cello is
gone, and the orchestra loses its sense of power. Thin bass
makes adouble bass sound like acello, acello like aviola.
The rhythmically satisfying weight and impact ofbass drum
is reduced to ashadow of its former power. Instruments' harmonics are emphasized in relation to the fundamentals, giving
the impression of well-worn cloth that's lost its supporting structure. A thin or lean presentation lacks warmth and
body. As described earlier in this chapter in the discussion of
sins of commission and omission, an overly lean bass is
preferable to fat and boomy bass.
Two terms related to what I've just described about bass
amount are extension or depth. Extension is how deep the bass
goes—not the bass and upper bass described by lean or
weighty, but the very bottom end of the audible spectrum.
This is the realm of kick drum and pipe organ. All but the
very best systems roll offthese lowermost frequencies. Fortunately, deep extension isn't aprerequisite to high-quality
music reproduction. If the system has good bass down to
about 35Hz, we don't feel anything is missing. Pipe-organ
enthusiasts, however, will want deeper extension and are willing to pay for it. Reproducing the bottom octave correctly
can be very expensive.
Just as colorations caused by frequency-response peaks
and dips can make the midrange unnatural, bass can be colored by peaks and dips. Bass colorations create amonotonous,
droning characteristic that quickly becomes tiring. In the most
extreme example, one-note bass, the bass seems to have only
one pitch. This impression is created by alarge peak in the
system's frequency response at aspecific frequency. This pitch
is then reproduced more loudly than other pitches. One-note
bass is also described as being thumpy. Ironically, this undesirable condition is maximized in boom trucks. The playback sysSTEREOPHILE, J
ULY 1994

A system or component that has excellent bass dynamics
will provide asense of sudden impact and explosive power.
Bass drum will jump out of the presentation with startling
power. The dynamic envelope of acoustic or electric bass is
accurately conveyed, allowing the music full rhythmic expression. We call these components punchy, and use the terms
impact and slam to describe good bass dynamics.
A related aspect is speed, though, as applied to bass, "speed"
is somewhat oía misnomer. Low frequencies inherently have
slower attacks than higher frequencies, making the term technically incorrect. But the musical difference between acomponent having "slow" or "fast" bass is profound. A product
with fast, tight, punchy bass produces amuch greater rhythmic involvement with the music. This is examined in more
detail later.
Although reproducing the sudden attack of abass drum
is vital, equally important is the system's ability to reproduce afast decay (how anote ends). The bass note shouldn't
continue after adrum whack has stopped. Many loudspeakers
store energy in their mechanical structures and radiate that
energy slightly after the note itself. When this happens, the
bass has overhang, acondition that makes kick drum, for
example, bloated and slow. Music in which the drummer used
double bass drums is particularly revealing of bass overhang
If the two drums merge into asingle sound,overhang is probably to blame. You should hear the attack and decay of each
drum as distinct entities. Components that don't adequately
convey the dynamic envelope of low-frequency instruments
rob music of its power and rhythmic drive.

SOUNDSTAGING

Soundstaging is the apparent physical size of the musical presentation. When we dose our eyes in front of agood playback
system, we "see" the instrumentalists and singers before us
[See "Update."—Ed], often existing within an acoustic space
such as aconcert hall. The soundstage has the physical
properties of width and depth, producing asense of great
size and space in the listening room. Soundstaging overlaps
with imaging, or the way instruments appear as objects hanging in three-dimensional space within the recorded acoustic.
Of all the ways music reproduction is astounding, soundstaging is without question the most miraculous. Think about
it. The two loudspeakers are driven by two-dimensional
electrical signals that are nothing more than voltages that
vary over time. From those two voltages, ahuge, threedimensional panorama unfolds before us. We don't hear the
music as aflat canvas with individual instruments fused
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together; we hear the first violinist to the left front of the presentation, the oboe farther back and toward the center, the
brass behind the basses on the right, and the tambourine
behind all the other instruments at the very rear. The sound
is made up of individual objects existing within aspace, just
as we would hear at alive performance. Moreover, we hear
the oboe's timbre coming from the oboe's position, the violin's timbre coming from the violin's position, and the hall
reverberation surrounding the instruments. Our listening
room vanishes, replaced by the vast space of the concert
hall—all from two voltages.

The sound of the bassoon, for example, should appear to
emanate from aspecific point in space, not as adiffuse and
borderless image The same could be said for guitar, piano,
sax, or any other instrument in any kind of music. The lead
vocal should appear as atight, compact, definable point in
space exactly between the loudspeakers. Moreover, instrumental images shouldn't overlap; the vocal should be atotally
separate image within the music. Some products—particularly large loudspeakers—distort image size by making
every instrument seem larger than life—a classical guitar suddenly sounds ten feet wide.

M ANY PRODUCTS DESTROY OR DEGRADE THE SUBTLE CUES
THAT PROVIDE SOUNDSTAGING.
Interestingly, asoundstage is created in our brains by the
time and amplitude differences encoded in the two audio
channels. When we hear instrumental images toward the rear
right of the soundstage, the ear/brain processes the slightly
different information in the two signals arriving at our ears
and synthesizes that image Our visual perception works the
same way; there is no depth information present on our
retinas, but the brain creates depth from the two flat images.
Audio components vary greatly in their ability to present these spatial aspects of music. Some products shrink
soundstage width and shorten the impression of depth.
Others reveal the glory of afully developed soundstage. I
find good soundstage performance crucial to satisfying musical reproduction. Unfortunately, many products destroy or
degrade the subtle cues that provide soundstaging.
The most obvious descriptions of the soundstage are its
physical dimensions—width and depth. We hear the musical
presentation as existing beyond the left and right loudspeaker
boundaries, and extending farther away from us than the wall
behind the loudspeakers.
Terms descriptive of poor soundstage width are narrow and
constricted—the music, squeezed together between the loudspeakers, does not envelop the listener. A soundstage lacking
depth is calledflat, shallow, orforeshortened. Ideally, the soundstage should maintain its width over its entire depth. A
soundstage that narrows toward the presentation's rear robs
the music of its size and space
The illusion of soundstage depth is aided by resolution
of low-level spatial cues such as hall reflections and reverberation. When listening to the reverberation decay after a
loud climax followed by arest, the reverberation defines the
acoustic space The loud signal is like aflash of light in adark
room; the space is momentarily illuminated, allowing us to
see its dimensions and characteristics.
In arelated aspect, the acoustic space surrounding the
instruments and the reverberation should appear as separate from instrumental images. Better audio components
place the image within the recorded acoustic, rather than
attached to it. The reverberation and hall sound must be distinct from the image itself to produce arealistic impression
of areal instrument in areal acoustic space Poor-quality components don't resolve these spatial cues; they shorten soundstage depth, truncate reverberation decay, and fuse the reverberation into the instrumental images. When this happens,
our ability to be transported to the original acoustic space
is diminished.
Now that we've covered space and depth, let's discuss how
the instrumental images appear within this space. Images
should occupy aspecific spatial position in the soundstage.
STEREOPHILE, J
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A playback system should reveal somewhat correct image
size, from a60'-wide symphony orchestra to asolo violin.
Isay "somewhat" because it is impossible to re-create the
correct spatial perspective of such widely divergent sound
sources through two loudspeakers spaced about 8' apart.
Although image size and placement are characteristics inherent in the recording, they are dramatically affected by components in the playback system.
Terms that describe aclearly defined soundstage arefocused,
tight, delineated, and sharp. Image speceity also describes tight
image focus and pinpoint spatial accuracy. A poorly defined
soundstage is described as homogenized, blurred, confused, congested, thick, and lackingfocus. A good test of image focus is
background vocals on apop recording or voices in achoir.
You should hear the individual voices as existing next to each
other, not smeared into asingle large image.
A related issue is soundstage layering. This is the ability of
asound system to resolve front-to-back cues that present
some images toward the soundstage front and at varying distances toward the soundstage rear. The greater the number
of layers of depth gradation, the better. Poor components
produce the impression ofjust afew layers of depth; we hear
perhaps three or four discrete levels of distance within the
soundstage. The best components produce asense of distance along acontinuum; very fine gradations of depth are
clearly resolved. Again, the absence of these qualities constitutes subconscious cues that what we're hearing is artificial.
When this important spatial information is revealed, however,
we can more easily forget that we're not hearing the "real
thing."
Bloom—the impression that the individual instrumental
images are surrounded by ahalo of air—is often associated
with soundstaging. Although image outlines may be clearly
delineated, asoundstage with bloom has an additional sense
of diffused air around the image It is as though the instrument
has alittle space around it, in which it can "breathe" Bloom
gives the soundstage amore natural, open, and relaxed feeling.
A product's soundstaging performance should be evaluated
with awide range of musical signals. Some products throw
asuperb soundstage at low levels, only to collapse when the
volume increases during musical climaxes. Listen for changes
in the spatial perspective with signal level.
Some products produce acrystal-clear, see-through soundstage that allows the listener to hear all the way back into the
hall. A transparent soundstage has alifelike immediacy that
makes every detail clearly audible. Conversely, an opaque
soundstage is thick or murky, with less of an illusion of "seeing" into space Veiling is often used to describe lack of transparency. A good analogy is that of looking through ahuge
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A D ISCRETE PROPOSITION
Ten years ago the CD promised "perfect sound.. .forever."
But something vital was missing for those with an ear for the discreet.
Call it sonic character. Or audio integrity. But the embedded nuances that breathe
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Until now.
Introducing the DS Pro Generation V digital processor from Theta Digital.
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picture window on abeautiful scene. If the window is dirty,
the image is less vivid and immediate. Colors are dulled, and
we don't see fine detail. But when washed, the view through
the window is crystal-clear, deep, and richly detailed.
Soundstaging is toward the top of my list of sonic priorities.
The ability to present the music as acollection of individual
images surrounded by space, rather than as one big imagc,
is very important to the creation of musical realism. A soundstage with space, depth, focus, layering, bloom, and transparency is nothing short of spectacular.
To evaluate soundstaging and hear the characteristics I've
described, you must use recordings that contain these spatial
cues. Studio recordings made with multiple microphones
and overdubs rarely reveal the soundstaging characteristics
described. Recordings made in real acoustic spaces with stereo
microphone techniques and apure signal path are essential
to hearing all aspects of soundstaging. In short, soundstaging
is provided by acombination of the recording and the playback system. If soundstaging cues aren't present in the recording, you'll never know how well or how poorly the component or system under evaluation reveals them. Most
audiophile recordings are made with purist techniques
(usually two microphones) that naturally capture the spatial information present during the original musical event.
Finally, superb soundstaging is relatively fragile. You need
to sit directly between the loudspeakers, and every component in the playback chain must be of high quality. Soundstaging is easily destroyed by low-quality components, abad
listening room, or poor loudspeaker placement. This isn't
to say you have to spend afortune to get good soundstaging; many very low-cost products do it well, but it is more
of challenge to find those bargains.

DYNAMICS

The dynamic range of an audio system or individual component is the range between the softest and loudest sounds
that system or component can reproduce. It is often specified
technically as the difference in level between the component's
noise level and its maximum output level. Dynamic range
isn't how loudly the system will play, but the difference in level
between loud and soft. A symphony orchestra has adynamic
range of at least 50 decibels, or dB; atypical rock recording's dynamic range is about lOcia The rock band is always
loud; it has little dynamic range.
Dynamics are avery important part of music reproduction.
It's the characteristic that propels the music forward and
totally involves us in the music. Much of music's expression
is conveyed by dynamic contrast, from pp (pianissimo) to fff
(triple forte).

level, but both have dynamic structures that require quickness
and speed from the playback system. Products with good
dynamics—macro and micro—make the music come alive,
allowing avibrancy and life to emerge. Dynamic changes
are an important vehicle of musical expression; the more we
hear the musician's intent, the greater the musical communication between performer and listener. Some otherwise
excellent components fail to convey the broad range of
dynamic contrast.
These characteristics are associated with transient response,
the system's ability to quickly respond to an input signal. A
drum being struck produces awaveform with avery steep
attack. Attack is the way the sound begins. If any component in the playback system can't respond as quickly as the
waveform changes, adistortion of the music's dynamic envelope occurs, and the steepness is slowed. Electrostatic and
ribbon loudspeakers are noted for their ability to reproduce
the sudden attack of transient signals. Such loudspeakers are
said to be quick or fast.
But just because acomponent or system can reproduce
loud and soft levels doesn't necessarily mean it has good
dynamics. We're looking for more than awide dynamic
range. The system must be capable of expressing fine gradations of dynamics, not just loud and soft. As the music
changes in level (which it's doing most of the time), we should
hear loudness changes along asmooth continuum, not as
abrupt jumps in levels.
Another aspect of dynamics we seek is the ability to play
loudly without the sound becoming congested. Many products—particularly CD players and digital-to-analog converters—become thick during musical climaxes. As the music
gets louder, the sound becomes harder, timbre is obscured,
and the soundstage degenerates into aconfused mess. The
word congeal aptly describes the homogenization of
instrumental images within the soundstage. The nice sense
of space and image placement heard at moderate volume often
collapses during loud passages. This produces asense ofstrain
on musical peaks, greatly detracting from our enjoyment.
When acomponent doesn't exhibit these problems, we say
it has effortless dynamics.

DETAIL
Detail refers to the small or low-level components of the musical presentation. The fine inner structure of an instrument's
timbre is one kind of detail. The term is also associated with
transient sounds (those with asudden attack) at any level,
such as those made by percussion instruments. A playback
system with good resolution of detail will infuse music with
asense of more music happening.

ASSEMBLING A
GOOD-SOUNDING MUSIC SYSTEM CAN OFTEN BE A
TRADEOFF
BETWEEN SMOOTHNESS AND THE RESOLUTION OF DETAIL.
There are two distinct qualities to dynamics: macro and
micro. Macrodynamics refers to the presentation's overall sense
of slam, impact, and power—bass-drum whacks and orchestral crescendos, for examples. If the system has poor macrodynamics, we say the sound is compressed or squashed.
Microdynamics occur on asmaller scale. They don't produce asense of impact, but are essential to providing realistic
dynamic reproduction. Microdynamics describes the fine
dynamic structure in music, from the attack of atriangle in
the back of the soundstage to the suddenness of aplucked
string on an acoustic guitar. Neither sound is very loud in

Assembling agood-sounding music system or choosing
between two components can often be atradeoff between
smoothness and the resolution of detail. Many audio components hype detail, giving transient signals an etched character. Sure, we can hear all the information, but the presentation
becomes too aggressive, analytical, and fatiguing. Low-level
information is brought up and thrust at us. We feel asense
of relief when the music is turned down or off—not agood
sign.
Components that err in the opposite direction don't have
this etched and analytical quality, but neither do they resolve
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By writing down these impressions, you'll not only have
awritten record of your experience, but also amore tangible
mental impression which you can use when making later
comparisons with other components.

CRITICAL LISTENING SETUP PROCEDURES

Now that we've explored the lexicon of critical listening, let's
look at the procedures required to reach valid listening judgments. These procedures are controls on the process that help
ensure that our listening impressions are valid. It's easy to
be fooled if we don't take certain precautions.
The procedures described below are the result of my experience evaluating products professionally, and reporting those
evaluations to asizeable audience. In my profession, the need
to be right about products is paramount. Not only will my
readers buy or not buy products based on my opinions, but
the fortunes of high-end manufacturers are greatly affected
by reviews, positive or negative. Accurately describing a
product's sound, and reaching correct value judgments about
that product, is ahuge responsibility—to readers, manufacturers, and the truth. The techniques described below are
essential to reaching the right conclusions. Iwouldn't even
consider forming concrete opinions about products without
these safeguards. Neither should you.
By using these controlled procedures, we can stop secondguessing what we hear and concentrate on the real musical
differences between components. Removing the variables
that may skew the listening impressions allows us to have
greater confidence that the differences we're hearing are real
musical differences between products and not the result of
improper setup. If you follow these procedures and hear
differences, you can have confidence in your listening impressions.
As you go into the listening session, turn your mind into
ablank slate. Forget about the brand names of the products
you're about to audition, their reputation for certain sonic
characteristics, the products' prices, and whom you may
offend if you like product A better than product B. Be completely receptive to whatever your ears tell you. If your
impressions match your preconceived ideas about what the
product sounds like, suspect bias. But if you find that the
listening impressions contradict your prejudices, you've
developed the ability to listen without bias. Removing bias
is essential to reaching accurate value judgments.

new component is doing from what the second new component is doing. The ultimate expression of this mistake is
someone who hears asystem for the first time and remarks
on how good (or bad) the loudspeaker cables are. It's ridiculous; you can't isolate what the loudspeaker cable is doing
within the context of acompletely unknown system.
The second rule is to match volume levels between components under audition. Level matching assures that both
products produce the same volume at the loudspeakers. If
you're comparing two digital processors, match their output
levels to within 0.2dB, preferably to within 0.1dB of each
other. Level-matching should become an integral part of critical listening sessions. All it takes is an inexpensive voltmeter,
atest signal [like the -20dB lkHz tones on either ofthe Stereophile
Test CDs—Ed.], and afew minutes of time. You'll be well
rewarded for those few minutes spent level-matching with
more accurate value judgments about the products. (The sidebar near the end of this article explains how to match levels.)
Level-matching is crucial because slight level differences
between products can lead you to the wrong conclusion. The
ear's sensitivity to bass and treble increases disproportionately
with volume. That is, we hear more bass and treble when
the music is loud. If product A is played louder than product
B, product A may sound brighter, more forward, more
detailed, more dynamic, and have more bass. If product A
has asoft treble, lacks detail, and has alean bass balance, you
may not know it if the levels aren't precisely matched. If you
can distinguish product A's character with mismatched levels,
the degrees to which the treble is soft, the detail lacking, the
dynamics missing, and the bass thin are much harder to
gauge. With level matching, you'll know precisely how much
these characteristics are present in the product you're evaluating. You can forget about trying to mentally compensate
for different levels and concentrate on characterizing the sonic
differences.
With the same playback system and matched levels, you're
ready to compare products. The typical method is called A/B,
in which you hear product A, then immediately afterward
the same music through product B. One problem with A/B
listening is called "The AJA Paradox." This states that when
hearing two identical presentations (A/A), we tend to hear
differences between them. The A/A paradox happens because
music has meaning; we perceive it and react to it alittle differently every time we hear it. Moreover, if the music is
unfamiliar, asecond hearing allows us to hear more detail.

SELECTING THE RIGHT SOURCE MATERIAL IS IMPORTANT IN
FULLY EXPLORING A
PRODUCT'S CHARACTER.
The first rule of critical listening is that ONLY ONE VARIIf comparing preamps,
use the same source components, interconnects, AC power
conditioner, power amp, cables, loudspeakers, music, and
room. This is obviously impossible when comparing products at different dealers with different playback systems. But
changing one variable at atime is an absolute requirement
for arriving at valid opinions. This is why Istress taking the
competing products home over the weekend for comparison. Not only can you evaluate them under the same conditions, but you get to hear how they interact with the rest
of your system.
Changing only one component at atime is vital; big differences (two different pairs of loudspeakers, for example) will
often swamp small differences. You can't separate what one
ABLE MUST BE CHANGED AT ONE TIME.
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These factors combine to fool us into hearing differences that
aren't there.
Fortunately, overcoming the A/A paradox is easy. When
comparing products, listen to A, then B, then A again. The
differences you heard between A and B are often solidified
after hearing A again. After selecting another piece of music
for further comparison, make the order B/A/B. This technique of hearing three presentations (or five, A/B/A/B/A) confirms or refutes first impressions. Usually, acharacteristic
heard in the first comparison is more apparent after hearing it the second time.
Selecting the right source material is important in fully
exploring aproduct's character. If the source material doesn't
contain certain cues, you won't know how well the product reproduces those cues. For example, if we're comparing
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two power amplifiers, and use only dry studio recordings
of pop music, we'll never know how good the amplifiers are
at resolving soundstage depth and other spatial cues. Similarly, if we listen to nothing but chamber music in evaluating
loudspeakers, we can't tell how the loudspeaker conveys bass
dynamics, punch, and rhythmic intensity.
Establish arepertoire of familiar music for evaluating components, with each piece selected for some sonic characteristic
that will tell you how the component behaves. Remember,
this is diagnostic listening, not listening for pleasure A range
of source material should include: afull-scale symphonic
recording, chamber music, orchestra with choir, solo piano,
popular vocal, rock, blues, or other music with electric bass
and kick drum, jazz with acoustic bass, and music with cymbals. Some of the jazz and orchestral recordings should be
naturally miked; that is, recorded in away that captures the
original spatial aspects of the music and concert hall. Audiophile record labels will often describe how the recordings
were made, and even include aphotograph of the hall and
where the microphones were placed. Get to know these
recordings intimately. By hearing the same recording played
back on many diffèrent systems, you can quickly characterize
acomponent's sonic signature.
Another factor that can lead us astray in critical listening
is absolute polarity. If one product under comparison inverts
absolute polarity and the other one doesn't, you may be led
to the wrong conclusions, or, at the very least, be confused
about which product is better. Many owner's manuals will
state if the product inverts polarity, and Skreophités equipment

reports always mention the product's absolute polarity. If
you know product A is non-inverting and productB is polarityinverting, reverse the positive and negative connections on both
loudspeakers; the red wire goes to the loudspeaker's black
terminal, and the black wire goes to the loudspeaker's red
terminal when auditioning product B. If your preamp has
apolarity-inversion switch, you can just throw it instead
of swapping loudspeaker leads. Fortunately, very few components invert absolute polarity.
It's also easy to be misled by acolored playback system.
Say you have loudspeakers that are bright, forward, and a
little rough in the treble, and you are comparing two digital processors to determine which one to buy. Processor A
produces asound through your system that is bright and forward in the treble Processor B renders asmoother treble and
is more musical in your system.
Is processor Binherently more musical? Not necessarily.
It probably has colorations—an overly soft treble—that complement the loudspeaker's bright treble. Two products in the
playback chain that have reciprocal flaws will often produce
amusical result. And there's no reason not to buy processor B if you intend on keeping your loudspeakers. But don't
make the mistake of thinking processor Bis inherently better
than processor A. In fact, processor A is probably more neutral and would be amuch better choice with smoother loudspeakers. Although not ideal, choosing aproduct based on
how it corrects other faults in your system is valid if the end
result is amore musical presentation. Just recognize the situation when it occurs.

LEVEL M ATCHING
Level-matching procedures are identical for all electronic components,
whether adigital processor, preamp,
or power amp. First, play music at a
comfortable level through the system
to set the volume Then play atest
CD that has alkHz sinewave recorded at alow level. Track 1on the
first Stereophile Test CD is ideal. Measure the voltage across the loudspeaker terminals when the tone is
playing, and note the voltage. Put a
piece of masking tape around the preamp's volume control and mark the
position of the volume control.
After you switch components
(power amp, digital processor), play
the tone again and measure the voltage across the loudspeaker terminals.
Adjust the preamp's volume control
so that the voltage across the loudspeaker terminals is the same you
measured for the first component.
Mark the volume-control position on
the masking tape By setting the volume control at the first mark for
product A and at the second mark for
product B, you've got matched levels.
Some preamplifiers with detented
(click stop) volume controls but
continuous attenuation make level
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matching easier and more precise
by removing the need for tape. Just
count the number of steps necessary
to achieve the same voltage across the
loudspeaker terminals. Setting the
volume control between detents is
surprisingly accurate and repeatable.
This technique doesn't work with
detented volume controls that aren't
continuously adjustable between the
detents.
If you're comparing preamps, you
don't need the masking tape—just
find the volume setting on both preamps that produces the same voltage
across the loudspeaker terminals
when playing the test tone and leave
the volume controls in the same
position.
Phono cartridge and phono preamplifier level-matching is identical,
except that atest LP replaces the test
CD.
Level-matching isn't required
when comparing products that don't
affect the volume These include interconnects, loudspeaker cables, CD
transports, CD tweaks, digital interconnects, AC line conditioners, AC
power cords, spikes, cones, vibrationdamping devices, and equipment
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stands.
Ideally, the playback level between
products should be matched to
within 0.2dB, preferably to within
0.1dB. To calculate the dB difference
between two measured voltages, you
need only acalculator with a"log"
button. Here's how to do it.
First find the ratio of the two measured voltages by dividing one into
the other. Then find the logarithm of
that ratio by pressing the calculator's
"log" button with the ratio in the display. Next, multiply the result by 20.
The answer is the difference in dB
between two voltages.
For example, if we measured 2.82V
across the loudspeaker terminals with
digital processor A, and 2.88V across
the loudspeaker terminals with digital
processor B after level matching, we
first divide 2.88 by 2.82, giving us the
ratio of the two voltages (1.0213:1).
We next push the "log" button on the
calculator with 1.0213 in the display,
getting the answer 0.00914, which
we then multiply by 20. The answer
is that the levels are matched to within
0.18dB—close enough for meaningful comparisons.
—Robert Harley
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The latest ACROTEC
Stressfree 6N Copper Reference
Cables and Accessories to
maximize your system's
true potential.

For further information, please contact:
NIMTEC Inc., 125 North Price Road, Chandler, AZ 85224
Phone:602-732-9857

FAX:602-899-0779

(The use of high purity copper (99.9999% or greater) in audio and video products
in the US is patented by Nikko Kyodo Co., Ltd., U.S. Pat. #4,792,369J
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THE LESS THE PRESENTATION SOUNDS ARTIFICIAL, SYNTHETIC,
OR AFFRONTS OUR EARS, THE EASIER IT IS TO FORGET THE HARDWARE
AND HEAR ONLY THE MUSIC.
SINGLE-PRESENTATION LISTENING:
WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT

The type of analytical listening I've described will reveal
specific sonic attributes of components in relation to each
other; CD transport A has deeper bass extension, smoother
treble, and adeeper soundstage, while transport B has more
inner detail, quicker transients, and amore focused soundstage. This kind of analytical listening tells us alot about the
products' strengths and weaknesses, but it isn't the whole
story.
What's missing from this dissection is how each product
makes us feel about the music. Does your mind wander,
thinking about what you're going to do next? Or are you
riveted in the listening seat, playing record after record well
into the night?
This difference in aproduct's ability to express the music
in away that compels us to continue listening is called musicality and involvement. Musicality and involvement are rarely
revealed in A/B comparisons and can't be described in terms
of specific sonic attributes. Instead, this fundamental characteristic of aproduct's ability to provide long-term musical
satisfaction is discovered only when listening for pleasure—
without level-matching, selecting music for its sonic rather
than musical qualities, or analytical thinking. Dissecting the
music to characterize specific sonic attributes, as in A/B comparisons, destroys our receptivity to the music's meaning.
Involvement comes only when we consider music as awhole,
not as acollection of sonic parts.
This is why all critical listening should include not only
A/B/A comparisons, but also what's called "single-presentation listening" and listening just for pleasure. Singlepresentation listening is listening to the product under evaluation over along time period—days or weeks rather than
hours—with an unconscious ear to how the product affects
the music. Listening for sheer pleasure involves no such
thinking about the sound, only about the music. If, after a
long session, you feel exhilarated and fulfilled, you can be
confident in the product's ability to convey the music's
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expression and meaning. In fact, this is the most important
indicator of quality in an audio component.
There is ageneral correlation between aproduct's sonic
performance as revealed during analytical listening and its
musicality as discovered during listening for pleasure. Specific
sonic flaws—grainy treble, hard textures, flat soundstage—
often distract us from the music in away that prevents deep
involvement. The less the presentation sounds artificial, synthetic, or affronts our ears, the easier it is to forget the hardware and hear only the music. Indeed, making the hardware
disappear is the Holy Grail of high-end audio.
Your evaluative listening should thus include amix of analytical A/B/A comparisons with single-presentation listening
(with an ear to specific sonic attributes) and pure listening
for pleasure.

CRITICAL LISTENING SUMMARY

Below, I've summarized the setup procedures for conducting
critical listening that will provide valid, useful information
about the product under evaluation.
•Use the same playback system for comparisons.
•Change only one component at atime.
•Match levels between products under audition.
•Listen to A/B/A, not A/B.
•Use very familiar music.
•Select music that reveals specific sonic characteristics; ie,
bass, midrange liquidity, dynamics, treble, soundstaging.
•Listen to the product for pleasure over along period of time.
Do Ifollow all these guidelines every time Ilisten critically? No. But Idon't reach firm opinions about products
unless Ido. If you're listening to make apurchase decision,
follow these guidelines religiously. Be suspicious of any
listening impressions made under poor circumstances. And
don't reach firm opinions unless all these guidelines have been
followed.
By applying these techniques, you'll be more likely to reach
accurate judgments and consequently buy products that will
provide the greatest long-term musical satisfaction. S
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THE RETURN OF THE
MAGNIFICENT SEVEN.

Symphonie Fantastique
LSC 1900 (available June 94)
the first "LIVING STEREO" issue of
Munch's 1955 Symphonie Fantastique

ole
honie ESPC'e, 94)
Si"
0,)ohIe
LSC 2456

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS
announces the return of

"LIVING STEREO"
on vinyl from

CLZtzzame

Classic Records.

letRo
'
.

• Limited edition reissue series
• "Ultra-quiet" HQ-180® gram vinyl
• Remastering direct from original masters
• Original cover art, record labels and
liner notes
• $30 per album

LS

/berio

222 241voilable

April

Upcoming '94 releases:
LSC 2500 Strauss Waltzes
LSC 2423

Festival

LSC 1934 Bartok Concerto for Orchestra
LSC 2436

Respighi Pines of Rome

LSC 2541

Rachmaninoff Piano Concerto #1

LSC 2446

Rimsky-Korsakov Scheherezade

LSC 2234 Saint-Saens Piano Concerto #2
LSC 2471

Rhapsodies

Call for details of '95 releases.

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS iÁ
CLASSIC

RECORDS

P.O. Box 2043
Salina, KS 67402-2043
Phone: 913-825-8609
Orders: 800-525-1630
Fax: 913-825-0156
WorldRadioHistory

*Available for export only.
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BETTER

THAN THE ORIGINAL!

Chet Baker: Chet
180 grom vinyl pressing I.P=AAP1 016 $30
Gold limited edition CD=CAPJG 016 $30

Duke Ellington /Ray Brown
180 gram vinyl pressing LP=AAP1 015 S30
Gold limited edition CD =CAM 015 SA

Lightnin' Hopkins: Gain' Away
180 gram vinyl pressing I.P=AAPB 014 $30

Benny Carter: Jazz Giant.
180 gram vinyl pressing1P=AAPJ 013 $30
Gold limited edition CD=CAPJG 013 $30

Art Pepper Quintet: Smack Up.
180 gram vinyl pressing LP=AAP1 012 $30
Gold limited edition CD=CAPJG 012 $30

Ben Webster: At the Renaissance.
180 gram vinyl pressing I.P=AAP1 011 $30
Gold limited edition CO =CAM 011 $30

Art Pepper: Meets the Rhythm Section.
180 gram vinyl pressing I.P=AARI 010 $30
Gold limited edition CD—CARIS 010 $30

Bill Evans Trio: Waltz for Debby
180 gram vinyl pressin LP=AAP.1009 $30
Gold limited edition CR=CAPJG 009 $30

Rachmoninoff: Symphonic Dances; Vocalise.
CD=LPE 006 016

Weavers: Reunion Ft Carnegie Hall 1963.
180 gram vinyl pres,ing 1.1)=AAPFLE 5$30
Gold limited edition CD=CAPFG 005 $30

14.WEL

Sonny Rollins: Way Out West.
180 gram vinyl pressing LP=AAP1 008 $30
Gold limited edition CD=CAP1S 008 $30

Ravel: Works for Orchestra.
180 gram vinyl pressing LP=AAPC 007 $30
CD=CAPC 007 $16

- --

bisomesto

The

IIIifl %PM

pft,jr,rt .
,,,,,,,„

the 'lacis

Salle from "Ile River'

Ill led LON AWRICAI SYIIPHINN111

Copland: fanfare for the Common Mon/Rodeo,
Ives: The 4th of July/thanksgiving.
LP=AAPC 004 $25 CD =CAPO 004 $16

Gould: Latin American Symphonene,
Gottschalk: Night in the Trams.
LP=AAPC 003 $25

SHIPPING: Continental U.S. $3.00 for the
1st item; $.30 for each additional item.
Call for shipping costs outside the Continental U.S.
Catalog $3 U.S. /$5 elsewhere.
Refundable coupon with catalog
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Canteloube: Songs of the Auvergne, Netonia
Durath-Soprano.
LP apc 002 $25
/*Zoe
ZInt•401

V/5.4

TO ORDER CALL :

1-800-525-1630
WorldRadioHistory

Virgil Thomson: The Plow That Broke The Plains
&The Suite from "The River." Stokowski
I.FLAAPC 001 $25

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS
P.O. BOX 2043 •SALINA, KS 67402-2043 •USA
TELEPHONE: 913-825-8609 •FAX: 913-825-0156
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GOSPEL

jELL

FAIRFIELD FOUR/ STANDING IN THE SAFETY ZONE
CD =CWAR 26945 $16.00
*CD ONLY*
*WARNER BROTHERS*

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS
ST

R

Át&

POP
ROB WASSERMAN/ TRIOS
CD =CMCA 4021 $16.00

*CD ONLY*
*MCA*

PINK FLOYD/ SHINE ON
*CD ONLY*
CD = CCOL 53180 $120.00 (8-CD Set>MASTERED BY DOUG SAX
*COLUMBIA*
JANIS IAN/ BREAKING SILENCE *CD ONLY*
CD =CMOR 20023 $16.00
MASTERED BY DOUG SAX
*MORGAN CREEK*

JAZZ

THE WONDERFUL SOUND OF THREE BLIND MICE *CD ONLY*
CD = CTBMG 004 $25.00
*THREE BLIND MICE* *GOLD*
BILL EVANS/ WALTZ FOR DEBBY
LP =AAPJ 009 $30.00
*ANALOGUE PRODUCTIONS*
*HQ-180*
CD =CAPJG 009 $30.00
*ANALOGUE PRODUCTIONS*
*GOLD*
VINCE GUARALDI TRIO/ JAZZ IMPRESSIONS OF BLACK ORPHEUS
LP =AOJC 437 $10.00
*WC*
CD = CDCCG 1042 $25.00
*DCC* *GOLD*
MILES DAVIS! COOKIN' WITH THE MILES DAVIS QUINTET
LP =AOJC 128 $10.00
*01C*
CD =CDCCG 1044 $25.00
*DCC* *GOLD*
ARCHIE SHEPP/ HORACE PARLAN/ GOIN' HOME
LP =ASCS 1079 $20.00
*STEEPLECHASE*
*HQ-180*
CD =CSCS 1079 $20.00
*STEEPLECHASE*

AL DIMEOLA, JOHN MCLAUGHLIN, PACO DELUCIA/ FRIDAY
NIGHT IN SAN FRANCISCO
LP =ABRI 302137 $17.50
*IMPORT* *GUITAR*
CD =CSON 53926 $25.00
MASTERED BY DOUG SAX
*GOLD*
RICKIE LEE JONES/ TRAFFIC FROM PARADISE
LP =ABRI 270 $17.50
*IMPORT*
CD =CGEF 24602 $16.00
MASTERED BY DOUG SAX
*GEFFEN*
MICHAEL RUFF/ SPEAKING IN MELODIES
LP =ASHEHQ 35 $35.00 (2-LP set)*SHEFFIELD LAB* *180GRAM*
CD =CSHE 35 $16.00
*SHEFFIELD LAB*
CHRIS ISAAK/ SAN FRANCISCO DAYS
LP =ABRI 45116 $17.50
*IMPORT*
CD = CREP 45116 $16.00
*REPRISE*

BLUES
CLASSICAL

LIGHTNIN' HOPKINS/ BOX SET *CD ONLY*
CD = COJC 4406 $90.00 (7-CD Set) *01C*

STRAUSS & DVORAK
*CD ONLY*
Arnold Steinhardt (Violin); Lincoln Mayorga (Piano); Sonata In E Flat (Opus
18); Dvorak/ Romantic Pieces (Opus 75); Sonatina In G Major (Opus 100).
CD = CSHE 39 $16.00
*SHEFFIELD LAB*

ROD PIAZZA/ ALPHABET BLUES *CD ONLY*
CD =CBLA 1076 $16.00
*BLACK TOP*
JAMES HARMAN/ DO NOT DISTURB *CD ONLY*
CD =CBLA 1035 $16.00
*BLACK TOP*
MIGHTY SAM MCCLAIN/ GIVE IT UP TO LOVE (SOUL)
LP =AADQ 1015 $20.00
*AUDIOQUEST* *HQ-I80*
CD = CADQ 1015 $16.00
*AUDIOQUEST*
STE VIE RAY VAUGHAN/ COULDN'T STAND THE WEATHER
LP =AEPI 39304 $10.00
*EPIC*
CD =CSON 53927 $25.00
MASTERED BY DOUG SAX
*SONY* *GOLD*
MUDDY WATERS/ FOLKSINGER
LP =AMOB 1-201 $25.00
*MOBILE FIDELITY* *200GRAM*
CD = CMOB 593 $25.00
*MOBILE FIDELITY* *GAIN*
*GOLD*
LIGHTNIN'S HOPKINS/ GOIN' AWAY *LP ONLY*
LP =AAPB 014 $30.00
*ANALOGUE PRODUCTIONS*
*HQ-I80*

SHIPPING: Continental U.S. $3.00 for the
1st item; $.30 for each additional item.
Call for shipping costs outside
the Continental U.S.
Catalog $3 U.S. /$5 elsewhere.
Refundable coupon with catalog
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ROSSINI/ STRING SONATA NO. 1(G MAJOR), 3(C MAJOR), 5(E
FLAT MAJOR), 6(D MAJOR) Orig. ARGO ZRG 506.
LP =AKIN 9135 $30.00
*SUPER ANALOGUE*
*180GRAM* *LP ONLY*
BRUCH/ VIOLIN CONCERTO NO. 1OP. 26; BRUCH/ SCOTTISH
FANTASY OP. 46 Orig. SXL 6573.
LP =AKIN 9133 $30.00
*SUPER ANALOGUE*
*180GRAM* *LP ONLY*
ALBENIZ/ SUITE ESPAGNOLA *LP ONLY*
New Philharmonic Orchestra-Frubeck de Burgos.
LP =ADEC 6355 $35.00
*DECCA* *180GRAM*
BELSHAZZAR'S FEAST/ SIR WILLIAM WALTON *LP ONLY*
LP =AW1L 1 $45.00
*WILSON* *180GRAM*
STRAUSS, ALSO SPRACH/ ZARATHUSTRA/ REINER/ CSO
LP =ALSC 1806 $30.00
*CLASSIC RECORDS*
*180 GRAM*
CD = CRCA 61494 $12.00
*RCA LIVING STEREO*

1
- TO
1 ORDER
ra;"ie CALL:

1-800-525-1630
WorldRadioHistory

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS
P.O. BOX 2043 •SALINA, KS 67402-2043 •USA
TELEPHONE: 913-825-8609 •FAX: 913-825-0156
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SONUS FABER GUARNERI HOMAGE LOUDSPEAKER
Martin Colloms
Limited-edition, two-way loudspeaker with matching stand. Drive-units: 1.1" (28mm)

program. Approximate internal volume: 10 liters. Dimensions. 15" (381mm) Hby

silk-dome tweeter, 6.5" (165mm) polypropylene-cone woofer. Manufacturer's specifi-

7.5" (190mm) W by 14.75" (375mm) D. Price: starting at S9000/pair. Approximate

cations: None. Measured specifications: crossaer frequency.2.5kHz. Electrical crossover

number of dealers: I. Manufacturer Sonus Faber, Via Lda Vinci 63, Arcugnano (VI),

slopes: 1st-order, 6dBloctave. Frequency response: 55Hz-20kHz, ±3dB. Sensitiv-

Italy. Tel: (39) 0444-962699. Fax: (39) 0444-962687. Distributor Sumiko, 3101 Tele-

ity: 86.5dBIW/m (2.83V). Nominal impedance: 6ohms. Power handling: 100W peak

graph Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94705. Tel: (510) 843-4500. Fax: (510) 843-7120.
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the result reminiscent of the body of a
fine lute. This was no accident; designer
Franco Serblin, founder of Sonus Faber,
wanted to commemorate the 250th anniversary of the master Italian violin maker,
Guarneri, which explains this speaker's
full name: the Guarneri Homage?
While Serblin's work to date has been
indisputably musically rewarding, and
executed with unmistakable Italian brio,
its foundations are firmly fixed in traditional high-fidelity concepts and engineering. By contrast, the Guarneri owes
more to fine materials, centuries-old
craftsmanship, and the vital contribution
that the structure of amusical instrument
plays in its sound. The Guarneri Homage is alimited-edition, virtually madeto-order speaker. Only afew craftsmen
are capable ofbuilding its enclosure, and
then only in limited quantities—no more
than 10 pairs per month.
A typical design strategy for anew
loudspeaker consists of aprogram of
technical research into various acoustic
options, which are then tailored and
tuned to produce agood-sounding product. With the Guarneri, however, the
music came first. Ican do no better than
to quote Sonus Faber: "High technology has away of blurring and obscur-

onus Faber provides afascinating and challenging insight into
the art of high-quality sound reproduction. This Italian company makes
two costly two-way stand-mounted
speakers that couldn't be more different
from each other.
Sonus Faber's big reference model is
the extraordinary Extrema.1Stereophiles
writers voted the Extrema their 1992
"Loudspeaker of the Year," appropriately
so, Ifeel, considering its amazing looks
and equally remarkable performance.
The $14,000/pair Extrema is built like a
tank, and is capable of producing aseriously big sound, even in quite large
rooms.
Now there's the Guarneri Homage.
Conceived as acomplete entity in harmony with its elegant matching pedestal
—I hesitate to call it a"stand"—it looks
like no other loudspeaker. The exquisitely finished cabinet is small, perhaps
athird of the Extrema's volume (if only
half its apparent size). The Extrema announces its presence, especially when it's
sitting on its industrial-looking, fourpillar frame stands; the Guarneri, on the
other hand, blends into the room, and is
afine piece of furniture in its own right.
The Guarneri is seductively designed,
with tapering curved sides and adeeply
lustrous piano-gloss finish. In order to
get asmooth curve inside and out, the
side panels are assembled from sections
of solid wood, similar to the construction
of atraditional boat hull. The seven primary sections are interleaved with ebony,
1See Stereophile, June 1992, Vol.15 No.6, p.133.
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Sonus Faber Guarneri Homage loudspeaker
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2Sonus Faber presented Pair 001 of the Guarneri Homage to the Salon of the Violin in Cremona, Italy in June
1993. The speakers are to remain on permanent demonstration amid the real Guarneris, Amatis, aStradivarius,
and other fine instruments. The Guarneri Homage at
Cremona is driven by an Electrocompaniet amplifier,
with source material from amultimedia computer program that tells the story of the Guarneri violins. The
company presented Pairs 002 and 003 to master
violinists Salvatore Accardo and Uto Ughi; Pair 004 will
remain at the factory as areference standard. —KR
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ing the ideal solutions that precede us,
in the belief that only the latest solutions
can possibly be the best."
To justify the use of the name Guarneri, Serblin started from the view that
this loudspeaker had to be amusicmaking instrument. This can be amixed
blessing: it may result in aradically
different design, but there may also be
some fatal, unforeseen flaw in the overall
performance For example, Wan engineer
consciously or unconsciously limits the
design's frequency range and/or maximum available loudness, then magically
satisfying results can be obtained in the
all-important midrange. Sounds restricted to that range may be reproduced
with unprecedented vibrancy. But if such
aspeaker is incapable of satisfactorily
reproducing the climax of asymphony,
or fails to do justice to even amoderately
loud drum or the sparkle of achime, then
it will ultimately be found wanting.
However, Serblin's putting the music
first, coupled with the novel and acoustically optimal cabinetry, has resulted in
aspeaker that's not only superbly musical, but also Sonus Faber's most accurate
to date. As an acoustic engineer, Ifind
that particularly rewarding?
Whether just sitting there or playing
music, the Guarneri is never boring—it's
fundamentally true to the spirit of the
music it plays.

M USICAL INSTRUMENTS
The Guarneri is loosely based on the
"larger-than-life" Sonus Faber Minima
Arnator (reviewed in December 1993),*
which costs afraction of the Guarneri's
price. As the Guarneri's every detail has
been fine-tuned, it's worth exploring in
greater depth how the speaker is built.
Again, quoting Sonus Faber:
"The [cabinet] comprises 42 separate
elements hand-sawn from solid wood.
Each element is bonded to its neighbor
using organic glue and heat pressing
techniques identical to those used centuries ago in the manufacture of violins.
"The walnut, maple, and limewood
used for the various parts is dried naturally for two years and then stabilized
in kilns. The rear of the enclosure is
shaped from asingle block oflimewood.
3While there is much the design community doesn't
yet understand about loudspeaker engineering, acoustic
performance, and the subjectively optimal blend of all
design parameters, it's certain that, if all other aspects
are held constant, an acoustically even, flat response
directed at the area occupied by the listener is apositive factor. (In this context, "flat" means auniform perceived amplitude frequency characteristic for the
predominantly direct soundfield.)
Accurate tonal balance with low coloration are primary criteria, though they by no means guarantee that
aspeaker will be musically involving, or capable of recreating asense of event or performance.
4Vol.16 No.12, p.174.
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The interior walls of the enclosure are
selectively damped using proprietary
sheet copper and lead tuning elements."
To which Iwould add that the ?thick driver baffle, covered in grained
black leather, consists of 15 layers of
birch multi-ply. An aluminium-alloy
extrusion forms the inner section of the
sculpted rear deck and carries the bassreflex loading duct and the terminal array.
The main curved body of the enclosure is said to be partly voiced by the
specific technique of layered finishing,
in the manner of aviolin body: "The
surface of the wood is prepared for finish
by first sealing it with albumin to prevent penetration of the multilayered varnish. The application of many coats of
varnish is the time-honored tradition in
violin-making that has aprofound effect
on the final sound. We assure you that
the sound of 'Guarneri Homage' benefits
from the special finish produced by
blending natural organic substances,
including Venetian larch turpentine, linseed oil, propolis, wine alcohol, gamboge, copal gum, and oliban. No fewer
than ten coats of varnish are applied to
each cabinet, hand-sanding then accompanying each finishing coat."
After the final polishing, which is done
by hand, each Guarneri cabinet is buffed
to amirror-like finish. The finish is certainly deeper and clearer than speakers
that have polyurethane or cellulosebased piano-gloss finishes.
With few exceptions, cabinet resonances
are major influences on the aspeaker's
sound quality; it's well-known that even
aspeaker's finish affects its sound. "Special Edition" loudspeakers can thus prove
surprising: Even amulti-coat, syntheticlacquer finish can improve the sound, as
in the case of the Monitor Audio Studio
series. The Wilson Puppy woofer enclosure has avery tough plastic-laminate
finish that appreciably reinforces the
cabinet. Even with inexpensive speakers,
the use of real-wood veneers can result
in sound different from that with woodprint, vinyl-film finishes.
The Guarneri's side enclosures are
between 0.75" and 1" thick, and the intemal mass loading comprises nine leadweighted copper strips of different lengths,
disposed in astaggered formation to
fine-tune and distribute the resonances.
This technique is also applied to the top
panel. Both top and bottom are made
from solid, 1"-thick walnut. Internal
damping is confined to one piece of
acoustic foam in the lower rear section.
The idea is that the speaker's irregular
shape helps dissipate standing-wave
energy, while the minimizing of acoustic
damping helps retain a"free" sound.
WorldRadioHistory

The knuckle-rap test invoked an interesting result: The 10-liter (internal volume) enclosure is certainly solid, but the
panels lacked the familiar knock-onwoodblock sound. The decay signature
was more subtle and harmonious,
reflecting the enclosure's complex structure and form.

ENGINEERING
As befits a musical instrument, no
specifications are provided for this
loudspeaker—fascinating, if atad frustrating for the reviewer. Sonus Faber
intends that their dealers be accorded
total responsibility for designing acomplementary audio system that will bring
out the Guarneri's promised performance in the owner's home. How this
is achieved is not necessarily the purchaser's concern.
The review samples were loaned to me
by Ricardo Franassovici of Absolute
Sounds of London, who gently suggested that perhaps lab tests would be
inappropriate in a"concept" speaker
such as this. Isee his point: It should be
the sound that counts, aside from any
prejudices imparted by an interpretation
of lab test figures. (Reviewers know only
too well that both the design of test
methods and the interpretation of their
results are subjective) On the other hand,
awell-designed test program can reveal
not only flaws (if present), but can also
help to define aproduct's performance
envelope, and hence make it easier to
obtain that product's best performance.
Such information is valuable, even if it
does remove some of the mystery of the
product's achievement.
It's fairly easy to estimate some of the
Guarneri's basic parameters: Its bass
response will extend to amodest 45Hz
or so, along with aprobable power handling of 100W peak program, anominal 6ohm impedance, an average sensitivity of 87dB/W (rather higher than an
LS3/5a or aC,elestion SL700, for example), and amaximum in-room sound
level of perhaps 102dBA. This is agood
level for the peaks on classical music, but
not really sufficient for disco or rock.
Deep bass will be absent, but, as the
Minima Amator demonstrated, this
doesn't mean the speaker will be incapable of producing awell-balanced, convincing sound.
The Guarneri's bass driver, custommade for Sonus Faber by Scan-Tech,
employs alarger-than-usual voice-coil
54mm (2") in diameter. This is energized
by ahuge magnet with adeep, 14mm
top plate. The light, polypropylene diaphragm has adecorative milled surface,
and is suspended on ahalf-roll surround
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of natural rubber, with minimal loss at
low frequencies. The diecast woofer
frame is nominally 165mm (6.5") in diameter, and the rear port, ca 1.6" in diameter
by 4" long, tunes the system to 52Hz.
The tweeter, also custom-built, is a
version of Dynaudio's Esotar unit and
features a28mm surface-damped soft
dome made of silk. The unit is fitted with
aspecial, large, rear chamber carved from
solid walnut. The two drive-units are
vertically aligned on the contoured, lowdiffraction front baffle, the tweeter on
the top.
The hard-wired crossover networks
are mounted on asolid MDF tray. All the
components are dipped in resin for
mechanical stabilization. Selected multistrand OFC wire is used. The filters are
nominally 6dB/octave over the crossover
range, augmented by additional components to shape the acoustic output. The
treble high-pass section thus has three
elements: two film capacitors and an aircore shunt inductor. For the woofer's
low-pass section, the primary element
is alarge series air-core inductor with an
RC Zobel network and an additional
film capacitor. The multi-way binding
posts allow for normal and bi-wiring, or
even bi-amping.
The grille is based on two enameled
castings that push-fit on stainless-steel
bars mated with the enclosure. Strung
like the strings of aguitar between the
grille sections is avertical array of closely
spaced, woven black threads.
The Guarneris are supplied with apair
of very tall, well-proportioned pillars (see
below). These stands are no less than 39"
high, placing the intended listening axis
alittle below the bass/mid unit. The main
column of each pedestal is disguised by
afull-height array of threads similar to
those in the grille, again strung between
precision castings. With the speakers sitting on the stands, the system is heavy
but stable; spikes are unnecessary, though
the enthusiast might try shallow cones
under the massive travertine base. These
speakers thrive on free space, and don't
need anearby wall to achieve their optimum bass performance—finicky setup
is not required.

The Guarneris sounded pretty good
straight out of the boxy but it was obvious from the first audition that they
would continue to reveal additional
layers of performance subtlety, mandating lengthy experimentation. Power
amplifiers used included Meridian 605

monoblocks and the Naim NAP 250,
augmented by the new Krell KSA-100S
and KSA-200S. The Musical Fidelity A1000 class-A amplifier, although out of
the Guarneri's price class, showed that
these speakers need an amp that is sweet
and harmonically balanced.
Because the Guarneri has good bass
(within its natural limits) and rhythm, the
power amplifier must be competent in
these areas. My less-than-comprehensive
list includes the Jadis Defy-7, the Acoustic Research VT130 (with BL-1 unbalanced-to-balanced converter, as required),
and the Conrad-Johnson Premier series.
From my electronics Iexpect an easy,
subjective transparency; agood sense of
air and delicacy; natural stereo perspectives; and, above all, harmonic neutrality.
Conrad-Johnson Premier Twelve monoblocks offer all these things. The Premier
Eleven can also produce civilized results,
provided you don't require flat-out maximum loudness.
On the front end, Ifound apassive
line-level controller (Audio Synthesis
Passion Vishay) to have the least editorial
effect on the system (my cable runs were
suited to passive drive). On the preamp
side, the zero-feedback Conrad-Johnson
PF-2 (review forthcoming), with its MC
stage, was afine starting point. Ialso still
favor the base-line Audio Research LS3
for its uncomplicated vitality. Toward the
end of the evaluation period, Iborrowed
aConrad-Johnson PV10 and found it to
be avery good match—particularly with
the Premier Eleven.
Iused the Lingo'd Linn LP12 with the
Koetsu Rosewood 2 phono cartridge
mounted in aNAIM ARO unipivot
tonearm. The Guarneri featured classic
audiophile sound on black discs, yet also
conveyed the good rhythm and timing
of which the Linn combo is capable—
most entertaining. Digital sources included
the PS Audio Reference Link/Lambda
combination connected directly to the
Audio Research VT 130 in balanced
mode, and in unbalanced mode to the
other amplifiers listed earlier. The Audio
Synthesis DAX decoder also sounded
very good in this system.
Cables mattered. Ifound that van den
Hul The First and Second carbon-fiber
cables worked best. Bi-wiring the speakers
maximized clarity and transparency.
Heavy-duty speaker cables were unnecessary; Itried van den Hul Revelation
with very good results, but they fit awkwardly to the terminals. Lighter-grade
silver cables, such as Siltech and Kimber,
were effective.

5They came wrapped in red silk, cocooned in foam hollows carved into awooden packing case with ascreweddown lid.

Once everything was in place, the Guar-

SYSTEM
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neri really sang. Forget mainstream hi-fi;
forget head-banging levels; forget gutwrenching bass; forget the garage-door
slam! Instead, remember the purity,
unmistakable sense of liveness, scale, and
sense of presence of real sounds in the
listening space—this is what the Guarneri is all about.
In these abilities, the speaker that
comes closest to the Guarneri is the
Quad ESL-63. Iadmire the Guarneri's
ability to conjure up aQuad-like, electrostatic sound from apair of movingcoil drivers, even if they're encased in a
truly remarkable wooden enclosure. I
could easily say, "If you appreciate the
broad midrange fidelity of the Quad, but
wish for asensitive, beautifully crafted
miniature on atall, elegant pillar, then
look no further than the Guarneri."
It's rare to find aspeaker that's truly
balanced—with atonal, harmonic linearity that extends from the upper bass to
the high treble In this respect, the Guarneri eclipses the other Sonus Faber
designs. The bigger models, particularly
the Electa Amator and Extrema, will play
louder, are more dynamic, and have better, deeper bass; but rarely is aspeaker
as truthful to its source as the Guarneri.
In atypical room setting—ideally one
with a ceiling higher than 10'—the
Guarneris disappeared acoustically, leaving aremarkably high, wide, and deep
soundstage that had state-of-the-art
focus. The speaker' tonal quality spoke
of chamber music played in an 18thcentury paneled room with polished
wood floors and afew carpets, the walls
hung with oil paintings and afew medieval tapestries.
Astonishingly, that character did not
obscure musical detail or atmosphere. In
fact, the Guarneris were very transparent,
with high resolution and recovery of
low-level detail and ambience Definition
was lost only when the speaker was
worked hard in the bass, and the reflex
port added some mild distortion.
More than anything else, the Guarneri's neutrality and low levels of coloration, born of an accurate frequency
response and overall frequency balance,
defined the speaker's exceptional, wholly
believable performance The sound of the
Guarneri was beautifully proportioned
—like its appearance There was no deep
bass, but because the speaker's sound
was otherwise so complete, Ididn't notice the loss.
The Guarneri's inner balance and
smoothness were so good that the speaker
proved unusually tolerant of awide
range of program qualities and matching
ancillaries, cables, and amplification.
They handled natural acoustic sounds
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best; this means that, to some degree, the
speaker might be less impressive on
heavy rock or strongly synthesized
sounds. Nevertheless, although the Guarneris were more believable on orchestral
music, they still rocked better than any
true miniature Iknow of.
Transients were excellent. Subtle sounds,
such as the brushstrokes on drums and
cymbals, and Airto Moreira's natural
percussion repertoire (Killer Bees, B&W
Music 041), were rendered with the startling accuracy of agood electrostatic.
Vocals were articulate, unforced, and
harmonically correct. This speaker could
have been designed to reproduce only
Vivaldi, so well did it capture the atmosphere of astring performance. And
though the Guarneri is small, like its
Sonus Faber brethren, it didn't show it.
Without any filse brightness, this speaker
provided an upbeat, involving tempo,
showing good timing on tight jazz
combos.
Subtle and fine-grained, the Guarneri
did not need a"power" amplifier, in the
accepted sense of the word. Rather, it
derived its finest performance from a
harmonic match to asweet, pure amplifier—preferably tubed—in the 50-100W
range. (Solid-state amplifiers are by no
means ruled out, but the Guarneri neither needs nor benefits from such major
powerhouses as the Krell KSA-200S or
-300S.) With such a combination, I
found Icould listen to digital sources for
longer periods without fatigue.
The Guarneri also played quite loud,
its good sensitivity making the most of
my amplifier. Once Iadjusted to its sense
of natural scale and superb perspectives,
Ifound this system wholly satisfying.
Time and again, the reproduction had
that ring of truth—the richness and rasp
of orchestral brass, the singing quality
and "edge" of violin, and the attack and
pitch of xylophone and woodblock. On
Steve Reich's Musicfor Mallet Instruments
(Elektra 7559-79220-2), the Guarneri
revealed the complex interplay of musical
strands while preserving the overall
structure and almost relentless flow of
the compositions.
One aspect did prove worthy of experiment. In my room, the exceptional
height (39") of the pillar stand placed the
woofer's acoustic center close to halfway
between the floor and the 110" ceiling.
Such aposition maximally excites the
half-wave floor-ceiling mode, which in
this case lies at 60Hz. The high oddorder modes—at 180Hz, etc.—are also
excited by placing the speaker on such
ahigh stand, endowing the speaker's
lower midrange with acharacteristic
"boxiness."
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If the Guarneri is custom-ordered, the
customer can request moderately different pillar heights. Ididn't have any other
Faber pillars, so Iused 31" Stone stands.
These worked just fine, moderating the
mild room-mode coloration. A slight
uptilt corrected for the change in vertical
axis—this and the degree of toe-in can
be used to fine-tune the tonal balance for
aparticular room acoustic. Iliked the
Guarneris best with my ear level with the
midrange/woofers (see measurements).
If the Guarneri is not used with appropriate ancillary components, it becomes
simply good hi-fl. But if set up properly
—taking account of its unique qualities
—the Guarneri breathes music.
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Fig.l Sonus Faber Guarneri, overall nearfield
response (top) and nearfield response of
port (bottom) (5dB/vertical div.).
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The Guameri's reflex-port tuning was
set at 52Hz—a region where the power
handling was enhanced for heavy midbass inputs on typical program material.
Deep bass was beyond the compass of
this system, and the -6dB bass rolloff
point was at 49Hz, giving the potential
for satisfactory in-room bass reproduction down to 42Hz—the lowest note of
both the orchestral double-bass and 4string Fender bass.
Fig.1 shows the overall low-frequency
output in the nearfield (upper trace); to
achieve the moderate bass extension,
there is no need for the low-frequency
response to be tapered or overdamped,
and the output is maximally flat down
to 54Hz. Fig.1 also shows the nearfield
response for the port (lower trace). This
showed acouple of minor duct resonances, at 680Hz and 1.3kHz, but at
15dB below the primary port output and
rear-directed, these are not considered
significant.
On-axis at Sterecphile's customary 45"
microphone distance (fig.2), the Guarneri
gave an impressively uniform output of
±3dB from 55Hz-201cHz, either in the
1
/
3-octave presentation shown, or in normal high-resolution analysis mode.
There were mild variations, but the
golden rule, which asks for the "ups" to
balance the "downs," is followed here.
There were none of the usual tonalbalance aberrations, with the midrange
correctly set against the bass and, likewise, the treble correctly leveled against
the mid. A particularly flat response was
seen in the midrange—a remarkable
ldB from 200Hz-lkHz.
The lower, dotted trace in fig.2 shows
the pair matching—the difference between
the two samples—with an expanded
ldB/division scaling. A minor irregularity can be seen near the crossover point,
but the overall result was within ±03dB
limits—an excellent result.
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Fig.2 Sonus Faber Guarneri, quasi-anechoic
response on listening axis at 45" (top,
5dB/vertical div.), with difference between
the two samples (bottom, 'dB/vertical
div.).
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Fig.3 Sonus Faber Guarneri, differences in onaxis response made by complete grille
(top) and by grille threads alone (bottom)
(IdB/vertical div.).

While the unusual grille design passed
muster in the listening tests, and the
reference response in fig.2 was taken
with the grille in place, Icouldn't resist
finding out the exact contribution it
made. Idon't exactly hate grilles, but in
most cases Iwould have preferred a
speaker's designer to have omitted them
altogether. The upper trace in fig3 indicates the change in response that occurs
when the grille is fitted. The lower trace
shows the effect of just the vertical
threads. Remembering that the acoustic half-wavelength at 10kHz is little
more than half an inch, it was extraordinary to find that the array of grillethreads was, in fact, arelatively powerful
acoustic device that dominated the result.
Those regular ripples between 5kHz and
10kHz are an interference or diffractiongrating effect. Careful comparison with
the reference axial response suggests that
most of the response ripple was grilleinduced. In one sense, this is encouraging, since the fundamental response was
so good and the mild grille variations
would, in practice, average out over a
range of listening axes.
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output was quite uniform, showing very
good lateral directivity and low diffraction—this undoubtedly contributing to
the sharp stereo focus heard in the auditioning.
Examining the transient responses, the
Guarneri's impulse response (fig.7) indicates aquick signature, the minor ringing
due mainly to the grille. The infinite step
response calculated from the impulse
data reveals an out-of-phase relationship
between high- and mid-frequency drivers,
chosen by the designer to provide awellintegrated output over the designed
listening window. The high-pass nature
of the speaker's low-frequency response
causes the step to decay to the zero line
after several milliseconds—this is normal. The step's appearance was changed
very little by the grille [presumably because
the necessary mathematical integration of the
data boosts the lowfrequencies at a6dB/octave
rate, thus minimizing the influence of highfrequency effects.—Ed.].
Two results are given in fig.9 for the
manner in which energy decays with
time (the Energy-Time Curve, or ETC)
for a3ms range (3.4-6.6ms): the unwindowed characteristic in bold, the
Blackman-Harris windowed data dotted. These were quite similar, the Guarneri's output decaying by 35dB in the
first millisecond—a good result.
The first waterfall plot (fig.10) is more
sensitive to early decay problems, due to
its fast 0.1ms filter risetime and an
expanded scale of 5dB/vertical division.
A minor dome resonance is evident at
161cHz, decaying quickly, while the large
white area at the top of this graph suggests avery good performance. In practice, the treble sounded just fine. The second waterfall (fig.11) uses a 0.2ms
risetime with greater resolving power in
the frequency domain; the dynamic
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Fig.4 Sonus Faber Guarneri, quasi-anechoic
response at 0.75m on listening axis, with
individual responses of tweeter and
woofer (2dB/vertical div.).

Fig.7 Sonus Faber Guarneri, impulse response
on listening axis at 45" (3.5ms time
window, 30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.5 Sonus Faber Guarneri, vertical response
family at 45", normalized to response on
listening axis (solid line); difference in
response 15° above listening axis (dotted);
difference 15° below listening axis
(dashed) (5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.8 Sonus Faber Guarneri, step response on
listening axis at 45" (3.5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.6 Sonus Faber Guarneri, horizontal response
family at 45", normalized to response on
listening axis, from top to bottom:
reference response (solid); differences in
response (dotted) 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, and
90° off-axis (5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.4 shows the response on an
expanded vertical scale, showing the
individual driver responses (ignore the
premature rolloff below 250Hz, due to
FFT windowing error). The dotted response shows the acoustic crossovers.
This nominally blends at 2.5kHz, with
initial 6dB/octave (20dB/decade) slopes.
The midrange was the most successful
at this, holding agentle slope from 16kHz. A 2-6kHz first-order range is
achieved for the tweeter, though both
drive-units fall off more rapidly than the
specified 6dB/octaw slopes (dashed lines)
more than one or two octaves away from
crossover.
If the coloration is low, amonitor-like
truthfulness will result—this trend was
indeed maintained over arange of forward axes. Looking at the variations in
the vertical plane (fig.5)e the output was
6For darity, the axial outputs of the vertical and lateral
responses have been referenced or normalized to the onaxis response. The latter therefore appears as astraight
line.
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Fig.9 Sonus Faber Guarneri, Energy-Time
Curves on listening axis at 45",
unwindowed (solid), Blackman-Harris
windowed (dotted).

skewed in favor of the preferred belowaxis response, which was quite uniform.
Above the "reference" axis (actually near
the tweeter axis), the output dipped in
the crossover region by 17dB, while the
treble output was lifted by 1.5dB, unbalancing the overall result. Graphed for
30°, 45°, 60°, and 90° off-axis angles in
the lateral plane (fig.6), the Guarneri's
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Fig.10 Sonus Faber Guarneri, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 45" 0.1ms risetime, 5dB/vertical
div.).
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Fig.11 Sonus Faber Guarneri, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 45" (0.2ms risetime, 10dB/vertical
div.).
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Fig.I2 Sonus Faber Guarneri, room-averaged 1
/
3octave response (top, solid, 5c1B/vertical
div.), electrical impedance magnitude
(bottom, dashed, 2ohms/vertical div.).
Minimum value is 5.8 ohms at 260Hz.
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range now totals 60dB, 10dB/division.

tively. The Guarneri's power handling,
like the Minima Amator's, was well
above the average for its size, but you
can't expect really high sound levels,
especially in the bass. Nonetheless, it can
play 6dB louder than aBBC LS3/5a,
which will be enough for many applications. In atypical listening room, two
Guarneris will raise 102dBA with 100W
peak program (undistorted) per channel.

CONCLUSIONS

The Sonus Faber Guarneri Homage may
Though the 16kHz mode still makes its be asmall speaker, but it sure portrays
presence known, no other significant
music with style and class. How can you
features are evident.
dispassionately place avalue on its suDriven from both stereo positions and perb, fine-furniture-quality enclosure,
over the listening space, the resulting the visual unity between the speaker and
room-averaged 1/
3-octave response (fig.
its pedestal, and the spirit and labor that
12, top trace) was most presentable That have gone into the creation of this
flat midrange is still evident, while the remarkable product?
bass is smoothly extended to almost
Technically, the Guarneri is avery
40Hz. Even in-room, the Guarneri man- well-balanced, elegant design with auseaged ±3.5dB from 45Hz-10kFlz, while ful sensitivity, allied to akind amplifierthe rolloffin the top octave is as expected,
load characteristic. Coloration was low,
given a1" dome tweeter's theoretical response uniformity very good, distordirectivity.
tion moderate, and it was very easy on
At 1m on the reference axis (a few the ears. It doesn't have extended bass,
degrees below the midrange driver), the but the bass it does produce is sufficiently
sensitivity was 86.5dB/W/m—a good weighty, articulate, and tuneful. Howresult for aminiature speaker. This was ever, this description doesn't do justice
not prejudiced by the impedance charac- to the sheer quality of sound produced
teristic, and Igot an average value of 8 by this highly refined instrument.
ohms with aminimum value of 5.8 ohms
When the Guarneri is driven by good
(fig.12, lower trace). Many tube amps tube electronics, you can forget about the
will be happy driving this load, as I mechanics of hi-fi and let the music take
found in the auditioning.
precedence. Though it may not be suitaIapplied various input powers to the ble for headbangers or teclumfreaks, the
Guarneri; it proved very capable in the Sonus Faber Guarneri is aclassic whose
mid- and treble ranges, the linear magnet purchase you'd be unlikely to regret.
and suspension systems keeping distor- Franco Serblin has upheld the worthy
tion down to 0.2% or better, even above goal of honoring the great tradition of
90dB spl. Below 100Hz, the system was Guarneri stringed instruments.
S
working harder, with distortion above
WorldRadioHistory
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SWANS CYGNUS LOUDSPEAKER
Jack English listens to anot-so-ugly duckling
Three-way dynamic loudspeaker system with ceramic-dome Accuton Lucent tweeter,
two reflex-loaded, 5%,", Kevlar-cone midrange-units, and a12" polypropylene-cone
woofer loaded with a6th-order bandpass enclosure. Frequency response: 32Hz30kHz, ±3dB. Sensitivity: 87dB/W1m. Impedance: 6ohms. Dimension

16" W by

42" Hby 16" D. Weight: 110 lbs. Warranty: 5years, transferable. Serial numbers of
samples tested 0136/0137. Price: 55895/pair, rosewood finish. Approximate number of dealers: 5. Manufacturer: Swans Speaker Systems, RR II Mason Road, Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island CIA 7]6, Canada. Tel (902) 569-5520. Fax: (902) 569-5123.

F

, ounded by the late Jim Bock,
Swans Speaker Systems is a
name currently familiar only to
the hard-core audiophile community. I
remember Jim as always going out of his
way at Stereophile and Consumer Electronics Shows to play real music and talk
openly about his speakers. Some time
ago, Canadian Frank Hale became intrigued with the Swans designs, and
worked out adeal to build the Leda and
Gemini speakers in Canada. As aresult,
Frank grew more involved with Swans
in general, and with the design of the
Cygnus in particular.
The Cygnus follows the Swans tradition of having aD'Appolito-configured
drive-unit array. A D'Appolito array—
named after Joe D'Appolito, who had a
hand in the design of the Swans speakers
—is one in which dual lower-frequency
drivers are symmetrically aligned in a
vertical arrangement above and below
asingle tweeter. In conjunction with
third-order Butterworth electrical crossover slopes or fourth-order acoustic slopes,
this creates avertically symmetrical radiation pattern with minimal lobing.'
The centerpiece of the Cygnus's driver
array is the highly praised Accuton
inverted ceramic-dome tweeter, dressed
with two bright-green Mango dots and
flanked by apair of 51/
4"Kevlar-cone
midrange units. These are reflex-loaded
with a3" -diameter port on the enclosure's rear panel, and have stationary
"phase plugs" in the center of the cone
instead of dustcaps. The final driver in
each speaker is a proprietary 12"
polypropylene-cone woofer. This is
mounted internally, firing into abandpass sub-endosure which communicates
with the outside world via asecond port,
4.25" in diameter, on the cabinet's rear.
As early (and ugly) Swans designs
made quite clear, Jim was concerned primarily with sonics. The Cygnus's insides
carry on his legacy with MIT capacitors,
Solen Perfect Lay air-cored inductors,
1See J.D. Appolito, "A Geometric Approach to Eliminating Lobing Error in Multiway Loudspeakers:' presented at the 74th AES Convention, October 1983, AES
Preprint 2000; and Vance Dickason, The Loudspeaker
Design Cookbook, Fourth Edition (Audio Amateur Press),
pp.99 & 105-106.
—JA
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tually any finish is available, including
faux marble in the color of your choice.
The speaker's front and back panels are
parallel, but the sides taper in from the
16"-wide rear panel to the 8"-wide front
panel. The light-brown grillecloths are
made of lightweight foam and cover
only the small portion of the top-front
baffle that houses the midrange and
tweeter drive-units. My listening confirmed Swans' claim that these grilles are
sonically neutral—I heard no degradation of the sound with them in place.
The Cygnus clearly balances the important elements of sonics, cosmetics,
and good value for money—proof that
this loudspeakes company has, from its
ugly-duckling beginnings, evolved into
agorgeous Swan. More high-end audio
designers should emphasize aesthetics as
much as Swans does.

SYSTEM

For this review, the following equipment
was used: Preamplifiers: Melos, CAT,
and MFA. Amplifiers: Audio Research,
Krell, Conrad-Johnson, and VAC. Digital front-ends: Mark Levinson No30/31
and Sonic Frontiers. Analog front-ends:
Versa Dynamics 1.2 and SME Model
20/4.5i turntables, Koetsu Pro IV, Transfiguration, and Benz-Micro Ruby phono
cartridges. Cables: NBS and Magnan.

SOUND

Swans Cygnus loudspeaker

silver-content solder, and Purist Audio
silver and oxygen-free copper wire. Dual
five-way binding posts with jumpers are
provided for single amping, bi-wiring,
or bi-amping. The cabinet walls consist
of layers of high-density particleboard
and an energy-absorbing material.
Frank Hale, on the other hand, is very
concerned with cosmetics, and his
influence is immediately apparent in
these beautiful speakers. The review pair
was finished in stunning rosewood
veneer with softly radiused corners. Vir-
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Ithoroughly enjoy an audio system
whose speakers disappear into the stage
and which projects music into the listening room from all directions, mimicking the acoustical space of the original
recording site. Ialso like midrange harmonic richness—something that Ifind
missing in many speakers. This combination of soundstaging and harmonic
richness has been afeature of the various ProAcs, Sonus Fabers, and Haleses.
Inow add the Swans Cygnus to the list.
This combination was wonderfully
illustrated with Mark Ermler's and the
Bolshoi Theatre Orchestra's performance of Rimsky-Korsakov's Pan Voyevoda Suite (ASD 3549)—music dedicated
to and inspired by the spirit of Poland.
Because of anumber of sonic faults—
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steely violins, hard piccolo, underweight
cellos—I rarely listen to this recording.
But the Swans captured every ounce of
fullness and weight that the recording
has to offer. More importantly, the sonic
flaws were overshadowed by the music:
the performers were placed precisely
within the very wide, moderately deep,
open, and spacious soundstage that
developed around and behind the cabinets.
With the digitally recorded LP of the
All Star Percussion Ensemble's performance ofBizet's Carmen Fantasy (Golden
String GSLP 001), the Swans again
demonstrated their ability to give back
whatever the source had to offer: layer
upon layer of front-to-back depth,
sidewall-to-sidewall width, pinpoint
precision of placement, and decaying
sounds that shimmered within aspacious
acoustic. There were no obvious sounds
coming from the cabinets themselves. I
felt as if Iwas sitting forward of mid-hall,
but not in the first few rows.
The speakers were placed one third of
the way into my listening room and well
away from both side walls, aimed
straight ahead. Iwas very impressed with
the soundstaging while sitting on either
side of the primary listening position. I
tried varying degrees of toe-in, but didn't
find this necessary. Aimed straight ahead,
the Cygnuses re-created all the marvelous QSound effects on Roger Waters's
Super Bit Mapped Amused to Death CD
(Columbia CK 53196). Since the soundstaging was so impressive and the listening window so wide, Idid most of my
listening with the speakers set up in this
arrangement—it was also much easier for
friends to listen to (and ogle) the speakers with me. My listening confirmed
Swans' daim that the Cygnuses do indeed
have extremely broad listening fields.
The risk in placing speakers so far out
into the listening room is that bass performance can suffer. While I've often
accepted this tradeoff to achieve the
soundstaging Icherish, there was no
need to do so with the Cygnuses—they
have monstrous 12" woofers, and each
cabinet has a3dB attenuator located at
the rear. Since the deep bass was so
strong, Imight have needed to use these
attenuators if the speakers had been
placed closer to the rear or sidewalls; but
with the speakers well out into the room,
there was no need to do so. Here again,
Swans' claim that the modestly sized
Cygnuses produce remarkable deep-bass
extension was confirmed.
The bass line on the Waters CD was
consistently authoritative, and Brian
Bromberg's "My Bass," from his eponymous album (Nova 9351-2), was espe88

cially strong. While this track suffers
from intentional left/right-channel stereo
effects, it's still abombshell ofbass information. The Cygnuses reproduced all the
bass with power and extension. Surprisingly, the Swans extended much lower
than the significantly larger Merlin
Excalibur Ils and Counterpoint Clearfield Metropolitans that Ireviewed in
1993 (Vol.16 No.12, p.180, and Vol.16
No.8, p.129, respectively). While the bass
was well integrated into the soundstage
(le, the bass's location didn't change with
lower and higher frequencies), it was not
as clear as the higher frequencies. This
different articulation in the lower reaches
produced aslightly discontinuous tonal
character—the most problematic aspect
of the speakers' performance.
This discontinuity was compounded
by aslight hollowness somewhere in the
upper bass/lower midrange. This was
most obvious on recordings with piano,
such as "Sophisticated Lady," from Dick
Hyman Plays Duke Ellington (Reference
RR-50DCD), where certain notes took
on aslightly different tonal character. The
effect was similar with the cellos on the
Rimsky-Korsakov recording, and on
portions of the Cowboy Junkies' "To
Love is to Bury (Live)," from Cooking
Vinyl (Fry 001T). This particular coloration must have occupied anarrow frequency band, as Iused awide range of
recordings and was rarely aware of it.
Since no crossover information was provided, Ican only speculate that the hollowness was associated with the transition
from the woofer to the midrange units.
The bass fullness extended through the
entire midrange into the lower trebles,
as evidenced by the captivating xylophone on the All Star Percussion Ensemble recording, or Lee Ritenour's musically satisfying homage to the unique
guitar sound of Wes Montgomery, Wes
Bound (GRP GRD 9697). The playful
"Jacques Cousteau:' on Livingston Taylor's Good Friends (Chesky JD97 Gold),
was reproduced with in-the-room-butbehind-the-speakers realism and harmonic naturalness. There was correct
tonal weight and body to both the vocals
and guitar through the critical midrange
region. Since this recording was not
bass-heavy to begin with, the bass discontinuity was less obtrusive.
Imight have fallen in love with these
speakers had Ibeen able to trade some
of their low-frequency extension for
additional bass clarity and amore coherent overall presentation. The bass fullness occasionally led to aslightly excessive warmth which tended to fillin the empty space between performers
on such songs as Cracker's "Teen Angst"
WorldRadioHistory

(Virgin 91816), the sounds of the vocals,
guitars, basses, and drums melding
and losing abit of space between everything. While the bass was somewhat
overfull, the resolution of information
through the midrange was consistently
excellent on the spoken dialogue on the
Waters recording, or on PJ Harvey's
obscured vocals on Rid ofMe (Island 314515 696).
The Cygnus was delivered without
Mango dots on the tweeter (they now
come as standard). Without the dots,
there was aslight hardness through the
upper mids and lower trebles. This was
most obvious as avocal sibilance on the
Waters recording, Claudia Gomez's
Salamandra (Clarity CCD-1002), and
Arvo Pares Berliner Messe (Koch 3-71772-H1). Everything remained rich and full
without becoming thin or etched, however. With four Marigo dots on each
tweeter, this hardness, while not entirely
eliminated, was significantly ameliorated.
The strengths I've mentioned so far
were also evident on John Abercrombie's
"Once Upon a Time," on Milcho
Leviev's and Dave Holland's Up &Down
(Mali M002A). However, the piano was
abit warm and mellow, and some of the
upper harmonics and highest notes were
atouch softened.
Iheard this treble softening with other
sources as well. For example, the percussion, especially the cymbals, on Claudia
Gomez's "Balafon" was not as clear as
Iwould like. The glorious upper vocal
harmonics were not as full as they should
be on the Part. The treble information
was there, but it was somewhat softened.
This characteristic sounded natural,
given the speakers' close-to-midhall perspective. If the speakers had brought me
closer to the performers, Iwould have
expected amore lively and immediate
upper-frequency presentation. The
Accuton tweeter exhibited no ringing or
rising top end. Its re-creation of higher
frequencies was not bright, or full of
artificial detail resolution or amusical
speed.
Midori's lovely version of aChopin
Nocturne, on Live at Carnegie Hall (Sony
SK 46742), demonstrated what the
Cygnus speakers are capable of: Carnegie's cavernous space filled my listening
room's back end; the speakers disappeared into avery wide, deep soundstage
filled with both the distant audience and
closer performers, who all remained precisely fixed in space; both the violin and
piano sounded appropriately rich, warm,
full, and sweet. The Cygnuses were consistently musical, with open sound,
realistic soundstaging, and natural
tonalities.
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MEASUREMENTS FROM JA
With aB-weighted sensitivity estimated
at 89dB/W/m (this 2dB higher than the
specification suggests), the Swans
Cygnus should go moderately loud,
even with low-powered amplifiers. This
is provided the amplifiers can deliver
good amounts of current, as the speaker's
impedance drops below 6ohms for almost
all of the midrange and bass regions. As
can be seen in fig.1 (measured with the
DRA Labs MLSSA system, but plotted
using the Audio Precision System One
software for consistency), the minimum
values are 3.7 ohms at 55 and 160Hz.
Note the peculiar discontinuity in both
the magnitude and phase traces at 130Hz.
There's something strange going on here,
perhaps associated with the sonic discontinuity JE noted in this region.
Fig.2 is acomposite: On the right is
shown the quasi-anechoic response of
the midrange/tweeter array on the
tweeter axis at 45", spliced at 400Hz to
the nearfield response of one of the midrange units. This rolls out below 120Hz,
with the deep response dip at 60Hz indicating that this is the tuning of the upper
rear-facing port. (At this frequency, the
reflex tuning imposes such ahigh pressure on the cone that its motion is effectively stopped; all the output at this frequency comes from the port.)
On the left of the graph is shown the
nearfield response of the two ports: That
of the upper port, driven by the midrange units, is the trace that peaks at
65Hz, falling away at 12dB/octave to
either side of that frequency. Below the
peak frequency, its output is out-ofphase with that of the midrange units,
canceling it to give the familiar 24dB/
octave rollout slope of areflex design.
One perturbing factor in this response
is the sharp peak at 700Hz, due to some
sort of internal resonance in the port.
Thankfully, the port faces away from the
listener, or this peak might have amajor
subjective effect on sound quality.
The response of the larger, bottom
port, connecting the internal 12" woofer
to the external world, is the trace that's
centered on roughly the same frequency
as the upper port, but covers abroader
range. Bandpass enclosures can often feature some midrange peakiness, well
above their nominal passband. The
Swans' bandpass port does have aslight
rise in its output at 400Hz, but this is
well-suppressed. The bandpass-loaded
woofer usefully extends the speaker's
bass response, but the fact that it overlaps the upper port to such alarge extent
in the higher reaches of its passband
might result in too much upper-bass
energy in all but very large rooms. JE did
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remark on what he felt to be the Swans'
axis (fig.6) and the associated step response
bass fullness.
(fig.7) indicate that the tweeter and midThis can be seen in fig3, which marrange units are connected with the same
ries the speaker's quasi-anechoic output
acoustic polarity, the HF unit leading the
on the tweeter axis, averaged across a30°
others by about 0.3ms. The woofer's
horizontal angle to the complex sum—
passband is so low that its presence won't
magnitude and phase—of the nearfield
be evident in the step response. Looking
responses of the two ports and two midrange drive-units. The upper bass is
peaked up by 4dB or so, before it rolls
out to reach a-6dB point at 30Hz. This
will result in reasonable bass extension
in all but very large rooms, at the cost of
some upper-bass heaviness. The -3dB
woofer switch offers auseful degree of
control over this, allowing the Cygnus
owner to trade off ultimate extension for
optimum bass balance and clarity.
Fig.I Swans Cygnus, electrical mpedance (solid
and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).
Remember that Jack noted atreble
II
I
11111111
111
softening, which sweetened the sound
of, for example, piano. Fig3 shows that
the Cygnus's response is gently tilted
.
down throughout the treble, with the top
audio octave some 5dB down from the
I
11(1-Iz reference level. Although this is an
undoubted departure from neutrality, it
will make the speaker very forgiving of
1111
1111
11 1lII
11II
1111
7
up-tilted electronics.
With some speakers, an apparent downFig.2 Swans Cygnus, individual quasi-anechoic
tilt of the treble in an averaged response
responses of midrange/tweeter array on
like this is due to the speaker's hightweeter axis at 45" and corrected for
frequency output falling off rapidly to
microphone response, with nearfield
upper and lower port and midrange
its side. Fig.4, which shows the changes
responses below lkHz, 700Hz, and
in response to the sides of the tweeter
400Hz, respectively.
axis, reveals that this is not the case with
11111111
11J1
1111
1 I
11111111
the Cygnus. (As just the differences are
shown, the on-axis response appears to
be astraight line.) As JE found, the
speaker's basic character is maintained
to at least 20° off-axis, making it very
I
uncritical regarding toe-in. Vertically
(fig5), the D'Appolito array also features
good dispersion, with interference suck7
11111111
1111
1111
11111111.
outs in the response only appearing well
above and below the tweeter axis, this a Fig.3 Swans Cygnus, quasi-anechoic response on
sensible 34" from the floor. (As always,
tweeter axis at 45" averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
never listen to this speaker standing
microphone response, with complex sum
up—or lying down.)
of nearfield midrange and port responses
The impulse response on the tweeter
below 300Hz.
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Fig.4 Swans Cygnus, horizontal-response family at 45", normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: differences in response 90°-5° off-axis; re'erence response, differences in
response 5°-90° off-axis.
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at the step response of its bandpass
enclosure port (not shown) reveals that
it's connected with negative acoustic
polarity. Its output will therefore add to
that of the midrange units' reflex port.
The waterfall plot calculated from the

impulse response (fig.8) reveals a edly due to residual break-up in the Kevsuperbly clean decay, marred only by a lar midrange units' cones; Iwouldn't
residual resonant mode at the cursor
have thought it would have much subposition (5kHz) and acouple of low- jective effect.
level modes higher up in the tweeter's
Swans claims great things for their
passband. The 5kHz mode is undoubtconstrained-layer-damping cabinet construction. This Iconfirmed by sticking
an accelerometer consisting of aflat piece
of PVDF tape at various places on the
cabinet walls, driving the speaker with
ahigh-level (7.55V), 2kHz-bandwidth
MLS signal, and capturing the cabinet
wall's impulse response with the accelerometer. The enclosure was very inertalmost no resonant modes can be seen
in fig.9 above the waterfall plot's -30dB
floor. However, the two significant
modes that can be seen in fig.9, calculated
from the impulse response of the speaker's
front baffle taken midway between the
lower midrange unit and the floor, lie
suspiciously just below 1301z-the freFig.5 Swans Cygnus, vertical-response family at 45", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from
back to front: differences in response 25 -5 above tweeter axis; reference response;
quency of the impedance anomaly.
differences 5 -15 below tweeter axis.
Though these modes are still low in
level, Isuspect that they indicate the presence of some kind of internal cavity resonance, which might well tie in with
Jack's feeling that the speaker had aprob§"
lem in the crossover region between its
internal woofer and midrange units. On
the other hand, it might not. Such matters have to remain conjecture, but Imust
note that, of the speakers Ihave audinone n
tioned that use abandpass woofer, only
Fig.6 Swans Cygnus, impulse response on
Fig.7 Swans Cygnus, step response on tweeter
one,
the KEF R107/2, has not given the
tweeter axis at 45" (5ms time window,
axis at 45" (5ms time window, 30kHz
impression that its bass was somehow
30kHz bandwidth).
bandwidth).
not fully integrated with the midrange.
Iwonder what aversion of the Cygnus
that mounted the 12" woofer on the rear
panel and loaded it in aconventional
sealed-box manner would sound like.
Nevertheless, putting the Cygnus's
dB
0.00
tilted-down treble and bass question
0.0
0.60
aside, it features arespectable set of mea1.26
surements. The low level of cabinet res-12.0
1.07
onances, the wide dispersion, and the
-18.0
2 53
very clean waterfall plot are all com-24.0
3.13 msec
mendable.
-John Atkinson
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All in all, the Swans Cygnus is an absolutely gorgeous speaker. While its sonic
performance was musically satisfying
and never offensive, this beauty could be
asonic stunner with abit more attention
paid to the bottom end. Not only that,
the Cygnus would look as comfortable
in the Museum of Modern Art as in any
home. With arecently announced $900
price reduction for rosewood finish, it's
now one of the better buys in the goodlooking/good-sounding category.
-jack English

Fig.9 Swans Cygnus, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to the front
baffle midway between the lower midrange unit and the floor. (MIS driving voltage to speaker,
7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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RADIO SHACK OPTIMUS CD-3400
PORTABLE CD PLAYER
Corey Greenberg, Jack English, Robert Harley, &John Atkinson
Optimus CD-3400 single-bit portable CD player with four preset equalizer positions:
flat, bass boost, treble boost, and bass boost +treble boost. Frequency response:
17Hz-20kHz, tie. Dynamic range 90dil. Sill ratio: 94dB. Separation: 77dB. Maximum
line output level: 720mV. Power requirements: 6V, whether from four AA batteries or optional Radio Shack 1273-1655 AC adapter. Operating time (alkaline batteries):

COREY GREENBERG OPENS

F

orget ham radio, forget Paul Revere, forget the Information Hershey Highway—when it comes
to spreadin' the news, there's no faster
service than the Audiophile Grapevine.
You want next-day delivery? Call Fed
Ex. You want to get it there positively
absolutely in amatter of minutes? Call
an audiophile and pant about the latest
breakthrough o' the week. It helps if you
drop aname or two, but you don't even
have to go that far—by the time the news
travels across the country (a matter of
minutes), every reviewer/dealer/pimp in
the game will have already heard the
thing and be ready to jump out awindow, they're so pumped.
[briming]
"Hello?"
"HEY!! You gotta hear this new thing
everyone's going nuts over!! It's way better
than anything out there, and it only costs
fifty bucks!! Noted Guru heard it, and he
can't believe how insanely good this little
thing is!!"
"Wait aminute—/'m Noted Guru, and
Ihaven't even seen the thing yet!"
"Er. ..
what number is this?"
Which brings me to the latest Audiophile Grapevine Special: the muchdiscussed Radio Shack Optimus CD3400 portable CD player. When acertain Noted Guru called me and said that
this little $179.99 thingie was the first
digital source he'd had in his system that
sounded like music, Isaid, "Hmmm."
When Iheard that some of the NY
Audiophile Society members were
throwing the little Radio Shack up
against the likes of Krell Digital and
preferring the Radio Shack, Isaid, "Say
what?!"
As the calls came in from all over the
audiophile map, the testimonials got
wiggier and wiggier: So-and-so heard
it and gave birth to amutant half-cow/
half-baby; the reason it sounds so great
is cuz it's really ahyper-tech Mitsumi
CD-ROM drive that somehow found
its way into aRadio Shack portable CD
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approximately 7.5 hours. Supplied accessories: line-out interconnect, carrying case.
Dimensions: IV (27mm) Hby 5)C' (I32mm) W by 5%" (147mrel D. Weight (without
batteries): 7.92oz (300gm). Price: $179.99. Approximate nun-ber of dealers: 6600.
Manufacturer Radio Shack, Tandy Corporation, 1700 One Tandy Center, Fort Worth,
TX 76102. Tel: (817) 390-3011. Fax: (817) 878-6508.

the other (part #274-369A), so you can
hitch the CD-3400 up to your system
with your own interconnects; Ihave no
idea what this does to the impedance of
the termination, but the adapter did
allow the CD-3400 to lock with all the
digital processors Ihad on hand.
The CD-3400 takes four AA batteries
—twice as many as some portables. And
if you want to use an AC adapter, you'll
need one that supplies 6V DC on the
center pin at at least 500 rnilliamps—
quite abit beefier than what most portables require in the way ofjuice. Again,
Radio Shack comes to the rescue with
their own 6V/700mA AC adapter (part
Radio Shack Optimus CD-3400
#273-1655), for 17 clams.
portable CD player
Internally, the CD transport is indeed
player; if you listen to it long enough, it aMitsumi part—the whole player is
apparently an OEM unit built by Mitcures diphtheria; Rabin sent one to
Arafat, and now they're engaged to be sumi for Radio Shack. Iwasn't able to
married; Bob Dole got one, and now he find out whether or not it's really aCDROM drive, but it certainly doesn't look
just sits in his office listening to Moby
as heavy-duty as any of the CD-ROM
Grape CDs and flashing the peace sign
drives whose guts I've gandered. Digital
at startled aides.
conversion is handled by asingle-bit
It all sounded too good to be true, and
NPC DAC, the SM-5817AS, which indefinitely too incredible to ignore. If this
cheap Radio Shack portable really did cludes its own 8x-oversampling digital
filter. As far as analog audio circuitry
compete with the best high-end digital
goes, yo' guess is as good as mine—the
gear, it'd be the ultimate Real World CD
ant-nut-sized surface-mount op-amps
player—portable or otherwise. The raves
were coming in fast and furious, so I didn't look at all familiar to this op-amp
hound.
called Tandy and had them ship aCDThe CD-3400 has one feature you
3400 so Icould hear what all the fuss was
should definitely ignore: afour-position
about.
EQ circuit which applies treble boost,
bass boost, both, or neither to the headTechnology: Unlike most portable CD
phone output (but not the line output).
players, the plastic-cased CD-3400 feaUnless you hate yourself, choose neither.
tures adigital output in addition to the
jack you plug your headphones into. The
System: Ilistened to the CD-3400 as a
line-level outputs appear on astereo 'A"
stand-alone CD player via its headphone
minijack—the same size as the standard
Walkman-style headphone jack—and jack, as aline-level source via its line-out
the S/PDIF digital output appears on a jack, and as adigital transport driving the
various processors Ihad on hand. For
mono I/8" jack.
headphone listening, Iused the killer
What's that? Your kilobuck AudioGrado SR60s—the $69 marvel Ireviewed
phile-Approved digital cable don't got
last month. Ialso compared the CDno ve plugs? Radio Shack sells an RCA3400's headphone outputs to the sound
to-miniplug adapter (part #274-378) as
of its line outputs feeding aHeadRoom
well as an adapter with astereo miniplug
Supreme portable headphone amplifier.
on one end and apair of RCA jacks on
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Iused Radio Shack's #274-369A stereo
RCA-to-miniplug adapter to connect the
CD-3400's line-level outputs to my HeMan reference rig with apair of Kimber
PBJ interconnects: Audible Illusions
Modulus 3preamp or my homemade
buffered job; Aragon 4004 Mk.II amplifier; Theta Data II transport and Generation III processor; NHT 3.3 speakers;
ICimber KCAG interconnect and 4AG
speaker cables; everything, including the
Radio Shack AC adapter, plugged into
aPower Wedge 116.
Used as adigital transport, the CD3400 drove either aTheta Gen.III or an
Audio Alchemy DAC-in-the-Box with
aHAVE/Canare digital cable, plugged
into the CD-3400's digital output with
Radio Shack's #274-378 RCA-to-miniplug adapter.
Sound: Good but not great—that about
sums up my feelings about the CD3400's sound. It's really good for aportable CD player you plug apair of Grado
SR6Os into for music on the go-go, but
agiant-killer that compares favorably
to high-end separates? No way in hell,
daddy-o. Idon't know what kind of
mushrooms these audionuts are putting
in their salads, but Igot much better
sound from the el cheapo $299 NAD 502
CD player all the way across the board.
Wasn't even close.
To its credit, the CD-3400 has apretty
smooth, non-fatiguing sound reminiscent of the better single-bit home players
like the NAD. Idon't claim to be an expert on portable CD players, because
with the exception of some of the expensive Denons, they all suck: coarse, raggedy-ass mids and highs; poor, low-level
rez that turns reverb into kazoos; and
wimpy-ass headphone circuits that can't
drive anything to decent levels but those
heinous open-air dungphones that come
free with the players.
But this Radio Shack player is really
impressive as astand-alone portable CD
player—I was surprised at how atypically
musical it sounded driving the cool
Grado SR60s. Kurt Cobain's voice on
Nirvana's In Utero CD and Muddy
Waters' voice on the Mobile Fidelity reissue of Folk Singer were reproduced with
good clarity and freedom from the
graininess that's kept me from taking the
portable genre very seriously.
Bass quality and drive were fair to
middlin': The CD-3400 rolls, but it
doesn't really rock. When the music
explodes from silence to full-tilt boogie,
as in the beginning of/it Utero's "Frances
Farmer Will Have Her Revenge on Seattle," the CD-3400 didn't really kick it out
with the same gut-level punch as the
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HeadRoom. And with other dynamic
rock recordings, the CD-3400 was noticeably more reined-in dynamically
than the NAD 502, and especially the
Theta gear.
The CD-3400 also tended to turn
low-treble transients, such as cymbals,
into bursts of white fizz. This got real old
real fast on alot of my rock CDs that feature upfront drum sound, like Masters
of Reality's Sunrise on the Sufferbus and all
three Nirvana records. This low-treble
breakup was also apparent when comparing the CD-3400 to the NAD and
Theta gear over speakers through my
reference system, giving the Radio Shack
player amuch less musical signature than
the other digital sources.
The CD-3400 also had pretty limited
resolution. The buing, deeeeep sense of
space on the MoFi Muddy CD was
reduced to asmall bit of reverb around
each of the instruments, and headphone
listening made this all the more apparent. Low-level detail didn't get fuzzed
out like it does with many portables saddled with mis-/unaligned DAC MSB
trims—it simply wasn't there In general,
sounds faded to a point somewhere
above the CD-3400's internal circuit
hiss, and then, instead of fading all the
way down, as with the NAD and Theta
gear, just disappeared. This and the CD3400's reduced sense of bass drive and
so-so dynamics made me always aware
that Iwas listening to a$180 portable
player that, while definitely afine player
for portable listening, is no high-end
giant-killer.
Listening to the CD-3400 as atransport driving the Theta and Audio
Alchemy processors confirmed my feelings that the Radio Shack player doesn't
live up to the Audiophile Grapevine
hype. While Idid hear aslight improvement over the CD-3400's own internal
DAC when it drove the Audio Alchemy
DAC-in-the-Box, the sound wasn't
nearly as good as the DITB is capable of
when driven by agood transport, or
even the digital output of aCD player
(like the NAD 502).1

The Radio Shack player has amuch
beefier headphone circuit than almost
any portable I've tried, driving highquality cans pretty loud without crapping out like other players; that might
account for the initial "Yeah!"
Also, I'd bet that few of these Grapeviners have listened to the better portables, such as the Denons; so when they
heard the CD-3400 basically "not suce
they went alittle nuts over it and plugged
it into their home system. "Wow, this
thing is great. Hey Joe/Al/Toni/Wink!
Sunji, you gotta hear this amazing Radio
Shack portable CD player. Yeah, you
heard me right—Radio Shack. It's incredible."
Anclioe/AUTom/WinldSunji told two
friends, and so on, and pretty soon
everybody was shampooing with Agree
and trying to outdo each other in hyping the CD-3400.
The Audiophile Grapevine has had its
share of real discoveries that have stood
the test of time, but it's also had its share
of turkeys, like Armor All-ing/demagnetizing CDs and all the Tice TPT BS.
Me, Iheard the $299 NAD 502 walk all
over the Radio Shack player in every possible way. Where the 502 delivered the
kind of open, tangible sound that immediately registers as "high end," the Radio
Shack player sounded as small as the box
it comes in. Imay buy the CD for use as
agood portable player for travel, but I
wouldn't want it as the primary digital
source in my home system.

CG Sums Up: If you're looking to buy
aportable CD player that sounds really
nice, definitely check out the Radio Shack
Optimus CD-3400. For aportable, its
sound is smooth and non-fatiguing, and
its beefier-than-normal headphone output can drive high-quality 'phones like
the Grado SR6Os louder than's good for
you. For even smoother sound with
much better bass, you should look into
the HeadRoom portable headphone
amp; but the CD-3400's own headphone outputs are surprisingly potent
on their own.
Everyone, including me, is looking for
Why All the Grapevine Jizz? I'm
that budget giant-killer that competes
pretty underwhelmed by the Optimus
with the Big Boys at afraction of the
CD-3400. Based on the rants'n'raves I green. The CD-3400 ain't it. What it is
heard from the Grapevine, Iexpected lots
is avery good portable player, but no
more in the way of true high-end sound.
more. If you've spent time and care
So why all the fuss, and from Noted
assembling ahigh-quality music system
Gurus who should know better?
in your home, the CD-3400 doesn't
offer the kind of entry-level high-end
1The Audiophile Network's ICinhluan Nguyenngoc
sound quality of agood, table-top CD
recommends placing the CD-3400 inside alarge book,
player like the $299 NAD 502. Recomsuch as atelephone directory, and closing it while the
unit is playing, to get the best sound. Sam Tellig, howmended as acool portable, but not as a
ever, recommends using asheet of plate glass covered
giant-killer for home systems.
with Sorbothane and supported by German Acoustics
metal cones (see "Sam's Space" in this issue).
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Peter that this unit sounds fine, even with
JACK ENGLISH RELIEVES
levels. While dynamic swings became
its own headphones. Istill use it, but its
slightly compressed at high levels, there
Every workday morning of the past five
vibration immunity isn't very good. If was no significant addition of glare or
years, I've loaded my shoulder bag with
Iknow I'm going to be on the run, or if loss of information that might have led
abunch of CDs, aportable CD player,
some spare batteries, and headed off on
my bag is full, Iuse aSony D-111.
to increased congestion. Dynamic permy inordinately long commute. When
When Jerry Gladstein (formerly of formance was excellent at both macro
I'm selecting aportable player, sound
G&A Records in NYC) told me that sev(soft to loud) and micro (subtle gradaquality is, of course, an important coneral of his music-loving, commuting
tions) levels. It may be that the highersideration; but since Ilug so much
friends had praised the Radio Shack CDvoltage power supply—ie, more batteries
around with me every day, so are size and
3400, Ibought one on sale for $129.99.
—contributes to the CD-3400's dynamweight. And, because Ihave no option
[The normal price is $179.99, but with peric capability.
for AC power, battery life in the player
sistence you can probably haggle this down to
The more Iused the CD-3400, the
is important, as is the number of batteries
the regular sale priceJack paid.—Ed.]
more it impressed me. It got everything
the player needs (I always carry at least
right on Koko Taylor's Queen of the Blues
one set of replacements). Ialso want a Batteries: Ifound the '3400's internal
(Alligator ALCD, with Albert Collins,
switch that will prevent the player from
circuitry for recharging NiCad batteries James Cotton, Son Seals, and Lonnie
being inadvertently turned on and unmost useful. To use this, move the small Brooks). Koko's voice was big, bad, and
necessarily draining the batteries.
switch located in the battery compartpowerful; bass and drums were strong,
But the most important quality in a ment to the indicated position and conclean, and driving; guitars were crisp and
portable CD player is its immunity to
nect the unit to the recommended Radio
searing. The Optimus is the only portvibration. Ispend alot of my listening
Shack AC 6V DC source. (Don't try to
able I've used that kas actually gotten
time walking; even if the player is the best
recharge alkaline batteries with the
funky. The CD-3400 was even up to the
switch set for NiCads!)
in the world sonically, it's useless if it
task of reproducing Hovhaness's Mount
doesn't play properly when I'm jostling
St. Helens symphony (Delos DE 3137)
JE Listens: With aCD Greenback, the
it about.
—a CD heavily dependent on deep bass,
Igo through about one portable CD
Optimus CD-3400's vibration immumassive dynamic swings, and large
player ayear. Most of them have been
nity was slightly better than my Sony Dorchestration with wensive percussion.
111's, and much better than my PanaSonys. They've sounded okay, have had
Most of my other portables have been
good vibration immunity, and have
sonic SL-NP1A's. Ifound the equalizer
best left switched off when faced with
always played under duress. I've been
options to be less than useful when
this piece.
satisfied.
listening to the CD-3400 through the
While the CD-3400 was very comMy main sonic concerns have been
Grado SR60 headphones. The presenfortable with big musical performances,
what type of batteries and which headtation became fatiguingly bright with the
it was equally adept at handling soft,
phones to use. Prolonged listening contreble boost—I actually got aheadache
subtle material. Lovely voices were parfrom listening to Yo-Yo Ma's and Bobby
vinced me that regular alkaline batterticularly enjoyable, and delicate sounds
McFerrin's wonderfully playful Hush
ies sound better and last longer than
were rendered as such. The Optimus's
NiCads. However, since NiCads are
(Sony SK 48177). The bass boost added
combination of clarity and harmonic
rechargeable, they reduce the cost of boom and bloat at any volume above a richness is something that I've rarely
whisper. On The Artistry of Christopher
using aplayer every day. For day-to-day
heard from such amodestly priced comParleening CD (EMI CDC 54853 2), the
listening, therefore, Iuse NiCads, and
ponent. Iwas very surprised, and pleasregular batteries as asonic treat.
level of the acoustic guitar was way out
antly pleased.
of proportion well up into the lower
Headphone choice has been more
problematic. Again, size and weight have
midrange. On the other hand, the bass- JE Sums Up: The Radio Shack Optibeen considerations, as has efficiency,
boost position was useful with headmus CD-3400 is the best portable CD
since many players can't effectively drive
phones lacking any real bass; le, most of player I've used. Mated with good headthe small in-the-ear types.
some 'phones. But the biggest problem
phones, such as Grado's stellar SR60s,
with headphones has concerned cables
With no boost, and mated with good
and not using the equalizer options, it
and plugs. Over time, I've adopted arule
headphones like the Grados, the CDwas never offensive and almost always
of leaving my 'phones plugged into the
3400 was musically satisfying. While not
right. At the regular sale price of $130
portable. This has minimized the risk of as smooth and warm as the Panasonic
(without headphones), it's atremendous
SL-NP1A, it revealed much more inner
value!
—Jack English
ruining the player's female jack, and has
detail; compared to the Sony D-111, the
helped prolong the life of the headCD-3400 was smoother and warmer,
ROBERT HARLEY MEASURES
phones' cables?
and better at retrieving information.
The Optimus CD-3400's maximum
Because Igo through so many portables, I'm always on the lookout for betThe CD-3400 re-created clearly varyoutput voltage from its line outputs was
ter equipment at reasonable prices. Peter
ing degrees of sonic quality from CD to
very low, measuring just 720mV when
CD. With well-recorded discs, such as
Mitchell praised the (now discontinued)
reproducing afull-scale, lkHz sinewave.
Clarity Audio's Auer/Delmoni/Rosen
Panasonic SL-NP1A portable CD player
This is nearly 9dB lower than the stanperformances of the Schubert Trio in Eacouple of years ago ,
3 so I
immediately
dard 2V output level, and, coupled with
Flat and Sonatina in g(CCD-1007), the
went out and bought one. Iagree with
ameasured output impedance of 1370
CD-3400 was far superior to other
ohms across the band, suggests that the
2I've used headphones from Sony, Panasonic, Koss,
players I've listened to, reproducing the
CD-3400 should not be used with apasSennheiser, and others, and have finally settled on the
marvelous Grado SR6Os for on-the-go use (see CG's
harmonic signatures of piano, violin, and
sive level control. The output impedance
review in the June issue). They're abit bulky, but they
cello with apleasing combination of from the headphone jack was amuch
have aheavy-duty cable, agood phono plug, tremenclarity, airiness, speed, and robustness.
lower 15 ohms, but the maximum level
dous sound, and cost only $69.
3November 1991, Vol.14 No.11, p.73.
Nor did the CD-3400 fall apart at loud
(defined as 1% THD+ noise) was still
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low at 900mV into 150 ohms. Channel
balance was an acceptable 0.11dB at lkHz.
DC levels at the outputs were alow
300µV (left channel) and 700µV (right
channel). The CD-3400 is one of the few
CD players I've tested that inverts absolute
polarity; apositive-going impulse on the
CD produces anegative-going spike at the
CD-3400's output jacks.
The CD-3400 had an unusual frequency response (fig.1). A peak in the
treble accompanied by arolloffin the top
octave, will add abit of tizziness to the
sound, while the bass, as CG noted in his
auditioning, is rolled off early:' The rising
treble response may have been designed
into the product to give it more "clarity."
The CD-3400's response with its deemphasis circuit switched in (lower traces
in fig.1) tended to track the unit's frequency response, indicating minimal deemphasis error. The three programmed
equalization curves, which only operate on the '3400's headphone output, are
shown in fig.2. [I assume that the treble and
bass boosts are achieved digitally, which would
explain why no one was much impressed with
the unit's sound quality in these modes. A digitalfilter trades off effective boost against resolution, and to achieve the extreme equalization
revealed infig.2 is playing with digitalfire.Ed.] Interchannel crosstalk (fig3) was
only fair, measuring 82dB at lkHz,
decreasing to 62dB at 16kHz.
A spectral analysis of the CD-3400's
output when decoding a-90dB dithered
lkHz sinewave (fig.4) showed some
power-supply noise in the audio signal,
and afairly high noise level overall. Note
that this 60Hz noise won't appear in the
audio signal when the CD-3400 is run
on batteries (all my tests were performed
with the recommended Radio Shack AC
adapter powering the CD-3400).
The CD-3400 appeared to have some
positive linearity error at low signal levels
(fig.5), but Ibelieve the measurement is
dominated by noise. A player's noise
adds energy to the DAC's output, making it appear as though the player has an
increasingly positive error as the signal
level decreases. Because the CD-3400
uses a1-bit DAC (which has inherently
low linearity error), Isuspect that the
CD-3400's intrinsic linearity is better
than that shown in fig.5. Moreover, the
gradually increasing positive "error" as
the signal level drops suggests that noise
is swamping the DAC's output signal.
Fig.6, the waveform of an undithered,
lkHz sinewave at -90dB, provides fur4According to John Curl, the '3400's restricted bass is
due to two 10µF/6V aluminum electrolytic caps located
inside the player. Very experienced modifiers can bypass
these with external high-quality caps. Note that, if you
write to Stereophile to ask how, you don't qualify as "very
experienced."
-JA
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ther evidence that the CD-3400's lowlevel performance is noise-limited. The
signal is swamped by audioband noise,
making it difficult to make out the
stepped waveshape. Our standard noisemodulation test (fig.7) reveals some shifting of the noise floor as afunction of
input level, along with aslightly changing spectral balance of the noise as the
input signal changes.
Looking at the CD-3400's intermodulation spectrum when the player
was decoding afull-scale mix of 19kHz
and 20kHz (fig.7) showed very few
intermodulation products, and those

were of low amplitude The lkHz difference product (20kHz minus 19kHz)
almost reaches -90dB, while the presence of the peak at 24.1kHz indicates
only moderate ultrasonic analog filtering.
The CD-3400's bench performance
was only fair in the context of most of
the products Itest, but acceptable considering that it costs about ten times less
than the average digital processor. Moreover, it had better technical performance
than some poorly engineered high-end
products. There is, however, nothing in
the measurements that would indicate
its high sonic performance-to-price ratio.
-Robert Harley
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Fig.1 Radio Shack Optimus CD-3400, frequency
response (top) and de-emphasis error
(bottom) (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.5 Radio Shack Optimus CD-3400, leftchannel departure from linearity
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Fig.2 Rae° Shack Optimus CD-3400,
programmed equalization curves, from top
to bottom at 100Hz: PE-4, PE-3, PE-2,
PE-I 2dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.6 Radio Shack Optimus CD-3400, waveform
of undithered I
kHz sinewave at
-90.3IdBFS.
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Fig.3 Ratro Shack Optimus CD-3400, crosstalk
(top) right-left dashed, 10dB/vertical div.).

Fig.7 Radio Shack Optimus CD-3400, noise
modulation, -60 to -100dBFS
(I0dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.4 Radio Shack Optimus CD-3400, spectrum
of dithered I
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noise and spuriae (AC supply, '/,-octave
analysis, right channel dashed).
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YBA 2preamplifier

ary 6Though there is no mono switch,
there are twin volume controls, obviating
the need for abalance control. Though
Igenerally don't like this, the control
detents allow for easy channel balance.
There is no source selector switch;
instead, aseparate front-panel toggle
switch (each with four sets of contacts
in parallel) is provided for each input:
Tape, Aux, Video, CD, Tuner, and Phono.
It might appear from this that more than
one input could be selected at once.
However, if more than one input is
selected, the one nearer the top of the list
above is given priority, the other muted.
Nevertheless, YBA recommends not
selecting more than one input at atime.
A seventh toggle switch is labeled
"Bypass": switching this both selects the
phono input—no matter what input, if
any, is actually selected—and minimizes
the number of components in the signal
path.
The YBA 2's phono stage is configured for MM cartridges. For use with
low-output MC models, YBA supplies
an optional transformer that plugs
straight into the rear panel's phono RCA
jacks. A small foot is screw-adjustable,
to make sure that it takes most of the
weight of the sand-filled module rather
than the RCAs. (The input RCA jacks are
on this unit's sides, which makes cable
dressing abit of adaunting task when
you have mega-RCA connectors, like the
WBTs or MITs, plugged into the adjacent CD inputs.) The large C-core
power transformer is also housed in a
separate module. This supplies 55V AC
to the preamplifier chassis via an umbilical terminated in athree-pin XLR plug.
Looking under the YBA 2's hood,
almost the entire available area is occupied by aprinted circuit board with a
ground plane on its upper side. At the
center front of the chassis is alarge
encapsulated module for the line stage,
with two physically large 4700µF, 63V
reservoir capacitors on either side. There
are, in fact, 16 such capacitors overall;
with this much power-supply capaci-

tance, the preamp remains powered for
agood few minutes after the power supply is turned off.
The center-tapped AC from the
remote power supply is rectified to raw
±30V DC supplies, these dropped by
RC filters to ±225V rails that are further
isolated and smoothed for each channel's
line and phono stages. Contrary to modern practice, where engineers reach for
apair of three-terminal regulator chips
almost by reflex, there is no voltage regulation at all in the YBA 2. Designer YvesBernard André feels strongly that if the
circuit is both complementary and symmetrical, and the layout of the signal
paths on the printed circuit board are
very carefully arranged, then noise, parasitic ground currents, and supply ripple
will all be eliminated by common-mode
rejection. Indeed, it appears to be so—see
later.
The YBA 2's direct-coupled phono
stage consists of two physically separated
areas on the pcb, one at each side, to minimize crosstalk. Twisted solid-core wiring connects each to the rear-panel
RCAs. According to Yves-Bernard, the
signal only travels through capacitors
and transistors, there being no series
resistors or inductors present.
Parts quality is high, with gold-plated,
nonmagnetic RCA jacks, two Noble triple volume-control pots (each with its
three sections connected in parallel to
reduce contact resistance), ERO polypropylene and polystyrene signal-path
caps, and what resistors there are all
appear to be premium Holcos. That there
was an attentive mind behind the design
is shown by the fact that the first pair of
complementary transistors in the phono
stage has damping felt separating their
opposing flat faces; the output complementary pair is shielded from RF with
copper foil. All the switches and pots
have their terminals covered in atacky
rubber-like damping compound. As
with all YBA components, it's important to optimally orient the AC plug in
the wall socket.

6Vol.17 No.1, p.113.

Listening: On and off, Iused the YBA
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2for over two years. Some confusion
over whether it was actually available in
the US had put the review on hold for
awhile; once Iwas informed that YBA
products were being distributed by
Audio Plus Services, Ire-scheduled the
report.
Via its CD inputs, the YBA's sound
was characterized by its clean, very
detailed presentation. The low frequencies were tight and well-defined, but
lacked the lower-midrange bloom of the
tubed Melos. Though this gave the
Melos the advantage when it came to
reproducing classical orchestral music,
the YBA edged out ahead on rock music,
where its cleaner low-frequency presentation and greater subjective bass extension enabled it to score big time.
On "I'm Home Africa:' from Stanley Clarke's East River Drive CD (Epic EK
47489), for example, second bassist James
Earl does some real deep octave-dropping in the continuo riff. Via the Melos,
it was relatively hard to hear the changes
in pitch; the YBA's pitch differentiation
in the lowest octaves of ultra-bass was
superb. Igot clarity and weight—two
aspects of bass reproduction that so often
are mutually opposed—which combined
to give an excellent sense of musical pace.
This was the area where the YBA also
consistently outperformed the McCormack TLC-1, which otherwise offered
similar upper-frequency transparency.
The YBA's line stage also offered
greater clarity in the highs, the Melos's
top octave sounding alittle shut-in in
A/B tests. This clarity was sometimes a
little too much of agood thing, however.
While Iwould never call the YBA's high
frequencies "tizzy," they were always
noticeable in away that wasn't so with
the Melos. This was also true in comparison with the somewhat dark-sounding
Classé Six, though the Canadian preamp
had rather more of an electronic edge to
the sounds of voices, violins, and brass
instruments than the French preamp. In
fact, the YBA's signature was refreshingly clear of hash, sizzle, grain, chalkiness, and all those other descriptive
nouns that signify something seriously
wrong in SolidStateLand. Its midrange
sounded very liquid, its high frequencies clean.
The Classé's low-frequency presentation and overall tonal balance were also
more akin to those of the Melos, but
with greater lower-midrange clarity. It
also offered more image depth than the
YBA, though, to my surprise, Icould
actually hear more ambience and longer
reverberation tails with the YBA 2. For
example, the entry of the baritone soloist
in my excerpt from Elgar's Dream of
99
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Gerontius, on the second Stereophile Test
CD7 illuminated the acoustic of
England's Ely Cathedral to anoticeably
greater degree with the YBA than with
the Classé, yet the latter presented both
baritone and choir as being farther away
and better differentiated depth-wise The
YBA's overall sound was the cleanest,
most detailed, and most transparent of
the three preamps, yet its presentation
was not quite as palpable, the Melos consistently winning out here.
Where the Classé scored over both the
YBA and the Melos was in its presentation of image height. Iknow, Iknow, this
phenomenon isn't supposed to exist. But
on my Gerontius recording, Icould quite
clearly hear via the Classé Six that the
choir was standing on tiered risers, compared to the orchestra, which was placed
on the floor of Ely Cathedral. Via the
YBA or Melos, the singers sounded
more in the same vertical plane as the
orchestra. Weird.
To sum up the YBA 2's sound with
CD: On the very positive side, it was
clean, dear, and transparent, with liquidsounding mids, tight, extended, superbly
well-defined low frequencies, and agood
sense of pace; on the slightly negative
side, the overall presentation occasionally
verged on sounding lean, with slightly
tipped-up highs, which could become
amixed blessing on recordings that were
already overcooked in this region. Also,
in absolute terms, image depth was not
as well-developed as Iwould have liked.
Nevertheless, it offered silver-disc sound
that was consistently enjoyable.
The YBA's MM phono stage didn't
have enough gain for the low output of
my Linn Arkiv cartridge. This was a
shame, as the sound, while quiet, was
astonishingly transparent (particularly
in Bypass mode). There was also no
background electronic hiss audible,
despite my having to use the preamp
with the volume control all the way up.
An LP edition of Mark Isham's fabulous
1983 collection of minimalist sound
paintings, Vapor Drawings (Windham Hill
WH-1027), that Irecently picked up at
agarage sale, had every little sonic detail
laid out for my inspection, yet without
those details being spotlit or unnaturally
accentuated. The stage was wide, yet
evenly balanced, with excellent depth.
A treat—if aquiet one!
Adding the step-up transformer gave
enough gain to rock the house, but Iwas
initially alittle unsure about whether the
overall quality of the sound was preserved. The background was as silent as
7Available for $7.95 plus $3 S8cH from Stereophile Record Department, P.O. Box 5960, Santa Fe, NM 87502.
For credit-card orders, phone (800) 358-6274.
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the grave, Iwasn't bothered by hum
problems, yet Icouldn't be sure that the
presentation was as transparent overall.
However, comparing the YBA's step-up
with the only two others Ihad available—Tim de Paravicini's Black Head
transformer and an antique Denon AU320 transformer—suggested that it was
damn near invisible by their standards.
The highs were extended, the bass
weighty, the midrange like apolished
pane of glass, the soundstage spacious.
The noise floor was much lower than that
of the Mod Squad Phono Drive EPS that
normally sits at the end of my Linn's
leads.
And with LPs, my minor complaints
of aslight lack of depth and overall
palpability via the YBA 2's line stage
became moot. It offered pretty much
the best sound from LPs Ihave heard
from black disc in my system. New LP
arrivals, such as the excellent Doug Sax
remastering for Reference Recordings of
the Slatkin/St. Louis Radunaninoff Symphony 2(RM-1002), the domestic pressing of Liz Phair's Exile in Guyville (Matador OLE 051-1), and the new LP
version of Airto Moreira's improvisational Killer Bees (B&W Music BW041—
some great Stanley Clarke playing on
this album) sonically swept me away.
The Liz Phair, in particular, is killer; the
CD may be excellent, but the LP rocks
like agood'un, with the YBA's ultraquiet phono-stage background doing a
better job of painting the silences black
than digital ever does.
Measurements: The YBA 2's maximum line-stage gain for all the inputs
other than Aux measured asensible 16dB
at lkHz. The internal resistor in series
with the Aux input reduced the gain to
6.7dB, which will be enough for sources
with very high outputs—the Theta processors, for example. The MM phonostage gain, measured at the tape outputs,
was 34.1dB. Line input impedances were
lower than specified, at 30k ohms,
though the Aux offered 85k, due to the
resistive padding. The MM phono input
impedance, measured at lkHz, was 54k
ohms. Both line stage and phono stages
inverted polarity, meaning that LP playback will be correct (two inversions equal
non-inversion). (I did compensate for this
in the auditioning.) The line stage was
quiet, its unweighted S/N ratio (measured from 22Hz to 22kHz with the
inputs shorted and the volume control
at maximum) being an excellent 91dB
ref. 1V output in both channels. The
MM stage was also very quiet, its unweighted S/N ratio measuring 93dB/
89dB (UR) ref. 1V output, which equates
WorldRadioHistory

to 81dB and 77dB referenced to the standard 5mV input level at lkHz.
Though each channel has its own volume control, the tracking between these
detented pots was relatively accurate, the
maximum interchannel error above the
12-noon position being 0.1dB, and more
often 0.02dB. The error increased at low
volume settings, however, reaching
0.6dB between 10:00 and 9:00. The steps
between detents were just less than ldB
above 12:00—which was the nearest to
aunity-gain position, with ameasured
gain of 0.65dB—increasing to 2dB, then
4dB at lower volume-control settings.
This could prove inconvenient in systems
using both adigital source with avery
high output level connected to something other than the Aux input and/or a
very sensitive power amplifier.
The line-stage frequency response
(fig.1) was astonishingly flat, not reaching 035dB down until 200kHz. (Note
the expanded horizontal scale in this
graph.) There was some slight dependence on the source impedance: driving
the input from a600 ohm source doubled the drop at 200kHz to -0.7dB. The
extra shunt capacitors on the "Video"
inputs didn't have any effect at these frequencies, however. You can also see the
excellent channel matching, revealed by
the fact that the dotted right-channel
trace almost exactly overlays the solid
left-channel one The lower traces in fig.1
are the RIAA error, dropped by 2dB for
clarity. While the left channel is again
superbly flat, the right channel has a
slight lift in the treble, reaching +0.25dB
at 20kFlz. Line-stage channel separation
was also excellent, as can be seen from
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Fig.1 YBA 2, frequency response of Ine stage
with v/c at maximum (top) and phono
stage RIAA error (bottom) (right channel
dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 YBA 2, ¡ne -stage crosstalk with undriven
input shorted (10dB/vertical div.).
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fig.2. The gentle rise in crosstalk above
lkHz is due to capacitive coupling
between channels, but this is still very
low in absolute terms.
Phono-stage crosstalk, measured at
the tape outputs, was nonexistent, due
to the circuit's physically separated, dualmono construction. The close proximity
of the various input jacks, however, did
lead me to check the inter-input separation. Below lkHz, any coupling into the
tuner input from the CD input was
below the noise. At 20kHz, however, the
crosstalk from the selected pair of inputs
to the adjacent but non-selected pair did
rise to -78dB (L) and -67dB (R), this still
negligible. If both pairs of inputs were
selected, these figures worsened by 15dB,
but the crosstalk to the unwanted channel
was still below the noise in the midrange
and below.
The YBA 2's line-stage circuit is very
linear, as can be seen from the bottom
traces in the graph of distortion vs frequency (fig.3). Phono-stage distortion
(upper traces) was alittle higher, but not
so that it would present any problems.
Line-stage linearity was, however, dependent on both load and level, as can be
seen from fig.4. The distortion drops
with output level to reach aminimum
value around 600-700mV, meaning that,
below that level, the reading is dominated by noise rather than harmonics. As
the output level increases, however, the
harmonic content also starts to rise, in a
much less abrupt manner than is usual
with solid-state designs. The maximum
output voltage (defined as the level where
the THD +noise content reaches 1%)
01•61.000 •66

into ahigh load-100k ohms—can be
read from fig.4 as ahair over 7V But into
avery low load-600 ohms—the maximum level is just 2.3V. Note, however,
the way in which the load impedance
affects the measured distortion content.
Unusually, the low load actually reduces
the harmonic content at output levels
below 1.8V, compared with the kind
100k load.
More important than the level of any
distortion present is its spectral content:
high, odd-order harmonics—seventh,
ninth, eleventh—are much more audible than low harmonics, such as the second or third. (I illustrate this phenomenon on Stereophile's Test CD 2: tracks
21-23 allow you to compare the audibility of various amounts of pure second-,
third-, and seventh-harmonic distortion
superimposed on a lkHz tone. Even
0.1% of seventh is easily audible, whereas
1% of second is not.) To look at the YBA
*me. V61/210•00.06616001600•10011•011.01/.160000000
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Fig.5 YBA 2, spectrum of 50Hz sinewave, DC—
kHz, at I.9V into 100k ohms (linear
frequency scale). Note that the second and
third harmonics, at 100Hz and 150Hz, are
the highest in level, 60dB and 80dB below
the level of the 50Hz fundamental (0.1%
and 0.01%, respectively)
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Fig.3 YBA 2, THD+noise vs frequency (from
top to bottom): MM phono stage at 25mV
input at 'kHz; line stage at 100mV input
(right channel dashed).

Fig.6 YBA 2MC module, spectrum of 100Hz
sinewave, DC—I kHz, at high (500µV) input
level (linear frequency scale). Note that
the third harmonic predominates, at
—74dB (0.02%)
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Fig.4 YBA 2, distortion vs output voltage into
(from bottom to top): 600 ohms, 100k
ohms.
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Fig.7 YBA 2MC module, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC—I kHz, at very high (ImV)
input level (linear frequency scale). Note
that the odd-order harmonics predominate
and are much higher in level than in fig.6.

2's distortion signature, Idrove it hard
into 100k ohms with a50Hz sinewave;
the spectrum of its output is shown in
fig5. You can see from this graph that the
innocuous second harmonic, at 100Hz,
is dominant, just reaching the -60dB, or
0.1%, level. (The total distortion content
at this level was ahair above 0.1%, as can
be seen from fig.4.) There is some thirdharmonic visible, at -80dB (0.01%), but
all other harmonics are below the FFTplot's noise-floor "grass."
The main output impedance measured
alow 37 ohms at lkHz and 20kHz, but
amuch higher 450 ohms at 20Hz, perhaps due to atoo-small DC-blocking
capacitor in series with the output. While
this should not present any problems
with power amplifiers having high input
impedances, if the amplifier's input
impedance is significantly lower than
10k ohms, the YBA 2's low frequencies
will sound too lean. The tape outputs
appear to be unbuffered, meaning that
recorders should either be left on or disconnected, to avoid any adverse loading
effects. If there were any DC offsets present on the main outputs, they were
below the ability of my meter to read.
The MM phono stage featured excellent overload margins, these measuring
more than 24dB across the audio band.
The overload level (for 1% THD) at
lkHz was 82.5mV; this equates to an
output level from the tape output of
4.33V—almost twice as high as the
specification would imply. As the MC
transformer module plugs right into the
YBA 2's phono input jacks, its source
impedance is irrelevant. Its measured
voltage gain was 25.5dB, and at typical
MC output levels, its distortion was
dominated by the third harmonic. This,
though, was at alow -74dB (0.02%),
even at high levels of low frequency
(fig.6). (Note the low-level 60Hz component in this graph, due to the transformer picking up some hum.) When
Ihit the module with lmV of 50Hz,
however, the distortion increased, the
third harmonic reaching -50dB (0.3%).
Though this is avery high input level
at this frequency—remember that the
RIAA pre-emphasis reduces the lowfrequency content of the groove information by up to 20dB—this behavior
implies that it might be possible for
recorded warp-wow information, which
can consist of high levels of low frequencies, to overload the transformer cores.
All in all, although not all my measurements match the optimistic specifications, the YBA 2 appears to be a
very well-engineered preamplifier—as
Imight have expected from its sound
quality.
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Nevertheless, putting aside this question of sufficient low-frequency authority, Ihad ahard time getting ahandle on
the sound of the buffered McCormack.
To alarge extent, each CD or record I
played tended to confound the opinion
Ihad just formed from the previous one.
This, Iguess, is the ultimate definition
of transparency: the component is the
complete sonic chameleon, taking on
only the colorations and characteristics
of the signal it's processing. The raison
d'être of high-fidelity sound reproduction is to allow the walls of the listening
room to dissolve, and with them your
own concerns, so that the music releases
your soul. The equipment should act
merely as the neutral pathway to emotional release—with the TLC-1, this is
what Ifound happening, over and over.
Ican't leave this review there; reviewers must compare—yeah, that's the
ticket, compare and contrast.
Comparisons: First up to the plate was
the TLC-1's obvious competitor: its passive ancestor, the Mod Squad Line Drive
Deluxe—for quite awhile my reference
for preamplifier non-signature. To my
surprise, the Line Drive was more colored than the TLC-1 in its passive
mode, its midrange sounding somewhat
"squawky" in comparison. kalso sounded
more veiled, with less top-octave air.
Dynamics and bass performance were
about the same, however. When Iused
the TLC-1's buffered outputs, the difference was larger. There was aslight loss
in space and image palpability, but the
sound otherwise retained its superb
transparency. More importantly, the
buffered outputs had abetter sense of
dynamic shading. While the lows were
still not as authoritative as those of the
YBA 2, they were less lean, and the sense
of pace was improved.
Turning to the slightly more expensive Melos SHA-1, which marries aFET
output to atubed gain stage, the sound
changed considerably. Ienjoyed the
Melos preamp's presentation alot, but
there was no doubt that it was big and
blowsy compared with the McCormack
in both passive and active modes. Both
lacked that ultimate clarity on bass guitar
that's so important to me; but where the
TLC-1's lower mids were somewhat
lean, the SHA-1's were rather bloated.
Yes, there was more deep bass evident,
but everything sounded a little too
lethargic. Though the Melos was also
more veiled in the treble, with less topoctave air, it still won out in the image
palpability stakes. It's that sense of "being
there" imparted by tubes, Iguess.
More importantly, the McCormack
STEREOPHILE, J
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lacked the tubed preamp's slight uppermidrange bite, particularly in passive
mode, when brass instruments in my
Gerontius recording on Test CD 2had just
the right amount of blattiness. (This
term, coined by J. Gordon Holt, actually describes the sound of the air in the
instrument going non-linear at very high
levels; it's similar to the crackle in the
sound of ajet engine.) Switching to the
TLC-1's buffered output made this blattiness just asmidgen too "electronic," in
that it started to take on the character of
white noise; the Melos went further in
the same direction.
Changing to the Classé Six revealed
the Canadian preamp to have both more
bass and better defined bass than the
McCormack. However, even in its
balanced mode, there was aslight treble
chalkiness to its sound compared with
the buffered TLC-1, which led me to
prefer the latter overall. The McCormack's output FETs are refreshingly free
from treble hash and grain, rivaling the
French YBA 2's line stage in that regard,
and the Californian preamp doesn't have
the French preamp's slightly uptilted
highs. If only the TLC-1 could have the
YBA's combination of low-frequency
extension and definition, it would be
unbeatable!
Measurements: The TLC-1's measured
gain was actually alittle less than unity,
at -0.15dB. Its input impedance was a
moderate 12.25k ohms with the volume
control set to its maximum position,
while the source impedance from the
buffered outputs was awhisker under 70
ohms. The buffered tape outputs featured
a101 ohm impedance, while from the
passive main outputs, the source impedance varied from 26 ohms with the volume control set at its maximum position,
to around 1700 ohms with it set to 12:00
(when the gain is approximately -16dB).
DC offsets were unmeasurable, and the
TLC-1 was non-inverting.
Like the YBA 2, the McCormack
offers an astonishingly flat response over
awide band. Fig.8 reveals the ultrasonic
response from the buffered outputs to be
down just 0.25dB at 200kHz, this not
affected by the load. The channel separation (fig.9) is excellent, any crosstalk
being buried in noise below lkHz.
Above that frequency is the usual 6dB/
octave rise due to capadtative coupling
between the channels, most probably
across the volume and balance controls.
There's alittle more bleed from right to
left than in the other direction, but the
separation is still better than 80dB at
20kHz.
The McComiack's active output stage
WorldRadioHistory

is fundamentally very linear, its THD+
noise level (fig.10) remaining below
-100dB (0.001%) over most of the audio
band with a1V input level. As can be
seen from this graph, however, reducing the load from ahigh 100k ohms to
600 ohms brings up the distortion to
-70dB (0.03%). This can also be seen in
the plot ofTHD+noise vs output voltage
(fig.11). Although the clipping point
(defined as the 1% distortion voltage) is
approximately the same into both high
and low impedances, at approximately
125V, the distortion rose rapidly at lower
output levels into 600 ohms, at 2V reach00 .0 1
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Fig.8 McCormack TLC frequency response
with v/c at maximum into 100k ohms (top)
and 600 ohms (bottom) (right channel
dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.9 McCormack TLC-I. crosstalk with
undriven input shorted, R-L top, L-R
bottom (I0dB/vertical div.).

Fig.I0 McCormack TLC-I, THD+noise vs
frequency (from top to bottom): line
stage at IV output into 600 ohms (top)
and 100k ohms (bottom) (right channel
dashed).
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Fig. Il McCormack TLC-I. distortion vs output
voltage into (from bottom to top): 100k
ohms, 600 ohms.
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ing -60dB, or 0.1%.
The level of distortion is not the only
thing that's important; so is its spectrum,
the ear being much more sensitive to the
presence of higher harmonics than to
lower. Fig.12 shows the spectrum of the
TLC-1 driving 50Hz at 1V RMS into
100k ohms. What distortion there is
appears to be odd-order, with the third,
fifth, seventh, ninth, and eleventh all visible. As nearly all these are more than
100dB below the level of the fundamental, however, Ifeel they will be completely inconsequential, subjectively. Into
the 600 ohm load (fig.13), the third harmonic rises to -78dB, but, more importantly, the second harmonic at 100Hz
makes an appearance, at -72dB (0.04%).
Though the TLC-1 is best used into
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Fig.12 McCormack TLC- ,spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-IkHz, at IV into 100k
ohms (linear frequency scale). Note that
the third harmonic at 150Hz lies 98.3dB
below the level of the 50Hz fundamental
0.0011%).
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Fig.I3 McCormack TLC-I, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-I kHz, at IV into 600 ohms
(linear frequency scale). Note that the
second and third harmonics, at 100Hz and
150Hz, are the highest in level, 7I.6dB and
77.3dB below the level of the 50Hz
fundamental (0.025% and 0.015%,
respectively).
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Fig.I4 McCormack TLC- ,spectrum of background noise with volume control full-up
and input shorted, DC-I kHz, ref. IV into
100k ohms (linear frequency scale). Note
that the power-supply components at
60Hz, 120Hz, and 180Hz lie at -1I8dB,
-I29dB, and -I26dB, respectively.
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loads above 5k ohms, therefore, figs.1113 suggest that it will just tend to sound
abit "fatter" at high levels into lower
loads, due to the predominantly secondorder distortion.
Finally, Imentioned in my listening
notes just how quiet abackground the
McCormack offered. Its unweighted,
audio-band S/N ratios, with the volume
control full-up but the inputs shortcircuited, were 108dB (left channel) and
112dB (right), both figures referenced to
a1V output level. Fig.14 shows the lowfrequency spectrum of that noise on a
much-expanded vertical scale. I'm not
sure why the components above 300Hz
exist—they might be due to computational or analyzer quantizing errors—but
the 60Hz AC-supply component and its
second and third harmonics at 120Hz
and 180Hz are well down in level, at
-118dB, -129dB, and -126dB, respectively.
It's becoming fashionable to refer to
an amplifier's noise performance as if it
were adigital component, allocating one
"bit" for every 6dB of the ratio between
the maximum operating level and the
level of the noise and distortion artifacts.
A direct connection between the component's noise floor and its ability to preserve the resolution of the audio signal
passing through it can therefore be seen.
A "16-bit" component's noise, crosstalk,
and distortion spuriae will lie at the
-96dB level; it will thus not degrade the
resolution of aCD (assuming that the
recorded data offer full 16-bit resolution,
which is only rarely the case).
Referred to the CD system's nominal
2V output level, the TLC-1 offers "18bit" resolution over much of the audio
band, due to its S/N ratio of at least
114dB, what crosstalk there is being
buried below the noise below lIcHz, and
distortion of better than -102dB. This
will be partly due to the fact that it
doesn't have any gain. However, it does
suggest that McCormack's design team
knows alot about device selection and
matching, power-supply implementation, and printed-circuit-board layout.
Conclusions: Do Istill think that the
preamplifier is the sonic heart of asystem? Absolutely. When it comes to acting
as awide-open window to the music, the
danger exists that every facility and function will detract, even slightly, from the
ultimate sound quality. The task for the
designer is to come up with acircuit that
does the least damage to the audio signal,
then add the necessary preamp functions
in such away that the purity of the signal
is not compromised.
This the McCormack design team has
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done. It may not offer the ultimate in bass
drive and extension, and the Melos
SHA-1 edges ahead in image palpability,
but in all other respects, the McCormack
TLC-1 is one of the most transparent,
least colored preamplifiers I've used.
With amaximum gain ofjust less than
unity, it may not go loud enough in systems based on insensitive loudspeakers,
or on amplifiers that need more than 2V
to reach their maximum output levels.
It will also be inappropriate for use in
systems where acassette deck or FM
tuner is an oft-used source. And, of
course, it doesn't have aphono stage.
Neither does it offer the currently
fashionable features of remote control or
balanced operation. But at $995, the
McCormack is astonishing value for
money. Recommended. Highly recommended. If you're looking for the best
sound for the dollar in line-level preamplifiers, buy aTLC-1 right now! S
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own space. At times, the B-Is even
achieved the ideal: The actual speaker

speakers:
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that they're sold via mail order with a30day moneyback guarantee makes them a
risk-free proposition—and, very likely, a
—Marc Harowitz
rewarding one.

boxes seemed to disappear, leaving only
two violins, aviola, avioloncello, and the
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RDL Acoustics' New Line of Speakers Can Bring
an Orchestra Into Your Living Room
By Laurence Vittes

,
bpeaxers' quiet elegance and amazing ability to reproduce
demanding full orchestral sound with wide
dynamic range and magnificent size, without a
trace of digital harshness, Ihad enthusiastically

Circuit City: They are available only by mailorder from the Bellingham, Mass., factory,
with athirty-day, no-strings
return policy (you
_

and a technical one, which explains why they sound
the way they do:
from
THE BAS SPEAKER
THE PUBLICATION OF THE BOSTON AUDIO SOCIETY

(David R. Moran)

All furthermore still use Allison's unsurpassed,
\
strangely unimitated convex tweeter. (It is now called
the RDL tweeter and can't be called the Allison

yet been on. Therefore its ultmwide radiation and airy \
imaging may be even more uniform than in previous
implementations. In any case, in over adozen measurements, the RDL tweeter consistently ran ±_2dB from
1-2kHz to around 18kHz.
'MOM

FACTORY-DIRECT SALES

RDL speakers are sold directly from our factory on a
30-day trial basis. Since there is no retail markup, prices are substantially lower than
they would be at retail. We also sell Philips, Sherwood, and other brands of electronic
products, as well as complete systems.
FOR YOUR FREE CATALOG
Call 1-800-227-0390
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THEY CAME FROM BRITAIN
Corey Greenberg surveys integrated amplifiers from
Arcam, Audiolab, Creek, and Rotel
Arcam Delta 290 solid-state integrated amplifier. Power: 75Wpc, both channels into
8ohms (18.75dBVV); 90W, one channel into 8ohms (19.5dBVV); 140W, one channel
into 4ohms (18.45dBW). Harmonic distortion: 0.02% at 60W, 8ohms at lkHz. Peak
current delivery: ±18A. Tone controls: ±6dB at 100Hz and 10kHz. Une-input sensitivity/impedance: 175mV/I0k ohms. Phono input sensitivity: MC, 26011V; MM, 2.6mV.
SIN ratio: MC, 58dB; MM, 72dB. Power consumption: 400W maximum. Dimensions:
16.9" (430mm) W by 3.7" (94mm) Hby 11.6" (294mm) D. Weight: 13.75 lbs (6.25kg).
Price: $899, including Handi-Remote. Optional MM/MC phono board: $99. Approximate
number of dealers: 35. Manufacturer: Arcam, Pembroke Ave., Waterbeach, Cambridge CBS 9PB, England. US distributor Audio Influx Corporation, P.O. Box 381,
Highland Lakes, NJ 07422-0381. Tel: (201) 764-8958. Fax: (201) 764-8479.
Audiolab 8000A solid-state integrated amplifier. Power 60Wpc, both channels driven
into 8ohms (17.8dBW). Distortion: <0.05% at rated power. Phono input sensitivity/impedance: MM, 2mV/47k ohms/85pF; MC, 110µV/100 ohms13.3nF. Line-level
input sensitivity/impedance: 100mV/20k ohms. Phono S/N ratio: MM, 78dB; MC,
75dB. Line-level SIN ratio: 80dB. Tone controls: ±6dB at 20Hz and 20kHz. Polarity: non-inverting at all inputs and outputs. Power consumption: 250W maximum.
Dimensions: 17.5" (445mm) W by 2.9" (74mm) Hby 13.2" (335mm) D. Weight: 16.7
lbs (7.6kg). Price: $849. Approximate number of dealers: 30. Manufacturer Cambridge Systems Technology, Ltd., Spitfire Close, Ermire Business Park, Huntingdon,

/

think I've finally figured out what
aBritish integrated amplifier is for.
This is no small feat-for the longest time Ihaven't, for the l!fè of me, been
able to figure out why anyone in their
right mind would lay out the relatively
long green for what seemed like an underpowered, idiosyncratic little bugger
that didn't have many features, didn't
sport high power ratings, and certainly
didn't seem to offer much in the way of
interesting, cutting-edge tech under the
hood. But now Iknow why these things
sell so well o'er in Europe:
British integrateds are for people
who've had it with hi-fi!
Have you ever read aBritish high-end
mag? They make Stereophile seem like
Reader's Digest! If you think US high-end
magazines are tweaky, go pick up some
Brit mags-you'll see some of the wiggliest ideas for hi-fi you could possibly
imagine: guys talking about putting
three of those plastic packing sheet bubbles between LPs and turntable mats for
better sound; one pinhead even told his
readers to yank all the stuffing out of
their speakers, because the damping material that careful designers employ to
optimize the bass alignment of their
speakers "kills the rhythm"; not to mention the audiophiles over there who routinely remove their wristwatches before
alistening session because watches are
supposed to mess up the sound, too.
Maybe there's traces of lead in fish'n'chips, who knows?
STEREOPHILE, J
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Cambs PEI8 6XY, England. US distributor Artech Electronics, Ltd., P.O. Box 1980,
Champlain, NY 12919. Tel: (514) 631-6448. Fax: (514) 631-121.
Creek 4240 solid-state integrated amplifier. Power: 40Wpc intc 8ohms, both channels
driven (I6dBW). Minimum load requirement 6.5 ohms resistive. Distortion: >0.01%.
Line input sensitivity: 380mV. Line input S/N ratio: 105dB. Power consumption: 40W
at idle, 200W full-power. Dimensions: 16.5" (420mm) W by 2.4" (60mm) Hby 9"
(230mm) D. Weight: 9.9 lbs (4.5kg). Price: $595. Optional MM phono board: $50.
Optional MC phono board: $75. Approximate number of dealers: 60. Manufacturer
Creek Audio, Ltd., 2Bellevue Rd., Friera Barnet, London NII 3ES, England. US distributor Music Hall, 108 Station Road, Great Neck, NY 11023. Tel: (516) 487-3663.
Fax: (516) 773-3891.
Rotel RA-935BX solid-state integrated amplifier. Power 40Wpc into 8ohms, both
channels driven (16dBVV). Distortion: ≤0.3% at rated power. Speaker load: 4ohms
minimum. Line input sensitivity/impedance: 210mV/I5k ohms. SIN ratio: 105d13. Power
consumption: 300W. Dimensions: 17.3" (440mm) W by 3.6" (92mm) Hby 13.66"
(347mm) D. Weight: 13.4 lbs (6.1kg). Price: $300. Approximate number of dealers:
150. Manufacturer The Rotel Co., Ltd., 1-36-8 Ohokayama, Meguro-Ku, Tokyo 15
2, Japan. US distributor Rotel of America, P.O. Box 8, Nortri Reading, MA 018640008. Tel: (800) 370-3741. Fax: (508) 664-4109.

With all the wackiness o'er there across
the pond, it's no wonder so many Brits
say the hell with it and just go with a
cheerful li'l integrated to take them into
their twilight years. Ifeel the same way
when Iget around extreme computer
geeks who can't stop yibbling about the
latest fastest chip architecture or multistratal hairy fuzzy sweaty armpit logic-I
want to go home to my 386 and my
DOS 5.0 and say to Hell with it!
A good British integrated amplifier is
like my 386-it doesn't have all the latest
features, and it's not as fast as the Big
Boys, but it gets the job done, and Inever
have to worry about whether Byte This
magazine rated it the best o' the breed.
Because it ain't! It's just astinkin' 386! It's
unhip, unhappening, and, strangely
enough, Iget more work done on it than
the geeks who spend all their time reconfiguring their rigs every time Byte This
tells 'em to. And when you get tired of
obsessing about whether your hi-fi rig
is cutting-edge killer or yesterday's news
-when you just wanna listen to music
awready-then maybe you'll say the hell
with it, and get astinkin' British integrated, too.

SYSTEMS

All four Brinties did time in my He-Man
reference rig and my Real World budget
system. The He-Man rig: Well-Tempered
Turntable fitted with aNaim ARO arm
and Sumiko Blue Point Special cartridge;
Theta Data II transport Linqued to
WorldRadioHistory

Theta's Gen.III processor; Wollensak
8050A eight-track deck; Audible Illusions Modulus 3preamp and my homemade buffered job; Aragon 4004 Mk.II
amplifier; NHT 3.3 speakers; Kimber
KCAG, PBJ, and 4AG cables; Power
Wedge 116, 110, and Power Enhancer
AC line conditioners.
The Real World system: NAD 502
CD player; NAD 304 and Acurus DIA
100 integrated amplifiers; NHT SuperZero speakers/SW2P powuud subwoofer
and ProAc Studio 100 6.5" two-way
monitors (to be reviewed soon); Kimber
PBJ and 4TC cables; Power Wedge
Power Pack II AC line conditioner.
For all of the listening comparisons,
the levels of the four integrated amps
were precisely matched to better than
0.1dB in the following manner: With the
Acurus DIA 100 hooked up, Ilistened
to avariety of my fave CDs to settle on
agood listening level: then Iplayed the
lkHz reference tone on track 1of Stereophile's Test CD 1, and measured the AC
voltage at the Left speaker terminals with
avoltmeter. Each of the other integrateds,
including the NAD 304 Ialso had on hand
for comparison, were then hooked up in
turn and calibrated to the same level.

ROTEL RA-935BX

Okay, so the made-in-Taiwan Rotel isn't
really aBritish product, but Rotel states
it was designed by real-live bona fide Brits.
The cheapest of the group, the Rotel RA935BX tries to squeeze maximum sheen
111

To most people Denon stands for quality. To aselect few, Denon also stands for ultimate quality.
To the critical reviewers of Stereophile, two of Denon's cost-no-object "S" Series components, the DP-S1
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CD transport and the DA-S1 D/A Converter
were rated "Class A" in the most recent
Recommended Components list (April '94).
In the, May 94 (Vol. 17, No. 5) issue,
Stereophiles' Thomas J. Norton stated that
"...the Denon combination moves easily in

the best of company and, in certain respects... can show the others aclean set of heels."
The review contains so many superlatives, it would be impossible to reproduce them all here. If you
missed the full review, please send us your name and address and we'll rush out afree reprint.
If your interest in audio doesn't include spending $15,000 for aCD playback system, you might be
interested to know that the same engineers who developed the "S" Series also design Denon's more
affordable CD players and changers.
It's all part of Denon's Design Integrity.
To produce the best components you can buy
for the money, you have to produce the best

The DENON DP-S1 CD Transport and the DA-S1 D/A Converter

components money can buy.
Denon Eledr'ellos Dmsion of DonowecrporolionIUSA: 222 New Ro

'arIppally New Jersey•07054 1201)575-7810
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DENON

The First Name in Digital Audio
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Unless otherwise stated, all of the
line-level measurements were made
at the loudspeaker outputs, using the
maximum level-control setting. The
phono-stage measurements were
made at the tape outputs. For the
Audiolab and the Arcam, the output
impedance, gain, and action of the
tone controls were also measured at
the preamp output jacks.
All four amplifiers were measured
using our standard tests, which include checking the output down to
2ohms. None of the manufacturers,
however, makes any claim to performance into low impedance loads—
below 4ohms. Rotel and Creek, in
fact, specify minimum load impedances: 4and 6.5 ohms, respectively,
the latter an unusually stringent limitation. While all of the amplifiers will
perform into a2ohm load and furnish the power measured here for
brief periods, you should not take this
to mean you can use avery low
impedance load on any of them with
impunity.
The low-impedance drive limitations of an amplifier are often based
on its capability to dissipate heat; a
small amplifier will simply overheat
when asked to drive a very low
impedance load. If it's well-designed,
it will usually just shut down or pop
afuse when confronted with this sort
of overload. But it may also take afast
train to meltdown city. Needless to
say, we don't test amplifiers to such
limits. Manufacturers should—just to
be certain that nothing dangerous
happens to the neighborhood as their
pride-and-joy turns into toast—
but you'll never catch them talking
about it.
You should not expect small
integrated amplifiers like these to
challenge the best of the behemoth
power amps in their ability to drive
difficult, very low impedance loads.
There's more heat-dissipation capability in one channel of, say, the
smallest Krell amplifier than in all of
these amps put together.

Rotel RA-9358X

Rotel. There was aroughness to the sound
at all levels that was hard to listen past.
The treble range, already on the ragged
side at low levels, became real annoying
when Iturned the Rotel up to decent
levels. CDs that are on the bright side to
begin with, like Masters of Reality's Sunrise on the Sufferbus, were unlistenable.
Compared to the similarly priced NAD
304 integrated amp ($379), the Rotel
sounded like an inexpensive piece of
mid-fi. The NAD was musical, open,
and apleasure to listen to music through.
Ihad expected ahigher level of sound
quality from the Rotel, given its unique
design—the similar-in-concept Acurus
DIA 100 is, after all, one of the best
values in high-end audio. But where the
$995 Acurus unit mates apassive preamp
section to an excellent 100W stereo
amplifier, the Rotel's own amplifier section doesn't seem all that hot. Whether
Iinserted it in my He-Man rig or the
Real World system, Icould never get past
the sense of strain and coarseness that the
'935BX added to the sound.
This Rotel sounded quite different
from the RA-960BX 60W power amplifier Ireviewed last October (Vol.16
No.10, p.183). While the separate amp
had asoft-focus sound that blurred detail
but otherwise offered afairly listenable
entry-level sound, the integrated amp
was just too forward and congested to
be considered acceptable in abudget
high-end system. There really weren't
any areas of performance where the
'935BX was competitive with the NAD
304: the Rotel's bass was soggier and less
well-defined than the NAD's; dynamics
were poor and rendered moot because
of the edgy nature of the '935BX's treble;
and the overall sound was just not something Ican recommend to someone
looking for entry-level good times, even
at this low price The excellent $379
—Thomas J. Norton
NAD 304 is superior to the Rotel in
every possible dimension. Cheap hi-fi
gear that sounds good—that's what I
was very low—under 0.03 ohms across
dig. Ididn't dig the Rotel RA-935BX.
the spectrum. Its line-level input imped—Corey Greenberg
ance (see the Sidebar) measured 13k
ohms. The output impedance at its tape
Measurements from TJN: The Rotel
outputs measured just over 1k ohm with
RA-935BX ran hot following its onea25 ohm source impedance, and slightly
hour, 1/
3-power preconditioning at 8
under 1.6k ohms with a600 ohm source
ohms, but still functioned normally.
impedance—indicating unbuffered tape
The RA-935BX's output impedance
Sound: Iwasn't very impressed with the

for the green by not only leaving out the
phono stage, but the line stage as well.
Like the $995 butt-lcickin' Acurus DIA
100 integrated amplifier Ireviewed in
November'93 (Vol.16 No.11, p.114), the
Rotel combines apassive preamp with
ahigher-gain-than-normal power amplifier in the same box. This concept can
offer alot of sound quality for the bucks
—the Acurus DIA 100 sounds way better
than any $1000 pre/power combo I've
come across. This li'l $300 Rotel carries
this concept to the Lower Reaches, so I
was interested to see if the '935BX had
the same overachieving quality.
Befitting such ano-frills unit, the
Rotel's front panel is pretty bare. A splitshaft volume control is used, with adualsection knob that allows for balance as
well as volume control. They say this
split-shaft is amean mutha—
"Watch yo' moufl"
But I'm talkin"bout the Rotel's splitshaft volume control!
"We can dig it!"
A front-panel switch is provided to
add asecond pair of speakers to the main
pair in parallel, but given the limited size
of the Rotel's amplifier section, Idon't
really recommend hooking up two pairs
of speakers to the Rotel if you like loud
tunes and want this thing to last for a
long time. The passive preamp section
offers separate selector switches for
listening and recording source, and five
line-level inputs are provided: Tuner,
CD, Aux, Tape 1, and Tape 2. There's a
headphone jack, too.
As you might expect at this price
point, the Rotel's build and parts qualities
are adequate rather than AudiophileApproved. The power supply does feature alarge-sized toroidal transformer
and two 8200µF supply caps, and most
of the resistors are metal-films. The volume control is amini ALPS model. Two
pairs each of 1047/817 bipolar output
devices make up the power output stage
The '935BX's speaker posts are cheap
'n'cheezy jobs, so you can't use spadeterminated speaker cables with them.
Because the Rotel is so cheap, though,
my dreaded bitch wrath is set for Stun
rather than Kill. Mediocre yet understandable show, chaps.
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egandless of how sophisticated your stereo
and video system is, it may never achieve
its full performance if plugged directly into an AC
outlet. Raw and unprocessed AC power can
severely diminish the clarity of audio signals and
reduce the resolution of your video picture.
ADCOM's ACE-515 AC Enhancer significantly
improves the performance capabilities of your
system by filtering and processing raw AC
power, unveiling apure, noise-free power source.

Listen To The Critics
'1 ..the effective suppression of AC '12F hash' by the
ACE-515 improved clarity and lowered noise in all
three CD players.. ..the significant improvements in
instrumental and vocal harmonic retrieval and hall
ambience are superb... .
it simply appears to allow
musical information to be passed through to the
listener with less veil and electronic haze.' "
—Lewis Lipnick, Stereophile, Vol. 11 No. 4, April 1988.
Recommended accessory in Stereophile, Vol. 12 No. 4,
April 1989.

Line Protection: It Pays For Itself
The ACE-515 also protects your valuable
equipment from harmful high-voltage spikes

0 1989 ADCOM

Adcom would
like to make
this perfect'
clear.

and surges. And, its sequential turn-on/turn-off
control circuit guards your speakers from
disturbing, damaging thumps.

Again, The Critics Agree
"Electronic equipment (especially digital audio gear)
is vulnerable to both annoying and catastrophic power-line
problems. Your stereo gear should have line spike and
surge protection, with hash filters thrown in too. Line
protection—you can pay alittle for it now, or you can
pay alot for it later.
—Ken Pohlman, AUDIO, November 1987.

For amodest investment, the ADCOM
ACE-515 enhances both audio and video
clarity while protecting your equipment from
damaging line voltage disturbances. Once
again, ADCOM lives up to its reputation of
offering superior performance at areasonable
cost. For complete technical data, please
visit your Adcom dealer. You'll discover the
ACE-515 is more than an accessory. It's a
necessity.

A

details you can hear

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (201) 390WorldRadioHistory
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outputs with aseries lk resistor. DC offset measured 18.5mV in the left channel,
18.7mV in the right.
The signallnoise ratio (unweighted at
1W into 8ohms) measured 90.7dB with
the level full-off. The RA-935BX was
noninverting, apositive-going input resulting in apositive-going output. Its gain
at the maximum setting of the volume
control was ahigh 383dB into 8ohms.
Fig.1 shows the frequency response of
the RA-935BX at an output of 1W into
8ohms; the response at 2W into 4ohms
(not shown) is virtually identical. Fig.2
's Rotel's reproduction of a small-

Fig.I Rotel RA-935BX, frequency response at
IW into 8ohms (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.).

signal 10kHz squarewave, showing a
Table 1: Rotel RA-9393X Clipping
good risetime but with ahint of over(I% THD+noise at IkHz)
shoot. The lkHz squarewave (not shown)
Both Channels
One Channel
has afast risetime, an almost impercepDriven
Driven
tible overshoot but no ringing, and the
W (dB",i)
Load
W (dBW)
very slight tilt at top and bottom consisohms
(1)
(R)
(L)
tent with adevice that doesn't respond
8
48 (16.8)
46 (16.6)
55 (17.4)
down to DC. The RA-935BX's channel
(line)
120V
121V
120V
separation (not shown) was good though
4
69 (15.4)
65 (15.1)
(16.4)
unexceptional, decreasing to aminimum
(line)
119V
120V
119V
value of 53dB at 20kHz—this was R-L;
2
the L-R was nearly 20dB better. The
(line)
increase at higher frequencies is, as usual,
due to interchannel capacitive coupling.
The THD+noise vs frequency results
trum when fed a50Hz input. The level
in fig3 are also very good, with acomwas 53W' into 4ohms. All of the distormonly seen rise at the highest frequention components are below -80dB
cies. Fig.4 shows the THD +noise output
(0.01%), but the fifth (250Hz) and ninth
waveform of the Rotel with alkHz input
(450Hz) are the highest in level after the
and 10W output into an 8ohm load: The
second at 100Hz. The intermodulation
distortion may be low in level, but the
in the output at 37W into 4ohms resultspikey quality indicates the presence of ing from acombined 19+20kHz input
subjectively questionable higher-order is shown in fig.6. The largest artifact lies
harmonics. A similar result was observed
at 21kHz (-64dB, or about 0.06%). The
into 4ohm loads.
spectrum resulting from a24W output
Fig.5 shows the Rotel's output specinto an 8ohm load (the highest output
attainable with this signal without signs
of clipping) is very similar, with the
artifacts marginally lower in level but
with asimilar distribution.
Fig.6 shows the THD +noise vs level
curves for the RA-935BX, one channel
driven, at lkHz. The output continues
to increase into lower impedances, though
it doesn't double. The 2ohm result is
shown here for information only; Rotel
recommends aminimum load of 4ohms
Fig.5 Rotel RA-935BX, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-.I kHz, at 53W into 4ohms
for the RA-935BX_ The discrete-clip(linear frequency scale). Note that the
ping measurements for the RA-935BX
second harmonic at 100Hz is the highest in
(by our convention, 1% THD+ noise at
level, at -87dB (0.015%), with the fifth
lkHz), to the nearest watt, are shown in
and ninth harmonics also visible.
Table 1. The Rotel blew afuse when I
attempted to obtain a2ohm discrete
reading, so that line is blank here.
The Rotel RA-935BX's bench performance was good for the price [though its
distortion spectral signature may correlate with
CC's observations on sound quality—Ed.].
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Fig.2 Rotel RA-935BX, 10kHz squarewave at
2W into 8ohms.
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Fig.3 Rotel RA-935BX, THD+noise vs
frequency at (from top to bottom): 4W
into 2ohms, 2W into 4ohms, and IW into
8ohms (right channel dashed).

—Thomas J. Norton
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Fig.6 Rotel RA-935BX, HF intermodulaion
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 37W
into 4ohms (linear frequency scale .
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Fig.4 Rotel RA-935BX, I
kHz waveform at IOW
into 8ohms (top); distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom).
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Fig.7 Rotel RA-935BX, distortion vs output
power into (from bottom to top at 1W): 8
ohms, 4ohms, and 2ohms
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CREEK 4240
The Creek 4240 2 replaces the popular
4140 Mk.II integrated amp that's been
along-time budget Eve among to-Hellwith-it 'philes. While it looks similar to
the dearly departed 4140, the 4240 is a
1For this reading, and that for the 19+20kHz curve that
follows, we attempt to take the reading at 2/
3rated power.
lithe power into 4ohms is riot specified. Ieither use
twice the 8ohm rating, or areasonable value obtained
from the THD+noise vs level curve for 4ohms—
whichever is less. If% power cannot be reached without
visible signs of clipping, as seen on a'scope (this often
happens, particularly with the 19+20kHz test), apower
output is chosen at which there are no clearly visible
signs of clipping.
2 Reviewed with the $50 optional phono board
installed.
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totally new design from Mike Creek,
who recently bought back the company.
from the Tannoy group with the help of
Music Hall's Roy Hall and Creek's Swiss
and German distributors.
The power-amplifier section is anew
MOSFET design, with apair per channel delivering 40W into an 8ohm load.
A sign of the times, the MM phono stage
is an optional $50 plug-in board. An
MC stage is available as well, for $75. In
both cases, the phono input takes over
what's normally the Aux line input.
There are three additional line-level
inputs—Video, Tuner, and CD—as well
as atape-monitor button. Two mini
ALPS pots are used for balance and volume control, and aheadphone jack sits
between them.
Like the other Brindes, Creek believes
in the virtues of abeefy toroidal power
transformer. The 4240's is smoothed by
apair of 6800µF caps. Like the Arcam,
the Creek's preamp circuit is amix of
discrete transistors and op-amps, with
TL072s on the main board and 5532s
used in the MM phono board that came
with the review sample Metal-film resistors and film caps are used throughout,
and build quality is good.
The Creek features two sets of speaker
outputs, but does not offer the user the
option of running two pairs of speakers
from the 4240. Rather, one pair is designated "Switched," and automatically gets
muted when apair of headphones is
plugged into the front-panel jack. The
other pair of speaker outputs, labeled
"Direct," are recommended by Creek for
the best sound quality if you don't plan
to use headphones with the 4240. All of
my auditioning was done from the Direct outputs.
By fitting the 4240 with Deltron female jacks for speaker connection, the
Creek gets high marks for avoiding the
tendency of British manufacturers to use
cheezy-ass speaker posts. The 4240's
jacks are basically sunken 4mm jacks,3
which accept either the dreaded banana
plugs or the much more AudiophileApproved Deltron plugs, which is what
Iroutinely use on all my speaker cables.
3Unusual in aBritish product, these are spaced the right
distance apart to take aUS dual-banana plug. —JA
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almost-twice-as-expensive Creek arun
for its money. The Creek had asmoother
high end, naturally, but the NAD had a
bigger, more tangible sound that came
closer to the He-Man gear Ihave in my
reference system.
The 304 was also able to play much
louder than the Creek without crapping
out: The 4240 sounded really smooth
and together at sane levels, but when I
cranked it to Rock-Approved levels, the
If your dealer doesn't stock Deltrons to
Creek tensed up, getting muddy in the
terminate your speaker cables with,
bass and edgy in the midrange. Even
Creek has 'em in stock. And if you're
though the little NAD is rated for 30W,
worried about putting weird connectors
its power supply is designed to kick up
on your cables, don't be—Deltrons proto ahigher-powered mode for brief
vide agood, tight fit with all five-way
music peaks. As aresult, the NAD was
speaker posts, and even fit in many of the
able to deliver alot more in the way of
cheezy spring-loaded connectors found
Real World music power with any of the
on stupid gear. Good show, chaps.
speakers Ihad on hand.
Space-wise, the Creek didn't open up
Sound: The Creek 4240 is smooth, man,
in the way I'm accustomed to from my
smooth. Too smooth, Ithink. I've heard
fave space-trippin' recordings. The prethis sound before from other British gear,
sentation was very musical and easy to
mostly the top-shelf stuff: not awarm,
listen to, but the 4240 seemed to present
"tubey" sound, but rolled offjust enough
asoundstage with less apparent depth
in the highs to make for atreble with an
than is usually heard from my systems.
ultra-smooth, grainless character. This
The Creek did side-to-side staging
kind of gear always has an extremely
well—the MoFi Muddy Waters Folk
listenable sound that de-emphasizes a Singer CD stretched nice and wide and
recording's transient minutiae that some
had plenty of space between the perfeel distract from music's overall rhythformers, but the deeeep sense of depth
mic qualities. But even though Ifind this
created by Chess's heavy hand on the
school of sound relaxing and plenty
reverb didn't reproduce as far back or
appealing, Ialways miss the air and detail
sound as spacious as with the NAD or
that this type of gear lacks. That's how
the Acurus. Iget the feeling, however,
Ifelt about the Creek 4240: it was plenty
that image depth and soundstaging aren't
listenable and rhythmic, but it rolled too
too high on Creek's list of priorities—
much off the top for my tastes.
Creek's now-discontinued CD-60 CD
Ididn't have Creek's discontinued
player (I reviewed it in Vol.16 No3, p.92)
4140 on hand for comparison, but not
also seemed to downplay the importance
too long ago Ihad one for several
of arecording's spatial characteristics in
months. Based on my recollection, the
favor of rhythmic bounce and overall
new Creek doesn't sound much like the
smoothness; and Roy Hall's alwaysold 4140—I remember the older model
enjoyable Creek/Epos CES demos also
as having more detail and air on top, with
exhibit this kind of presentation.
amore potent low end than the 4240.
Ialso listened to the 4240 with its
The new Creek had adecent low end,
optional $50 MM phono board installed.
but it didn't seem to have the sense of It sounded abit too transistory and
control and drive of the older unit. The
etched on top compared with the others
new Creek is smooth and easy to listen
in the group. In fact, Ipreferred the
to, but the 4140 seemed to have that cersound of the NAD 304's phono stage to
tain something extra in the way of sound
the Creek's; it was much smoother on
quality that set it above the norm. While
top, yet seemed to retrieve more detail
the 4240 is very good, Iliked the 4140
from familiar LPs. Given the Creek's
better. Ithink.
ultra-smooth sound when fed CDs, I
Life became abit tougher for the 4240
was surprised at the phono stage's lower
when Icompared it with the two intequality. Maybe I'm being too hard on the
grateds Ikeep on hand as references in
Creek's optional MM board; after all, 50
their respective price ranges: the $379
clams is pretty cheap, even for an entryNAD 304 and the $995 Acurus DIA
level phono stage But Iremember more
100. While Iwasn't surprised that the
refined phono sound from Creek's older
mighty Acurus offered amuch clearer
4140 integrated.
and more detailed sound with better
All in all, the new Creek 4240 is adifdynamics and better bass solidity, Iwas
ficult call. Iliked it as agood budget
surprised at how the little NAD gave the
"laid-back-British"-sounding piece for
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Your ears have an amazing memory, which is why you
seek aloudspeaker that's as unforgettable as yLmusic.
Had nature intended sounds to travel only
acoustics would be asimple scienc
Unlike conventional speakers, Mirage'
ries
Bipolar loudspeakers set the music
over afull 360 degrees.
It's only'natural.
Because wlet defises the 3eund of music is as much
e
-physical space surrousding them as the instruments
hèmelves. In reproducing music, aloudspeaker must
place you, the audience, in that space.
Mirage's Bipolar speakers do just that.
liut before you audition the M•si Series at your
Mirage dealer, rake in alive concert or two.
Then you can experience for yourself just how
•
bly litfe.like the M•si's really are.

zo?

MIRAGE LOUDSPEAKERS

See the music.

LEADING MIRAGE RETAILERS ACROSS NORTH AMERICA
Absolute Sound
862 S. Orlando Ave
Winter Park, FL 32789
407-629-1930

Stereo Exchange
627 Broadway
WorldRadioHistory
New
York, NY 10012
212-505-1111

Shelly's Stereo
1520 Wilshire Blvd.
Santa Monica, CA 90403
310-451-0040

CD listening only, but Idon't think it's
as good as the $379 NAD 304, which
plays louder and offers ahigher level of
sound quality with both LPs and CDs.
The Creek's good, but the NAD's real
good, and it's $250 less if you add in the
cost of the Creek's MM stage.
—Corey Greenberg

Measurements from TJN: Not only
did the Creek run hot following its 1/3_
power preconditioning test into an 8
ohm load; toward the end of the onehour test, it went into thermal shutdown—ie, it turned off. After abrief
cool-down, however, it resumed normal
functioning. It didn't blow any fuses.
The Creek's line-level input impedance measured 23k ohms. Its output
impedance was moderately low—under
0.2 ohms at 20Hz and lkHz, increasing
to amaximum of 0.24 ohms at 20kHz.
While this is abit higher than is normally
seen in asolid-state amplifier, it should
present no practical problems with typical loudspeakers. The output impedance
at the tape outputs measured 124 ohms
with a25 ohm source impedance, and
685 ohms with a 600 ohm source
impedance—indicating unbuffered tape
outputs with aseries resistor.
The Creek's S/N (unweighted at 1W
into 8ohms) measured 76.8dB with the
level control full-on, and 83.8dB with
the level full-off—suggesting that the
circuits prior to the control are abit noisier than those after it. DC offset was low:
0.3mV in the left channel, 0.2mV in the
right. The Creek was noninverting from
its line inputs to its main outputs. Its gain
at the maximum setting of the level control was 30.5dB.
The top curve in fig.8 is the RIAA
error of the Creek's phono stage (taken
at the tape outputs), displaced here above
the OdB line for clarity. The dip centered
at lkflz is small; the audible effect, if any,
will likely be asubtly recessed quality.
The bottom curve in fig.8 shows the linelevel frequency response at the main outputs, taken at 1W into 8ohms (the response into 4ohms, not shown, was virtually identical). The top-end rolloff;
though rapid above 20kHz, will be of litde audible consequence below that frequency. It could account for some of the
softness noted by CG in his listening, but
is small enough in absolute value to make
this uncertain.
Fig.9 is the Creek's output when presented with a10kHz squarewave input,
demonstrating aclean result with amoderate risetirne and gently rounded leading
edge (reflecting the high-frequency rolloff visible in fig.8) with no overshoot or
ringing. The lkHz squarewave (not
STEREOPHILE, JuLY 1994

shown) was virtually perfect. The 4240's
The intermodulation components
channel separation was fair, with amaxresulting from acombined 19 +20kHz
imum of 72dB in the midband, decreasinput at 19W into 8ohms are shown in
ing to 55dB or so at 20kHz. While not
fig.13. The largest artifact here lies at
in any way eye-popping, this will not
lkHz, -65dB, or just under 0.06%, folcompromise the audible separation.
lowed by the one at 21kHz at -67dB, or
The THD +noise vs frequency results just under 0.05%. The lkHz artifact
in fig.10 are acceptable, though unlikely
increases to ahigh -44dB (0.6%) at 17W
to induce Creek owners to engage in
into 4 ohms (not shown); the other
specmanship. Fig.11 shows the THD+
artifacts increase accordingly. Again, this
noise output waveform of the Creek at
would not be aCreek-certified load for
lkHz input and 1W output into 8ohms.
the 4240.
The distortion shows aheavy thirdFig.14 shows the THD +noise vs level
harmonic content along with some
curves for the Creek, one channel driven,
higher-order components. A similar
result was obtained into an 8ohm load.
The output waveform of the Creek
reproducing 50Hz at 27W into an 8ohm
load is shown in fig.12. The largest
t
artifact is the third (150Hz) at -66dB, or
about 0.05%. The distortion components decrease with frequency, with oddorder distortion predominating. We normally take this measurement into 4
ohms, but Creek does not recommend
Fig.I1 Creek 4240, I
kHz waveform at IW into
this load. In any event, the results of driv8ohms (top); distortion and noise
ing the 4240 at 33.5W into a4ohm load
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom).
were very similar.
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Fig.8 Creek 4240, phono-stage RIAA error
(top) and line-stage frequency response
(bottom) at IW into 8ohms (right channel
dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.I 2Creek 4240, spectrum of 50Hz sinewave,
DC—IkHz, at 27W into 8ohms (linear
frequency scale). Note that the third
harmonic at 150Hz is the highest in level,
at —66dB (0.05%).
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Fig.I3 Creek 4240, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, I
9+20kHz at
19W into 8ohms (linear frequency scale).

Fig.9 Creek 4240, 10kHz squarewave at 2W
Into 8ohms.
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Fig. I
0Creek 4240, THD+noise vs frequency at
(from top to bottom): 4W into 2ohms,
2W into 4ohms, and IW into 8ohms
(right channel dashed).
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Fig.I4 Creek 4240, distortion vs output power
into (from bottom to top at IW): 8
ohms, 4ohms, and 2ohms.
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Top-Of-The-Line Genre I
Speakers Now $600 Off!
Announcing afantastic closeout deal on the

Genesis Genre Ispeakers—a more dynamic fullrange brother to the highly rated Genre II speaker.
You've probably read about, or heard about, the
Genre II. In Vol 16, No 1, January 1993, Stereophile
reported "There is alot of impressive design and
technology in the Genre II for an $800 pair of speakers." Now you can own this full-range Genre speaker
for $100 less than the regular price of the Genre IIs!
Like the Genre II, the Genre Iwas designed by
Arnie Nude11, the legendary founder and chief
designer of Infinity Loudspeakers. Genre Is feature a
38.5"-tall floor-standing cabinet made of dense 3/4"
MDF construction, with asloped front baffle, and
internal semi-circular wood-fiber
brace that strengthens the cabinet and breaks up standing
waves for tight, highly defined
bass, and transparent midrange.
Genre Ihas three proprietary
state-of-the-art drivers including
the 1" Genesis circular ribbon
tweeter—the same tweeter used
in the $60,000 Genesis Model 1
speaker-4.5" Kevlar/polypropylene midrange, and 8" Kevlar/
polypropylene woofer. Crossovers
were computer-designed and feature highest grade parts customThree Proprietary
made to Arnie's strict specificaState-Of-The-Art
tions. Internal signal wiring is
Speaker Drivers
custom-made by Monster Cable.
How do the Genre Is sound? "Soundstage and
realism were impressive, with acrisp, lively, and
dynamic sound" reports D.B. Keele, Jr., in Audio,
"The reproduction of bass was very close to that of
my references, both in quality and balance." Note:
D.B.'s reference speakers are $6,000 B&W 801 MIIs!
D.B.'s summary: "Good value for the money."

"Soundstage and
realism were impressive, with acrisp,
lively, and dynamic
sound...with sufficient bass to make
them worthwhile on
rock material" says
D.B. Keele, Jr.,
Audio September
1993. "Excellent
control and good
dynamic contrasts
on piano, with wide
and accurate symphonic sound
stage...good value
for the money."

Genre I's black ash or rosewood vinyl cabinets
are 38.F tall, 10" wide, 14 -deep and weigh 65 lbs
each. Frequency response: 34 Hz-34 kHz. Efficiency:
88 dB. Impedance: 41. Recommended power: 60200 w/ch. Speaker connections: 2pairs of 5-way
binding posts. Cone point feet are supplied.
Removable black front grill. All speakers are new
with full 5-year factory warranty. Made in Canada.

No Risk 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee
The Genre Is are highly recommended at the regular
$1,299 price. While supplies last, Genre Is are yours
now for only $699—you Save $600! If not satisfied
for any reason return within 30 days for afull
refund. Hurry, supply is limited, order today.
Genesis Genre Ispeakers, choose black or rosewood
finish, regular $1,299, now $699.00/ pair*
*Add $39.95 shipping to Eastern or Central US; $59.90 to states
west of Kansas. Outside US: call or fax for slipping info.

Audio Advisor, Inc.

Call Toll-Free And Use Your
VISA, MC, Discover, or AMEX

225 Oakes S. W.
Grand Rapids, MI 49503

1-800-942-0220
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Genesis
Genre I
Loudspeaker

C) 1994 Audio Advisor, Inc. Established 1981.
Phone: 616-451-3868 •FAX: 616-451-0709
Business hours: M-F: 9-7. Sat: 10-3. EST.
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Table 2: Creek 4240 Clipping
(Pk THD+noise at I
kHz)

Load
ohms

Both Channels
Driven
W (dBW)
(L)
(R)

One Channel
Driven
W (dBW)
(L)

34 (15.4)
120V

35 (15.5)
120V

42 (16.2)
120V

45 (13.6)
II9V

47 (13.7)
II9V

63 (15)
120V
38 (9.8)
120V

at lkHz. The power increases moderately into 4ohms, but falls off again at
2ohms. Note again that Creek recommends aminimum load of 6.5 ohms for
the 4240. The discrete-clipping measurements for the Creek (1% THD +noise
at 1
kHz) are shown in Table 2, to the
nearest watt. Again, the 2ohm measurements are provided as information only,
and do not imply the ability to perform
continuous service into such aload.
Turning to the Creek's phono stage,
its input impedance measured just over
50k ohms, the gain 47.8dB (an unusually
high value for amoving-magnet input),
and the S/N ratio an excellent 84.8dB.
The phono-stage crosstalk was unexceptional at around 55dB/62dB at 11cHz, but
still better than that of almost any phono
cartridge. The phono stage was noninverting.
The phono input's distortion remained
around 0.01% over most of the band. (It
was measured with an input of 35mV at
lkHz; below this value, noise dominated
the reading; slightly above it, overload
set in.) The input overloaded at 39.4mV
at lkHz, 367mV at 20kHz, and 4.1mV
at 20Hz with an uneqnalind input. (The
differences in the overload margins at
various frequencies are due to the characteristics of the phono-equalintion curve)
The Creek was arespectable performer. Within its power rating, nothing in
its measurements stands out as exceptionally good or bad.
—Thomas J. Norton

AUDIOLAB 8000A
Though the Audiolab 8000A stands
shorter than the Arcam—it's areal slim
slab—its knob'n'button lineup is identical, with rotary selector switches for
listening source and record source, defeatable controls for bass and treble, balance and volume knobs, a speakerselection switch to choose between two
pairs of speakers, and aheadphone jack.
Inside, the Audiolab is reminiscent of
the Arcam, with agood-sized toroidal
power transformer that's only slightly
smaller than the Arcam's, two 10,000µF
STEREOPHILE, JULY 1994

supply caps, and apair of Sanken bipolar
output devices to deliver 60Wpc into an
8ohm load. Unlike the Arcam, the Audiolab uses discrete transistor circuits
throughout—the lone op-amp on the
board is aTL072 used to provide DCservo action in the power amplifier section. The Audiolab also has twice as
many electrolytic coupling caps as the
Arcam from line-level input to speaker
output—a whole two! Overall, parts
quality is very good, with metal-film
resistors and film caps used throughout,
and aNoble volume pot. While the
Audiolab's speaker binding posts aren't
the heavy-duty jobs that Ifeel are mandatory to properly secure heavy-gauge
specialty cables, they do allow the use of
spade-terminated speaker cables, so they
escape my dreaded bitch wrath. A somewhat better show, chaps.

detail and air from familiar recordings
that the Creek had been rolling off in the
name of awl that is Bwiddish. The
8000A did have less apparent soundstage
depth than the Acurus, which essentially
matched the performance of the HeMan gear in this respect. In addition, it
seemed to pull back images, presenting
them farther behind the speakers than
with either the Acurus DIA 100 or my
He-Man rig. On his new record, Strange
Pleasure, Jimmie Vaughan's voice and
guitar on "Six Strings Down"—the song
that Art Neville wrote for Stevie Ray—
sounded less present in the room and
more withdrawn than with the Acurus
or the reference system. Inoticed this
about the 8000A's sound with other
familiar recordings as well—images were
consistently placed abit farther away
from where either the Acurus or my
reference system presented them.
Sound: Let's say you're dating this girl,
Dynamically, the 8000A was asolid
okay? She's smart, funny, beautiful,
performer, driving all the speakers in my
sexy—the whole nine yards. You dig her,
house with great control and finesse.
she digs you. You got it made in the
Bass lines sounded quick and detailed,
shade with Gatorade, pally.
and fuller in overall balance than the leanBut then, out of the blue, you meet a tending Acurus integrated, even as the
ten-yarder—one of those limited-edition,
Acunas was able to play louder without
once-in-a-lifetime angels who makes constrain and ultimately had more authority
firmed bachelors fall to one knee and
in the low end. The Audiolab was much
propose without asecond thought. The
more potent and dynamic in the low end
best of Mom and the best of Penthouse
than the NAD 304, whose weak point
Forum all rolled into one. For the first
happens to be its somewhat restrained
time in your life, there's no doubt, and
bass. From top to bottom, Icouldn't find
you don't stop groveling until you
anything very wrong with the Audiolab
become Mr. Ten-Yarder. Now, does that
—even in direct comparison with the
make Ms. Nine-Yarder any less special?
mighty Acurus DIA 100, the 8000A
Hell no! In aworld populated by twosounded really nice.
and three-yarders, anine-yarder is still
Then Itook delivery of the Arcam
awonder o' nature. You marry the tenDelta 290, and it sounded better by far
yarder, but the nine-yarder's still aheadthan the 8000A. This does not mean that
turner.
the Audiolab didn't sound terrific. It did.
The Audiolab 8000A is the nineThe Arcam just sounded better. Direct
yarder of the amps reviewed here. It had
comparisons showed up the Audiolab's
really fine performance virtually across
shortcoming in the midrange. On "Six
the board, with no glaring faults. Its
Strings Down," the Audiolab added a
sound was full-bodied and clean, and far
hardness to Jimmie Vaughan's voice that
more neutral than the overly smooth
the Arcam did not. The more Icompared
Creek and the ragged Rotel. It was abit
these two excellent amplifiers, the more
veiled through the midrange compared
Iheard where the Arcam outpaced the
to the gear in my He-Man rig, but no
Audiolab in the all-important midrange
more so than the $995 Acurus DIA 100,
Had Inot heard the Arcam, the Audioand its balance sounded fuller than the lab would have been more than acceptAmerican amp.
able—after all, it's just as clean in the
Ilistened to the 8000A after the Creek,
mids as the fantastic Acurus DIA 100 I've
and the Audiolab gave me back all the kept on hand as my favorite under-

Audiolat 8000A
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People seem
to be confused
(no kidding)

about the differences between
one HeadRoom amp and another.
You can think of aHeadRoom headphone amp like asingleinput, integrated amp for headphones. They take any line-level
audio signal as an input, and let you drive your favorite dynamic
headphones to the perfect listening level. They also improve
audio imaging on headphones (call for our White Paper).
The Little HeadRoom is our most-bang-for-your
buck headphone amp. It uses the exact same electronics
module as our other amps, but it's fed buy an unregulated
wall mount power supply that we filter heavily with good
high-speed electrolytics. It sounds very good, and it's
probably our best value headphone amp.

_The Little Versi' an _

$199

The Supreme HeadRoom has abetter regulated power supply and audiophile quality main
board components. So, it sounds better than the
Little HeadRoom. More refined and articulated.
It runs on batteries too—so you can go portable!
Your Supreme will be as comfortable on a747 as
it is in your home reference rig. The Supreme
extends musical enjoyment from your listening

Headphone Angadier &
Auto Image Pnaxnew

$399

room to anywhere in the world.
The Home HeadRoom has an audiophile quality linear power supply that really
lets the electronic module show its stuff.
Toroidal transformers, high speed regulators, and all that jazz. Black-as-black

Home HeadRoom

between notes, smooth like silk—once
you've heard it, you'll never go back.
We stake our 30-day-satisfaction guarantee on it. Just give us acall, we'll
send you our product information.

Heallphoue Amplifient
Audio huge Pionessoi

After all, it's FREE.
$599

HeadRoom

1-800-828-8184

DIRECT Ve; WORLDWIDE
Until permanent distributior s established in
your area, we will ship our produces direct,
anywhere in the world. Just FAX us your
request for information, (+) I406 587 9484

corp Js /weed at 611 N Wallace Ave in BOZellOal MT 59715. But send mod so FOB 6549. Bozeman MT 59771. Outside USA and CANADA, colt us at 406-587-9466, or FAX us at 406-587-9484
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$1000 pre/power combo. But once Idid
hear just how clean and free of coloration
the Arcam's midrange was, it took abit
of the Audiolab's luster off for me. That's
when the Audiolab became anine-yarder.
Ialso spent some time listening to the
8000A's MM phono stage—the unit also
has abuilt-in MC stage, but Ididn't have
alow-output MC on hand at the time
to use it with. Ifound the Audiolab's
MM stage to be quite abit better than the
Creek's, but not as good as the Arcam's.
Its response sounded fairly even with no
obvious problems, and its low end was
particularly tight and well-defined. But
compared to the Arcam's MM phono
stage, the Audiolab had atrace of sibilant over-crispness compared to the better discrete transistor and tubed phono
preamps.
Still, you can't be too picky when it
comes to phono stages in an $849
integrated. For the money, the Audiolab's
phono stage will be more than sufficient
to provide musical sound with the class
of turntables and cartridges likely to be
mated with it. It's not adis that it didn't
match the sound quality of the $1500 alltube Audible Illusions Modulus 3—just
me putting the 8000A's phono sound
into perspective.
So where does that leave the nineyarder Audiolab 8000A? As aClass C
recommended integrated amplifier, that's
where. Because while Idid prefer the
Arcam Delta 290, the Audiolab 8000A
still delivered high-quality sound and
had no major shortcomings.* It's afine
product in its price range that deserves
an audition.
—Corey Greenberg
Measurements from TJN: The Audiolab 8000A ran hot following its onehour, 113-power preconditioning test (at
8ohms), but continued to function normally. Its line-level input impedance
measured just over 20k ohms; its output
impedance was low-0.05 ohms at 20Hz
and lkHz, increasing slightly to amaximum of 0.09 ohms at 20kHz. The output impedance at the preamp output
measured 588 ohms. As with the other
amplifiers here, the tape outputs were
unbuffered.
S/N (unweighted at 1W into 8ohms)
measured 783dB with the level full-off.
DC offset measured 6mV in the left
channel, 1.7mV in the right at the main
outputs; and, at the preamp outputs,
0.4mV left, 1.6mV right. The 8000A was

noninverting, apositive-going input
resulting in apositive-going output.
Gain into 8ohms at the maximum setting of the level control was 45.4dB. The
gain from the line input to the preamp
output was amaximum of 16.6dB.
The top curve in fig.15 shows the
phono-stage equalization error, with an
abrupt LF rolloff due to anon-defeatable
infrasonic filter. The line-level frequency
response is shown in the bottom curve,
at 1W into 8ohms (the 4ohm response,
avirtual duplicate, is not shown). Fig.16
shows the Audiolab's 10kHz squarewave
waveform—very clean, with arespectably short risetime, and no visible overshoot or ringing on the leading edge. The
lkHz squarewave is also close to ideal.
Fig.17 shows the moderate action of the
tone controls in full boost and cut, as
measured at the preamp outputs. The
8000A's crosstalk was respectably low
at better than 70dB over most of the
audio band, rising above that in the midto high-treble.
The THD +noise vs frequency results
in fig.18 are also very respectable, rising
slightly at higher frequencies, but no
more than is common in many ampli-

fiers. Fig.19 shows the fundamental and
distortion/noise output waveforms with
the Audiolab driving lkHz at 50W into
a4ohm load. The main distortion component appears to be the third, heavily
overlaid with noise. Significantly, at
lower and equivalent power into higher
impedances, and at lower power into 2
ohms, the distortion waveform of the
Audiolab was swamped by low-level
noise. This is avery linear amplifier, confirmed by its output spectrum driving
50Hz at 80W into 4ohms (fig.20). The
artifacts here are all below -90dB
(0.003%), though there is atrace of 60Hz
and 120Hz just noticeable. The intermodulation in the output resulting from
acombined 19 +20kHz input at 56W
into 4ohms is shown in fig.21, with all
of the artifacts below -79dB (just over
0.01%). The response into 8ohms (at
38W) was virtually the same. This was
taken just below clipping; clipping with
this input waveform occurs sharply just
above these output values.
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Fig.I8 Audiolab 8000A, THD+no'se vs
frequency at (from top to bottom): 4W
into 2ohms, 2W into 4ohms, and IW
into 8ohms (right channel dashed).
Fig. IS Audiolab 8000A, phono-stage RIAA
error (top) and line-stage frequency
response (bottom) at IW into 8ohms
(right channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.I9 Audiolab 8000A, 'kHz waveform at 50W
into 2ohms (top); distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom).
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Fig. 6 Audiolab 8000A, 10kHz squarewave at
2W into 8ohms.
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4My mother's system, using aLinn LP12 at the sharp
end and ProAc Studio One speakers at the other, is based
upon the 8000A's very similar siblings, the 8000C
preamplifier and 8000P power amplifier. The Audiolab
gear has consistently given good sound, and has been
ultra-reliable in the six years she has had the system
set up.
—JA
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Fig.I7 Audiolab 8000A, effect on tone controls
in maximum and minimum positions (right
channel dashed, 2dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.20 Audiolab 8000A, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-I kHz, at 80W into 4ohms
(linear frequency scale). Note that the
120Hz AC-supply component is higher in
level than any harmonics, at -90dB
(0.003%).
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Fig.2I Audiolab 8000A, HF intermodu ation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at
56W into 4ohms (linear frequency scale)

Fig.22 Audiolab 8000A, distortion vs output
power into (from bottom to top at IW):
8ohms, 4ohms, and 2ohms
Table 3: Audiolab 8000A Clipping
(I% THD+noise at lkHz)

Load
ohms

Both Channels
Driven
W (dBW)
(L)
(R)

One Channel
Driven
W (dBW)
(L)

74 (18.7)
II9V

74 (18.7)
II9V

84 (19.3)
II9V

110 (17.4)
II9V

109 (17.4)
II8V

136 (18.3)
II8V
160 (16)
121V

Fig.22 shows the THD +noise vs level
curves for the 8000A, one channel
driven, at lkHz. The output continues
to increase into lower impedance, though
my previous caution about serious use
into impedances below 4ohms still holds.
Though Audiolab does not specify the
8000A for loads below 8ohms, it doesn't
specifically warn against them. The discrete-clipping measurements for the
8000A (1% THD +noise at lkHz) are
shown in Table 3, to the nearest watt.
Again, the 2ohm values are for information only. Note that, although ahigher
power output into 2ohms was obtained
in the fast-sweep measurement of fig.22,
the discrete measurement of Table 3
would not stabilize long enough at an
output higher than 160W to take a
reading.
The input impedance of the Audiolab's
phono stage measured 45.7k ohms,
moving-magnet, and 132 ohms, movingcoil. Its gain was 33.8dB and 56dB, its
SIN ratio 61.5dB and 60.8dB for the
moving-magnet and moving-coil inputs,
respectively. The moving-magnet overSTEREOPHILE, J
ULY 1994

selector, and volume control are all
remote-controllable with Arcam's supplied Handi-Remote, which also controls
Arcam's CD players, tuner, and cassette
deck. Be careful if you've already got
some non-Arcam gear with their own
remotes—like alot of couch-tater-fi, the
Arcams hew to the Philips "RC-5" remote-control protocol. When you point
'n'shoot with another RC-5-hewin'
remote, you stand agood chance of upsetting the Arcam's setting. Overall, the
construction quality is very good.
My lone bitch about the Arcam is its
speaker binding posts: they're cheap,
flimsy, and you can't use spade lugs with
'em, as there's aridge that comes up at
their base. Isee posts like this on el cheap°
Asian receivers, as well as the Rote!
'935BX. Lots of Britophiles use Deltron-terminated speaker cables that can
plug right into the open ends of these
posts, and, lucky for me, my Kimber
—Thomas J. Norton
speaker cables are Deltron'd as well; but
ARCAM DELTA 290
these posts don't belong on gear approachLike the other "Brinties," as people who
ing acool thou, no matter what side of
use words like "wont" are wont to call
the pond it's made on. If the $230/pair
li'l British integrateds, the Arcam Delta
NHT SuperZ,eros can sport good290 5is aclean-looking little black box
quality, heavy-duty, five-way binding
the size of most preamps that packs a posts, so can a$900 integrated. Bad
whole loua rosie in arelatively small
show, chaps.
space. Taking up afull half of the chassis are a surprisingly beefy toroidal
Sound: If you've read this far, you
power transformer, its two 10,000g
already know Iliked the Arcam Delta
smoothing caps, and agood-sized heat290 the best of the four Brinties reviewed
sink for the pair of MOSFET output
here. Of the four, the Arcam came closest
devices per channel. The preamp circuit
to the sound of the multi-kilobuck referis amix of discrete transistors and opence components Iusually listen to. This
amps, with 5532s used in the defeatable
is aseriously good little piece, and one
tone-control section, and 5534s and
that's amust-audition if you're looking
LM627s appearing on the optional $100
to get high-end sound for under $1000.
MM/MC phono board. High-quality
Igot my first glimpse of the Arcam's
metal-film resistors and polypropylene
easy superiority over the other amps in
and polystyrene film capacitors are sprinthe group when Ifound myself without
kled liberally throughout the board, and
aphono stage: I'd just sent the ModuArcam notes that, with the tone controls
lus 3back to Audible Musions to be fitted
defeated, there's only one coupling cap
with an MC board, and my homemade
in the entire signal path.
buffered preamp only handles line-level
The Delta 290 features five line-level
sources. Ireally wanted to hear some of
inputs (six, if you don't opt for the phono
my LPs, though, so Itried hooking up
board), two pairs of switchable speaker
these integrated amps as phono stages,
plugging the Naim tonearm's cables into
outputs, aheadphone jack, and something sure to endear it to .J. Gordon Holt:
their phono inputs and feeding their Record outputs into my buffered preamp.
amono switch. The mono switch, input
First up was the Creek, but the sound
5Reviewed with the $99 optional MM/MC phono
of my Sumiko Blue Point Special highboard installed.

load points (moving-coil in parentheses)
occurred at 188.4mV (14.7mV) at lkHz,
1.24V (132mV) at 20kHz, and 30mV
(2.62mV) at 20Hz, taken with an unequalized input signal—all good figures.
(The variations in overload margin with
frequency result from the phonoequalization curve.) The phono stage was
noninverting and showed low distortion,
except at ultrasonic frequencies where
the overload margin was much lower
than implied by the 20kHz figure. At
40kHz, for example, the MM input
overloaded at 100mV, though this should
not be afactor with atypical MM phono
cartridge tracking the signal in avinyl
groove. The phono crosstalk was below
-60dB across the audio band and symmetrical from channel to channel.
The Audiolab 8000A turned in asolid,
respectable performance on the test
bench, with notably low distortion.

Arcam Delta 290
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"To Reach The Summit Of Speaker Performance
You Must Master The Steep Slopes."
In 1953 Sir Edmund Hillary mastered the steep slopes of Mount Everest.
Ageneration later "FM Guru" Richard Modafferi conquered the problem of inter-speaker
wave interference by CREATING the steep Infinite Slope" crossover. Our patented speaker
system delivers open, clear sound with uncanny accuracy, incredible imaging and amazing
soundstaging at avery affordable price. Now, why would the man who designed the
legendary MR78 tuner want to tackle the problem of wave interference?
BECAUSE IT WAS THERE!
So,why stay on the "bunny trails" of loudspeaker technology? Now you can thrill to all the
musical magic of areally steep slope! Infinite Slope' only from

losephAudio
EFFORTLESS MUSICALITY • EXCLUSIVE TECHNOLOGY Tm

2Pineridge Road White Plains New York 10603
Call 1(800) 474 HIFI for afree White Paper and adealer near you
Dealer &Export Inquiries: R&G Audio (914) 783-6674
Produced under license from Modafferi Acoustical Labs US Patent #4771466
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output MC became too bright and
etched, so it was out with the Creek and
in with the NAD 304. This was better,
but now the low end was lacking in
weight. Next up was the Audiolab,
which was better still, but retained abit
of the solid-state hardness that Inow find
all but intolerable after spending so much
time listening to LPs with the Modulus
3's MM phono stage. Ireally wasn't trying to be picky here—I just wanted to
hook up something, anything, so Icould
play my wax. But Iguess the Modulus
had spoiled me for lesser phono stages,
because even though Iwasn't looking for
reference-grade high-end phono sound,
the relatively lackluster phono sound of
these integrated amplifiers was areal drag
and hard to ignore.
Then Itried the Arcam. Man! This
thing sounded great! Ilistened to an LP
all the way through just to make sure I
wasn't hearing things. Then another LP.
Then another. Pretty soon Ihad astack
of records I'd been digging one after the
other, and Ihad to accept the fact that this
$999 integrated amp had aphono stage
that was way better than the other Brinties, and on apar with far more expensive separate preamps. In fact, I've had
several multi-kilobuck separate preamps
through here whose phono stages didn't
sound as good as the Delta 290's. The
Arcam's MM circuit doesn't appear to
be all that much different from the
Creek's or the Audiolab's, using the same
mixture of discrete transistors and opamps—the same type of op-amps, even
—and the passive parts used in all of
these phono stages are essentially identical in type as well. But hooked into my
reference system, Iwas hearing phono
sound that was on awhole 'nother plane.
And when it came time to listen to the
Arcam as an integrated amplifier, Icontinued to be impressed. The sound Iwas
hearing was truly several levels above the
other three integrateds in the group, and
better in some respects than the Class
B-rated $995 Acurus DIA 100. The
Arcam's midrange, in particular, was
extremely clean and free from the slight
congestion that both the Acurus and the
Audiolab 8000A possessed.
Ireally hadn't expected any of these
Brinties to beat the mighty Acurus, and
Icertainly didn't expect them to approach
the transparency of my buffered preamp
mated with the $1850 Aragon 4004
Mk.II amplifier, but the Delta 290
proved me wrong. Every time Ilistened
to music with it, Iwas struck by how
similar it sounded to my reference system. The sense of unfettered space it was
able to throw rivaled the He-Man rig's
own abilities in this area, and was far betSTEREOPHILE, J
ULY 1994

ter than the other three Brinties. Once
the Delta 290 was hooked up, Ifinally
got to hear stuff like the MoFi Muddy
Waters and the Cooderfflhatt A Meeting
by the River CDs approach the kind of size
and focus they normally do in my reference system. After the varying degrees
of soundscape reduction and perspective
distortion that the other three Brinties
imposed on familiar recordings, it was
arelief to finally hear them sound the
way they should with the Arcam.
Tonally, the Arcam was the most neutral of the group. More full-bodied than
the Acurus, but not overly warm like the
Audiolab 8000A, the Arcam's tonal
character was very similar to that of my
reference rig. Undoubtedly, that's why
the Delta 290's sound was so immediately appealing to me—I'd grown accustomed to this kind of presentation, but
it was only when Ifinally hooked up the
Arcam after listening to the others that
Ibegan to hear familiar recordings as
they usually sound on my system.
The Arcam's treble was extended and
clean, with none of the rolloff of the
Creek. All of the subtle harmonics of
Jimmie Vaughan's acoustic guitar on "Six
Strings Down" came through with ringing clarity via the Delta 290, without a
trace of the graininess and etch that hobbles so many integrated amplifiers and
separates in this price range. The Arcam's
highs were never forward unless the recording was, and never laid-back unless
the recording was. This is one piece of
British hi-fi that doesn't feel the need to
round off arecording's detail and air in
order to spotlight its rhythm—the Arcam gave me the whole picture.
Another of the Arcam's strengths was
rhythm: The Delta 290, more so than any
of the other amps reviewed here, allowed
the music's natural flow of rhythmic
excitement to groove freely out of the
speakers. Jimmie Vaughan's Strange Pleasure CD has got some of the coolest
groove tunes I've heard from amodern
blues record, with "Don't Cha Know:'
"Flamenco Dancer," and "Tilt A Whirl"
mining that too-hip Jimmy McGriffl
Groove Holmes blues cruise thang that
never fails to get me to strap on the Strat
for alittle soul-jazz workout. The Arcam
allowed all the well-worn rhythmic subtleties, like drummer George "Lord
Master of the Texas Shuffle" Rains's justbehind the beat snare, to come through
intact—just like I've heard him do it live
at Antone's for years. The Audiolab was
also very good in this regard, but when
Ireally wanted arecording to give it to
me, Ihooked up the Arcam.
Is the Delta 290 perfect? No. As stunningly open and clean as it is in the mid-
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range and treble, its bass was merely
good rather than great—the Acurus DIA
100 has much more in the way of buttkickin' power and definition in the low
end than the Arcam. As aresult, the Acurus was better able to handle the really
meat-laden rock Ilike to listen to at
Stupid-Approved levels, sounding ballsier and more authoritative when the
music got loud and bass-heavy. Nirvana's records, for example, were much
better served by the Acurus when played
at the level they demand. The Arcam had
good bass extension and drive at sane
levels, but when Ipushed it hard, the nod
went to the Acurus.
But that's pretty much it: aside from
its low-end limits, the Arcam is atrue
high-end product and alegitimate rival
of the Class B-ranked Acurus DIA 100,
offering amuch cleaner midrange and
amore neutral tonal balance than the
American best-buy. In the truest testimony to its easy superiority, the Arcam
was the one Ichose to listen to when I
just wanted to listen to my fave recordings at night before Ilaid me down to
sleep. To me, that sea it all.
—Corey Greenberg

Measurements from TJN: The Arcam
Delta 290 was very warm, but not hot,
following its one-hour, 1
/-power precon2
ditioning test (conducted at 8ohms).
The Delta 290's line-input impedance
measured 6.9k ohms—a moderately low
value. Though most sources will have
output impedances of well under lk
ohm—and usually much lower—those
few CD players or tape decks having
high output impedances will sound too
lean with the Delta 290.
The Arcam's output impedance was
very low—under 0.06 ohms up to lkflz,
increasing to 0.13 ohms at 20kHz. At the
preamp output, the output impedance
measured 100 ohms. The tape outputs
were unbuffered. DC offset at the main
outputs measured 1.8mV in both channels; at the preamp outputs it measured
13mV left, 1.5mV right. Noise (unweighted at 1W into 8ohms) measured
-80dB with the level control full-off.
The Arcam was noninverting, apositivegoing input resulting in apositive-going
output. Its gain at the maximum setting
of the level control was 43dB; maximum
gain from line input to preamp output
was 12.4dB.
Fig.23 shows the frequency responses
of the Delta 290's phono stage (top) and
line stage (bottom). The former shows
aslight rise at the top; as it extends over
awide band, it might add atrace of sparkle or air to the treble. The line-input
response was taken at an output of 1W
127

Integrity
Tis aprime example of aproduct

he Gryphon Elektra preamplifier

designed by music lovers for music
lovers.
As high end audio engineers, we
could take our designs in any number
of directions, but we do not believe in
tailoring performance to any market,
trend or taste.
For Gryphon, the choice is simple:
our products must be uncompromisingly true to the original signal.
Some might call this arrogance, but
at Gryphon we prefer to think of
it as integrity.

Only by adhering to the standard of
accuracy can we maintain the design
integrity and coherent evolution of
our products.
Perhaps that explains why the
Elektra's predecessor, the awardwinning XT preamplifier, could hold
its position for five years in amarket
where most manufacturers offer
ceaseless "updates" and new models
every "season".
Our approach to design does not set
out to please the marketplace. If it
sounds more like music than anything
else out there, then we know we've
got it right. And our products have
found enough satisfied owners
who share our goals to keep
us extremely busy for the
past six years.
Sooner or later, it
will be your turn to
put our philosophy
to test, and not
just by reading
ads and reviews.
Nothing
takes the place
of ahands-on
audition.
And we wouldn't
have it any other
way.

THE
G«PHO

It's What You've Been Waiting For
Gryphon Audio Designs, Denmark Fax 45 86 570 533
Gryphon U.S.A. Phone (614) 792-1411
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into 8ohms; the 4ohm response (not
shown) was virtually the same. Fig.24,
the Arcam's reproduction of asmallsignal 10kHz squarewave input, shows
agood risetime with no visible overshoot or ringing. The lkHz squarewave
(not shown) was virtually ideal. The
modest actions of the Arcam's tone controls in maximum boost and cut, taken
at the preamp outputs, are shown in
fig.25.
The Delta 290's channel separation
was excellent, at better than 80dB in the
midband, rising to 60dB at 10kHz. The

THD +noise vs frequency results in
fig.26 are also good, with very little difference resulting from achange in load
impedance. The increase at higher frequencies is abit more than we normally
encounter, though still acceptable Fig.27
—the distortion waveform of the Arcam
with alkHz input and 10W output into
an 8ohm load—shows the presence of
higher-order harmonics.
Fig.28 shows the Arcam's 50Hz spectrum at 94W into a4ohm load. All of the
artifacts here are below -80dB (0.01%),

,ng

Fig.23 Arcam Delta 290, phono-stage RIAA
error (top) and line-stage frequency
response (bottom) at IW into 8ohms
(right channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical
div.).

Fig. 27 Arcam Delta 290, 'kHz waveform at
IOW into 8ohms (top); distortion and
noise waveform with fundamental
notched out (bottom).
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Fig.24 Arcam Delta 290, 10kHz squarewave at
2W into 8ohms.

Fig.25 Arcam Delta 290, effect of tone
controls in maximum and minimum
positions (right channel dashed,
2dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.28 Arcam Delta 290, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC—I kHz, at 94W into 4ohms
(linear frequency scale). Note that the
120Hz AC-supply component is higher in
level than any harmonics, at —83dB
(0.007%).

Fig.29 Arcam Delta 290, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at
50W into 4ohms (linear frequency
scale).
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"SAM TELLIG FINDS
A FABULOUS PAIR OF
CHEAP SPEAKERS
Ithought Bob said he was
sending me a$500 pair of
speakers, so when the [RDL]
RA Labs Black Gold Mini References arrived, Iassumed
they cost five hundred
smackers ...
The RA Labs Black Gold
Mini References didn't sound
at all like apair of $500
speakers — more like agood
pair of small British $1000$1500 speakers ...
Iwas completely
captivated by Yo-Yo Ma playing Bach's Suites for Solo
Cello (CBS M2K 37867). The
cello's tone had arightness
that Ihear only on the very
best speakers ...
These speakers could not
be better for the money. Most
speakers ain't got truth of
timbre but the Mini References do ...
...the customer gets to
try these Mini References in
his or her home and his or
her own system for 30
days ...
Ifound out that the Mini
References only cost $173/
pair, freight prepaid in the US
(sold only direct)."
— Sam Tellig, Stereophile,
Vol. 17, No. 5, May 1994

FACIDRY-DIRECT SALES
RDrs speakers are sold

10.1

directly from our factory or
factory showroom on a
30-day trial basis.
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Fig.26 Arcam Delta 290, THD+noise vs
frequency at (from top to bottom): 4W
into 2ohms, 2W into 4ohms, and IW
into 8ohms (right channel dashed).
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Fig.30 Arcam Delta 290, distortion vs output
power into (from bottom to top at IW):
8ohms, 4ohms, and 2ohms.
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Exclusive Designs by Roy Allison
RDL Acoustics
26 Pearl Street, No. 15
Bellingham, MA 02019

12')

Paragon

Delicate and
beautiful,
Powerfully
expressive.
She's more
than you expect.

The Regent

with the 120Hz AC supply component
higher than any of the distortion harmonics. The intermodulation in the output caused by acombined 19 +20kHz
input at 50W into 4ohms is shown in
fig.29. The largest artifact here is at
17kHz (-76dB, or about 0.015%). The
spectrum resulting from a37W output
into an 8ohm load—the highest output
attainable with this signal without signs
of clipping—is not substantially different
(and is not shown), with the largest
artifacts at lkHz and 171cHz, both nearly
80dB down (0.01%).
Fig30 shows the THD +noise vs level
curves for the Delta 290, one channel
driven, at lkHz. The discrete-clipping
measurements at lkHz (defined as 1%
THD +noise), to the nearest watt, are
shown in Table 4. As with the other
amplifiers here, the 2ohm values indicated are not an invitation to use the
Arcam into an impedance that low, but
merely acheck of its short-term capabilities.
Looking at the phono stage, the input
impedance measured just over 50k ohms
moving-magnet, 313 ohms movingcoil. Its gain was 35.9dB and 54.9dB, its
S/N ratio 91dB and 78dB for the movingmagnet and moving-coil inputs, respectively. The moving-magnet overload
points (moving-coil in parentheses)
occurred at 154mV (17.1mV) at lkHz,
1.5V (89mV) at 20kHz, and 17.1mV
(1.9mV) at 20Hz with an unequalized
input—more than adequate. (The variations in overload margin with frequency are from the characteristics of the
phono-equalization curve.) The phono
stage was noninverting.
The Arcam's phono-stage crosstalk
results were the best of all of the amplifiers in this survey. At below -95dB, they
were far below any level needed for full
separation with any real-world cartridge
The THD+ noise performance for
both phono inputs was dominated by
noise below lkHz levels of about 70mV
moving-magnet, 5mV moving-coil.
Like the Audiolab, the phono stage overloaded earlier than anticipated at ultra-

4111111117
Table 4: Arcam Delta 290 Clipping
(I% THD+noise at IkHz)

123 State St.
St. Paul, MN
55107
(612) 224-7599
(800) 224-7599
(612) 224-7674 FAX

Load
ohms

Both Channels
Driven
W (dBW)
(L)
(R)

8
(line)

79 (18.9)
II9V

78 (18.9)
120V

94 (19.7)
120V

4

110 (17.4)
120V

107 (17.3)
II8V

141 (18.5)
120V

(line)
2
(line)

130

One Channel
Driven
W (dBW)
(L)

sonic frequencies.
The Arcam Delta 290 performed very
well on the test bench. Its preamp section—including its phono stage—also
proved amore than capable performer.
It might well function as afine standalone preamplifier, in afuture upgrade,
if more power is needed or desired.
—Thomas J. Norton

CGSUMS UP

Ican't recommend the Rotel RA-935BX
—its sound just doesn't meet minimum
high-end standards. For $79 more, the
NAD 304 integrated amplifier offers true
high-end sound quality and is by far the
better value
Ican recommend the Creek 4240 to
CD-only fans of the laid-back school of
British audio design. It's not very neutral,
and you give up some air and detail; but
there are people who like this kind of
presentation, and maybe this sound is the
very definition of to-hell-with-it hi-fi
after all! So if you like that over-smooth
Brit thang but you can't swing the
ching-a-ling for aNaim or Exposure,
you should check out the new Creek
4240. Class D in Stereophile's "Recommended Components"—not really my
cup o' tea, but then I'm acoffee man
meself, Squire
The Audiolab 8000A is areally fine
piece, with agood phono section and a
clean, solid response across the range. Its
presentation of the soundstage is somewhat more distant than usual, so Irecommend careful auditioning—in your
own listening room, if possible A solid
Class C recommendation.
The real winner here is the Arcam
Delta 290. A legitimate rival to the Acurus DIA 100 as the best pre/power
combo under $1000, the Arcam trades
aless potent low end for acleaner midrange that's totally unexpected at this
price point. The MM phono stage is also
an overachiever, providing LP sound that
betters many expensive separates. A bargain even with the $99 optional phono
board added in, the Arcam Delta 290
earns aClass B rating and should be
heard by anyone—to-hell-with-it 'phile
or hardcore audionut—looking for great
sound under agrand. Ireally enjoyed my
time with this piece. —Corey Greenberg
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BEL CANTO DESIGN ORFEO SE2
SINGLE-ENDED TRIODE MONOBLOCK
POWER AMPLIFIER
Dick Olsher
All-tube amplifier with single-ended output stage using an 845 power triode. Power
output: 30VVpc into 8or 4ohms (14.76dBW, II.76dBW, nzspettively). Power bandwidth:

0.1%, predominandy second harmonic. Dimensions: 193" Wty II" Hby 15" D. Weight

-3dB, 4Hz-40kHz; -0.3dB, 10Hz-20kHz. Input sensitivity: 1.5V. Input impedance:

dealers: 12. Manufacturer Bel Canto Design, Ltd., P.O. Box 396, Excelsior, MN 55331.

100k ohms. S/N ratio: 90d B, A-weighted, referenced to 1W output. THD (at IWIlkHz):

Tel: (612) 474-3718. Fax: (612) 474-1846.

70 lbs. Samples tested: SN I/005A &B. Price: 57590/pair Approximate number of

T

he story of the single-ended, or
"SE:' power amplifier could be
titled "The Tube and the Pendulum." Seventy years ago, when the
tube reigned supreme, SE power amps
were the rule rather than the exception.
A single power triode handling the entire
audio signal is, dear friends, the purest
known form of class-A. Without feedback or any "balancing-act" circuitry,
the onus is on the tube to linearly amplify
the signal. As it turned out, atriodes residual non-linearity is primarily secondharmonic, which makes its sonic signature consonant with music. Because of
this factor, it could be argued that triodes,
and devices such as FETs with similar
input-output relationships (technically
known as transfer characteristics), are the
ideal vehicles for audio amplification.
The pendulum began its swing from
SE with the advent of tetrodes and pentodes, and the commercial demand for
more power. Magnetization of the transformer core by the DC bias current
makes it difficult and expensive (but not
impossible) to design awide-bandwidth,
high-output power transformer for
single-ended operation. Push-pull operation practically eliminates DC core
magnetization of the output transformer,
and, together with pentodes, allows the
implementation of high-efficiency classAB output stages. Such designs tend to
be more complex and to require the use
of feedback to control non-linearities.
The predominant harmonic distortion
products of push-pull designs are oddorder, which sound dissonant.
The SE flame accordingly went underground until recent years, when keepers
of the faith (mosdy in the Far East)
preached its virtues to adisbelieving
generation raised on solid-state technobabble. Only recently has the commercial pendulum begun to swing back
toward our audio roots: pure triode, SE.

BEL CANTO

Why is the SE phenomenon gaining
STEREOPHILE, J
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Bel Canto Orfeo SE2 power amplifier

momentum? By what rational frame of
mind can one defend this strange attraction to atechnology that many view as
obsolete? Some of the reasons may be
gleaned from the story of acertain John
Stronczer.
Formerly an electronics engineer at
Honeywell and now Bel Canto Design's
chief engineer, John Stronczer has aflair
for digital circuitry (his Aida digital processor is the subject of aforthcoming
review)—he's too young to have taken
any tube-electronics classes in college.
In the mid-'80s, John felt pretty secure
with asolid-state-based hi-fi system he
thought was cool.
Then, while in France on business, he
visited UAudiophile's store in Paris,
where he heard ahorn-loaded system
being driven by an SE triode amp. That
experience blew the hinges off his psyche
because the emotional stamp of live
music was so believable at that moment.
So far did it transcend mere hi-fi that the
magic of that close encounter with virtual reality drove him to learn all he could
about tubes—and to perfect his own SE
WorldRadioHistory

design. That's how the Orfeo was born.
ORFE0
Stronczer's primary design goal for the
Orfeo was to push the single-ended triode amplifier to its ultimate level of performance by minimizing the number of
gain stages, delivering adequate power
to drive awide range of speakers, and
maintaining decent bass and treble
extension.
The output stage is dominated by a
single 845 power triode, atube which
has seen many years of service as an RF
modulator in radio stations, where it's
run at maximum power for over 8000
hours. It's aclose cousin of the 211 used
in Cary Audio's 805;' in fact, Ichallenge
anyone to distinguish between the two
by casual inspection. Both tubes use an
anode, or plate, machined from solid
graphite the only real difference is in the
grid windings. The 845's grid pitch is
coarser—you can verify this by peeking
1Reviewed in January '94, Vol.17 No.1, p.104, with
commentary by Martin Colloms in May'94, p.145. See
also "Letters" in this issue.
—JA
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Accuracy in Performance -Elegance in Appearance
Bryston's BP-20 Preamplifier

Bryston's new BP-20 line level preamplifier offers asignificant step forward in capturing the subtleties, nuances and
emotions of recorded music.
Redesigned inside and out to reflect the improvements in the
entire Bryston line, the BP-20 is aperfect match to the new NRB series of amplifiers. All aspects of the signal flow are much improved, with lower noise and
distortion figures, and higher overload levels.
You will find the noise floor has been significantly improved,
reducing background hash to far below audibility. Input-to-input crosstalk is
essentially nonexistent to eliminate signal bleed-through from one source to
another. Channel-to-channel interaction has been improved, reducing any possibility of component crosstalk.
Signal switching and audio connections utilize heavy gold plating to provide long-term trouble-free connections. Two pair of XLR balanced
inputs and one pair of balanced XLR output connectors are standard as well as
five pair of unbalanced inputs, 2pairs of paralleled unbalanced outputs and one
processor loop. This provides total flexibility for integrating other balanced or
unbalanced audio equipment into your system.
The power transformer is mounted externally to eliminate
power-supply noise and interference. The BP-20 is housed in asteel cabinet for
shielding to reduce electromagnetic interference effects. Buffered inputs provide
for lower distortion and improved linearity from source components. A ground
plane has been incorporated in this new design to further reduce crosstalk and
noise throughout the internal circuitry.
Our feeling is that Bryston's BP-20 is one of those fortunate
circumstances when the long hours and extended listening pay off. The sense of
transcending the recording medium and experiencing the original performance is
captured with exceptional realism.
Nothing but alistening test will convey the feeling of musical
perfection available in the Bryston BP-20. We invite you to audition one today.

D UUCL1_11 Ja
B

57 Westmore Dr., Rexdale, Ontario,
Canada M9V 3Y6
Tel: (416) 746-1800 Fax:
(416) 746-0308
WorldRadioHistory

at the respective structures through the
top of the glass envelope.
As aresult, the 845's plate resistance
and its amplification factor are lower than
those of the 211. The lower plate resistance eases the primary impedance
requirement on the output transformer
and makes it much easier to wind a
wide-bandwidth design. Who said that
SE necessarily means poor bandwidth?
Stronczer feels strongly that an SE amp
should possess at least a20Hz-20kHz
power bandwidth. The Orfeo's output
transformer is custom-wound, and easily
meets Bel Canto's demanding criteria.
Output taps are provided for 4and 8
ohm loads.
Self-bias is used for the 845, allowing
for ahigher grid resistance, so afairly
simple input/driver stage of relatively
low power can be used. Of course, because of ahigher B+ voltage and the
need for large power resistors and largevalue decoupling caps, self- or cathodebias for such atube is much more difficult to implement than is afixed-bias
scheme. The Orfeo's power supply provides almost 1200V DC to the plate. As
with any high-voltage device, do not
attempt to work on these yourself. I'm
reminded of awarning Iread long ago:
"Lethal voltages inside. The first shock
may be your last. Death is so permanent."
At the input, apair of 12AX7 dual triodes are used in a modified seriesregulated, push-pull stage which provides avoltage gain of 35dB from about
a1k ohm output impedance. The input/
driver stage can swing over 100V RIvIS
into the 845's 400k ohm grid resistor.
An unusual design aspect involves the
use of an input transformer: ahighimpedance, 1:1 ratio isolation transformer that allows the use of balanced
cables and preamps while remaining
compatible with unbalanced preamps.
Both RCA and XLR (pin 2hot) jacks are
provided. Unbalanced inputs are still
routed through this transformer. I'm not
sure of the wisdom of this: if the output
stage is single-ended, and assuming that
no transformer is better than any transformer, why not go directly into the
grids of the input stage with an unbalanced input?
The power supply relies on solid-state
rectification followed by a massive
choke-coupled smoothing filter network. The caps used for all high-tension
supplies and decoupling are high-grade
polypropylene film types. (The power
supply actually has more than 500µF of
high-voltage polypropylene caps!) The
only cap in the signal path is an audiograde, oil-filled type.
All of the tubes are housed inside a
STEREOYHILE, jULY 1994

Afternoon, SteepleChase SCS 1111) and
Ernestine Anderson (Never Make Your
Move Too Soon, Concord Jazz CJ-147-C).
Timbral accuracy was right on, and the
full range of vocal expression, from soulful to whimsical, was accommodated.
Emestine's ever-so-right intonation of
the refrain from "As Long as ILive" still
SONIC IMPRESSIONS
echoes in my mind: "Eat an apple every
Iauditioned the Orfeo with Audio Artisday, see the doctor anyway."
try's Mozart, Nestorovic Labs' Type 5AS
Malcolm Sargent's stupendous 1965
Mk.IV Signature, and MACH 1Acoustic's DM-10 Signature loudspeakers. I performance of Handel's Messiah, with
the Royal Philharmonic, has been
also used my own DIY Poly Natalia
remastered as part of Chesky's reissue
loudspeakers. (I finally tired of searching
program, and is now available on CD
for asensitive speaker that sounded good
for use in evaluating single-ended ampli(CD106). This recording was almost
tailor-made for the Orfeo, showcasing
fiers, so Irolled my own. The Poly Nataas it does the amp's powerful ability to
lia is a93dB/W/m design using Polydax's
caress the midrange. The combination
new High-Definition Aerogel driver
technology.) My impressions of the
of miraculously liquid string sound,
microscopic resolution of massed voices
amplifier remained uniform across the
board. John Stronczer himself uses apair
and choral harmony, sweet soprano
of Spendor SP-ls in his reference system,
upper registers, and rhythmic precision
made for an intensely musical experience.
with good results; Iam sure that anyone
Kathleen Battle, despite her recent batwho heard the Spendor/Orfeo combo at
tles with the Met, is still oneof my favorthe '94 Winter CES will agree with me
regarding the sweetness and magic of ite lyric sopranos. Ikeep returning to her
Baroque Duet with Wynton Marsalis
that system.
(Sony SK 46672). Even more than the
One of the main reasons for buying
an SE amp is to get alock on the sense velvety harmonic textures or the sweet
bloom of her upper registers, what
of "being there." Iwasn't surprised,
impressed me this time around was the
therefore, that the Orfeo excelled in requality of the bass lines. The Orfeo nicely
creating the mood and space of live
resolved both the harpsichord and organ
recordings. Mr. Graceful—Tommy Flancontinuo, with excellent pitch definition.
agan—made avisit to the Village Vanguard on October 18 and 19, 1986—a This is atough test—these instruments
memorable occasion (Nights at the Vanare partly masked by the rest of the
guard, Uptown UP27.29). The trio
orchestra.
Double-bass was portrayed with con(Tommy on piano, George Mraz on bass,
Al Foster on drums) really swings, and, vincing body and tightness. The Orfeo
thanks to recording whiz Rudy Van was also able to resolve the lowest
Gelder, we can all relive those nights at octaves of organ bass. However, bass
will. With the Orfeo in the chain, Iwas
impact was deficient. In particular, kickable to walk into the Vanguard through drum and timpani were low on punch
atransparent soundstage with the feeling and slam. You should be able to "feel"
that the ambient signature of that venue
the pounding of the drum head; the
had been fully deciphered. The clarity
Orfeo was too polite in this respect.
of expression and 3-D image palpability
Treble transients were well controlled
made it easy to suspend belief: Iknew I and sounded pure, without the glare and
was there.
grunge afflicting lesser amps. The lower
Chick Corea's Trio Music, Live in Europe treble was absolutely natural in color and
(ECM 1310, German LP) is aperfect blended nicely with the upper mids.
example of natural sound in the service Extreme treble sparkle was, however,
of energetic and inspired performances
diminished.
Dynamic contrasts from soft to loud
"bottled" for posterity. The pace and
drive of the music remained unhindered
—the tnicrodynamics of the music—
and fully intact. Iwas easily able to men- bloomed with verve. When scaling peaks
tally reach out and place myself in the from loud to very loud, the Orfeo gave
its all, sounding like a much more
crowd.
Midrange textures sounded liquid and powerful amp. But compression and
remarkably sweet—virtues that perfectly
even clipping occurred sporadically—
complemented the reproduction of strings even with the Poly Natalias. A case in
and soprano voice. Joan Baez (Vol. I, Van- point is Lesley Olsher's "Lay All Your
guard VMD-2077) was catered to in a Love On Me" (jazz Me, Vital Music 011):
first-class manner, as were two other The power of the human voice is such
very special ladies: Shirley Horn (A Lazy that anatural recording without any
small cage, or, more precisely, alattice
of small metal plates. This structure, in
addition to doing the obvious task of
protecting the tubes, serves to increase
heat dissipation by improving the flow
of air past the output tube.
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"At the risic ofperturbing owners
of my e er work, here are
my best
a
le designs ever."
_David
Satz

Gold Ec pseTM

Please don't imagine I'm ungrateful to those
audiophiles and reviewers whose ears and hearts were
won over by my designs in the past. It's just that time has
marched on, and I've founded anew company. Once again, I
have designed anew generation of audio cable.
The difference this time is in the details. Countless subtle
and varied musical details are revealed by the unprecedented
resolution, spatial coherence, and harmonic integrity my
cables provide. Several proprietary design details Ideveloped
made these improvements possible.
Iredesigned* the concentric cable structure Ibegan developing twelve years ago, redefined the limits of connector
quality, and refined our metallurgy to compete with the
world's best. Our unique phono plugs* feature an 0-ring
tensioning device and gold/copper or solid silver contacts for
unmatched conductivity. Our solid silver polymer-spring
banana plugs* rival the sound purity of our solid silver
spades.
The materials Ihave utilized, grain-optimized copper or
solid silver conductors and teflont or microporous teflon
dielectrics, are the finest ayailabie at each price level.
Iask only that you audition and compare before your next
purchase. That's how certain Iam you'll share my enthusiasm.
WIREOCIRLD"
S ETTING THE W ORLD

Silver EclipseTM

EclipserM

O N ITS

E AR

PolarisTM
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3320 Griffin Road, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33312 •305-962-2650 •Fax 305-962-2603

•Patent Pending

IS DuPont

compression, when played back at a
realistic volume level, can challenge the
headroom of any audiophile system.
Vocal peaks on this track have been
clipped or compressed on just about
every system I've auditioned to date—
both in my listening room and at shows.
The moral of this story is that 30W is a
real limit, even for a93dB-sensitive
loudspeaker.
Tonally, the Orfeo is laid-back and
relaxed—this primarily attributable to
the nature of its midrange. It lacked the
vividness of aCary 805 or of my own
"Ongaku." No, that's not Audio Note's
outrageously priced ($69,900), 211-based
single-ended amplifier, but a "poor
man's" copy of the Ongaku circuit. The
Ongaku-Cox amp was built for me in
monoblock fashion by comrade and
Buddhist monk Ron Cox. It's afaithful
copy of Audio Note's circuitry, as published in Sound Practices magazine,
2 but
dispenses with AN's silver technology.
Even so, with copper and the CAD 805
output transformer, the amp sounds
spectacular: vivid yet opulent micis, harmonic bloom that won't quit, and aspatial impression that invites the listener on
atour of the soundstage.
This feeling of being able to walk into
the original acoustic of the recording,
already beyond the capability of most
amps, was simply not as profound with
the Orfeo in the chain. For all its sweetness and liquidity, Istill found it atad
more difficult to immerse myself in the
illusion than with the Ongaku-Cox or
the Cary 805.
The Orfeo's overall sonic flavor didn't
really fit in with the sound I've come to
expect from 211-based SE designs. In
terms of midrange voicing, the Orfeo
aligned itself more closely with some of
the really cool 300B-based SE designs
I've heard: sweet, refined, suave, but
lacking galvanic spark. Iwas expecting
more in the way of dramatic fireworks;
hence, my impression of an overly civilized midrange.

lkHz and 3.3 ohms at 20kHz from the
8ohm tap. From the 4ohm tap, the output impedance was just under 1.7 ohms
below lkHz, increasing to just under 1.8
ohms at 201cHz. This is ahigh value, even
as tube amplifiers go. The performance
of the Orfeo will depend on the loudspeaker/cable load, with alikely audible
impact on the system's frequency
response, the character of which will
depend in turn on the combined loudspeaker/cable impedance.
The Orfeo's DC offset measured lmV
in both channels, though the reading was
quite erratic and clearly afunction of
very-low-frequency noise However, the
measured signal/noise ratio (unweighted
ref. 1W into 8ohms) was afine 98.7dB
(101.7dB, balanced). The Orfeo was noninverting; inserting apositive impulse at
the input resulted in apositive impulse
at the output. Using its balanced input,
pin 2was positive, as specified.
The frequency response of the Orfeo
at 1W into 8ohms is shown in fig.l.
There's little change in response with
load/output tap configuration. Iwould
expect the moderate rolloff in the high
meaS
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Fig.l Bel Canto Orfeo, frequency response at
(from top to bottom): IW into 8ohms, 8
ohm tap; 2W into 4ohms, 4ohm tap; 2W
into 4ohms, 8ohm tap (0.5dB/vertical
div.).

2Sound Practices, Box 180562, Austin, TX 78718.
Voice/fax: (512)339-6229.
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Fig.4 Bel Canto Orfeo, THD+noise vs
frequency at (from top to bottom): 4W
into 2ohms, 4ohm tap; 2W into 4ohms,
4ohm tap; and IW into 8ohms, 8ohm
tap.

M EASUREMENTS FROM T
J
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(Except as noted, the measurements were
taken using the unbalanced inputs.)
Following its 1
/-power precondition2
ing test, the Orfeo was hot in the vicinity
of its output-tube heatsinking tower, but
not unduly m. Its input impedance measured just under 94k ohms (just under
95k ohms balanced). Its voltage gain was
19.6dB driving an 8ohm load from the
8ohm tap, dropping to 16.6dB driving
a4ohm load from the 4ohm tap. Its output impedance measured 3ohms below

frequencies-1.5dB at 20kHz—to be
audible as asubtle softening of the sound.
The small-signal 11cHz squarewave shape
in fig.2, while generally good, shows a
moderate overshoot aid oscillation at the
leading edge, overlaid by the leadingedge rounding associated with the
rolled-off top octave The latter is dearer
in fig.3, the 10kHz squarewave, which
shows asmall, well-damped oscillation
with afrequency of about 40kHz. Again,
the HF rolloff of fig.1 is visible here in
the wave's relatively slow risetime.
The THD +noise vs frequency curves
for the Orfeo are shown in fig.4. This is
arespectable result for asingle-ended
amplifier, but note the importance of
matching the output tap and load impedance Clearly, the Orfeo is not comfortable with a2ohm load, partly (but probably not entirely) because it must be
driven from a4ohm tap. (Also, with its
high output impedance and a2ohm
load, nearly half of the available voltage
from the Orfeo is being dropped inside
the amplifier itself.)
The low-power distortion waveform
is shown in fig5. It shows astrong thirdharmonic content, with some higherorder components. The waveform is
essentially the same with a4ohm load
(4 ohm tap, not shown). Interestingly, the
waveform for a2ohm load (4 ohm tap,
not shown) shows apurer second-harmonic content. This may partially compensate for the higher total-distortion
content into this load.
Fig.6 shows the spectrum of the Bel

TIm

m

Fig.2 Bel Canto Orfeo, IkHz squarewave at 2W
into 8ohms.

o

Tim In 212
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Fig.3 Bel Canto Orfeo,
2W into 8ohms.

0kHz squarewave at
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Fig.5 Bel Canto Orfeo, I
kHz waveform at
2.8W into 8ohms, 8ohm tap (top);
distortion and noise waveform with
fundamental noteled out (bottom).
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the new Arcam Alpha 5 system
Close your eyes and see the difference between Arcam's all

affordability seduce you. Instead, listen to broadcast sound that is

new Alpha 5 system of hi-fi components and anything else in its

natural, clear and dynamic, without annoying sibilance or

price range.

harshness.

Ignore the fact that the Alpha 5 amplifier is our best 'budget

Finally, feast your ears an the Alpha 5 CD player - quite

audiophile' amplifier ever. (No mean achievement as its

simply, the best value high performance CD player ever produced

predecessor, the Alpha 3, has outsold all competitors in the UK for

by a UK manufacturer. And, September's What Hi-Fi? agreed,

more than 18 months.) Don't be tempted by its attractive styling
or a price tag which looks too good to be true. Just listen, and
discover for yourself aquality of sound that can only be described
as exceptional

calling it "the player to beat" and giving it aclass leading 5 star
rating. They concluded, "it's one remarkably transparent player,
seeming to be at home with all genres of music, and equally
enjoyable with all."

Next, try the Alpha 5 tuner. Again, don't let its surprising

ARCAM

Just listen. Close your eyes, open your mind, and see the light.

--Audial4influx-Corporation-MPORTFRS OF AllE) OF9-IILE PRODUCIS

Please send me information about: (tick box;!
Arcam CD players

Arcam tuners

D

Arcam cassette deck

Arcam amplifiers
Please send me abrochure with details of all Arcam producup

For more information, complete the coupon and post it to:
AwchO Influx Corporation, PO Box 381, Highland Lakes, New Jersey 07422-0381
Tel: (201)764 8958

Name
Address
Town /City
State
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Canto output reproducing a50Hz input
at alevel of 20W into a4ohm load from
the 4ohm tap eh rated power). The harmonics are clearly visible, decreasing in
level with increasing frequency. The
strongest of these harmonics is the third,
at 150Hz, which lies 35dB below the
fundamental (1.7%). The harmonics remain above -60dB (0.1%) until the
eighth, at 400Hz. Though none of the
individual harmonics is higher than the
1111111.00..11 ••11.1.18.1111111•Uolomf«ben.i1MIA•111•1.1
ILO
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Fig.6 Bel Canto Orfeo, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC—I kHz, at 20W into 4ohms,
4ohm tap (linear frequency scale). Note
that the third harmonic at 150Hz is the
highest in level, at —35dB (1.7%).

Fig.7 Bel Canto Orfeo, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC—I kHz, at 11W into 4ohms,
4ohm tap (linear frequency scale). Note
that the second harmonic at 100Hz is the
highest in level, at —42dB (0.8%).
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Fig.8 Bel Canto Orfeo, HF intermodulation
spectrum. DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 9W
into 8ohms, 8ohm tap (linear frequency
scale).
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Fig.9 Bel Canto Orfeo, distortion vs output
power into (from bottom to top at IW):
4ohms, 4ohm tap; 8ohms, 8ohm tap; 8
ohms, 4ohm tap; 2ohms, 4ohm tap; and
4ohms, 8ohm tap.
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third, this is still rather amediocre result.
Fig.7 shows the results of decreasing the
output power to 11W and redoing the
spectral analysis. The highest component
is now the second harmonic (-42dB, or
0.8%), and the fourth harmonic and
higher components remain below -67dB
(about 0.045%), which is better, if still
on the edge of audibility.
Fig.8 shows the spectral artifacts (IM
distortion) in response to acombined
19 +20kHz signal at 9W output into 8
ohms (a level just before visible clipping
occurred with this very demanding test
signal). The highest components here are
at 18kHz and 21kHz, down just over
38dB, or 1.2%, plus the lIcHz difference
tone at about the same level. The response
into a4ohm load, also at 9W (again, just
prior to clipping with this signal), was
very similar (not shown).
The THD+ noise vs level curves for the
Orfeo are shown in fig.9. Important to
note here is that the output does not quite
reach the rated 30W, even at aTHD +
noise level of 10%. Also, and not unexpectedly, the lowest levels of distortion
were obtained when the load matched
the output tap. With such matching, the
distortion—low-order and therefore
subjectively benign—only rose above
1% close to the maximum output level.
The measured discrete-clipping levels are
shown in Table 1, both for our usual 1%
THD +noise level and for amore generous 3% value.
Altogether, the Bel Canto Orfeo's
bench-test results were respectable for
an amplifier of this type, though in no
way exceptional in absolute terms. It fallç
about 20% short of meeting its rated
power, even at a3% THD +noise level.
It also falls into that category of amplifier
(all of whose members are, in my experience, tube designs) whose high output
impedances make loudspeaker matching acritical proposition. The Bel Canto
Orfeo, like all such designs, must be auditioned with the loudspeakers with which
it is to be used if you are to hear the spectral balance you are likely to get in your
system.
—Thomas J. Norton

FINAL THOUGHTS FROM DO

It's gratifying to see the single-ended
flame fanned by aproduct of the Orfeo's
caliber. It blends old and new technology to deliver an amplifier that makes no
excuses at the frequency extremes. It
combines treble detail with excellent bass
definition, while painting adelicious
view of the mids.
Nowhere in this galaxy will you find
asweeter, more refined 30W of power
at this asking price. These 30 watts will
sound more powerful than you might

Table 1: Bel Canto Orfeo Clipping
(THD+noise at IkHz)
loadlTap
ohms

I%
W (d0W)

3%
W (dBW)

8/8
(line)

17.5 (12.4)
122V

25 (14)
I23V

414
(line)

18.1 (9.6)

24.3 (10.9)

I22V

12IV

2/4
(line)

3.4 (-0.7)
121V

12.9 (5.1)
12IV

think, because the amp's sonic signature
remains constant until driven to the limit.
With many 100-waiters, it's always obvious that the amp is working hard because
distortion products rise rapidly with
power output. Toob Man could live happily ever after with this amp. Highly
recommended.
—Dick Olsher $

The truth,
the whole truth,
and nothing but the
trul h...

... so he' p me DPA!
It is a truth universally acknowledged, that

clarity of sound allows true involemnet with
music.
If you crave musical truth, listen to DPA!

In US and Canada
For further information contact:
Audiophile Imports
2012B Main St.
Cross Plains, WI 53528
(608-798-3338)FAX(608-798-3359)
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The new Creek 4240 makes
music of such subtle delicacy
you'll swear you're listening to
the real thing.

Remarkably this integrated
amplifier is priced below $600.

tree

OTHERS MAKE SOUND. CREEK MAKES MUSIC.
IMPORTED EXCLUSIVELY BY MUSIC HALL 108 STATION ROAD GREAT NECK, NY 11023

516.487.3663 FAX 516.773.3891

The Original Cable Jacket® Inc.

After the Quiet...

Authorized
Ambrosia Audio

True Music
comes
through!
IMDE IN USA
PetrEMT

Now, User Friendly "Starter 6Pack" Available.

360 GRAND AVENUE #310
OAKLAND CA 94610 USA
TEL 510 893 8403 FAX 893 3818

Dealers

Sound Works

Hong Kong

Bel Air, CA

Kensington, MD

Lyric Amlio

310 440 5522

301 929 8600

852 750 8187

Audio Directions

TinEar Swen

India

Honolulu, HI

Richland, WA

Audio Bombay

808 732 6550

509 916 1529

9122 363 6209

Esoteric Audio

Systems

Indonesia

Scottsdale, AZ

Point neasant, PA

Music Image

602 946 8128

215 297 8824

62 21 690 4336

Hi End Audio

Underground Sod

Italy

Hopkins, MN

Memphis, TN

Audio Natali

612 933 4064

901 272 1275

0572 77 25 95

Listening Room

Vagyuel Audio

Singapore

Sursdale, NY

Puerto Rico

Hi Fi Corner

914 472 4558

809 783 0651

65 338 9418

Manyan Systems

Russia,..Mmcmy

Sound Plus

Memphis, TN

Eugerica, Ltd.

Vancouver, B. C.

901 685 0360

7095

MuUc Lovers

Australia

Spain

Berkeley, CA

Hip,11 End Audio

AudioFilo

510 641 7166

612638 5374

34 63 33 1156

New Zealand

Brunei

Thailand

Intrinsic Audio

Aserssuil Ileum

Audio Excellence

64 3349 9119

673 2448840

662 266 3627

79 3753

604 873 4571

See Reviews, Stereophik Nov. 1993,
The Absolute Sound #59. 092.

Kahle jacket!'" will drain the grit andgrunge from your system!
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SNELL TYPE D &PSB STRATUS SILVER
LOUDSPEAKERS
Thomas J. Norton
PSB Stratus Silver. Two-way, floor-mounted, reflex-loaded loudspeaker. Drive-units:
1" metal-dome tweeter; two 6.5" polypropylene-cone woofers. Crossover frequencies:
500Hz (18dB/octave, Butterworth) and 2100Hz (24dB/octave, Linkwitz-Riley). Frequency
response: 40Hz-20kl-fz, ±1.5dB (on-axis); 40Hz-10kHz, ±1.5t1B (30° off-axis, horizontal).
Sensitivity: 89dB/W/m (2.83V), anechoic; 91dB1W/m (2.83V), typical listening room.
Rated impedance:4 ohms. Minimum impedance: 4ohms. Amplifier requirements:
10-200W (with <10% clipping). Dimensions: 38.75" Hby 9.5" W by 13.5" D. VVeight:
60 lbs. Finishes available: light oak, dark oak, black oak, high-gloss black. Serial numbers
of units tested: 302017/302018. Price: from $15001pair. Approximate number of dealers:
170. Manufacturer. PSB Speakers, lenbrook Industries, Ltd., 633 Granite Court, Pickering, Ontario LIW 3K1, Canada. Tel: (905) 831-6333. Fax: (905) 831-6936.
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narecent telephone conversation,
Stereophde contributor Guy Lemcoe (absent from these pages of late,
but still at it and working on aflurry of
new reviews) relayed his increasing frustration with stand-mounted loudspeakers
—not with the sound, but with the
hassles. I'm less bothered by them—
many stand-mounted loudspeakers have
much to recommend them—but Ido
agree that the price of an appropriate pair
of stands must be factored into the equation. There's also much to be said for
floorstanding loudspeakers which take
up no more living space than minimonitors on stands.
Both of the loudspeakers under consideration here meet this qualification.
These slender, sleek columns use the
space otherwise wasted around the stands
to provide bass extension and power
handling that exceed those of most
minimonitors, and at amore than competitive price.
The PSB Stratus Silver and Snell Type
D are the creations of two of the more
successful, productive designers in the
business: Paul Barton of PSB (the Pand
B are his initials, the Shis wife's), and
Kevin Voecks of Snell Acoustics. Both
designers have used the testing facilities
at Canada's National Research Council
(NRC) to fine-tune their designs. The
NRC is the most advanced facility of its
kind in North America—possibly the
world—and is set up to do both sophisticated measurements and controlled
listening tests. While the Snell Type D
and the PSB Stratus Silver by no means
sound alike, they are not wildly different
animals—a tribute both to the talents of
their designers and the rigor imposed by
the testing facility. I'm not giving away
the conclusion when Istate up-front that
both are capable of quite exceptional
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Snell Type D. Three-way, floor-mounted, reflex-loaded loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1"
metal-dome front tweeter; I" soft-dome rear tweeter; 5" poirrowiene-cone midrange,
8" polypropylene-cone woofer. Crossover frequencies: 350Hz and 2.8kHz. Frequency
response: 36Hz-20kHz, ±1.75dB. Sensitivity: 87dBIWIm (2.83V). Nominal impedance:
8ohms. Minimum impedance: 5ohms. Amplifier requirements: 20W minimum recommended. Dimensions: 43" Hby 10.5" W by 12.5" D. Weight: 65 lbs. Finishes available: walnut, light oak, dark oak, high-gloss black. Serial numbers of units tested:
001087/001. Price: $1699/pair. Approximate number of deniers: 160. Manufacturer.
Snell Acoustics, 143 Essex St., Haverhill, MA 01832. Tel: (508) 373-6114. Fax: (508)
373-6172.

performance—and value.

DESCRIPTIONS
Snell Type D: There are no breakthroughs or unusual wrinkles in the Snell
D's design. At this price point, breakthroughs are rare, and seldom without
undesirable tradeoffs. What you want is
solid engineering, and you get it here.
The Type D is athree-way design in a
market segment increasingly given to
two-way boxes. It's agood trick to deliver deep bass and an uncolored midrange with atwo-way design.
In the Type D, the bass duties are handled by arather unassuming 8" driver,
ported at the rear. A 5" midrange handles the range from 350Hz to 2.8kHz.
Above that, a1" titanium-dome tweeter
—the same one used in the more expensive Types C V and B minor—takes over.
There's also arear-firing, soft-dome
tweeter that can be switched off, if
desired. The latter, something of aSnell
trademark, is designed to supplement the
in-room response at the highest frequencies. As an anti-diffraction measure, the
midrange and front tweeter are surrounded by heavy felt. The grilles are
removable; Idid all of my listening with
them off.
The inputs on the rear allow for biwiring, which Iused for most of my critical listening. Snell also provides two
rear-panel features which are rare today:
afuse on the tweeter, and apotentiometer to adjust tweeter level. Ihave reservations about both: A fuse is essentially
anonlinear resistor in the circuit, and
potentiometer contacts are subject to
atmospheric corrosion. Still, both of
these are minor problems, and the benefits—tweeter protection and adegree of
user control over system balance—are
obviously considered by Snell to be
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worth these elusive performance or reliability tradeoffs.
The Type D's tall, slender design is
more than just a fashion statement,
though it's an undeniably well-finished,
elegantly shaped, solidly built, yet unobtrusive cabinet which takes up little floor
space. Its height places the point between
the midrange and tweeter about 37.5" off
the floor (when the furnished spikes are
used)—a reasonable match to an adult
listener's ear-height in atypical lowslung easy chair or couch. (It's not
uncommon for floorstanding loudspeakers to be designed to be heard
properly only by large dogs and small
children.)
As with all of then- loudspeakers, Snell
states that their quality-control procedures involve matching every production Type D to the original design reference to within afraction of adecibel.
PSB Stratus Silver: Another slender,
floor-mounted, tower speaker, the Stratus Silver builds on the design and sound
qualities of PSB's established Stratus
Gold and Mini designs. In the Silver, two
6.5" polymer-cone woofers with nitrilePVC suspensions cover the bass and
midrange. As is becoming increasingly
common in dual-woofer designs, these
woofers do not cover the same range:
both operate in parallel up to 500Hz; the
bottom woofer is then rolled off rapidly
(at 18dB/oc-tave), while the upper woofer
continues on up to 2.1kHz, where the 1"
aluminum-dome tweeter takes over.
Thus, while the Stratus Silver is technically atwo-way design, you could,
with some justification, call it athreeway. Using two small woofers to cover
the bass region rather than one with the
same cone area produces some theoretical advantages in bass power handling
139

ABSOLUTE PURITY
IN DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE
Using the purest operating mode
possible to deliver the most natural
reproduction achievable: the singleended Class A Aleph 0 power amplifier
from Pass Laboratories.
21555 Limestone Way, Foresthill
California 95631
(916) 367-3690 Fax (916) 367-2193
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Snell Type D loudspeaker

and extension.I PSB doesn't claim that
the Stratus Silver can match the bass
linearity and output capability of the
larger Stratus Gold, which has a10"
woofer, but they do argue that it goes
nearly as deep.
Though the Stratus Silver might seem
shorter than optimum for aproper listening height, the vertical-dispersion
pattern of the midrange-tweeter output
is designed to tilt upward slightly (this
is why the woofer which covers the midrange region is mounted above the tweeter,
as in other Stratus models). This should
1Everything else being equal (is it ever?), alarger driver
will still have amore extended bass response than a
smaller one for the same diaphragm excursion. Smaller
drivers can be made to go very deep into the bass, but
the output capability drops rapidly with reduced size
You might be able to make a2' driver that extends into
the subwoofer region, but you would never hear the bass
it would produce at any power input it could handle.
The insensitivity of the human ear to low-level bass
doesn't help here, either_
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result in the listener hearing the designed
loudspeaker balance, even though his or
her ear height is nearly even with the top
of the cabinet.
The cabinet itzelf is solidly constructed
of aheavy wood composite that looks
like MDF. Heavy bracing is said to effectively damp any resonances—it certainly
passed my rather rudimentary knucklerap test (as had the Snell Type D). Natural cotton fiber is used for internal
acoustical damping.
The cabinet construction, as with
other members of the Stratus family, is
unique. The sides, front, and back are
joined with tongue-and-groove aluminum extrusions. Idon't know whether
or not this provides any acoustical benefits, but it certainly results in aless boxy
appearance than that of your typical
loudspeaker. The bottoms of the corner
extrusions have tapped holes for spikes.
Our Stratus Silvers were finished in a
striking, mirror-like gloss-black; several wood veneers are also available for
those who don't like the wet look. The
removable grilles are sculpted slightly to
minimize diffraction; Inevertheless left
them off for most of my listening.
Strappable rear-panel terminals allow
for bi-wiring. Idid most of my listening with the speakers bi-wired, but was
disappointed in the quality of the input
terminals. Two of them stripped when
Itightened them: the plastic hex-head,
which friction-fits over aknurled nut
itself threaded over the shaft, stripped
away from the nut—I had to tighten the
nut with pliers (I prefer to use spade lugs,
not bananas 2). Iuse anut driver when
possible (which is why Iprefer hex-head
input binding posts), but Ido try to avoid
overtightening; Idon't believe that that
was the problem here.
In the past, the same thing had happened to me on aless expensive pair of
PSB loudspeakers, but Iwas more tolerant of it there because of the price. PSB
should not be singled out here—it's an
industry-wide problem. One of the terminals on our samples of the Snell B
minor recently broke off at the shank,
necessitating minor surgery to replace
the entire terminal.

siab
PSB Stratus Silver loudspeaker

Krell KSA-300S amplifier. The preampto-power-amp interconnect was an
unbalanced Cardas Hexlink, the CDplayer-to-preamp link was TARA Labs
Master RSC. A Monster bi-wire M1.5
cable connected the power amp to the
loudspeakers. The loudspeakers were
toed-in toward the listening position.
Most of my listening was done with
the loudspeakers set up on adiagonal in
my (approximately) 26' by 18' by 11'
listening room—the same setup used in
my review of the Energy Ventas v2.8 last
SYSTEM
Both loudspeakers were inserted into a month (Vol.17 No.6). Toward the end of
my listening, Ireconfigured the system
system consisting of an Accuphase DPso that the loudspeakers were just out
65 CD player (review underway), aRowland Consummate preamplifier, and a from the long wall.
2Inormally don't like bananas (except for the yellow
kind), because most high-end cables come with spade
connectors, necessitating an extra junction point to make
them usable with bananas. Though banana terminations
on the cable itself would be the best solution, in my
experience the banana inputs in binding posts vary
enough in size to make some plugs too loose.
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SOUND

Snell Type D: In sampling some of the
same program material Iused in my
recent evaluation of the Energy Veritas
v2.8, Icouldn't help but make compar141
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isons. The Snells didn't duplicate the
consummate ease of the Energys, nor did
they reproduce quite the same huge,
enveloping soundstage The Energys also
go deeper in the bass. But none of this
is any disgrace to the Snells—they sell for
less than one-third the price What is surprising is how much they do offer.
When Itell you that the Snells, in my
listening room, produced abig, expansive sound, I'm not contradicting myself
The Energys may have sounded "bigger:' but everything's relative; without
adirect reference, the soundstage thrown
by the Type D was realistic, focused, deep,
and involving. One of our writers, in town
for our latest loudspeaker bake-off (look
for the results in next month's issue),
heard the Snells in my soundroom and
remarked particularly on this quality. "I
didn't know Snells could do that' he told
me afterward. Yes, they can. I'm certain
that my large room helped here, but the
Type Ds were clearly doing their part.
Nor do Ibacktrack when Isay that the
Snell's low-frequency performance was
amazing—you can pay alot more and
get alot less. Though marginally less
extended at the bottom and less capable
at high levels than the Ventas (on the
most challenging material, Ihad to back
off 2dB or so in output over the levels I'd
used with the Energy to get the same
unstrained quality), with the right setup,
the Snell will reveal what's happening in
the lower reaches.
And the bass was tight The double-bass
snapped to attention on the Bruce Katz
Band's Crescent Crawl (AudioQuest AQ1012). The bass-drum whacks on "The
Long Ships," from Enya's Watermark
(Geffen 24233-2), didn't curl my hair,
but they definitely had me reaching for
abrush. And the bass gymnastics on the
Patriot Games soundtrack (RCA 0786366051-2) were gripping and punchy
without any sign of distress or strain at
more than rewarding levels. Ditto for the
crescendos on Vaughan Williams's Sinfonía Antartica (Koss Classics KC-2214),
featuring bass-drum and organ passages
that'll send lesser loudspeakers running
for cover.
Through the mid- and upper bass, and
extending into the lower midrange, I
found the Type Ds very transparent,
open, and umnuddled, perhaps even a
touch lean. The latter is probably areaction to my evaluating the Snells after an
extended period of time listening to the
Energy Ventas v2.8s. The v2.8s are
decidedly rich and full-bodied in this
region, at least in my room; in comparison, the Snells sounded significantly
lighter and more neutral—at least
through the warmth region.
STEREOPHILE, J
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Through the all-important midrange,
the Type Ds were honest and convincing. Depth was well-developed, if somewhat less than the best I've heard from
loudspeakers that are much more expensive, much less capable in the bass, or
both. Yet on the right recordings—
Watermark; "Hostias:' from Berlioz's
Requiem (Telarc CD-80109); or "Tuba
Mirum" from Mozart's Requiem (Denon
81757-9152-2)—the depth dimension
left little to be desired.
If aloudspeaker can't properly reproduce the human voice, it doesn't much
matter what else it does right. The Snells
do voice The Fairfield Four, on Standing
in the Safety Zone (Warner Bros. 26945-2),
were strikingly focused, with afine separation between the individual voices.
Gordon Lightfoot's If You Could Read My
Mind (Reprise 6392-2) was palpably
right, yet Icould still hear fine gradations
in balance from cut to cut. Two of the
better-recorded pieces, "Me and Bobby
McGee" and "Sit Down Young Stranger," were not precisely the same, the
former sounding slightly cool and analytical, the latter very nearly perfect—
clean, natural, and uncolored.
Only two things detracted slightly
from the Snell's vocal reproduction: an
occasional edginess in the upper midrange/
low treble when the Ds were pushed
hard with material having alot of energy
in this region; and aslight lack of grace
when handling strong sibilants. The
former was elusive, and became virtually irrelevant when the Snells were repositioned near the room's long wall—a
location which added anot unwelcome
degree of warmth, but at the cost of
some transparency, openness, and depth.
As to the strong sibilants, they appeared
to smear just slightly, hanging on abit
too long. The treble was also alittle dry
rather than sweet and liquid. But these
qualities should not be overstated; I
wasn't particularly troubled by them, especially when the price of the Type D is
added to the equation. It may have lacked
the ultimate midrange, treble refinement,
and transparency of pricier high-end
loudspeakers, but Ican't fault it for lack
of trying. Its sound was neither forward
nor laid-back; its top end sparkled; it certainly wasn't dull or reticent. But neither
was it artificially detailed or analytical.
In the bulk of my listening to the
Snells, the action of the rear tweeter was
not afactor. Ihad positioned three-panel,
free-standing acoustic absorbers (a very
flexible room treatment manufactured
by MSB) about afoot behind the loudspeakers, extending slightly out to the
sides. Thus, most of the radiation from
the rear tweeter was absorbed. When I
WorldRadioHistory

repositioned the loudspeakers along the
room's long wall, however, the rear
tweeter's radiation no longer was afactor.
Ifound, however, that Ipreferred the
sound with the rear tweeter off. With it
on, the sense of space was enhanced, but
at the cost of adrier, grainier top end.
This may well be dependent on the
characteristics of the rear wall and the
distance of the loudspeakers from it. The
rear-panel switch for the rear tweeter is
welcome; the listener can make his or her
own determination.
However, Idid make one attempt to
slightly sweeten the top end of the Snell's
response by switching from the Monster loudspeaker cable to TARA Labs
RSC. While this softened the sibilance
region somewhat, it also made the overall
treble region less harmonically rich. The
low end was also leaner, which Ididn't
feel to be aplus in this system (I hasten
to add that Ihave found the TARA Labs
to work very well with other combinations of components). Ialso tried using
the Monster on the bass and the TARA
on the midrange-tweeter, but found the
overall sound less rewarding than using
Monster all the way. The sound was also
more dynamic with the Monster—it
sounded louder, which was not, in actuality, the case.
Not many readers are likely to drive
the Snell Type Ds with aKrell amplifier,
as Idid. To get aslightly more real-world
idea of what the Snells could do with
something more affordable, Ibriefly
listened to them driven by the new
McCormack DNA-0.5 (review in the
works), the baby brother of the DNA-1
reviewed by RH in April 1992.
The Snell with the McCormack was
asweet combination. Iwon't claim that
it equals the Krell, but the compromises
were largely subtractive, subtle, and
musically appropriate The highs were
slightly softer (a plus) with the McCormack. Only on the most challenging
material did it become clear what was
being sacrificed: some transparency,
depth, and three-dimensionality, along
with the Kre_ll's jaw-dropping bass control. But at more than two times the
power and nine times the price, the Krell
should be better. It was, but the Snells can
provide avery satisfying sound with
something much more affordable driving them.
PSB Stratus Silver: Manufacturers of
affordable loudspeakers insist on making
life miserable for reviewers. The best of
these loudspeakers can also make life difficult for those trying to sell multi-kilobuck boxes stuffed with exotic, or seemingly exotic, parts. Like the Snell Type
143
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D, the PSB Stratus Silvers didn't do fancy
tricks, or disappear into some ethereal mist
leaving nothing but apalpable presence
behind—they're not likely to take you to
another plane. But neither will any piece
of hardware. Music, on the other hand,
will. The only thing hardware can do is
stay as much out of the way as possible.
The Stratus Silver qualifies.
The Silver's top end was detailed and
very clean. Despite atouch of crispness
—almost agiven with today's metaldome tweeters—it was never etched,
clinical, or grainy. Sibilants ranged from
just about as good as it gets for pop
vocals (Gordon Lightfoot) to typically
hyped ("Superman's Song," from the
Crash Test Dummies' The Ghosts that
Haunt Me, Arista ARCD-8677). But
even in the latter case they started and
stopped quickly, with no irritating smear
or overhang. Hardness and glare were in
short supply, at least at anything resembling reasonable playback levels. Fine
details were convincingly reproduced.
At the opposite end of the spectrum,
the Silver's bass response was surprisingly potent—not exactly what you'd
expect from two pairs of 65" drivers trying to energize a +5000ft 3 listening
room. As with the Snells, the listener
unfamiliar with genuine subwoofers—
something like abig Velodyne or Muse
—could be forgiven for looking under
atable for the subs. You and /both know
that the bottom octave isn't there with
such loudspeakers as the Silver, but
unless you're areal bass freak in search
of pipe-organ heaven, you're likely to be
quite happy with the PSBs' low-end
reach—at least if your listening room is
no larger than mine.
But while the Silvers will play bass
transients 3 at surprisingly high levels,
they won't do everything. For Example,
they had no problem with the punchy
wham-barns on the Patriot Gaines soundtrack, but sounded squashed and just on
the verge of bottoming with the whacks
at the beginning of the Jurassic Park
soundtrack (MCA MCAD-10859). This
is all level-dependent, of course, but the
Snell Type D sailed through both of these
passages at the same or even marginally
higher levels. But in amore typical listening room—a space one-half to twothirds the volume of mine—I would
anticipate no problems of this nature,
unless you're trying to flush out your
neighbors.
When Ireviewed the PSB Stratus
3Iknow, Iknow—this is an oxymoron. There's no such
thing. The attacks we hear, for instance, with abrupt
bass-drum whacks, are primarily high-frequency overtones and the drum's skin sound. But we refer to them
as bass transients as aconvenient shorthand to avoid
spilling too much printer's ink—which I
just did.
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Gold (Vol.14 No.2, p.146), Inoted a
slightly forward quality to the midrange.
The same holds true for the Stratus Silver. But it's not so forward as to be "in
your face"—just forward enough to lend
abelievable presence to the sound. Combine that with asubtle warmth through
the upper bass and lower midrange, and
you have asound which is very much
"there"—perhaps ashade too much, but
Iwas still captivated by the Silver's vocal
reproduction. Coloration was low, the
sense of involvement high. "Voice is simply luscious," Iwrote in my listening
notes on hearing "Oh, Holy Night,"
from Christmas Time with theJudds (RCA
6422-2-R)—a recording which comes
as dose as I've heard to defining the state
of the art in female pop vocals. Despite
the somewhat forward balance, depth
rendition was good—not spectacular,
but convincing nonetheless.
Repositioning the Stratus Silvers to the
listening room's long wall proved a
mixed bag: It added to the midbass
warmth, which, while not unpleasant,
did reduce inner detailing ançl depth.
Every room is different; my experience
merely points out, yet again, the need to
experiment with setup to get the best
from apair of loudspeakers. The Stratus Silvers are not unique in this respect.
Ispent some time near the end of the
reviewing period auditioning the Stratus
Silvers with the McCormack DNA-0.5.
The changes were virtually identical to
those when the McCormack was combined with the Snells. Again, the most
obvious difference was aslightly softer
top end with the McCormack; again,
that was an appropriate match with
the PSBs.

what more crisp, and perhaps less linear
on top; yet, at the same time, they were
abit smoother and more finely grained.
The Snells sounded more dry, and while
adjusting their tweeter-level controls
helped abit here, backing off too much
took the life ont of the low and midtreble. (I settled on asetting of about
11:00.) In any event, neither loudspeaker
sounded soft oroverly sweet, and should
not, in my judgment, be mated to an
otherwise top-heavy system.
Both the Snells and the PSBs played
at surprisingly high levels without strain.
The Snells exhibited atrace of glare or
hardness in the low treble with increasing levels before the PSBs did, but this
wasn't aserious problem with either
loudspeaker at any level at which Icared
to listen. On the other hand, the Snells
reached deeper into the bass with greater
ease than did the PSBs. While the increased
warmth of the PSBs in the midbass
increased my sense of involvement on
small-scale, simply scored material, it did
result in the Snells sounding abit more
open and transparent on complex, largescale material, with amore obvious feeling of depth.

M EASUREMENTS

JA provided me with his measurements
on the loudspeakers after my auditioning
was complete.
The Type D's sensitivity was estimated
at 86.5dB/W/m (B-weighted). Its impedance with the rear tweeter off is shown
in fig.l. Its minimum impedance drops
to 3.7 ohms at 90Hz, but only briefly; the
Type D should not be adifficult loudspeaker to drive. The port is tuned to just
above 30Hz (the "saddle" between the
typical, ported-box double-hump in the
low-frequency impedance). Although
COMPARISONS
Following my listening to the PSBs, I the high-frequency level control reduces
the impedance above 500Hz, it doesn't
returned briefly to the Snell Type Ds to
make the Snell difficult to drive at any
nail down my impressions of the differsetting. The phase angle of the impedences between the two loudspeakers.
ance is also relatively benign. SwitchingBoth are honest performers, and honest
in the rear tweeter with the level control
values in atough market segment. Both
on maximum, however (not shown),
belong solidly in Class C of our "Recdoes cause the impedance magnitude to
ommended Components" listing; Isusdip to 3.2 ohms just above 10kHz and to
pect that, under the right circumstances
in the right systems, they might embar- just below 4ohms above 20kHz—still
unlikely to cause problems with any
rass more than afew Class B residents.
But they aren't the same sonically. The well-designed amplifier.
Fig.2 shows the FFT-derived responses
Snells, overall, sounded abit cooler than
the PSBs, particularly on small-scale of (from left to right) the port (nearfield),
material. The Snells were probably more the woofer (nearfield), and the midrange/tweeter (45" on-axis). The level
accurate in that respect, but also abit less
of the port output shown here was deterinvolving—particularly on solo vocals—
than the more immediate presence and mined by relating the area of the port to
that of the woofer (more precist-ly, by the
warmth of the Stratus Silvers. The Snells
square roots of their relative areas). The
struck me as the more analytic of the two
port tuning frequency indicated here—
loudspeakers, though neither was unnatthe frequency at which the woofers have
urally etched. The PSBs sounded someWorldRadioHistory
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their minimum motion and the port its
maximum output—is 32Hz. A residual
resonance in the port results in aslight
peak at about 240Hz, but is low enough
in level to be inconsequential. The response is remarkably smooth through
the midrange and high frequencies—
one of the best results we've measured,
in fact. The deep notch at about 23kHz
may have been designed to control the
ultrasonic resonant mode typical of
metal-dome tweeters. Only your pet bat
will notice.
The overall frequency response of the
Snell Type D is shown in fig.3. Here, the
response below 300Hz is the combined
nearfield output of the woofer and port
(summed in both magnitude and phase);
the response above 300Hz was taken at
45" on the tweeter axis, averaged across
a30° horizontal window. (The summing
of the woofer and port output and combining these with the response of the
Ymilme111àgrarifi•Imi•111•••••rmille
flp
07.11

+1.8
41.11
4111
102

100

1211

Fig.l Snell D. eectrica "mpedance solid) and
phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Snell D. individual quasi-anechoic responses
of port, woofer, and midrange/tweeter on
tweeter axis at 45" and corrected for
microphone response, with nearfield
woofer, port, and midrange responses
below 700Hz, 420Hz, and 700Hz,
respectively.
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upper drivers is not aprecise exercise, but
the method we use is currently the most
widely accepted.)
The bottom end holds up very well,
with amoderate rise (about 3dB) at
about 75Hz. An analysis of the nearfield
responses of the driver and port on an
expanded scale (not shown) indicates that
part of this rise is due to the port output
reinforcing the woofer's upper-bass output. With typical room reinforcement,
the Type D's bottom end should be useful down to at least 30Hz. The response
remains superbly linear through the
midrange and highs, with only atrace of
roughness evident in the mid-treble—far
less than in most loudspeakers we've
measured.
The slight depression in the lower
midrange corresponds quite well with
the slight leanness Inoted in my original positioning of the Type Ds; when
placed closer to awall, the entire bass and
lower midrange will be reinforced. This
should fill-in the dip in the warmth
region (evident when Itried such a
setup), at the probable cost of an increase
of energy below 100Hz. This, of course,
is dependent on the characteristics of the
room, which is never linear below
200-300Hz.
The action of the tweeter-level control is shown in fig.4, relative to the 12:00
setting. The control affects the entire treble range, with areasonably flat shelving
action. The control is not full-on/fulloff, but acts over amore limited range,
providing auseful degree of boost and
cut. Fig.5 shows the response of the rear
tweeter, with alimited bandpass centtbred
at about 12kHz. The rise in resp4ise
visible below lkHz is simply due tathe
omnidirectional characteristics of the
woofer, and should be ignored her
The horizontal-response family of a
Snell Type D, with any on-axis response
deviations subtracted so that the on-axis
response appears flat, is shown in fig.6.

The response remains very consistent
over awide angle and asmooth rolloff
farther off-axis. The peaking visible just
above 20kFlz off-axis is simply the result
of normalizing the curves to make the
on-axis response appear flat. That is, the
amount that must be added to the on-axis
response to make it appear flat must also
be added to the off-axis response, which
apparently does not exhibit the same
suckout.
The latter observation indicates stronger
output above 20kHz off-axis than on-,
telling me that the on-axis HF notch is
an intended design characteristic of the
tweeter itself, rather than part of the
crossover design!' The "problem," however, spans only avery narrow range of
interest—again, only of interest to bats
and other small furry creatures.
The vertical-response family in fig.7
indicates minimal vertical interference
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Fig.4 Snell D, effect of HF control set to
maximum and minimum positions,
normalized to response on HF axis
(5dB/vert cal div.).
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Fig.5 Snell D, quasi-anechoic response on rear
tweeter axis at 45", corrected for
microphone response.
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Fig.3 Snell D. quasi-anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 45", averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with complex sum
of nearfield woofer and port responses
below 240Hz.
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Fig.6 Snell D, horizontal response family at 45", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from back
to front: differences in response 90°-5° off-axis: reference response: differences in response
5°-90° off-axis on tweeter side of baffle.
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impedance is shown in fig.12. Its minimum impedance is about 3.2 ohms at
150Hz; it remains slightly below 4ohms
from about 90Hz to 300Hz. This should
not be aproblem for any well-designed
amplifier, though it's in afrequency range
where significant power demands are
often made. The port tuning lies at 29Hz;
an overdamped condition is indicated by
the fact that the leftmost of the two bass
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Fig.7 Snell D, vertical response family at 45", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from back to
front: differences in response 15*-5° above tweeter axis; reference response; differences 5°15° below tweeter axis.

and lobing. Only asuckout above the
tweeter axis at about 2.8kHz mars the
result; the listening axis should be at or
slightly below the tweeter height-not
adifficult requirement to meet. Again,
the peaking visible here above 20kHz is
aresult of normalizing the on-axis response to be flat in presenting the result.
The impulse response on the tweeter
axis (fig.8) is typical oía system with a
high-order crossover-Snell has long
believed in the desirability of such networks. The ringing often seen with metal
drive-units is visible out to about 5ms;
though it's well damped, it does "take
off" again slightly at about 4.6ms.
The Snell's step response is shown in
fig.9. This response is the output of the
loudspeaker presented with aDC voltage step at its input, and ideally should
resemble atriangle with an initial perpendicular rise from the time axis and
then an almost straight-sloped return to
that axis. (A loudspeaker is, effectively,
ahigh-pass filter which will respond to
aDC input by an instantaneous displacement but which cannot retain that displacement, since aloudspeaker cannot
reproduce aDC signal.) The response
here indicates that the drivers in the Snell
are all connected in the same positive
polarity. The Type D is not time-aligned,
however; the midrange output (the second peak from the left) is about 0.25ms
behind that of the tweeter. The woofer
(the peak with amaximum output at
about 5.2ms) follows approximately
1.5ms later.
The cumulative spectral-decay, or
waterfall, plot is shown in fig.10. This is
afairly clean response, especially the first
12dB of decay, with abit of low-level
4An electrical network cannot distinguish between a
driver's on- and off-axis radiations. Control of the radiation pattern with acrossover network can only be done
when two or more drive-units' responses overlap hi the
frequency range in question, providing an opportunity
to use the mutual interference patterns of the two drivers
(usually aliability) to positive effect. That's clearly not
the case here, with asingle tweeter operating above
20kHz.
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hash in the presence region and slightly
less in the mid-treble.
Analysis of the cabinet panel's vibration characteristics using aplastic polymer accelerometer indicated avery wellbraced cabinet with no serious modes.
The most significant mode, shown in
fig.11, is at 322Hz, radiating from the top
of the cabinet-a location likely to be the
least significant, subjectively.
The Snell Type D's measurements
would be excellent in aloudspeaker costing three times as much. With its smooth
frequency response, sensible impedance
characteristics, and well-braced cabinets,
there's little to fault.
The PSB's sensitivity was high, at a
calculated 885c1B/W/m (B-weighted). Its

.00
talton ova

Fig.8 Snell D, impulse response on tweeter axis
at 45" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
10

Fig.9 Snell D. step response on tweeter axis at
45" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).

Fig.I0 Snell D, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 45" (0.15ms risetime).
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peaks in the impedance magnitude plot
is lower in magnitude. The slight wrinkle
in the curve at about 26kHz (visible in
both the magnitude and phase plots) corresponds to the metal-dome tweeter's
ultrasonic resonance.
Fig.13 shows the FFT responses of
(from left to right) the nearfield response
of the port, the combined sum of the
nearfield responses of the two woofers,
and the midrange/tweeter-the latter
measured at 45" on-axis. The relative
level of the port output shown here (and
in figs.15 and 16) was determined in the
same manner as it was with the Snell
Type D, above: by weighting it in the
ratio of the square root of the relative
areas. The top end of the woofers'
responses, and the bottom end of the
tweeter's, show well-controlled rolloffs
of about 24dB/octave, with the crossover
frequency visible at about 2kHz. The
separate responses of the two woofers
and the port-plotted only up to lkHz
to show more detail-are shown in

fig.14. Note here that, as specified, the
lower woofer rolls off at afaster rate than
the upper. The port output peaks at
about 30Hz, and the two woofers have
their minimum motion points slightly
below this (and at slightly different frequencies from each other).
The overall measured response of the
Stratus Silver may be seen in figs.15 and
16. At the top end, the tweeter-axis
response of fig.15 and the listening-axis
response of fig.16 (27" and 36" from the
floor, respectively) may be seen to be
remarkably similar-indicating good
dispersion and avery linear response.
Only some minor, narrow-band roughness is visible-a bit smoother, as might
be expected, in the averaged response.
The metal-dome tweeter's resonance is
visible in both graphs as asharp peak at
26kHz.
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Fig.15 PSB Stratus Silver, anechoic response on
tweeter axis, 27" from ground, at 45",
averaged across 30° horizontal window
and corrected for microphone response,
with complex sum of nearfield woofer
and port responses below 300Hz.
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Fig. 3 PSB Stratus Silver, individual quasianechoic responses of port, woofers, and
tweeter on tweeter axis at 45" and
corrected for microphone response, with
nearfield woofer and port responses
below 250Hz and 600Hz, respectively.
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Fig. 6 PSB Stratus Silver, anechoic response on
listening axis 36" from ground, at 45",
corrected for microphone response, with
complex sum of nearfield woofer and
port responses below 300Hz.

The presence-region dip visible in
fig.15 is from taking this measurement
on the tweeter's vertical axis. As noted
in the description of the PSB, the dispersion pattern has been designed to put the
optimum axis somewhat higher. As may
be seen in fig.16, the dip fills-in nicely at
this more typical listening height. Both
curves show an initially gradual rolloff
in the bass, followed by afaster slope
below about 40Hz: the -6dB point is at
alow 33Hz.
The horizontal-response family of a
PSB Stratus Silver, with any on-axis
response deviations subtracted so that the
on-axis response appears as flat, is shown
in fig.17. This is avery good result, with
the off-axis rolloff occurring in a
smooth, well-controlled fashion, and the
tweeter resonance again more prominent
above 20kHz. The vertical-response
family in fig.18 again shows the suckout
that occurs in the crossover region at
heights below about 32", and another,
narrower suckout at aslightly lower frequency (about lkHz), which will only
be aserious problem when auditioning
the Stratus Silvers when standing up-a
common (and misguided) listening position in shops and at shows. The latter
suckout is due to interference between
the two woofers.
The impulse response on the tweeter
axis is shown in fig.19. A trace of ultrasonic ringing is visible from the tweeter,
but it's well-damped. The step response
of the PSB is shown in fig.20. The drivers
are all connected in the same, positive
polarity. The Stratus Silver, as with most
loudspeakers, is not time-aligned-the
woofer response lags the tweeter by
about 0.5ms.
The cumulative spectral-decay, or
waterfall, plot is shown in fig.21. A small
but not atypical amount of hash is visible
in the tweeter's response. Two mid-treble
modes are also visible at about 4kHz and
6kHz. The latter may be woofer-cone
breakup modes (note in fig.13 that there
are two discontinuities in the response
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Fig.I4 PSB Stratus Silver, nearfield responses of
port and woofers. The lower woofer rolls
off above 200Hz, with a-3dB point at
500Hz.
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of the woofers' rolloff, at just above
4kHz and again at 5.5-6kHz). These are,
however, very low in level, and perhaps
of only academic interest. The ridge just
above 15kHz is not due to the loudspeaker; it comes from the computer
monitor used in the measurements.

The cabinet appears to be very well
damped. Fig.22 shows asmall mode at
just under 400Hz, detected on all surfaces, but unlikely to be of much significance.
The PSB Stratus Silver's measurements are first-rate. Certainly nothing

here contradicts the fine listening result.
In fact, both the Snell Type D and the
PSB Stratus Silver deliver asuperior set
of test-bench graphs. It's rare that we
evaluate two loudspeakers in acommon
review that are near-textbook examples
of the designer's art.

CONCLUSIONS

Fig.I8 PSB Stratus Silver, vertical response family at 45", normalized to response on listening axis,
from back to front: differences in response 40°-5° above listening axis; reference response;
differences 50-50° below listening axis.
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Fig.I9 PSB Stratus Silver, impulse response on
tweeter axis at 45" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).

Tbm

If properly matched to agood system,
both the Snell Type D and the PSB Stratus Silver loudspeakers will give adetailed, rewarding performance with an
open, transparent soundstage, an extended
bottom end which will only be materially improved by agood, well-matched
subwoofer, and an e'en timbral balance.
Both, Isuspect, would also work well
in aHome Theater setting. Though I
used neither in that capacity here, Ihave
agut feeling that the Silvers' immediacy
might make them aparticularly good
match for this application. But Ido recommend asubwoofer in such asystem.
Icould live happily and long with
either of these loudspeakers. So, Isuspect, could many ofyou. In afield which
seems to have gone over the top with
prices these days, it helps to be reminded
that good value is still an effective sales
tool. Ienthusiastically recommend that
both the Snell and the PSB be added to
your loudspeaker shopping list.
S
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Fig.20 PSB Stratus Silver, step response on
tweeter axis at 45" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).

What happens when you apply
25 years of aerospace
experience to audio cables?

Fig.2I PSB Stratus Silver, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 45" (0.15ms risetime).

(H

ig
hwire

A

len°

Hand crafted Analog,
Digital, and Speaker cables
with exclusive, patented
Standing-Wave Suppression

Fig.22 PSB Stratus Silver, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to center
of enclosure side panel. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth
2kHz.)
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Call for a dealer near you.
415-962-1078
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Enough
Pretty pictures, elegant graphics
and clever taglines don't make
state of the art audio but, we do.

We built the
best store:

Krell DT-10 Transport

Nine private demonstration
rooms, each set up like aliving room
without trick acoustics so you can hear it
like you would at home: Tranquil and real.

We sell the best:

Audio and video components.
From inexpensive to cost-noobject we have culled and
sifted out the most musical hi-fi
and sharpest video from the rest.
And that is all we sell.
Krell KSA 200S Amplifier

We offer the best service:

Denon DP-S1 CD Transport
In New York City Exclusively
at Sound By Singer

To us that means doing whatever it takes to
ensure that your needs are met; the ones
you are aware of as well as the ones you
may never know about. Delivery,
installation, loaners, exchanges, on
premises and in home service, on site
surveys. Whatever it takes to make you
smile. We do it.
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Gimmicks.
We make
the best sound:

In your home. The idea is to make
it work in your living room, not
ours! So, we use only the most
experienced and skillful installers—
ones who can hear as well as hook
up components. They cost us alot
more, but they get the job done.

conrad-johnson Premier 11

We are the best!

From presentation thru installation each
member of our staff gives 110%. Competent,
caring, expert, thorough and friendly, we
exemplify the term professional.

We have simple tastes:
We like nothing but the best for us,
but more importantly, for you.
Wilson WATT/Puppy

SOUND by SINGER

D

HIGH END AUDIO... DONE RIGHT
18 East 16th St., New York, NY 10003 (212) 924-8600

AUTHORIZED DEALERSHIPS: Acurus, Adcom, ADA, Alón, AMC, AMX, Apogee Grand Series, Aragon By Mondial,
ASC (Tubetrap), Audible Illusions, AudioAccess, AudioQuest, Aural Symphonics, Bell'ogetti, Benz-Micro, Billy Bags,
B&W, Cal-Audio Labs, Cardas Audio, CEC, conrad-johnson, Convergent Audio Technology, Creek, Crestron, CWD,
Day Sequerra, Denon, Elite By Pioneer, Enlightened Audio Designs, Ensemble, Epos, Fosgate, Faroudja, Grado,
Graham Tonearms, 1BL Synthesis THX, Kinet•getics, Koetsu, Krell, Krell Audio Standard, Krell Digital, Lyra
Cartridges (Clavis), Martin-Logan, Marantz, Metaphor, Meridian, Monitor Audio, Monster Cable, Muse (Subwoofers
and Amps), NAD, NEAR, Niles, Nitty Gritty, Ocos, Oracle, Parasound, API Power Wedge, Proscan, Proton, PS Audio,
Quicksilver, Rega, Rockport, Roksan, Rocksolid, Rockustics, Runco IDTV, Salamander, SBS Powerverter, SME, Snell
Acoustics, Solid Steel, Sonance, Sonographe, Sonus Faber, Sound Anchors, Stewart, Stax, Sumiko, Target, Terk, Theta
Digital, Timbre Technology, Totem, Transparent Cable, Valve Amplification (VAC), Van Den Hul Cartridges and
Cables, Vandersteen, Velodyne, Vidikron, VPI, Well-Tempered, Wheaton Triplanar Toneanns, Wilson Audio, XLO.
Bold listings available in New York City exclusively at Sound By Singer.
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Eye-Fl
Italian designed

Each shelf is

and manufactured,

constructed from

these audio stands

MDF and features

are based on ultra-

3Duraluminum

rigid steel frames,

cones for

castoline brazed

total isolation.

like afine
motorcycle frame.

Steel crimped
reinforcement
and adjustable

Other 3and 4-legged

bottom spikes

stands, as well as

assure rigidity.

amplifier and speaker

Fillable tubing

stands, are available

enhances solidity.

in both black and
silver finishes.

solidsteel model 410

solidsteel
Distributed by Golden String, Inc.
Available at:
Ambrosia Audio

Gifted Listener

Sound Resource

Southern California

Washington, DC Area
(703) 818-8000

Ohio Valley Area

(310) 440-5522
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uperlatives are always dangerous,
that the distinguished English critic, Sir
especially as applied to aesthetic
Donald Tovey, cited No.25 as the parissues. Certainly arguing about
adigm of the Classical concerto at its
who was the greatest of all composers is
most sublime.
futile. Some might opt for Mozart, but
others might share Leonard Bernstein's
view that even "more than Mozart,
OZART TOWERS
Beethoven had adirect line to God?' Still,
OVER
BEETHOVEN,
BACH,
it's probably safe to say that Mozart
towers over Beethoven, Bach, or any
OR ANY OTHER GIANT AS
other giant as the greatest composer of
THE GREATEST COMPOSER
keyboard concertos.
OF KEYBOARD
Putting aside the works before K.271,
Mozart left 19 such concertos. As a
CONCERTOS.
group, these stand alone as miracles of
imagination, variety, dramatic intensity,
In some respects it is awork that—
and controlled passion. Picking the "greateven in this age of intense Mozart appreest" from among them is, of course, imciation—remains partially misunderpossible. Nonetheless, it is interesting
stood. It lacks the high comedy of 19, the

M
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demonic agitation of 20, the lyric grace
and almost tortured chromaticism of 23,
the Sturm und Drang graininess of 24, and
the delicate, ethereal repose of 27.
What, then, led Tovey to single it out,
and why is it on alevel of inspiration
arguably unsurpassed in any of Mozart's
other concertos? For one thing, it is on
the grandest scale of all. Its first movement is the longest among his concertos,
and the only one to which he gave the
qualification maestoso. Indeed, one might
argue that, even more than Beethoven's
E-flat Concerto, this one deserves the tag
"Emperor."
But agrand scale is only one of several traits that define the greatness of this
work. Even for Mozart, 25 is remarkably
terse in its motivic structure. In this re157

Sound By Singer, Ltd. presents
Krell Playback Systems

Nothing Short of
Digital Dynamite.
Krell KPS-20i
Integrated CD
Player

The Krell KPS-20i integrated CD Player
is the first of anew generation of CDbased components* by Krell that
will set the audio world on its
ears. Developed to perform
at their reference level, the
ICPS-20i integrated CD
player outplays any
transport/D-to-A
combination we've heard
except for the ICrell DT10/Reference 64. At less than half their price, the
ICPS-20i is an outstanding value! Astounding too, is
the sheer magnificence of its engineering.

Its Transport: From the moment the cover first
retracts, you realize the KPS-20i presents a
fresh approach to playing CDs. Optimized for
rigidity and low mass, its stabilizer securely
couples the disc to the transport in a
comprehensive manner. Five arms contact the
outer edges of the disc to insure uniform
flatness. A quenched-field magnet assembly
achieves strong clamping force without
affecting laser performance. The transport is
fitted with anew spindle hub that interlocks
with the stabilizer to prevent disc eccentricity
The KPS-201has aunique dual-suspension
system to isolate the transport from vibration.
The transport is mounted within asuspended,
4.5 lb machined-brass block. Low-storedenergy chassis feet supply the second barrier.

Coupled with its integrated design, which
eliminates jitter, the data stream entering the
processor is remarkably error-free.
Its Processor:The KPS-20i is the first CD
player to use the Motorola DSP-56002
processor. Operating at an astonishing
66MHz, this processor is capable of running
software similar to that in Krell's Reference 64,
allowing far more complex algorithms to be
used in reconstructing data. Increased
software complexity allows the oversampled
points to be more accurately calculated
yielding tangible and refined sonic
presentation you can almost reach out and
touch.
Its Home: Exclusively in New York City at:

SOUND by SINGER'

D

High End Audio...Done Right
18 East 16th St., NewYork, NY 10003
(212) 924-8600

*Two other versions of the ICPS-20i will become available at alater date: the ICPS-20i/1 integrated player
with internal preamp output stage, and the KPS-20t transport.
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gard, it anticipates passages in Beethoven's Fourth Piano Concerto. For all its
terseness, however, it is also richly
melodic. Note, for instance, the buoyant Marseillaise-like march of the first
movement and the skipping wit of the
main theme of the finale, itself an elaboration of atune that Mozart had used
earlier in his ballet music for Idomeneo.
Then there are the features that lend
25 its stark drama: asolo-tutti conflict
and atransformation of thematic character, both typical, of course, of Classical
concerto style; in addition, there is afrequent alternation of major and minor
tonality, suggesting the interdependence
that underlies the relationship between
joy and gloom.
But where the drama is most strikingly concentrated is in Mozart's handling of the Marseillaise-like march. After
making an appearance in the opening
tutti, it is not heard again until it becomes
the focus of that movement's development. There it is tossed about, not only
between the piano and orchestra and in
major and minor keys, but also between
various choirs of the orchestra itself. At
one point this results in arich contrapuntal texture of eight parts having marked
canonic overlappings.
This march recurs but once more—in
the recapitulation, where it becomes the
sole property of the orchestra and is confined to C major. It is as if this theme has
been through the wars, experienced
intense conflict, and, in the process,
discovered its identity. Nowhere in
Mozart's concertos is there a.better
example of atheme undergoing acharacter transformation as radical as any that
occur on stage in the most potent
dramas. And not to be overlooked are
brash modulations and stark chromatic
splashes incorporated with grace and
seeming ease that conceal their outrageous daring. As in so many of his
masterpieces, Mozart here seems to be
shaking the universe with aflick of the
wrist.
Quite possibly it is the extraordinary
subtlety of 25 that has led to its being
misunderstood. Like any great work of
art, it admits arange of interpretations.
But some take Mozart's maestoso too literally, distending the first movement and
stultifying its sense. And other interpretive problems exist. This, one of the most
technically demanding of Mozart's concertos, requires avirtuoso. It is also one
for which he left no cadenza. The pianist
is thus required to choose (or compose)
one that is stylistically and dramatically
apt. And texture poses special problems,
not only for the soloist and the orchestra,
but in the balance between them as well.
STEREOPHILE, J
ULY 1994

NOWHERE IN
MOZART'S CONCERTOS IS
THERE A
BETTER
EXAMPLE OF A
THEME
UNDERGOING A
CHARACTER
TRANSFORMATION AS
RADICAL AS ANY THAT
OCCUR ON STAGE.

Fischer's, denies the music some of its
grand stature. Rosbaud, though, is a
more stylish conductor than Krips.
Among other historical accounts, Serkin's, Fleisher's, and Bemstein's command attention, albeit for divergent reasons. The 1955 Serkin recording still
shines as one of the phonograph's great
statements of the score: grand, richly
inflected with all kinds of rhythmic and
dynamic shadings, and benefiting from
the pianist's lean tone and from the crisp,
vibrant orchestral support of Szell and
an ensemble billed, for contractual reasons, as the Columbia Symphony (actually ascaled-down Cleveland Orchestra).
The pianist must know when to yield
It is available only in athree-CD Sony
center stage, winds require sharp focus,
and the rich polyphony of the first set (47269) that includes several conmovement's development must be certos by anumber of composers.
Note, incidentally, that this perforclearly defined in order to delineate the
mance is light-years superior to Serkin's
drama.
1984 remake with Abbado (DG 429
Finally, there is an issue central to all
of Mozart's music. Unlike composers of 978)—a drab, lumbering account in
later eras, he assumed aperformer would which the pianist sounds no longer up
to either the technical or emotional
draw inferences regarding dynamics,
demands of the music. Aside from some
rhythm, and phrasing, and did not provide detailed directions regarding such hiss and dynamic compression, the older
Serkin version is thoroughly listenable,
matters. Thus, the pianist who does
and is enhanced by a stylish firstnot know how to inflect an ascending or
movement cadenza by Robert Casadesus.
descending scale, for example, with
In 1959, Szell rerecorded 25 with
appropriate (yet subtle) dynamic shadFleisher in aperformance that some still
ings, is out of step with the music.
feel is the finest the work has ever received
in the studio. It is surely one of them.
Fleisher takes fewer risks than did the
Serkin of four years earlier, but he proves
an extraordinarily subtle and comprehending Mozartean. His tone, if rounder
than Serkin's, is never too full, left- and
right-hand passages are kept in perfect
relationship to each other, phrases and
scales are imaginatively yet subtly
Electrical recording had been in exismolded—all without violating the work's
tence for almost aquarter of acentury
blend of harmonic grandeur, buoyant
before 25 first appeared on disc in
wit, and intimate gracefulness. The stereo
1948—a 78rpm HMV release featuring
Edwin Fischer, reissued in 1991 in a sound of the CD reissue (CBS 37762)
may be ashade constricted by today's
three-CD set available as an import (EMI
standards, but it is more open than that
Référence 63719). Fischer was amajor
of the Serkin/Szell (mono) version, and
Mozart interpreter of the first half of this
superior to that of the original LP release.
century, and there are some lovely things
My one minor reservation about both
in his carefully phrased account. But it
versions is Szell's failure to clarify imporsuffers from alack of inflection and from
tant wind passages, but this may be the
the comparatively bland orchestral
result of less than ideal engineering.
direction ofJosef Krips. Furthermore,
Utterly different is Bernstein's 1978
Fischer's own cadenza is harmonically
account (Sony 45719). Serving as both
too Chopinesque, and makes amajor
conductor and pianist (a dubious practice
miscalculation by including the one
in this complex work), he offers as
theme that Mozart reserves for the closunstylish and unidiomatic aperformance
ing tutti.
as one is likely to hear. The opening
Another eminent Mozartean of the
movement is distended ludicrously—the
period, Gieseking, is represented on CD
huge gap between the two opening
in a 1953 recording (EMI Référence
chords sounds more like an unedited
63709). Ihave not heard this transfer,
dropout until one discovers that this is
which is admired by many. My own
the broadest performance on disc. Nothmemories of the performance, however,
ing here is grand or sparkling, and the
suggest that Gieseking's elegance, like

M OZART HERE SEEMS
TO BE SHAKING THE
UNIVERSE WITH A
FLICK
OF THE WRIST.
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DIAMOND

The ultimate in Hyperlitz conductor construction, with
strands of Teflon alternating
with strands of FPS Silver
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with the best plugs. (welded
#40 and #41 plugs) In a
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available with #40 and #41
XLR plugs.

oudioquest.
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construction FPS Silver conductors and Air Teflon insulation, double balanced for
the perfect channel separation required by the true audio purist. Available single
ended with welded #1910
RCA plugs making diamond
atruly great cable.

LAPIS
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Lapis X3 uses long grain
high-purity solid FPS Silver.
Four Teflon insulated FPS
conductors are arranged in
abalanced Hyperlitz array.
Triple balanced this new interconnect uses FPS Silver
conductors, Teflon insulation
and Air-Hyperlitz construction. Available single ended
or balanced with #40 and
#41 XLR plugs.

This cable uses the same
Hyperlitz construction common to the Audio Quest inh3rconnecting cables Ruby,
Quartz, Emerald, Lapis and
Diamond. Emerald uses
Teflon insulation over exceptional FPC- p Copper. Increased imaging and dynamics make Emeralds superb cable for anyone looking for an excellent interconnect.

$900.00

$625.00
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DENON
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$280
(with ADC PSX-40 cartridge)
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(with ADC series 3cartridge)
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(with ADC series IV cartridge)
SUMIKO
Pro-ject 1
$350
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SALE.
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$12.00
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kit
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$24
(16oz.)
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$11
EMPIRE RECORD
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$35
DEEMA RECORD
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$20
PIG RECORD GRIP $10.00
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$30
HUNT E.D.A. MARK 6,
Aluminum handled brush, two
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$20
MOBILE FIDELITY
GEO DISC
$30
Cell for Mobile Fidelity Vinyl
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Q.E.D. "Discsaver"
Phono Preamplifier
$89
Q.E.D. MCA 1, Moving
Coil Pre Amp
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Denson, HD8100 Casette
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$35
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$20.00
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$20.00
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$20

RECORD SLEEVES
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additional shipping charge)
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music's structure virtually crumbles
under the weight of Bernstein's heavyhandedness. Contributing to the absurdity of the whole is abizarre cadenza
consisting of aquodlibet that begins
anachronistically with quotations from
Beethoven's Fourth Piano Concerto,
wanders further into the 19th century
with Wagnerian modulations, and then,
using themes from 25, manages to work
its way back to the 18th. At best, this
is an amuse-your-friends-at-cocktailparties account.
Far less extreme, but still failing to suggest the essential character of this work,
are editions by three distinguished
pianists who, like Bernstein, double as
conductors: Ashkenazy, Barenboim, and
Perahia. Ashkenazy (London 411 810)
leaves no doubt that he is a superb
pianist. Indeed, at times his playing is
beautiful to the point of excess: dynamics
are varied, tone carefully shaded, yet the
prevailing effect is of an over-refinement
that fails to get to the work's innards.
This is most apparent in the first movement's recapitulation, where the marchlike theme is so bland that it sounds as
if it has come through the developmental
wars not so much in triumph as mortally
wounded. The Chopinesque cadenza is
far too long, and London's sound too
close, with abass heaviness ill-suited to
Mozart.
Barenboim (Teldec 9031-75715) offers
areading free of the mannerisms that
once crept into his work, but it remains
rather dull, at times making the music
sound sedated. And orchestral attacks are
sometimes imprecise. With the firstmovement cadenza sounding more like'
Beethoven than Mozart, and its rather
thick orchestral texture, the performance
is not really competitive.
Neither is Perahia's (CBS 37267). For
apianist who has demonstrated astrong
affinity for Mozart, this account is surprisingly small-scaled and emotionally
anemic. Favoring abroad first movement, Perahia seems to be trying to stress
the music's grandeur. But the overall
effect, despite afew lovely touches, is
faceless and, at times, even fussy. Sonically, the recording also disappoints—
skewed balances, for example, are exemplified by asolo flute that sounds closer
and louder than the piano.
Even more disappointing is arelatively
new release featuring Derek Han (Pro
Arte 3445). Well-recorded and part of a
projected cycle of the Mozart concertos
by this artist and conductor Paul Freeman, the reading is almost as ill-judged
as Bernstein's. The first movement is far
too slow, and deadly in its lack of inflection. All the notes are there, but little of
STEREOPHILEJULY 1994

their meaning or relationship to each
other, or to the whole, is conveyed.
Far better, though not completely
convincing, is the ICovacevich/Davis bargain edition (Philips 424 077, recorded
in 1973, when Stephen Kovacevich was
known as Bishop). Sir Colin, of course,
has proven one of the great Mozart conductors of the last quarter century, and
it is clear from the orchestral precision
and carefully gauged balances that a
knowing hand is on the podium. Still,
the pianist's approach remains rather
small-scaled, showing little awareness
of the first movement's dramatic peaks.
Thus the development, for all its implicit
conflict, sounds tame and neutral, and
the return of the march in the recapitulation is phlegmatic.

KOCSIS'S IS AN
"AUTHENTIC" APPROACH
WITH MODERN
INSTRUMENTS.
The Moravec performance is another
matter (Supraphon 110271). Conductor
Josef Vlach is almost as accomplished as
Davis in darifying orchestral strands, and
he provides an imperious, crisp accompaniment that Davis does not match.
Moravec is at once pointedly elastic yet
incisive, conveying the music's wide
emotional range. Note, on the one hand,
the delicacy he imparts to the piano's initial entrance and, on the other, the assertiveness with which he digs into the first
movement's development. Throughout,
the solo part is imbued with avariety of
subtle shadings, while the tone remains
lean and unblurred by excessive pedal.
Even though the main theme of the finale
lacks some of the pert humor suggested
by Serkin and Fleisher, this remains an
imposing account. Ihave not heard the
CD edition, but would guess that it
improves on aQuintessence LP, which,
mastered at avery low level, was rather
noisy. Some may feel, however, that the
big-hall resonance is ill-suited to Mozart.
Aside from their use of asmall orchestra, the editions of Schiff and Kocsis have
little in common. The accompaniment
that Sandor Végh provides for Schiff
(London 425 791) is, despite the ensemble's size, grand in effect: voicing is clear,
accents are strong, with certain details
highlighted as in no other version, a
prime case in point being the audibility
of the cello in the finale. And winds
remain well forward, enriching color and
italicizing harmonic movement. Superficially, Schiffs approach may seem cool
WorldRadioHistory

and understated, but it is stamped with
avariety of rhythmic and dynamic subtlety, some long, carefully gauged
crescendos being one of the ways in
which the pianist conveys the music's
lyricism without compromising its
grand scale. And the polyphonic interplay of the first movement's development
is almost ideally clarified. Schiff plays his
own cadenza, asomewhat flamboyant
and occasionally zany afar that includes
aquotation of "Non più andrai," from
Mozart's Figaro. London's recording is
intimate yet weighty, and free of the bass
heaviness that sometimes mars the company's engineering. Among issues of the
last half-dozen years, this 1988 effort,
with its tonally gorgeous Beesendorfer,
is among the more interesting.
Whereas Schiff is expansive and subtle,
Kocsis (Harmonia Mundi QUI 9030221)
is fleet and brash. Heard in the context
of Schiffs account, Kocsis's performance
illustrates how great art profits from a
variety of interpretations. The close perspective and reverberant hall make the
orchestra (under János Rolla) sound fairly
large so that, while the orchestral texture
remains well defined, the overall sonority
has welcome impact. But the ensuing
clarity exposes winds that are not as well
played as those in the Schiff account.
Kocsis, for all the sheer speed he favors
in outer movements, never slurs ascale
or sounds superficial. In effect, this comprises akind of "authentic" approach
with modern instruments.
Far closer to Schiff's conception is
Uchicia's (Philips 422 311). For one thing,
her support from Tire's chamber orchestra, with its festive pomp and piercing
brass, is similar to, if not quite as detailed
as, what Végh produces. And the broad
tempo for the first movement also approximates Schiff's. But from aperformer who has gained justified distinction as aMozartean, Uchida is abit cool
in the first movement, employing none
of the sharp inflection and flair for drama
present in many of her other Mozart
recordings. Still, she is first-rate in the
concluding movements, the Andante, in
particular, boasting many aptly applied
improvisations around sustained notes.
And the pianist's own cadenza for the
first movement, if abit Beethovenian,
suits the work well. The sound, save for
an overly close piano, is superb.
It should be noted that Philips has a
version in its catalog featuring Brendel
and Marriner. Generally vibrant and animated, it is spoiled only by the pianist's
clangorous tone. But at this writing, it
is available only in a12-CD cycle of the
Mozart concertos with these two artists
(Vol.7 of the Complete Mozart Edition).
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Why...
— does NEAR use only proprietary metal cone technology in all of its speakers?
— did NEAR eliminate mechanical centering "spiders" and patent the Magnetic Liquid SuspensionTM?
— does NEAR back up its products with aperformance commitment to its customers and have the
confidence to issue a10-year warranty?
Visit your NEAR dealer for the answers to these questions. Learn about our innovations in design
and manufacturing. But most important, go for the audition itself — for the physical thrill of hearing
the NEAR sound for the first time: Accuracy. Musicality. Detail.
As Martin DeWulf said in Bound for Sound, in aglowing review of our 50M floorstanding model,
this is one of the most accurate loudspeakers you can buy at any price."
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A/V Solutions
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Elite Audio
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Stereo Trading Post
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(319) 355-0489

WA, Silverdale
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New England HiFi
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•Three members of our audiophile line are pictured above—the NEAR 40Me,
50Me, and 10M. Available in gloss black oak and walnut veneers. The 50Me
is also available in aSignature model made from super-dense DuPont Conan®.
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Altair Audio
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Audio Esoterica Mexicana
(525) 400-1962

'The SoundMAST is the first in our
new line of home theater designs.
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and uncanny imaging for $1099/pe

•NEAR's natural-sounding all-metal drivers also go into our AEL line—the
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Anyone on abudget would do well to
acquire Jenó Jandó's thoroughly stylish
version (Naxos 8.550207). Unmannered,
assertive, but never rushed, and tightly
organized, it has an efficient directness
that transcends superficiality. Although
Jandó does not employ the kind of subtle
inflections that distinguish the best versions, he is never merely glib, his styleconsciousness exemplified by, among
other things, an idiomatic cadenza and
some tasteful improvised embellishments
in the slow movement's recapitulation.
Typical of Naxos's engineering throughout Jand6's generally good cycle of the
Mozart concertos is aclose perspective
that suggests intimacy without sounding
small-scaled. At its low price, this performance is avirtual giveaway.
A bargain period-instrument account
(Laserlight 15 870) features Marian Migdal and an orchestra under Ulf Bjeirlin.
The sound has great impact without
magnifying the fortepiano, but the trumpets (essential to this festive score) are
anemic, the timpani too prominent. Although Migclal displays welcome rhythmic elasticity, many solo portions, especially scales, sound more like arinkytinky banjo than aconcert keyboard.
Unsatisfying in a different way is
another period-instrument version with

AIR TIGHT •ASHLY
B&W •CARVER
JBL •JVC VIDEO
KIMBER KABLE
MAGNEPAN
MARK LEVINSON
ONKYO •PARADIGM
PAUL BERRY
PINK TRIANGLE
PROCEED •Q'URI
ROCK SOLID •ROTEL
TOSHIBA •THORENS
TRIBUTARIES
WHITE WIRE

fortepianist Jos van Immersed, who also
directs the small ensemble (Channel
Classics 2591). Despite some attractive
features—tasteful embellishments, unusual clarity in the first movement's
development, and astylish first-movement cadenza—the overall effect of this
performance is too small-scaled and
fussy, with dynamic "swells" imposed
on the forte chords of the opening movement creating an anomalous gasping
effect that suffocates the music's heroic
character.
That an apt ethos can be conveyed in
25 by period instruments is illustrated
by the Bilson/Gardiner performance
(DG Archiv 423 119)—a version that can
hold its own with the best "modern"
accounts. For one thing, Gardiner is
superb, extracting all the coloristic possibilities from winds and brass, and
underscoring the music's festive ethos
with aslight rhythmic distension of the
opening chords. And to hear the clarity
of the orchestra in the first movement's
development is to experience all the
inherent drama and rich polyphony of
this extraordinary passage. Bilson is
equally commanding, demonstrating
how afortepiano, although more tonally
and dynamically limited than amodern
concert grand, has arange of volume and

ARE YOU AN
AUDIO
POMPASAURUS?
YOUR
COMPLETE
HI-FIDELITY
DEALER
FOR B&W

(404) 729-0550
6806 Peachtree Industrial Blvd. Atlanta GA 30360
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color unexplored by other performers
on the instrument. Rhythmically, too, he
favors avariety of shadings that enhance
expression. With tastefully improvised
embellishments and an idiomatic firstmovement cadenza (Bilson's own), this
performance leaves no doubt that period
instruments are capable of conveying the
power and sweep of this music. Aside
from aslightly harsh string tone, the
recording is exemplary, its immediacy
ideally complementing the emotional
impact of the interpretation while keeping the soloist in the proper sonic perspective.
In listening to all of these recordings,
Itried to arrive at some generalization
about why this work towers over most
other concertos. What, over and beyond
its grandeur, terseness, stark drama, and
melodic and harmonic daring, gives it its
peculiar stature? These traits, after all,
exist in other concertos by Beethoven,
Schumann, and Brahms, to cite but afew.
Perhaps the secret lies in what Tovey
termed "a grand voyage of discovery,"
one in which everything, in his words,
seems "unexpected" yet "inevitable" The
words are well-chosen. Indeed, one
might say they apply not only to this
concerto, but to all of the most sublime
works of art.
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Some audiophiles worship
their audio equipment more
than they love music. We can
only feel sorry for such misguided behavior. Other audiophiles use audio equipment as
a means to create beautiful
music. For this individual there
is very good news. We have
devoted seven years of effort to
create atimeless music-driven
product, The Preeminence One
Line Interface (preamp). Rather
than insult you with extravagant claims and miscellaneous
hype, we propose amore civilized approach: audition the
Preeminence in your home, in
your system, and let the music
be your guide. NO PURCHASE
OBLIGATION WHATSOEVER! Call toll free to arrange
your audition. To express our
sincerity we will include afree
CD for your musical pleasure.

REFERENCE LINE AUDIO
1-800-599-7673

SAVE TIME, SAVE MONEY.
SHOP BY PHONE.
Audio Advisor has the components and accessories guaranteed to improve your
system. Call us Toll-Free at 1-800-942-0220 for best price or friendly advice.
Closeout On Deema
Record Stabilizer Clamp

Blu-Tack Speaker
Coupling Compound

This 1.7' toll plastic clomp locks
firmly onto turntable spindles
while springs in the legs hold she
renard firmly in plane Works on
every 'table we've tried.
Was 540, closeout price 19.95

Tacky Bis -Tank is ore-usable adhesive compound found lo do an excellent job of coupling speakers to stands.
One 2.25" by 4.5 -slab treats one pain
of speakers. Ellu-Tadt, one slab 59.95

The Hunt For A Great Record Brush Is Over

Mont FDA MK6 brush from England has two types of
cleaning bristles-long and short-to clean records twice
with just one pass the finest record brush we ran finch
Hunt MA MK6, reg 525 now 19 95
Audio Duster Makes Cleaning Fast P. Easy

The Audio Duster from Billy Bags Designs has a100%
sheepskin duster head with o24' long black wood handle.
The natural Lanolin coating in the wool ends dud like a
magnet. Great for dusting in dose areas-like inside rocks
or between comporents. Reg SI 995, now 16.95 ea

Monster M Series Silver Video Cable

easy -tuse, cost effective way to improve al sound by
reducing laser light leakage. Simply apply Stoplight to the
edge
your CDs. Highly recommended by leading
audiophile mugs. CD Stoplight 514.95 ea, 21.12.95 no

Shockingly Good Grado SR-60 Headphone

X-terminator Locking Speaker Banana

Joe Grados new 9-60
headphone shocked
everyone al arecent
oudio show with its
warmth and harmonic
balance. Astunning
acheivement--especially for the prise! Grado SR-60
Headphone, introductory price 569.00

Tighten loose speaker
sable connections with
Monster Cable's 0-terminator expanding/
locking speaker (able
banana connector.
Monster X-terminotors: One pair: 529.95; Two
paies: 555.00; Four pairs: $99.90

Reduce digital noise and RF
interference with Blockers
noise absorbers. For audio
interconnects, digital cables
and power cords. Mockers:
514.95/pr; Three or more:
512.95/pair

New ProGold Contact
Cleaner IL Enhancer
Improve all your electronic
connections with advanced
new ProGold contact condifioner from Caig Laboratories.
Cleans 8improves metal-tometal conductivity. 5.5 oz
spray w/applicators, $14.95

III

Save $10 On Prism 33 CD Interconnect

New from Caig Labs, tech Kit connins
fast-acting one-step DeoxIT (leaner/
conductivity enhancer spray, lint-free
cloths, foam swabs. and brushes for
cleaning dirty RUcs speaker connections, switches, relays. sake, computer connections, etc Complete
DeoxIT Tech Kit only 512 95

System Enhancer by Audio Purist Design

Sheffield Labs/XL0 Test & Burn In CD
System set up and burn-in
toot Tracks include Channel
Balance, Phase, Imaging, Clap
Track, Demagnetizing Sweep,
Low Frequency Demognetizing
Fade for speakers, System
Burn.in Tones, and more.
Sheffield/OLD Test and
Burn-in CD $29.95

Save On Cordes High-Speed Video Cable

Natural Sounding Monster Interconnects

Highly polished Germanimade sane isolators with adjustable steel tip for easy
leveling. Support discs hold cone points (one
Isolator
to protest wood or file from scratches.

Ever since its introduction, TARA Lobs Prism 33 has been a
hot selling cable for CD ployer, preampitoiamp, and ether
vital system links. Highly flexible-and sounds fantastic!
TARA Prism 33 M6M, reg 550, now 39.95/pair; 1.0M,
reg 559, now 49.00/pr; 1.5M, reg 569, now 59.00/pr

New high resolution (ardas High Speed Video cable is
designed far the ultroiwide bandwidth al video signals.
Features premium Cordes conductors and RCA connedors.
Cordes Video cable: 03M, reg 558, now 49.95; 1.0M
reg 578, now 6995; 19.1 reg 598, now 89.95

Studio-Style Li9hting For
The Home Audio System

the Elf ix electronically senses correct electronic grounding. With proper grounding, you'll have less noise 8
cleaner sound. Elfin tester 529.95

Monster Cable Footers

Cones (1.25 -HI
Support
brass cones, sel of 4, 49.95
Odd'
Support Discs (1.25-x.25 -1
brass set of 6, 19 95

littlitis patented It flexible
gooseneck lamp puts light right
where you need il The dimmercontrolled halogen bulb gives a
crisp white light.
Wee 13-18 lamp 549 95;
Extra 05 halogen bulb $7.95

Solid milled brass vdth geometry lo
maximize energy transfer characterstirs Points some vdth special disc
la protect wood or file surf ores.

Aididwit isolator

AudioPoints for Electronics:
549.95/set of 3; Two sets: 590.00
AudioPoints for Loudspeakers:
579.95/set of 4; Two sets: 514990

Postman Binding Post Tightening Wrench

Stop Stripping Small Screws!

New, improved Postman is dual sided, and fits all standard
1/7 and 7/16 -amp and speaker 5-way type binding
posts. Makes speaker connedions secure Postman 57.95

WIT 0480 Dyne Key torque screwdriver, with standard and
nos bits, adjusts to amax torque of 0.5 Newtons to guarantee aperfect screw connection without stripping. 549.95
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Sumiko's Analog Survival Kit includes aspecial !relearn
damping compound and an ultra-thin turntable interfere
mat to reduce turntable resonances for better sound.
foul! hear the improvernend
Sumiko Analog Survival Kit 549.95

Michael Green AudioPoints

WET 0476 standard slot screwdriver is gold-plated and
great for fine audio related adjustment or assembly.
Imported from Germany. Only 57.95
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Help Your Turntable Survive Digital

Highly recommended Isolation feet made of patented
Nowom with built-in metal supped collars
Sims Silencers:
set of 3.........49.95
set of 4.........59.95
two sets of 3, 95.00

Shock-absorber-type isolation led
mode of patented 'seer material.
Basis MC Footers........141 2995
CD Footers..........lset of 41 49.95

New Monster M350 uses two signol conductors in balanced
mode for full, natural sound, and is terminated with
Monster's patented M-Series Moat Turbine RU connectors.
Monster Cable M350 interconnects: 1.0h1 39.95;
2.0M 45.00: 20ft 75.00

Sims Noncom Isolation Feet

German-Made WET Standard Screwdriver

ILalI
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I
U
-
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Combination Sets: 4German
Cones plus 4Support Discs, choose
black or brass finish, 59.95/set

Audio Selection German Cones

Stop Cable Distortion With Digital
Noise Blockers

the world's first total system
burn-in treatment, the System
Enhancer, was designed as o
cable burn-in tool, then experts
discovered this it improves the
entire system. Sotisfodion guaranteed! System Enhancer
CDR 5149 95

Improve Sound With Elf ix Polarity Tester

DeozIT Contact Cleaner "Tech Kit"

German
Block or
German
Block or

Kill Vibrations With VPI's Magic Brick
When placed on top of audio
romponents, SPI Brirk's mass
damps the (hoses, while the
magnetic field stabilizes the
transformer. Recommended..
VPI HW-5db, 'Magic
Brick 539.95

oroll

11111•11MIMemewienviecaircecel%

MSeries video sables lecture apolished silver-soared conductor, advanced insulators, double layer shielding, and
premium-grade Monster Turbine RCAs. M100011:
0.5h1 29.95; I
MM 3995; I.5M 4995; 2.0M 65.00
M10009/ for S-vidre 1M 54.95; 1.5M 6995; 4h1 14995

AudioPrism CD Stoplight green paint pen rs on
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Signet SK-302 RCA
Cleaning Tool Kit
Finally, on easy way to
dean male 8female RUs!
Includes 6(leaning tools,
swabs, and cleaning fluid.
Complete Signet SK-302
kit only 524 95

All Items Covered by our Exclusive 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee. Call for Details.

To Order Call 1-800-942-0220
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Audio Advisor: the
"Recommended"
place to fill al
your audio needs.
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Audio Advisor

Your Digital Gear Headquarters!
Improve Your Digital System!
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Audio Alchemy DDS System II CD Transport

The following digital anti-litter filters come highly recommended by leading
audio experts-and leading audio review magazines-to reduce digital jeer,
and the irritating brightness, haze and lack of lotus it creates.
Audio Alchemy DAC-in-the-Box D/A Still Only $1991

Audio Alchemy's DOSII is the ultimate low price CD tronsport featuring all
metal chassis, rugged, shock-mounted metal drawer, peened loser, remote
control, and special low litter output Outputs include rook and optional AT&T.
Audio Alchemy DDS II CD transport, reg 5699. now only 499.95"

Alchemy's new DA( -in-the-box, aka DR, has I8-bit lodder-OA( proassor
with both (racial and optical digital ininft outboard power supply. The perfect
upgrade for video loser disc or even high iind oudio systems. Audio Akhemy
DITB digital processor, regular 5259, for alimited time, only $199.00".
4404
.Alcherrn;

Audio Alchemy DTI Digital Filter Only $199.50!

New Melon Audio (D-D CD Transport
Critically acclaimed Helar Audio (D-D features aspecially hand-rebuilt
laser/drawer assembly, proprietary digital circuin with law liner output, extensive programmability, remote, and coaxial digital output. Metas Audio (D-D
CD transport only 51,195.00'

Alchemy's DTI digital filler reduces digital jitter and relocks the doto stream's
master dock for dramatically improved detail and lotus-especially in the
midrange and highs. Oil features both coaxial &Toslink inputs. Audio
Alchemy DTI digitolonti-jitter filter, was $399, now only 199.50"

;
Save $60 On Audio Alchemy's New DDEV1.1
This extraordinary design feotures aDTI-type liner reduction input stage, the
world's first passive DAC/integrotor stage end aunique (lass Aemir/discrete output stage. For the price it's en unbelievable value. Audio Alchemy
DDEV1.1 prouesses, regular $459, now only $399.00"

Sonic Frontiers Ultra litterBug Digital Fil en
Counterpoint DA -11 CD Transport
Counterpoint DA -I lite remarkable law liner CD transport built around Philips'
new (OH-12 laser mechanism plus Counterpoint's um custom-machined metol
drawer. Outputs include 2coax, Toslink and optional AT&T and AFS/EBU balanced. Counterpoint DA-11 CD transport $1,49%00*

Designed in to-operation with UltraAnolog, Sonic Frontiers Ultra Ji erBug lea
tores an UhroAnalog AES2I receiver chip-and several other ady (Ned dudi
innovations-for superior jitter reduction Three inputs include coaxial, AB/EBil
XLR, &Toslink. Outputs intlude coaxial &AES/E8U. Sonic Frontiers Ultra
litterBug, specie' introductory prise, only $699.00'•

New, Improved PS Audio Ultralink Two!
The top-rated PS Audio Ultrolink has been surpassed by the new Uhrolink
Two Featuring all new UltroAnolog input nerve, and DA( modules, Ultralink
Two sounds more transparent and tonically neutral than anything near the
price! This deluxe D/A offers coaxial, Te'ink, AT&T, end AES/E8LI inputs-all
standerd. PS Audio Wiralink Teso w/Free ;185 AT&T table 52,295.00'
Save $540 With PS Audic Lambda CD Transport +
Ultrolink Two Combination Deal!

Save $195 On PS Audio Lambda CD Transport
PS Audio Lambda is the lop rated CD transport any where neat it's price with
almost immeasurably low digital jitter. Order Lambda now and we'll include
your choice of either o1.0M TARA DR-2 toee digital cable or 1.0M Audio
Alchemy DST digital cable system-a $195 value, FREE! PS Lambda CD
transport FREE digital cable, both now only 51,795.00'

SAVE $195 New Alchemy DTI*Pro Digital Anti-Jitter Filter
Get next generation mer correction with DTI•Pro's incredible 35 pS peak-to.
peak liner output, plus on-board DSP designed to output 1B-20-bit info from
I
6-bit dato Features coaxial, AES/EBU, Toslink or optional AT&T inputs; and
coax, AES/EBU, &AT&T outputs. DTI•Pro, reg $1,295, nove 51,099.95"

HUGE SAVINGS on one of the best dilital values in high end audio! Till
August 31, 1994, order the top-rated P5 Audio Lambda (D transport with PS
Audio's highly rated Ultralink Two 20-bi. UltraAnalog digital converter, regularly $4,390, bath now only 53,999.95. Mus, as an extra bonus, we'll include
o5150-value AT&T glass fiber optic cable, FREE! Your total savings: 5540.

DDEv1.0 Or DITB Processor Upgrade

Upgrade '(nor Alchemy DTI Digital Filter

New POWERED Digital Cable

Improve the sound of your ODE or Dili digiol
protestor side Alchemy's PSI high current upgrade
power supply. Sam Tellig says "the separate power
supply makes the [DOES sound more dynamic."
Audio Alchemy PS-I high current upgrade power
supply, regularly $59, now 49.95

[Nominally improve your Alchemy DTI with ahigh
current power supply. Called PSDI1, Ihn power supply
delivers 30-times the current of the regular power
supply and han extra fillers to remove RF, etc.
Alchemy PSDTI high current upgrade power supply, reg 599.00, now only 569 95

Audio Alchemy's new Data Stream Trouti-iver
(DST) is powered digital tronsmission-lineeoble
with 50 MHz bandwidth -greater than A'&I
glass fiber-and zero digital liner! DST adopts to
work with ((racial, Toslink, or AES/EBU runnertions. Audio Alchemy DST digital cable system,
1OM, regulor 5195 00, now only $l69.5

Save Now On The World's Best Record Cleaning Machines And Supplie
Now-More Than Ever-It's Vital To
Vacuum-Clean Valuable LPs
LPs ore gening harde to find-end more valuable. It's
increosingly important la keep records sole &clean. Hand
noshingeven with the
lonciest solutions &methods-doesn't
remove all the
gunk. Vacuum
powered cleaning machines,
with the right
fluid, lift awoy
dirt, dust &
grime. Veil be shocked at how smooth and noise.free vacuum cleaned Ps sound Retard curiosa noise is reduced by
up to 90%! Clean LPs ore more valuable, too.

Save $40 On VPI I6.5 Cleaning Machine

Highest Grade LP Sleeves

Save now on the world's best selling record cleaning
machine, the VPI HW-16.5. Cries praise 4W-16.5's rugged
build and superb cleaning power. Apowerful motor spins
LPs while the sell-leveling suction tube deep-cleans the
record grooves-your records never sounded so sweet!
The VPII1W-16.5, reg $450, but order now and we'll
include 1gallon of retard (leaner &6oz of Nifty Gritty
First extra strength cleaner-a 5490 value--for 5399.95!

Deluxe 3.ply anti static rise paper
sleeves. Fin LPs &bur dise. From
Japon. Sel of 5CF. 19.95

VPI FIW-16.5 w/bonus fluids, only 5399.950

SuperClexner II: New advanced formulo record (leaner
16 oz _12.95 32 oz 16.95 1gol..24.95 2.5 0.49.95
Nitty Gritty Purifier 2: Popular everyday LP cleaner
I
noz 1495 1gai 5991
Nitty Gritty Hut: fop strength record cleaner
.
6bz ..I4.95 16 oz.29.95
Torumot TCM-7411: Gentle every day record cleaner
.......
1-oz 14.95 1gai .69.95

Save $35 With Record Doctor Package
Retard Dotter II deans like the expensive machines-with
fluid application &vacuum suction-but costs less because
you turn retards by hand. Recommended by leading mugs.
Record Doctor It Kit Includes: Rerord Doctor II vacuumsuction LP cleaning machine, 1/2 gallon of cleaning fluid,
6oz HG First cleaner, and two fluid (replicate brushes-in
ai a$233.80 volue-now only 5198.80'

Sale/Closeout Interconnects
TARA Prism 22 audio interconnect. 06M reg 529.95, now 24.95; 1.0M reg
$34.95, now 29.95; 1.5M reg $39.50, now 34.95; 2.0M reg 544.00, now 39.00

And Speaker Cables.

TARA Prism 33 (D interconnect, ORM reg 549.95, now 39.95; 10 Mreg
559.00, now 49.00; 1.5M reg 569.00, new 59.00; 2.0M reg 579.00, now 69.00

40% Off TARA Quantum 111+ speaker cable-finol closeout prices on
one of the best selling speaker cable in TARA Labs history:
611 pr reg 5136, now 85.00; 8h pr reg 5167, now 99.95; 10h pr reg 5199,
now 119.95; 1211 pr reg $231, now 139.95; 15h pair reg 5279, now 169.95

TARA Quantum Reference Mk11 audio interenned-TARA's direct replacement cable for highly mated Pandora T, now at special rloseout prices: 0.6M reg
5230, now 139 95; 1.0M reg 5250, now 149.95; 1.5M reg 5328, now 199.95

50% Off TARA *Phase Il w/TFA Remuas speaker cable closeout: 6f1 pr
was 5)30, now 49.95; 811 pr reos 5160, now 5995; 12h pr was $225, now
69.95; 15h pr was 5270, now 99.95; 20h pr was $350, now 12995

TARA Quantum Studio audio interconnect-TARWs replacement/upgrade cable
for highly rated Pandora "V, now at special closeout prices: 0.6M reg $275, now
159.95; 1.0M reg 5295, now 169.95; I.5M reg 5383, now 219.95

'Prices are for stereo pairs with spode termination, unless pins ore requested
For bananos add $20 per pair.

MIT MI-330 audio interconnect. The cable that mode MIT wand famous. 0.5M
was $140, now 4995; 1.0M was $180, now 69 95; 2.0M was 5275, now 9995

Record Cleaning Machine Parts & Solutions

Nitly Gritty Brush ......11.95 NG Voc Sweep 104.141 11.95
VPI HW-16.5 &FIW-17 pick up cleaning tube .,.........19.95

Digital Cable loseout/Sale
Toshiba Toslink Fiber Optic Cable-S1..951 Finally-a low price Toslink fiber
optic cable. Mode by Toshiba, one of the so-inventors of the Toslink connectors.
Imported by Audio Alchemy. Toslink fiber optic (able, 1OM, only 519.95
MIT Non-Adjustable Digital Cable, designed by Bruce Brisson, this digital
coaxial table is impedance-matched for bast CD transport/proressor combinations. I.0M length, Was 5195, now only 29.95
MIT Adjustable Digital Cable, designed by Bruce Britton, tis sable
features abuilt-in user-odjustoble impelonce matching nehuor ,to allow
easy matching with any processor, 1.0A length, Was 5375, now only 99 95
TARA Labs Digital Reference D -2 Closeout Sale: Feat ring highest
quality construction w/ double -loyer sh:elding, &built-in digits noise blinker.
TARA DR.2 I
OM axonal digital (obi ,was 5195, while supplie last 99 95
AT&T Digital Cable Closeout SoEe Iading supplier of digit products is
dosing out the remaining 1OM ATA hand fiber optic dato Ira smission cables.
All cables new with AT&T/ST.bayone eds. reg 5150, while supplies last 49.95

MIT MI-330E upgrade interconnect with many of MIT's Shotgun Terminator
benefits. 1OM woo 5375, now 169.95; 1.5M was 5425, now 189 95
Audio interconnect prices ore for stereo pairs with MA terminasse
We ship to sil 50
states and oround
the world by air
partel post and air
freight.

Discwasher V.R.P. 3-ply antistatic rice paper sleeves. Now only
514.95/set of 20; 53990/60

More
items on

Our Expert Sales Staff Is Very Knowledgeable and Ready To Answer Any Question.

In The US-or Canada-To Order Call 1-800-942-0220
WorldRadioHistory
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New/Sale Electronics From Philips, Dynaco, &PS Audio

Philips FT920 AM/FM Tuner Sale, Only $199.95
The Philips 11920 is ahigh-precision, drift-free, quartz-locked, digitally synthesized AM/FM/FM Stereo tuner with advanced features like 12-bunom programming keypad, display on/off, stereo/mono, rotary spin-wheel tuning knob. FM
muting, multiple search, scan, end program modes, and more FT920's station
memory stores up to 30 selections, along with the station name, type of music
played, waveband, local/distance setting, and more.
Philips f1920 Tuner, was 5250.00, while 50 units lost, only 5199.95"

New Dynaco PAT-6 Preamp/Tuner With Remote
Dynoco's heel with the exciting new PAT-6 preamp/tuner-ond lull infrared
remote control. The PAT-6 has asensitive AM/FM tuner with 8programmable
presets and auto scanning. Preamp stage features 4inputs, including phono, CD,
and tope, mono, plus bass and treble controls. Front panel features easy to read
display and headphone lark, rear panel includes gold RCAs and IEC-type power
cord inpui. All main functions-including volume-can be controlled by the
infrared remote Dyne«, PAT-6 preamp/luner with remote only 5499.95'

in my experience, power cords can make on enormous
difference in sound, lundi not just on tubed equipment."
-Jonathan Scull, Stereophile, Vol 16, No 3, Marsh 1994.

Power Cable Sale

TARA Lobs Affinity Power Cable
New, more advanced mie acial design with solid core condoctors, natural insulation, superior shielding, and highestgrade Hubble-type AC connectors. AC Affinity 6h power
cable, regularly $195, now only 14915

TARA Labs Quantum AC Pow
it
able
TARA's best sellingrinet
derpowerjable lust
got bend. Ouontu
»Wks i gAreMolll sore conductors, natural liber inilv4,5°
fer
RF ejection. Sisk
9.9 ,hreg 5128, now
75.00; 1Th reg
Nib 8.00; 15lt reg 5188/99.95

Power Link Cables By Audio Power. If you've heard
the benefits of Power Wedge line conditioners, you're reedy
for their new power cables. Superb design and superior
parts make Power Link on exceptional value. P0313-I, 61t
5159, 3+ 139.95; PL313-B, 8h 5179, 3+ 159.95; P1.31310, ION 5199, 3. 179.95

...helding

Save $490 On PS Audio Preamp +Amp Combo Deal!
For alimited time, Save 5490 on this exciting amp +preamp combination from
one of the leading companies in hob end, PS Audio, The PS/Sic ohigh grade
line stage preomp offering 7inputs, tope loop, Damp outputs, and complete
inhered remote control. The PS 100 Delta offers I
20w/ch/Biz, 200w/ch/4SZ,
and is rated "Superb value' by Stereophile. Purchased seperdely, this combo is
52,490. Now, while supplies last, the combo is yours for under 52,000-you
Save 5490! PS Audio 7.0 preamp f. 100 Delto cop now I,999.95f

Solid Support With Solidsteel Audio Rocks
Solidsteel audio tabler. imported from Italy, have a1-piece
highly polished black or silver welded steel frame, thick
Mot shelves, and sperially machined spiked feel.
5olidsteel 3-Leg Component Racks
Feature 2r-tall frames, 16mm-thick
shelves. Top shelf is I6.7r x
lower shelves are I
3.2r WoIr D.

Solidsteel 4-Leg (»patent Rocks
Ultra-rigid with 21" Wx16" Dtop
shelf, U18.3" Wul5D lower
shelves-all shelves on cone points.
Model 48. 4shelves, 3r toll with
6/r between 3top shelves 8r
above lowest shelf. 5475.00f/black
Model 410. 5shelves, 39" tall w/
6.25" between shelves. 55501/block

Model 36/3. 3shelves with 13.4"
between shelves, 5275.00f in black

Model 48
Solidsteel Amp Platforms
biro-hem duty amp tables with dense shelves, multi-layered isolation, and cone point feet. Model El 1r tall with
18.3" by 15.6' platform, 5250'/black; 527r/silver

Model 36/pro. 2shelves-lower shelf
atotally holated, 5349.95f in black

Target USA Rocks As Low As $99.95

Ultra-Rigid TT Racks, As Low As $169.95

Big Savings On Extra Large Target PS Racks

Target TTF1 Amp Floor Stand

Special low priced audio rocks
improve audio gear performance.

Strong, one-piere welded steel
frome lor maximum rigidity.

PS racks hove extra large 22.8
by 21 -shelves for big equipment.

Target 1125A: 20 -toll with I/
between the 2shelves, was 5150,
now 99.95'
Target TT3SA: 3/ tall with
12.8 -between the 3shelves, was
5190, now 149.95f
Target TT5TSA: 39 -tall with
8.1 -between the 5shelves, was
S275, now 199.951

Target 113: 32- toll with 12.1
between the 3shelves, was
5215, now 169.95'
Target ITS: 32" tall with 6.1'
between the 5shelves, was
5300, now 249.951
Target TTST: 39 -tall with 8.1"
between the 5shelves, was
5325, now 269.951

Target PS2sa: 20" tall with IS
between she 2shelves, was 5240,
now 14915'
Target PS3sa: 28" tall with I
I
between the 3shelves, was 5290,
now 199.951
Target PS5sa: 39' toll with 81"
between the 5shelves, was 5470,
now 269.95l

Strong 4'
tall steel
home with
14 -by 18 composite
MI Amp floor Stood
wood sh ell
8spiked feet holds amps rigidly. Rios 5100, now 69.95"

Bright Star Equipment Isolation Base 8. Pod

JUSTARACK Equipment rocks.
Sturdy racks with 3/4" support rods
ond infinitely adjustable 2175 wide
by 15.75 -deep by 3/4 -thick composite wood shelves. Standard finishes are black, charcoal or Rey Rood.
Cone point feet ore supplied. Mirhoel
Green's AudioPoint Feel are optional.

Big Rock I: 19.5 -by 21" x4
-,
dark granite finish
5149.00', black gronite finish 5175.00'

Bright Star's Little Rocklsolation "Pod": Put the
"isolation pod -on top of sensitive electronics to damp
vibrations and shield circuits rum air-borne RF interferenc.
New size/weight
W, 10-D,
If; weighs 19 lbs.
Dark granite finish 5129.00'; Block granite 5144.00'

1USTARACK 36-36 -toll with five shelves..........399.001
JUSTARACK 42-42" tall with six shelves ...........449.00l
1USTARACK 48-48 -toll with seven shelves .......499.001

RoomTunes' Racks by
Michael Green Designs

The ultimate in isolation technology from tarry or Bright Star.

New Big Rock III: New smaller design lor use inside
Target equipment rack shelves; 18.5 -x15 -x2
-tall, dark
grange finhh $125.00", black granite finish 5139.00"

Extra-Large Target PSF1 Amp Floor Stand
Looks like the TIF -I, but features larger, 23" by 20.7",
composite-wood shelf bigger amps. Elevates the amp 4".
Was 5115, now 99.95'

Bog Ro
New Slim-Line Little Rock It. New wider-17" by Il'
by 1.5 --thick-ho pod son be used as a"stacking pod"
between components. Dark granite finish 5179 00'

New Deluxe JUSTARACK Equipment rack.
Deluxe lustare is similar to the siondord lustarock, but
the 1.5 -thick shelves provide increased rigidity and component stability. Cone point feet ore standard.

1USTARMIE 24-24" toll with three shelves .. $299.00f
1USTARACK 30-30 -tall with lour shelves

Deluxe H}STARACK 24-14" toll with 3shelves $329.001
Deluxe 1USTARACK 30-30"tall with 4shelves...399.001
Deluxe JUSTARACK 36-36" loll with 5shelves.A69.00t
Deluxe 1USTARACK 42-47-toll with 6shelves...539.00t
Deluxe RISTARACK 48-48 -tall with 7shelves...599.001

New Low Price Standesign Speaker Stands

Low Price/High Performance Target Stands

Low Mass Target "T" Stands Only $99.95

Target "HS" Stands Now On Sole

New Slandesign BB speaker stands feature rigid, one-piece
steel consiruction with urethane pods
on top, spikes on bottom.

New low price Target SP stands deliver good sound at a
bargain-basement price. SP stands feature one-piece welded steel homes with tes support tubes, steel top plate, he
hie-12' wide by 9
-deep- T"shaped base and [one point feet.

New Target TSeries stands feature 3support legs welded to
an extro wide ond hoble I4.3r wide by 12 -deep "T"shooed base with aflat steel top plate Both lop spikes and
bottom cone point feet included.

Save on oclassic, world-wide best-selling derign with o4"
by 1.6 -steel tube supporling 2medium mass steel plates.
High quo> block matte finish. Con
be easily sand filled. Top 8bottom
spikes are supplied.

Standesign BI150: 6.5 -by 6.5' lop plate;
choose 12 -,16, or 20 -heights, 49.95/pr'

Wade
8875

Stondesign BB75:
7.5 -by 75
-lop plate,
choose from 12-,16",
20 -,or 24 -heights,
69.95/pr

beget 5P40 stonds: 16 tall,
7.r x7.5 -top plate, 69.95/pr"

Target H516: 16 -toll with 7.9' x
7.9 -top plate, now only 1
29.95 -

Target T-40: 16 -toll with 7.5" x
7.5 -top plate, now only 105.00"

Target SP50 stands: 20' toll
6.r x lap plate, 69.95/pr"
Standee,
8850

Target 1-30: 12 -tall with 9.4' x
94 -lop plate, now only 99.95"

Target 11520: 20 -toll vdth 6.5-x
7.r top dote, now only 129.95"

Target 1-50: 20" tall with 7.5 -x
7.5 -top plate, now only I05.00'•

Target SP60 stands: 2e toll,
6
-by 6" lop plate, 69.95/pr"
Forger 5P50

Target H524: 24" tall with 6.5 -x
7.r lop plole now only 139.95"

Target T-60: 24 -toll with 7.5 -x
7.r top plate, now only 109.95"

Target HS28: 2e toll with 6.r
6.3 -top pinte now only 139.95"

Hard Or Impossible To Find Analog Accessories At Special Prices
Monster Cable Cartridges
Toproted moving roils (0.3mV) now al
50% off their former list prices!
Monster Alpha Genesis 1000 If
Was 5800, now 5399 95
Monster Sigma Genesis 2000
Mot S1,200, now 5499 95
Grado Phono Cartridges
Loved for their worm, music sound by
audiophiles around the world.
ITE*1
.21,95
2F3E.
.29.95
P2F3E. P-mount...............34,95
Signature 8MZ
169.95
Signolure
399.95
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Sumiko Blue Point Cartridges

LAST Record Treatments

Currently the world's top roled moving
coil cartridges. Order todoy &hear why.

World's finest record and stylus treatments.

Sumiko Blue Point. High output
I2.0mV), list 5150, now I
19.95
Monster

002000

Sumiko Blue Point Special. New,
improved version, reg 5295, now 249.95
Cordes Flex SC Tonearm Cable:
Superbly shielded, highly flexible, custom
made with Cordes 5C conductors, Cordes
DIN, and Cordes RCA connectors, 1.281
14ft) length 149.95; 1.5M (6ft) 16935

Sumiko Blue Point

al EAST Power Cleaner-new formulo.......
02 LAST LP Preservative, 2oz
.3 LAST Regular LP cleaner
erl EAST Stylus cleaning kit
.5 LAST STYLAST stylus preservative
el° LAST Magnetic tape head treatment.........

Headshell Accessories
29.95
29.95
17.95
14.95
24.95
16.95

Turntable Drive Belts
AR E5I belt
14,95
VPI HW-I9 belt . 19.95

Rego Planar 2&3.32.00
SOTA Bells
19.95

Record Brush: Hunt E.D.A. MK 6dual-action .....19.95
Nitty Gritty fluid applicator brush ................I 1.95
SPI NW-16.5 fluid applicator brush ...... ......25.00

Sumiko HS-12 Lniversol type headshek
29.95
Sumiko H5-29 premium headshell leads
11.95
Sumiko Rigid cartridge mounting kit
SME Utz Premium 33mm silver bita headshdl beds 29.95
New 50mrelong SME silver litz heodshel' leads .......39.95
Mist Analog Accessories
Dennison Metal Soundtraclor alignment gauge _149.95
DB Systems holm phono cost alignment gauge ....29.95
Kristoline Dust cover palish 8scratch remover ........I4.95
Shure
5.7G-2 stylus pressure goug
14.95
SOTA
Reflex hemp, fits most turnialsks
149.95
Sumiko Analog Survival Kit
49.95
VPI PLC power line conditioner far VIturntables,
conditions power, provides speed control
'199.95
SPI SAMA stand-alone motor assembly .........'499.95

Established in 1981, Audio Advisor has satisfied over 75,000 customers in over 135 countries!

"You're easier to
do business with

In the US or Canada Call 1-800-942-0220. Overseas Call 616-451-3868.

!vbenan stuns
W,
1e Montgomery
t ried
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Exciting New Turntable/Tonearm/Cartridge Combination Deals
Save $320 On VPI HW-19 JR/Regia RB300/Sumiko Blue Point Special Combination!

New Sumiko Pro-Jest 6 Turntable Imported From Vienna

foro limited time, save $320 on this highly-roled turntable system. We match the VPI HW-I9 JR turntable-in oak or block
cok finish-with the highly regarded Rego RB300 toneorm,
and Sumiko's remarkable Blue Point Special phono cartridge-in all o$1,320 value-yours for only 5999.95-you save
5320! This package is complete; the toneorm and cartridge are
professionally mounted and inslolled. API 11W-19 JR comes complete with VP1's two-piece reflex-type record clomp and &drover. Sale ends August 31, 1994, or while supplies lost.

The soft, springy suspension of the new Pro-led 6
turntable reminds us of the old AR turntable-no wonder
the Pro-Jets 6is the honest new turntable in Europe. Prolust 6has asleek, low profile with amodern matte-block
finish, hinged smoked acrylic dustrover, medium-mass tonearm with capture -roce precision bearings, and cone point
isolation feel. Aspecial upper metal plinth isolates the
platter and turntable from the motor and horn the MM.
Sumiko Pro-lest 6turntable complete with Sumiko
Pearl MM phono cartridge, only 5699.95'

VPI NW-I 9JR turntable with Rego R8300 arm and Sumiko
Blue Point Special tea $1,320, now only 5999 95 1529.951

Or, Sumiko Pro-lest 6w/Blue Point cartridge 5799 95•

Increase Audio Knowledge With Entertaining &Informative Audio Books
Good Sound by Laura
Dearborn

Master Handbook of
Acoustics-3rd Edition

Handbook for Sound Engineers, Second
Edition, by Glen Ballou.

An easy-to-read, nontechnical
introduction to high end audio
with valuable information on
choosing the right equipment, setup and maintenance instructions,
and mush more. Paperback, 412
pages, 512.95

Wrinen in non-technical Iongunge, this classic source book
an acoustics covers everything
from the basics of sound to the
latest in listening room treatments. New updated third edition. Paperback, 452 pages,
519.95

The last word in detailed Mformation on every
aspect of audio-pocked into osingle
desk-size reference book.
This complete
encyclopedia features extensive
discussions of voice
coloration, sound
room design cod construction, loudspeaker
und enclosure building,
testing and measuring,
microphone bosics, and
more flou won't find a
more thorough reference
work on audio-anywhere! Hordrover, 1,506
pages 599.95

ye a

Reissue-Mullard
Circuits For Amps,
1959 Reprint of the classic
do-ityourself guide to building eleven tube amps and
memos mitten by
Britain's premier tube
manufacturer. Paperback, 136 pages, 516 95

t
0,ss

"

oro.4

The Audio Glossary by J.
Gordon Holt
Stereophile's founder and chief
editor, Gordon Holt, explains
more than 1,900 descriptive
and technical audio terms.
Paperback, 152 pages,
SI 295

Electrostati ,
Loudspeaker
Design, 2ne Edit
Step by step intmolions
for building ofull-range
electrostato smoker with
useful instructtins for
speaker repair For anyone
who wants to e the mast
out of his/her speokers.
Paperback, 241 pages,
51995
The Audio Dictionary, by Glen White
Bursting at the seams with
well-miner explanations of
thousands and thousands of
audio terms, abbreviations, elc.
Paperback, 412 pages, 529.95

RoomTune, ASC, Sonex, 8, Computer Acoustic Treatments
Save Now On Low Price RoomTunes
Acoustic Treatments
CornerTunes, Place (orner'
lunes in ceiling corners to
improves highs 8,, soundstoge.
Reg 5/9, now 569.95/set of 4
EchoTunes. Put on the side
walls lo creole omore coherent
soundstoge. Regular $39, now
3995/poir

Save S30-$60 On ASC Flat Traps
New Flot Traps from ASC are le by 36" by 1.5" thick
quartz-fobric-covered acoustic mall panels designed for
home listening rooms. Flat Traps ore mounted in ahand•
some frame--a rear bracket makes installotion as easy
os hanging opicture! Flat Trops improve image clarity
definition 8overoll musicality. ABC Flat Traps Reg
5200, now only 5169.95/set of 4; or 5339.90/set of 8

Sonex Acoustic Panels
Son. -.Rs" are 24" by
24" by 2" thick, easy toinstall acoustic damping
foam panels. Choose
black, blue or kip.
Sonex Jrs 69.95/box of 4

RoomTunes. Acoustic panels
on awood base designed to
shape sound reflected aft
speakers, walls, etc. Improves
imaging, boss, 8more. Regular
$229, now '199.95/pair

4T--bse..-„,
-
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Save with Serna
"UNO" Panels
Large size, 24 -by 48 acoustic damping foam
sheets some in 2", 3",
or 4" thicknesses for o
wide variety of applications. Choose black,
brown or beige.
UNO Sanee 169.95"

Listening loom
Computer Software
Analyze your Iidening room
acoustics with our personol
computer. Reeds acoustic
refledions, aria the optimum
speaker placement in the room
DOS version cO, only $45.00.
New Macinto-ti version $47.50
Sotellite/Subwoofer System Set-Up
ISol twore. Discover the optimum room
placement for 3-piece saiellilecsubwoofer
systems. Easy to use; works on any
P(. You'll be surprised by
the improvement. WooferSatellite Offset Program, DOS
only, 53995

•

Stax Electrostatic Head. hones Now On Sale!
Save SI SO On Stax Lambda Pro
Classic MX

Stan SR lambda Pro
Classic w/SRM-Ah amp

Star Lambda Pro Classic is special edition
headphone featuring the ultra-low distortion
Pro diaphragm mounted in the super comfortable large size Lambda headset, driven by the
new SRM-Oh high performance, pure Class A
direct drive headphone amp. SRM-Oh can be
driven by any standard pre- or tope-out and
features independent level control.

Save $700 On Stax SR-Lambda
Signature/SRMT1 System

Save $800 On Stan SR-Sigma Pro
Sfax SR lambda
w/SRM II amp

SR-Lambda Signature headset is mode ol
select materials-including 1p diaphragm and
high purity copper coils-then hand assentbled 8hand tested to meet the strictest standard "The best headphones around" says Bill
Sommerwerck. System includes Sore SRM-T1
pure Class Aomp with vacuum tube output.

Stow SR-Sigma Pro/ SR61-71 System,
reg 52,300, now only S1,499.95*

tea SR-Lembda Sigrature/SRM-T1
System, reg $2,000, stow $1,299.95'

Slav Lambda Pro Classic MX reg $850,
now only 699.95"

New SI-Sigmo Pro headphone has won amortis
around the world for advanced engineering
and remarkable sound In this extro-comfortable Sigma headset design the ultra-thin Pro
diaphragms are placed forward to simulate the
panoramic sound held of live music. System
includes Stax SRM.T1 pure (loss Aamp with
vacuum tube output Astonishingly realistic!

Premium Grade Replacement Vacuum Tubes 8. Tube Accessories
Save On Golden Dragon Audio Tubes

Gold Aero Premium Grade Vacuum Tubes

Rugged US- 8, Russian-Made Power Tubes

Tube Coolers Increase Tube Life!

Golden Dragon Tubes were developed by 8rdrsh oudloplules end
engineers formerly a,'Iube greats MO Volve. Mollard. etc All
models have special features lo make them sound great. New
ovadable with gold pins for improved corrosion resistance.

Gold Aero offers the fined computer tested tubes and the
strongest guarantee-I 20 dayst-in the industry.

While supplies last, get these highest grode US GE- and
Russion Sovtek-mode power amp tubes All tubes are precision tested in the AS Pairs and quads ore closely matched.
Russian tubes are exact matches of early British designs.

Specially ;rested topper fins remove mess heal to double
or triple 'elm Wet Cooler tubes lost longer, 8sound better.
Power 1mp Tube Coolers:
Specify diameter with order:
1-9 511 25 each, 10+ 9.95eo
Preamp Tube Coolers:
For 6018, 12A)I7, etc. tubes.
I955.E/ each; 10, 499 eod,

lute

Stonded
1-5 Price
12AX7A 16.00
126117A 16.00
116176 16.00
6018
22.00

6. law Noise
Price I-5Price
12.95 26.00
12.95 26.00
12.95 26.00
1195 3760

6. law Noise 6.
Rice w/Gold fins Pare
21.95 32.00 26.95
21.95 32.00 26.95
21.95 32.00 26.95
2995 4460 3695

Tube
Single Mulched
Tubes
Pair
Gold Jones 6018
2995
68.00
Gold I2AX7A,1211T7A,12AU7A 2508
69.90
PlotnumSeries 6018, 6F07
7995 19990
Plenum 12AX1A,I2APA
1995 19990
Plotrnum 7308. 6972
8995 21990
Prem., 61105
65 00 13800
orninu.soon Ressinn K138 cell for prise.

Marched
Oueds
155.00
160.00
399.90
399.90
450.00
275.00

Tube
6550
6550
1134/6CA7
5881/616WGC
5684/5134
8134

Call Toll Free To Order:
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so German is proper for him. This live
French recording is sung in German,
despite the jewelbox's confusing lack of
information on the subject. (There's also
awonderful recording by Mackerras of the
Mozart version translated back into English,
on RCA 7786-2-RC.)
Mozart's orchestration left almost all of
Handel as it was and simply added winds,
thereby making the continuo unnecessary
and giving afilled-out, modern sound to
the piece. He also substituted horn for the
high trumpet in "The Trumpet Shall
Sound," since the art of playing high had
died out by Mozart's day. (Check the
trumpet writing in any Mozart symphony
and you'll see why he needed to make the
change.) Mozart also reassigned some
pieces: "But Who May Abide" went to
bass, while "Rejoice" became atenor aria.
All in all, the revisions are modest and
tasteful (after all, this is Mozart). And, we
should remember, music-lovers have long
heard Messiah in later orchestrations. Only
after about 1960 was it common to hear
Messiah in Handel's original version.
For this performance, conductor Malgoire uses five soloists, but not the SACtIB
we expect in period performances; rather,
he bills his group as SSTBB. It's certainly
unusual to use two sopranos; the lower
(alto) part is often quite low (particularly
in "He was despised"). Malgoire's second
soprano, Bernarda Fink, sounds like a
mezzo, but sings well over awide range.
She does quite well with the lower tessitura, but also has some soprano numbers

performances, of course, are vintage in the
very best sense: Gershwin's piano style had
wonderful esprit—something that can be
heard to great effect here in his truly scintillating song arrangements. In terms of
tempo and rhythm, Rhapsody in Blue
sounds very much like Gershwin's various disc versions. However, what doesn't
sound like Gershwin in all of this really
praiseworthy production is the pianist's
tone, which emerges far warmer and mellower (and, so far as the recording venue
is concerned, somewhat boxed-in) than
one recalls from the composer's flat-disc
renditions. What Ihear is a pleasant,
slightly dynamically restricted piano being
played with all of Gershwin's characteristic
rhythmic characteristics, but minus his
lean, almost acidly accented sound. For
that, one must go to the various original
Gershwin commercial and radio recording
compilations on Pearl, Pro Arte, and RCA.
—Igor Kipnis

HANDELIMOZAKII Messiah
Lynne Dawson, Bernarda Fink, sopranos; Hans Peter
Graf, tenor; Chris de Moor, Stephen Varcoe,
basses; Chamber Chorus of Namur; La Grande
Ecurie et La Chambre du Roy, Jean-Claude
Malgoire
Astrée E8509 (2 CDs only). Nicolas Bartholomée,
prod.; Manuel Mohino, eng. DDD. TE 2:06:00

Handel wrote Messiah to an English text.
Half acentury later, when Mozart was
commissioned by Baron van Swieten in
1789 to reorchestrate the piece and bring
it up to date, he worked with atranslation,
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("There were Shepherds," et a/). Of his two
basses, one, Stephen Varcoe, is really an
ardent baritone. He has fine diction and
handles coloratura well ("refiner's fire").
The real bass, Chris de Moor, has only two
numbers, "Why do the nations?" and "The
Trumpet Shall Sound"—both veering
between marginal and awful. (The booklet,
by the way, gets these attributions wrong.)
The other soloists, soprano Lynne Dawson
and tenor Hans Peter Graf, both make solid
contributions.
The chorus is fairly small: six singers on
each part, including two male altos and a
tenor named Jean-Jacques Rousseau. The
37-piece orchestra is aperiod group (including an obviously valveless horn in
"The Trumpet Shall Sound"), but, since
this is the late 18th century, they play at virtually modern pitch. There are afew minor
indiscretions from both chorus and orchestra, but these are of little consequence, and
the audience is completely silent. The
sonics do not betray the live conditions;
everything is clear enough, but there's no
"hall" sound.
Conductor Malgoire has afirm grip on
the piece. Almost everything is taken fairly
fast, almost always to good effect. Big spots
like "Hallelujah" and "Worthy" are as
majestic as you can make them with asmall
chorus. As I've noted in Malgoire's work
before, he seems more intent on drama and
excitement than on subtlety or contemplative beauty.
A German-language, Mozart-orchestrated Messiah probably should not be any-
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one's first choice For someone starting out,
I'd suggest Pinnock (Archiv 427 664) or
Hickox (Chandos 0522/23) among periodinstrument versions, and Andrew Davis
(Angel 49027) for alarge-scale, moderninstrument approach. If you do want Handel/Mozart, consider Mackerras, whose
recording (in English) is great fun. For
German (and in direct competition to this
release) Iwill reach more often for Corboz's recording (Erato 45497). He may be
considerably less theatrical than Malgoire,
but the music is much better shaped and,
well, just more interesting in his hands.
Nor is Corboz saddled with abass soloist messing up two of the greatest arias in
the oratorio repertory. —Paul L. Althouse
JANÁÇEK: String Quartets I& 2
FAURE: String Quartet, Op.121
Medid Quartet
Nimbus NI 5379 (CD only). DDD. TE 72:35

This is the second recording that the
Medici have made of these Quartets for
Nimbus. Their sound has always been very
well blended—not, to my mind, one appropriate to the turbulence of the Janácek
Quartets' violent changes of emotion, passionate questing, and unpredictability—all
of which fades into insignificance in such
rounded playing. That's not to say that the
Medid are technically lacking—everything
is neat and in its place, but it is too undramatic and lacks tonal and rhythmic variety.
The recording is warm and buoyant, too,
letting in little light or air.
The Fauré Quartet is aproblem in itself.
Written when the composer was 79, it was
his first piece of chamber music not to use
piano. He was unsure about it himself, and
asked agroup of colleagues to listen to it
before any public performance so that he
might destroy it if they thought it inadequate It is aserene piece, written with eloquence and gentility, but it can be mindnumbingly dull through its lack of variety. But attempts to imbue it with more
fervor would impose an entirely alien
character upon it. The Medici play it as
written, and beautifully, their sound being
so homogenous on the ear that Iwas
immediately lulled into asoporific trance
Try this if you need to relax!—Barbara Jahn
MAHLER.: Symphony 6, Symphottisches Praeludium (orch. Gürsching)
Neeme Jârvi, Royal Scottish National Orchestra
Chandos CHAN 9207 (CD only). Ralph Couzens,
prod.; Ben Connellan, eng. DDD. TE 79:28

Járvi projects the structure of the Sixth reasonably well, especially in the long outer
movements, where he avoids meandering.
The first movement's "Alma" theme, for
example, surges nicely in the same basic
tempo as the march theme (although one
must take much of the accompanying filigree on faith). The tuttis are somewhat
indistinct in texture, but the more lightly
scored episodes are atmospheric (the
woodwind over string tremolos after 22,
for example). Unfortunately, Járvi tends
to rush: he tumbles rashly into the recapitulation and rushes at the "Nicht schlepSTEREOPHILE, J
ULY 1994

pen" (don't drag) marking after 40.
The Finale is coherently projected, with
some deft touches. Each appearance of the
opening theme, including its appearance
in inversion at 120, has asense of ineffable yearning. The soft march theme over
woodwind triplets, at 117 and 147, has a
nice lift; and, for once, the tuba's pedal A
registers firmly under the trombones'
lamenting fugato in the coda. The wind
chorale at 106 is nobly played, although
Járvi again rushes at the "Nicht schleppen"
marking.
The Scherzo is less good, despite ample
energy. The violins' first entrance scans
incorrectly; je, the upbeat sounds like a
downbeat. The critical move from C# to
C in the second trumpet at 55 is sluggish.
The grazioso episode at 56 feels hasty—
the tempo Járvi finds for the creepy "Langsamer" passage at 64 would bejust right.
The slow movement is the big snag.
Mahler marked it Andante moderato; prvi
observes the former and ignores the latter. The basic tempo is simply too fast: the
timing is 13:37 as opposed to Tennstedt's
patient 17:23. The nervously searching
quality of the second subject comes across
well, but, by its third appear,ance, the main
theme seems sickly and puling; Mahler
may have scored cowbells into this music,
but Idon't think it should sound bovine.
At this tempo the strings can't do anything
with their conscientiously observed portamenti, which become fast tail-pulls: the
first violins' aesthetically uncomprehending slide to high A at 99 is adilly.
The Scottish orchestra sounds good, in
ageneralized way; articulations could be
crisper, and there are numerous mild inaccuracies of balance and ensemble The solo
clarinet and horn, however, are idiomatic
Mahler stylists. The resonant overhang of
the familiar Chandos sound blurs inner
detail in the tuttis, where Járvi isn't at his
best anyhow; the lighter, chamber-like textures, conversely, are warm and clear,
though solo reeds seem boosted relative
to accompanying strings.
The Symphonisches Praeludium needn't
detain us long. Peter Franklin's notes practically disavow it from the start: "If not by
Mahler himself, it certainly hails from the
Vienna of his student days." Discovered
in 1970 as apiano transcription, the reasons for attributing its authorship to Mahler are, at best, conjectural. Frankly, Idon't
hear much Mahler in it. Ihear anumber
of other composers—the opening is distinctly Wagner, the string tremolos are
Bruckneresque, and there are fingerprints
of Schumann and even Franck—but how
traceable these influences may be to one
Albrecht Gürsching's orchestration, I
couldn't begin to tell you.—Stephen Vasta
SASHA MATSON: Steel Chords, i-5
Doug Livingston, pedal steel guitar; Peter Kent,
Maria Newman, Joel Derouin, Cynthia Moiiss.s
violins; Ray Tischer, viola; Erika DukeKirkpatrick, cello; Bruce Morgenthaier, bass;
Sasha Matson
AudioQuest AQ-LP/CD1013 (LP/CD). Michael C.
Ross, eng.joe Harley, prod. AAA/AAD. TE 61:27
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In the notes to this recording, composer
Sasha Matson (b. 1954) somewhat reluctantly refers to himself as aCalifornia
composer—a characterization that may
engender either positive or negative associations. In this case, both are warranted.
Captured here in remarkably beautiful
sound, Matson's music is made up largely
of rhythmic, riff-like melodies with the
immediate appeal and gratification one
might expect from Golden-State culture.
The danger of such music is that the appeal
won't last much past the first few hearings.
I'm inclined to believe that this is not
music oflasting value, but it is both pleasant
and abit of achallenge at the same time.
It may be convenient to think of Steel Chords
and i-5 as minimalism tinged with New
Age influences—an inadequate description, but adecent starting point. Repetitive rhythms and relatively simple harmonic patterns combine with quiet,
atmospheric episodes of considerable grace
and charm. The surface simplicity of the
music is occasionally complemented by
surprising twists and interjections that
pepper the compositions with an unexpected degree of depth, and give pause for
contemplation of issues more significant
than those appearing on the surface.
Both compositions are for chambersized ensembles, and both seem slightly to
outlast the strength of their material. But
their appeal remains undeniable, and the
playing of these musicians is, in itself,
something to admire The sound is effortlessly smooth, and while Iusually shun
that word as vague, Ifind none other more
appropriate here. On my system, the LP
offers slightly more authentic tone colors,
with the CD giving the instruments asubtle electronic glassiness that seems ubiquitous to the medium.
Whether you will return to this music
seeking depth of rewards in years to come
is impossible to say. My guess is that Iwill
not, but I'm glad to have it for the pure,
California-style pleasure of it.
—Robert Hesson
ROSSINI: 11 vierto aReims
Sylvia McNair, Corinna; Lucia Valentini Terrani,
Marchesa Melibea; Ludana Serra, Contessa de
Folleville; Cheryl Studer, Madama Cortese; Raúl
Giménez, Cavalier Belfiore; William Matteuzzi,
Conte di Libeaskof; Samuel Ramey, Lord Sidney;
Ruggero Raimondi, Don Profondo; Enzo Dara,
Barone di Trombonok; others; Rundfunkchor
Berlin, Berlin Philharmonic, Claudio Abbado
Sony S2K 53336 (2 CDs only). David Motdey, prod.
DDD. TE 2:15:06

Viaggio, agenuine Rossini masterpiece, was
composed in 1825 to celebrate the coronation of Charles X. The plot—and the
word must be used lightly—concerns a
group of off-the-wall aristocrats who get
stuck in an inn on the way to the coronation in Reims. The opera calls for no less
than 14 virtuoso singers and is asheer
delight. It would be terrible to imagine a
less than excellent performance of this
work—there's no reason to present it unless
it's going to bowl the audience over. This
performance does.
175

fluency. There isn't aweak link in the cast,
and everyone imparts asense of occasion.
Viaggio was only rediscovered in 1984,
and this is already its second recording.
Claudio Abbado is the conductor on both,
and there are several overlapping cast
members as well-a record-company publicist's nightmare. The first recording, on
DG, was not as well played as this one.
Here, the Berlin Philharmonic, particularly
the wind section, prove their supremacy
over the Chamber Orchestra of Europe
time after time. Ialso like the fact that vocal
lines are more generously embellished this
time around, and that there's areal feeling
ofjoy. If you don't own the DG, be sure
to buy this; if you already have that one,
it will do nicely. But don't do without-it's
just too good atime to miss.-Robert Levine
Claudio Abbado's second recording of Rossini's
little-known If viaggio aReims-too good atime
to miss.

Since the situations are invented purely
for the sake of being operatic-the Contessa sings an aria about her hat, for
instance-I won't outline them specifically.
Suffice it to say that McNair's Corinna
(she's billed as a"Roman improvising poetess") is divine; Serra, despite abit of hardness of tone, makes the Contessa live, sparkling staccati and all; Studer gets through
her opening aria with panache; both
Giménez and Matteuzzi handle their highflying tenor lines with grace and fun; Terrani is an elegant Marchesa; and Rairnondi
and Ramey hold up the bass line with real

STRAVINSKY: Pftsmachka, Apollon Mtuagee,
Cirrus Polka
Neemeprvi, Orchestre de la Suisse Romande
Chandos CHAN 9237 (CD only). Ben Connellan,
Jonathan Cooper, engs.; Brian Couzens, prod.
DDD. TE 66:36
STRAVINSKY: Pétrouchka, Orpheus
Esa-Pekka Salonen, Philharmonia Orchestra
Sony SK 53274 (CD only). Sid McLauchlan, eng.;
David Mottley, prod. DDD. TE 63:39

There's no shortage of well-played Pétrouchkas these days. In order to be distinguished,
anew release must offer fresh insight,
ensemble precision, or astunning recording.
Jârvi comes closest to meeting these
criteria with his surprisingly spirited and
gregarious reading of the original 1911
version-surprising because I've found his

previous Stravinsky recordings unfocused
and soft-edged. Salonen has genuine
empathy for Stravinsky, but his recording
of the leaner 1947 version lacks thrust and
edge. Sony's sound is also rather blurry and
homogenized when compared with Chandos's more vivid and detailed presentation:
Tempos are well-chosen in both readings,
but Jârvi exhibits the most relish-listen
to the way he ushers in the second tableau
for an example of how he establishes a
throughline in this rhythmically incisive
music. The Suisse Romande brass are more
martial and prominent in the Çhandos
mix, and this, too, helps propel the music.
The Chandos is, on balance, amuch better
recording than the Sony. The Pétrouchka
CD of choice still remains the composer's
own '60s recording, but Doráti on Mercury and Skrowaczewski on Vox are worthy alternatives.
Jârvi delivers asuave and lovely interpretation of the 1947 Apollon Musagète, making
it alegitimate alternative to Salonen on
Sony and Craft on MusicIVIasters. With the
brief and raucous Circus Polka tacked onto
the end, this Chandos CD belongs in the
collection of the dedicated Stravinskian.
Imay have to revise my opinion ofJárvi as
aconductor of Stravinsky-he gets everything right here.
Salonen's Orpheus fares somewhat better
than his Pétrouchka. The graceful descending harp figures in the gorgeous opening
bars have never been handled with more
delicacy and suavity. Here, the lush, softedged recording serves the music appro-
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priately. Head to head withprvi's previous
Chandos CD, Salonen gets the nod for his
insight into this neo-classical work from
Stravinsky's middle period.
Jârvi's Pétrouchka is one of the better
recent interpretations, while Salonen's
Orpheus offers asmooth, sophisticated
reading that is hard to dislike. Two recommended discs, then, which should be useful
for filling in discographical gaps.
—Carl Baugher
TOBY TWINING MUSIC: Shaman
Toby Twining Music: Lisa Bielawa, soprano; Toby
Twining, countertenor; Jeffrey Johnson, tenor;
Gregory Pumhagen, baritone; with Peter Stewart,
bass
Catalyst 09026-61981-2 (CD only). André Gauthier,
prod.; Anthony Salvatore, Robert Friedrich, engs.
DDD. TE 66:46

Toby Twining founded Mouth Music in
1989, but split after one album (Mouth
Music continued with Jackie Joyce, Martin
Swan, and Michaela Rowan) to found Toby
Twining Music, an acappella quartet that,
except for Sanctus and Agnus Dei here, dispenses entirely with words to make its own
unique brand of pure vocal music.
This is one of the more interesting
releases of the year. The purity of vibratoless tone achieved by this astonishingly disToby Twining's Shaman is pure acappella magic.
ciplined quartet (with bass Peter Stewart
added for three tracks) is almost machinebars before"), one could easily imagine this
like but always lively. And the sheer range
music being chanted in aseventh-century
of vocal sounds Twining either borrows
Romanesque basilica (Agnus Dei, of
wholesale from the vocal traditions of the
but also Munu Munu), around aShaman's
world, or invents literally out of thin air
campfire somewhere above the arctic circle
(or breath), is just as literally breathtaking.
(the title track, of course, but also Himalaya),
In this disc of 12 orginal compositions,
or the silent music accompanying the first
Twining combines falsetto, African-style
interstellar space voyage (Between Stars, of
yodeling, creative use of plosives and concourse, but also Numa Exotic). What Ihave
sonants, trills, late medieval chant techniques, panting, gasping, glottal stops, and
found is that the album has no emotional
content of its own: whatever Ihappen to
what Twining calls "vocal fry," or "throat
be feeling, Shaman both intensifies and
singing": simultaneously vocalizing afundamental and its harmonic undertone, a releases it—an all-purpose cathartic. Music
for all lands and times.
technique developed by the sacred vocal
Shaman is recorded abit too pristinely
traditions of Tuya and Tibet.
and is abit too well-blended, but that sort
The result is an otherworldly—or multiof audiophile quibbling affects my appreciworldly—collection of short pieces that
ation of it not at all. This may be the most
could be sung in any language, or all lanfascinating record you buy all year.
guages, or no language at all. This is true
Whether or not it moves you will depend
"world music," if that phrase can be said
entirely on how far you move toward it.
to retain any meaning: music that draws
Recommended.
—Richard Lehnert
equally from all over the globe to incorporate ways of making sounds with the
human mouth that no one language contains all of. There are times when it's almost
.•.•••....•
impossible to believe that some of these
sounds are being made by nothing but the
KIM KASHKASHIAN: Lachrymae: Music for
human voice. The sounds are often percusViola & Orchestra
sion-like, but, more often even than that,
Britten: Lachrymae,Hindemith: Trauermusik; Penthey sound like insects, birds, chirps, barks,
derecki: Concerto for Viola & Chamber
purrs, and groans taking equal part in
Orchestra
Kim 1Cashkashian, viola; Dennis Russell Davies,
human music. It all adds up to an almost
Stuttgart Chamber Orchestra
elemental experience, one that only someECM New Series 1506 (78118-20002-2, CD only).
times sounds human.
Peter Laenger, eng.; Manfred Eicher, prod. DDD.
This is simultaneously the appeal and the
TE 50:02
problem with Shaman—there's an emoThis is severe music, written, it seems, as
tional remoteness about this music that
much in anger as in sorrow, and not to be
sounds almost extrahuman. Combined
with Twining's mathematically isorhythtaken lightly. Played as it is here with such
deep commitment, the music is engrossing,
mic compositions (whereby he "crains into
and presented in admirably realistic sound.
three bars. ..
things that happened in five

Kim Kashkashian and Dennis Russell
Davies have produced penetrating readings of these three 20th-century works
which, though they might be thought of
as having been assembled to capitalize on
the popularity of Górecki's sorrowful
Symphony 3, achieve distinction based on
their abstract, non-populist qualities.
Britten's Lachryrnae consists of variations
on atheme by John Dowland—a mere
sliver of amelody, but one that yields
bounty in Britten's hands. Unlike Yuri
Bashmet's performance of the same work
with the Moscow Soloists on RCA, Kashkashian and Davies do not romance the
raw pain of the music. The playing is direct,
affecting, and poignant, especially in the
closing aria.
Composed in just six hours upon the
death of England's King George V, Hindemith's Trauermusik is a brief fourmovement piece cast in amore traditional,
less ascetic mode than the other works on
the CD. Again, the interpretation is quite
complementary to the mood of the music,
avoiding the overly anguished tone of
Bashmet's reading contained in the same
collection as his Britten piece.
The longest and most demanding work
on this release is Penderecki's concerto. It
is intense, to say the least, and, like Britten's
Lachrymae, wrings asurprising breadth of
material out of atheme of modest dimensions. While Kashkashian conjures asubtle,
foreboding atmosphere, her performance
comes just short of the intense passion of
Grigori Zhislin with the Polish Radio and
Television Symphony Orchestra and Szymon Kawalla on Conifer.
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Kashkashian and Lachrymae—lamentation without romance.

An obviously deep commitment to this
music on the part of musicians and engineer make this recording well worth seeking out.
—Robert Hesson
MICROFON!
Various performers
Tacet 17 (CD only). DDD. TE 75:58

Now here's an interesting CD: 16 brief
recordings made with "classic" condenser
microphones dating from the first-ever
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(1927) to today's state-of-the-art, like the
Schoeps KFM6 ball mike. It's sort of like
the mike demos on Stereophile's first Test
CD, except that instead ofJGH (mot) intoning monotonously into each mike, they use
musical examples. An interesting idea. Pity
they didn't quite pull it off.
First of all, the cover design is very nonPC. Next to aTelefimken (now Neumann)
U-47 mike is asmoking cigarette, which
leads one to believe that the clear liquid in
the adjacent drinking glass isn't H20. And,
frustratingly, there are no photos of some
of the mikes that we get to hear.
Then there's the program material. Certainly, there are immense audible differences between the mikes, as would be
expected. (The 1947 Neumann U-49 sounds
just as steely-hard as Iremembered it from
when Iowned one.) But comparing these
cuts is rather like comparing apples with
oranges with pineapples because, with few
exceptions (piano, piano, piano, and yet
again piano), the musical instruments are
different on every cut. There's no way of
comparing how they sound on strings,
bass violins, percussion, and brasses, and
all of these are crucial to the evaluation of
any microphone. Nonetheless, it's still fascinating listening for anyone who's into
microphones (mea culpa), and it's all the evidence one could ever need that we really
have made tremendous strides in microphone design during the past 67 years. As
if you needed proofl
—J. Gordon Holt

SHOW M USIC
ICIRI TE KANAWA: Kin Sings Porter
Kin Te ICanawa; Peter Matz, New World Philharmonic
Angel CDQ 55050 2(CD). Haydn Bendall, eng.;
John Fraser, prod. DDD. TT: 51:11

Kin iTe ICanawa's crossover recording
career has ranged from the merely okay
(Kin Sings Kern, Angel CDQ 54527) to the
seriously misguided (Kin Sidetracks, Philips
434 092-2). So when FtL handed me
the CD of Kin Sings Porter with a"For
Review?" note on it, all Icould do was roll
my eyes and shake my head. Nevertheless,
Iagreed to take it off his hands and give it
alisten. (A dirty job. .., etc.)
To say that Iwas pleasantly surprised by
Kin Sings Porter is an understatement. This
is by far the most successful crossover
recording Te ICanawa has made. I'd nominate it for Crossover Recording of the
Year. Iwouldn't have thought that the
match between Te ICanawa's "ladylike"
persona and Porter's sexual angst would
be ideal, but then Ican't be right all the
time, can I? Te Kanawa's performances of
numbers like "I've Got You Under My
Skie "Night and Day:' "So In Love," and
"In the Still of the Night" are full oflonging and sensuality, and she injecta "Let's
Misbehave" and "Don't Look at Me That
Way" with just the right kind of playful
sexiness. Every word is crystal clear, every
note in place, but she never over-enunciates
or over-sings, as classically trained singers

are wont—and as she herself has been
known—to do. Like the best popular
singers, she uses voice and personality to
convey feeling and mood. "Every Time We
Say Goodbye" has such aprofoundly bittersweet quality as to make me suspect that
she's drawing on some personal source of
emotion. Her performances of these songs
easily stand comparison to any of the classic pop versions in the Smithsonian's Cole
Porter collection (Smithsonian RD 047).
Much of the credit for the album's success must go to Peter Matz, responsible for
the arrangements as well as the musical
direction. The arrangements are inventive
without being over-elaborate, and the
musical direction gives Te Kanawa exactly
the right kind of support.
Finally, the sound has very little of the
rather brittle quality that has characterized
some past EMI releases; the improvement
is sufficient to make me think they've
upgraded some of their recording equipment.
—Robert Deutsch
ALEX NORTH: 2001: A Space Odyssey: The Original Score
Jerry Goldsmith, National Philharmonic
Varèse Sarabande VSD 5400 (CD only). Mike
Sheedy, eng.; Jerry Goldsmith, Robert Townson,
prods. DDD. TE 35:16

Alex North was one of the most original
and innovative American film composers
to appear during the post-WWII period,
scoring such disparate films as Who's Afraid
of Virginia Wolff? and Spartacus. Filmindustry insiders and hard-core fans have
known for some time that director Stanley
Kubrick had engaged Alex North to compose an original score for 2001: A Space
Odyssey, but until now, this music had
remained unheard.
North knew, of course, about "temporaries"—rough edits of available music with
which adirector will assemble arough cut
of afilm in the absence of the finished score.
But no one ever told North that Kubrick's
temporaries had become permanent—
North attended the world premiere of2001
fully expecting to hear his score integrated
into the film. However, North should have
probably been tipped off that something
was up when, after composing amere 35
minutes of music for amostly dialogueless film almost three hours long, he was
dismissed with the explanation that the
soundtrack's second half would utilize
"breathing sounds:' and that no further
music would be required.
Matching up the various tracks on the
CD to the corresponding scenes in the
film, Iwas able to get an excellent idea of
what adifferent film 2001 might have been
had North's music been used. And although one can debate the ethics of
Kubrick's treatment of North, Ithink the
director was ultimately right in assuming
musical direction for the film as well.
The greatest surprise may be the
elaborate and busy scoring for scenes destined to be played without music: the
Dawn of Mankind and foraging scenes (for
which two alternate sequences were composed), and the waterhole, night terror,
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and meat-eating scenes—not to mention
interior scenes at the space station, including Dr. Floyd's videophone call. Providing
no music for these scenes may be the best
artistic decisions Kubrick has ever made.
Strangely, North appears to have written
no music for the apemen's encounter with
the Monolith, and we'll never know what
he might have created for the Stargate
scene.
Permeating Robert Townson's liner
notes is the feeling by all concerned with
the CD production that agreat wrong was
done to North, to film-goers, and to 2001.
But it seems to me that, for example,
Kubrick's choice of Strauss's Blue Danube
for the shuttle docking and the lunar trip
provides awry comment on advanced
human technology, while the unarguable
beauty and grace of North's contribution
takes it all abit too seriously. Similarly,
Kubrick's choice ofLigeti's Lux Aeterna and
Requiem for the TMA trip, and the scientist's encounter with the Monolith, places
the scene in awesome perspective to the
characters' incredible banality over sandwiches and coffee while on their way to
view evidence of extraterrestrial intelligence. North wrote the best music of his
entire effort for these two scenes, but, compared to Ligeti's natural otherworldliness,
North sounds merely commercial. Most
important, each of Kubrick's choices—
from the familiar strains of both Strausses
to Khatchaturian's less familiar Gayne Adagio and the Ligeti pieces—sound as though
they were written for the sequences they
accompany in the film.
Still, taken on its own, North's rejected
score contains some of the finest music he
ever wrote; conducror Jerry Goldsmith and
his associates were right to revive this score
so that it could finally be heard. The performance is powerful and fully committed,
and the audio production exemplifies
today's best efforts. This CD should find
itself equally at home in the lab, the
showroom, and the listening room.
—Richard Schneider

J
AZZ &BLUES
SUGAR BLUE: Blue Blazes
Alligator 4819 (CD). Sugar Blue, prod.; Fred Breitberg, eng. AAD? TE 59:06

Former street musician Sugar Blue played
the incendiary harp on the Rolling Stones'
"Miss You." That might have been that,
but the Stones and the song had legs, and
so did Sugar Blue. He's been asideman
with everyone from Willie Dixon to Stan
Getz to Frank Zappa to even afew living
musicians, and his European albums are
prized by blues aficionados. Today, nearly
two decades after exploding on the scene,
Sugar Blue is as hot as ever.
If it weren't for the centerpiece—Blue's
virtuoso harmonica playing—Blue Blazes
would be an antiseptic blues set. Blue plays
blues harp like Alvin Lee plays guitar: just
this side of in-control, always threatening
179
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and Williams's icy cymbals.
In response, Davis began playing differently. In the '50s, Davis smoldered, playing
introverted phrases that turned in on themselves elegantly and led inevitably to his
next statement. In the '60s, he shot off
flamboyant lines like fireworks, and let
them float downward in their own wake.
His fans felt he was creating abrave new
world.
Three of the tunes—"Eighty-One,"
"RJ," and "Little One"—come from the
1965 sessions that produced E.S.P. "Pinocchio" is from Nefertiti (1967), and the two
live tunes, "So What" and "All Blues:'
come from the classic 1959 session, Kind
of Blue. Carter starts off "So What" with
the clean, forceful playing he gets at seemingly any speed. When Williams and Hancock join in, we hear aconfident revival of
the state-of-the-art rhythm section that
wowed listeners in the '60s. No one sounds
on edge, as they frequently did when they
were with Miles; but no one sounds complacent either. Hancock plays beautifully
throughout, and even Wayne Shorter is
energized. Wallace Roney is afine trumpeter whose long tones and choked turns
impose anew mood on "All Blues." (He
plays this tune as if it were from Sketches
of Spain.) That isn't to say that this new
recording has the aura or the importance
of the original Miles Davis recordings, but
it's more than nostalgia. A Tribute to Miles
works so well, perhaps, because Hancock,
Williams, Shorter, and Carter are playing
their own compositions in their own
matured styles—styles they discovered in
the Miles Davis band.
The generally attractive, bright sound
in the live numbers is more resonant than
in the studio pieces, but in both cases the
band is more or less centered, the imaging relatively indistinct. Given the tonal
accuracy of the recording, Idon't find that
aproblem.
—Michael Ullman

ROCK
JOHNNY CASH: American Recordings
American 45520-2 (CD). Rick Rubin, prod.; Jim
Scott, eng. AAD? TT: 41:54

With the exception of "Folsom Prison
Blues" and "Boy Named Sue Idon't consider myself abig Johnny Cash fan. With
his limited vocal range and almost nonexistent guitar chops, I've always thought
of him as someone who was in the right
place at the right time. But after 40 years
in the business and millions of records sold,
Johnny Cash's success is no fluke.
Cash does quite afew things right on
American Recordings. For starters, he and
producer Rick Rubin (better known as the
producer of such acts as Run-D.M.C., the
Beastie Boys, and the Red Hot Chili Peppers) have thankfully kept the recording
process simple: no drums, no bass, no
keyboards—just aman and his guitar.
Recorded in Cash's Tennessee cabin and
Rubin's living room (the traditional "TenSTEREOPHILE, J
ULY 1994

African ceremonial mask, or the animistic
recycling of the wood from the tree from
which the mask was carved—not to necrophilia or anewly nimble Iron Maiden. The
Warner Bros. press office still fields the odd
inquiry from fanzines at the very odd end
of the spectrum.) Like amyth, or afairy
tale, or listening to the English Mystics,
DCD's work is tough to look at analytically; you can, but it's like doing dissection.
Suffice it to say, this mélange of music
to free-associate by is something you just
listen to, and various elements—a lyrical
phrase, modal structures, aquote from
primitive music—swim to the fore in
synch with your state of mind. Of the
tracks with words, "How Fortunate the
Man with None done with the rare permission of the Bertolt Brecht estate, and
"The Wind that Shakes the Barley:' an
18th-century Irish song commemorating
The Man in Black comes back dark and strong:
the Wexford uprising against the British
Johnny Cash's American Recordings.
turned inside-out into an elegy, are the easiest to hook into. "Yulunga," aspirit dance,
is avital instrumental in the mythic Celtic
nessee Stud" and Loudon Wainwright III's
"The Man Who Couldn't Cry" were taped vein of their work for Irish theatrical festival The Lughnasa. (The alternative airplay
at the Viper Room in L.A.), American
Recordings captures Cash as he's wanted to hit, however, "The Ubiquitous Mr. Lovebe recorded for years: alone. He even gpes grove is one of those self-absorbed "relaso far as to call this album his best solo tionship" songs; it's way too specific, and
effort. With his deep, commanding voice way too mundane to be interesting to anyand maybe his wife.)
and simple guitar pickin; Cash is in com- one but Mr. Perry. ..
The duo compose oddly—he lives on an
plete control.
But be warned: American Recordings is a island between Northern Ireland and Irebrooding, moody album definitely not for land, she lives in the Snow River Mounthe light-hearted. With subject matter tains in Australia; they write independently
ranging from political commentary (the
and meet up for three-month recording
sessions (this one at Quivvy Church, great
plight of the Vietnam vet in his "Drive
for "room sound").
On") to salvation (Kristofferson's "Why
In general, dealing with Dead Can
Me, Lord," Cash's "Redemption") to the
love/hate war described in his lyrics to
Dance benefits from apassing familiarity
"Delia's Gone" ("First time Ishot her /I with at least William Blake and the works
shot her in the side /Hard to watch her sufof the French symbolists; here, the vein is
fer /But with the second shot she died"),
a little more rural, primitive, natural,
"rooted:' and thus more accessible for, I
Cash paints adark portrait of life, and left
me wondering how much the choice of suppose, release and tour in the US. It's still
pretty rarefied, however, and evocative of
this material owes to his own troubled life.
It's no secret that Cash has had trouble
arecent University of Pennsylvania Interwith drugs and alcohol off and on during
national House evening with the nicely
his career; his own "Like aSoldier," abrief weathered Robin Williamson (Incredible
and harrowing history of his substance
String Band) telling tall Celtic folktales
about meeting up with God and giants,
abuse and subsequent redemption, is one
of his better efforts on the album.
and fiftysomething guitarist John RenDon't expect to hear anything like "Ring
bourn (Pentangle), who wears reading
of Fire" here. American Recordings is some
glasses now but still lays down the rhythm
of the best work from an artist who for a of life. Me, I'm going out to find DCD's
while, in some circles, was known only as
back catalog—all just reissued on 4AD.
—Beth Jacques
Rosanne's daddy, and whose career just a
few years ago was considered washed up.
HOLE: Live Through This
Recommended—but not for the easily
DGC DGCD-24631 (CD). Paul Q. Kolderie, Sean
depressed.
—Steve Stoner
Slade, prods. & engs. AAD. TT: 38:18

DEAD CAN DANCE: Into the Labyrinth
4AD 45384-2 (CD). Brendan Perry, eng.tprod.
AAD? TT 55:26

The primarily instrumental, evocative style
of music mined by sort-of mystic-folkpoetry duo Dead Can Dance—Englishman Brendan Perry and Australian Lisa
Gerrard—is murder to critique. (Don't be
fooled by their name, which is an allusion
to qualities which endure after death—
like the spirit of an ancestor present in an
WorldRadioHistory

Led by Courtney Love, recent widow of
Kurt Cobain, Hole pares down the loud,
searing punk hysterics of their first album,
Pretty on the Inside, for an album replete with
pop smarts. Live Through This shows that
Love's as much of amess as Cobain ever
was, with the reported heroin overdoses
and domestic violence The marriage must
have been amatch made in Hell.
Love exposes her pain as few people do.
Lines like "Someday you will ache like I
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ache" and "The abyss opens up /It steals
everything from me" only touch the surface, while "I made my bed, I'll lie in it /
Imade my bed, I'll die in it," sung with
resignation and dejection, demonstrates
her acceptance of the choices she's made.
There are references to Coba in and his
work: "We look the same /We talk the
same /Yeah, yeah /We even fuck the same."
She pleads with him, "If you live through
titis /Iswear I'll die for you." But Cobain
isn't the only one to come under Love's
stinging scrutiny. She sings bitterly about
herself, "Better you, better me /I'm sleeping with my enemy /Myself." Love also
makes no secret of her heroin addiction—
"I am doll eyes, doll mouth, doll legs /Iam
doll arms, big veins"—or troubles concerning her and Cobain's daughter: "I want
my baby /Where is the baby /Iwant my
baby /Who took my baby?"
With newcomers Kristen Pfaff on bass
and Patty Schemel on drums, Hole is now
asolid unit. The band plays in sync, and
has evolved from Love screaming above
original guitarist Eric Erlandson's dissonance. Music and caustic words create
an atmosphere of sustained tension—
Erlandson tones down his stratospheric
punk licks to play it supple and strong,
knowing when to keep it quiet with acoustic strumming, when to explode into afullblown electric slamfest. And though sonically the album is dark, and average-tomediocre for arock record, it's ahell ola
lot better recording than Nirvana ever got.
Though Live Through This contains
exquisite pain and soul-baring, it's not so
despondent as to turn you away; it stands
as atestament to that pain.
—Geary Kaczorowski
SAM PHILLIPS: Martinis and Bikinis
Virgin 39438 2(CD). Joe Schiff, eng.; T Bone Burnett, prod. AAD. TE 46:12
BONNIE RAITE Longing in Their Hearts
Capitol CDP 81427 2(CD). Ed Chemey, cog.; Don
Was, prod. AAD. TE 54:57

A lot of things have happened since Ireviewed the last Sam Phillips album, Cruel
Inventions. As if by magic, goo pop acts like
Wilson Phillips have been supplemented,
if not supplanted, by the likes of Liz Phair,
PJ Harvey, the Breeders, and Courtney
Love. And at the other end of the spectrum,
Nick of Time and its followup, Luck of the
Draw, have firmly emplaced Bonnie Raitt
as the Elder Stateswoman of this Women
Who Rock club. I'm not positing any kind
of cause-and-effect relationship here—
albums as good as Martinis and Bikinis and
The Longing in Their Hearts are reward
enough.
Martinis and Bikinis is more playful than
Cruel Inventions, and that's not abad thing.
Sam Phillips has ceded the angry-youngwoman turf to PJ Harvey and the Riot
Grrrrls, and that allows her to call on a
broader range of emotions and to unleash
her formidable way with ahook. And
while Cruel Inventions was about being a
woman in asexist America, Martinis is
about being athinking person, coincidenSTEREOPHILE, J
ULY 1994

Courtney Love and Hole's Live Through This—a
lot more than screaming.

tally female, in an America gone greedy,
cold, and just plain weird.
On "Love and Kisses," the album's
opener, Phillips conjures up an image that
connects Fitzgerald's lost generation with
her own: "Send us all your love and kisses
/Come and join the dream that never ends
/God will grant us all our wishes /Martinis and Bikinis for our friends!' And by
asheer act of will, she gets past the Triclde
Dickie references to find the timeless core
ofJohn Lennon's' "Gimme Some Truth!'
But this broader gaze doesn't mean that
she's abandoned her studies of sexual politics. Not with lines like "You say love
when you mean control:' coming soon to
afeminist T-shirt shop near you. Phillips
is at her best when she combines that ol'time women's lib with her new, broader
worldview. If you don't catch the double
entendre of aphrase like "The trees are
listening /Everytime amissile's made,"
you'd better rent Dr. Strangelove tonight.
Martinis and Bikinis sounds as good as it,
um, sounds. Engineer Joe Schiff must have
had agreat time with this, pan-potting
Phillips's vocal tracks as if it were 1966—
right—left—no, right again—and recording on "Black Sun" what sounds like the
inside of abass drum. The remarkable result
is that rarest of animals: arecord that's
baroque without being cluttered.
Bonnie Raitt's problem has always been
that, despite her guitar-slinging bluesmama exterior, she can't write songs like,
say, Sam Phillips, and generally has enough
self-respect not to try. But now that she's
got Don Was in the booth and aGrammy
on the shelf, she's covering abetter class
of song. And she can hold out for the songs
that tell the story she wants to tell. On
Longing, that's astory of love lost and
found.
Raitt's been around long enough that she
can see love's beginnings with an unashamed relish ("Fever turns to cold, cold
sweat /Thinking about things we ain't
done yet"), and its endings without undue
1But covering aLennon song is only the beginning of
the Beatles references on Martinis, which, with its
harpsichords, backward guitar, and super-dry string
arrangements, sometimes sounds more like it was produced by George Martin than by Phillips's husband, T
Bone Burnett.
—RL
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rancor ("I'm not her and you're not him
/It just comes out that way"). There isn't
asong here about infatuation, because Raitt
instead mines the richer, more precarious
territory of commitment and domesticity. And if Richard Thompson's "Dimming of the Day" makes it clear that she
doesn't do windows, "Steal Your Heart
Away" lets you know that she will make
the bed.
The packaging of Longing is slick, but
Raitt's not-easily-buffed voice and Was's
quirkily conservative production keep this
one just on the right side of becoming a
Mariah Carey-style commodity. If there's
nothing quite as much fun as "The Thing
Called Love," there's also nothing false or
out of place; in that way, Longing in Their
Hearts could be called anear-perfect pop
record. The sound is the same kind of tastefil as the record: smooth, polished, no surprises.
Be forewarned, all of you basking in this
neo-feminist nirvana: For all we know, the
goo-poppers may return at any moment
like aswarm ofhot-pink locusts. Ifrecords
like Martinis and Bikinis and Longing in Their
Hearts—for, by, and about women (and the
people who love them)—are part of a
trend, enjoy it while it lasts.—Allen St. John
UAKTI: IChing
Paulo Sergio dos Santos, Dedo de Souza Ramos
Filho, percussion; Artur Andres Ribeiro, woodwinds; Marto Antonio Guimaraes, strings & percussion
Point Music 442 037-2 (CD only). Dirceau Cheib,
Don Christensen, Michael Ricsman, engs.; Paulo
Sergio dos Santos, prod. DDD? TT: 53:33

With Philip Glass as executive producer,
one might expect to hear on IChing music
sympathetic to the minimalist aesthetic.
One would be right. Uakti is aSouth
American group of percussionists and
wind players who marry home-made
instruments to aworld-music sensibility
to fashion often compelling music. Thematically inspired by the ancient Chinese
IChing, or Book of Changes, this disc consists
of music written for the Grupo Corpo
Brazilian Dance Theatre. It's lively, highly
rhythmic, and stunningly recorded—here's
an audiophile demonstration disc of occasionally overpowering proportions. Try
"Thunder" for some low-end system flexing of the first order.
Despite the grace and imagination with
which Uakti blends their brief, rhythmic
episodes and light, breezy modal melodies,
there are 'inconsistencies. The percussive
vibrancy of "Thunder:' for example, is
contrasted by lightweight, Muzak-ish segments like "Mountain!' But at the heart
of the disc—the long "The Hexagrams"
—the group builds intensity to good effect,
employing delicately nuanced percussion
alongside driving drums and lonesome
winds.
Despite some sketchiness, IChing is a
varied, invigorating, international sonic
stew. And fidelity doesn't get much better than this in the digital domain.
—Carl Baugher
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AUDIO ALCHEMY DTI & DST
Editor:
Once again, on behalf of everyone at Audio
Alchemy, Inc. we'd like to thank Stereophile
and (in this installment) Sam Tellig for the
wonderful comments on our good 'ol pal,
DTI, and his "stablemate," our (newly
introduced) DST
A lot of folks had varying comment(s)
on the effects of DTI in their systems. We
have continued to tell people that DTI
seems to work well on just about every
system we've ever interfaced it with. Our
opinion has been unchanged for some time.
LYTI continues to be one of "digital's" most
proven products.
Others have felt that DTI somehow
introduces its own sonic signature. Our
own market research and consumer warranty-card database seems to indicate avery
high customer-satisfaction quotient. DTI
has found its way into almost every system venue imaginable. We're really proud
of that fact. Sam's twist on the subject is
gratefully accepted as well. We've felt all
along that even "good transports and processors" can benefit from DTI.
As to DST, Sam seemed to say it best:
"The sound became more informative,
more interesting." Couldn't have said it
better myself. DST provides more information than ANY cable or transmission system we've experimented with to date. DST
seems to outperform even the most esoteric of transmission methods (which can,
by the way, cost five to ten times more).
DST just plain works. Perhaps that's why
it is our fastest-growing product today.
It's awfully hard to have any quibble
with what Sam had to say. His comments
about "cleaned up, cleared up, got even less
edgy" seem to precisely mirror many of
the warranty cards we receive daily. The
part Iliked best was his comment that "the
effects are cumulative."
As to the "alphabet soup" and our 'wire
management system,' let's just say it is "in
the service of good sound." And really,
what could be better?
We're planning on confusing you even
more in the not-too-distant future. Perhaps Sam will laugh his "evil laugh" once
again. Ihope so!
M ARK L.SCHIFTER
President, Audio Alchemy
ADCOM GDA-600
Editor:
Our thanks to Stereophile, and especially
S
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Sam Tellig, for his Follow-Up comments
about the Adcom GDA-600 D/A converter. Everyone who worked long hours
in the development of this product has been
extremely pleased by the reception it has
received. Regarding Sam's comments
about the power supply, he is correct. We
did, in fact, pay particular attention to this
area, using independent transformers for
the analog and digital circuitry, seven
separate voltage regulators, and over
13,000g of filter capacitance to ensure the
power supply would live up to the capabilities of the other circuitry. Needless to
say, we were quite pleased with the results.
On aseparate note, Iwould like to thank
Robert Harley for his in-depth review done
back in March. The reaction Robert experienced regarding the chassis has been
resolved: All units are now being shipped
with alayer of viscoelastic damping material added to the top cover to control any
structural vibrations.
Thanks again for your time and attention.
DON M ILKS
Product Development Manager, Adcom
SONUS FABER
GUARNERI HOMAGE
Editor:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on Martin Colloms's review of
the Sonus Faber Guarneri Homage loudspeaker. We wish to express our gratitude
to Mr. Colloms for applying his keen technical mind to the reviewing challenges
inherent in interpreting the work embodied in the Guarneri. Before Igo on, let me
digress for amoment.
Too often, those who, through training
and disposition, seek to dissect amanufacturer's efforts through the prism of stateof-the-art technology and technical reportage wind up missing the proverbial forest
for the trees. How often have we all, readers
and manufacturers alike, suffered through
amind-numbingly boring technical exercise replete with graphs, tables, and charts,
only to discover that (surprise!) the "device
under test measured and sounded fine
when compared to our reference speakers."
Happily, Mr. Colloms has instead used
technology to interpret acomplex musical
experience for the purpose of illuminating the design prerogatives of the Guarneri.
Which brings us to the theme of the
Guarneri Homage: technology intelligently applied for the purpose of produc-
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ing asublimely human experience. Note
that Idid not use the term "high technology," though it is present in abundance
throughout this remarkable speaker. It
seems to us that the triumph of the Guarneri (the speaker, not the instrumentmaker) is the honoring of age-old traditions integrated within athoroughly modern loudspeaker. That is, the appropriate
application of modern technology (drivers
and crossovers) combined with afaithful
reproduction of three-hundred-year-old
violin sculpting techniques.
When Stirling Trayle and Iwere in Italy
last May, we spent the bulk of our time
working with the final versions of the
Guarneri. By that time, they were complete
as concerned their external appearance, and
Franco Serblin was fretting the last few
twists of crossover magic We spent agreat
deal of time discussing related matters such
as speaker stands, and Iam pleased to see
much of our input integrated into the final
design.
We share with the reviewer abelief that
the stands, as presently configured at 39"
tall, may simply be too tall for some rooms
and limit the sense ofbass weight of which
this speaker is capable. We are working on
this issue at Sumiko; anyone contemplating
the purchase of these stunning-in-a-waythat-I-can't-possibly-do-justice-to-themwith-words speakers would do well to
contact us prior to purchase. By the time
this review appears in print, we expect to
have the definitive word on stand height,
particularly as it applies to the North
American customer.
Finally, it is our belief that the Guarneri
customer is arather special breed: one who
prizes tradition, musicality, and, for lack
of abetter term, soul over virtually all else.
The needs of most of the rest of us, though,
may well be better served by the Extrema,
which offers better large-scale performance, macrodynamics, and low-bass
extension with equivalent imaging precision. Scylla and Charybdis never had it so
tough.
JOHN HUNTER
Dir., Sales & Marketing, Sumiko
SWANS CYGNUS
Editor:
Thank you for the positive review of the
Cygnus speaker. We agree with Jack's
assessment of the speaker, including the
weakness in the clarity of the bass in some
areas. The pair Jack reviewed were submit187

ted about ayear ago. Since then we have
totally redesigned the internal structure of
the bandpass portion of the speaker, which
included replacing the woofer with a
higher-quality driver. (What else is there
to do during those long Canadian winters?)
This new Cygnus, which we unveiled at
the last WCES, now has the woofer ported
on the front instead of the rear. Everyone
who has listened to the old version alongside the newer version has commented that
the bass is faster, better defined, and better
integrated with the midrange.
The underrated sensitivity spec was a
surprise to us. In the past, Ihave been at a
loss to explain why some folks have been
getting surprisingly good volume levels
from low-wattage (under 80W) tube
amplifiers connected to the Cygnus.
Thanks, John!
Please note that the leather top on the
older version has been replaced with rosewood. It is stunning.
And last, allow me to explain the $900
price reduction. The rosewood version of
the Cygnus reviewed was $6795. When we
redesigned the cabinet to accommodate the
new woofer, we greatly simplified the construction process. This, combined with
finding a direct source of rosewood,
allowed us to reduce the rosewood Cygnus
price to $5895. Regular veneers are $400
more.
FRANK HALE
President, Swans Speaker Systems

MCCORMACK LINE DRIVE
TLC-I
Editor:
Thanks to JA and Stereophile for their comprehensive look at our TLC-1 preamplifier.
Naturally, I'm delighted that John so
enjoyed the time he spent with the TLC-1.
It's very satisfying to learn that my "obsessive attention to detail" is appreciated by
someone as critically attentive as JA.
As JA pointed out, the TLC-1 continues
our tradition of transparent, neutral line
preamplifiers which started with the Line
Drive series. The really important difference between earlier Line Drives and the
current TLC-1 is the buffer circuitry,
which allows the TLC-1 to work properly
in any system—without any concern about
cable capacitance or amplifier input impedance. Developing the buffer circuit was a
real trick, though. It took along time to
come up with adesign that truly complemented the sonic purity of the TLCl's passive circuitry, and did not impose
its own character on the music. Ultimately
it turned out that asimple arrangement of
JFETs did the trick, but required avery
sophisticated power supply to really
deliver. That's when the TLC-1 was born.
Idon't feel that Ineed to add anything
to JA's comments about the performance
of the TLC-1. On the other hand, I've been
manufacturing line-level-only, unity-gain
preamps for almost ten years now, and I
would like to make some observations
YBA 2
about their use. There are thousands of
Editor:
Line Drives, TLC-1s, and other preamps
Iwould like to thank John Atkinson and
of this type in use around the world today,
Stereophile for the comprehensive review
and most of these systems incorporate
of our YBA 2preamplifier. A couple of
cassette decks, FM tuners, and video
points. ..
sources—in addition to the CD player.
While it is true that agiven arrangement
Acknowledging that more and more
audiophiles are using aCD-only source,
of equipment may not play loudly enough
to satisfy the user, it is unjustified to characYves-Bernard André has recently develterize unity-gain preamps as "inapproprioped aline version of the YBA 2. This is
ate for use in systems where acassette deck
not areplacement, but an addition to the
or FM tuner is an oft-used source." It is also
YBA line. By using the same power supply
fair to say that some people are alittle nerand filtering found in the phono section,
vous about turning any volume control up
the extra energy available makes the line
past the 12 o'clock position. They have
stage even better for CD use.
Iwould also like to clarify one statement
been conditioned by traditional preamps
and receivers into thinking that it may be
in the review. The resistors are not premium Holcos, but custom-designed YBA
"dangerous" somehow.
resistors. Many components used in YBA
Well, folks, don't worry about it! If
you've got aLine Drive or aTLC—let 'er
products are, in fact, designed by M. André
and custom manufactured. This reflects
rip! If you need to crank the volume control
YBA's commitment to consistency over a wide open to get the volume you want,
well, that's just fine. Volume controls tend
long product life. Yves-Bernard's original intent was to build agood product and
to sound better at the upper end, anyway.
Some minor technical points: The TLC
not be forced to introduce new models
is designed to be powered-up permanently
every few years as parts manufacturers
change specifications and availability of —just plug it in and forget it. It takes less
components (necessitating aredesign of than 10W to operate, so you'll never notice
it on your electrical bill. Power is required
the circuit). We feel that it is agreat disservice to expect our customers to needlessly
even if you're only using the passive outputs. The TLC-1 power-supply design
upgrade equipment. The YBA 2preamdoes not use any three-pin IC regulators.
plifier under review was introduced in 1986
It is afully discrete, wideband, zero-feedand has remained virtually unchanged since
that time. A YBA 2preamp from the first back design with four independent outproduction run will give the same level of put lines (two plus, two minus).
Finally, for those of you interested in the
musical enjoyment as one built last week.
ultimate performance from this design,
DANIEL JACQUES
President, Audio Plus Services
there is an external power supply available.
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Just specify "EPS" when you order. Internal supply units may be upgraded by
adding the EPS, but this is a factory
upgrade only. You will need to ship it back
to us to have the work performed here.
STEVE MCCORMACK
Designer, McCormack Audio
CREEK 4.240
Editor:
It's time to stick that "Pig" back in Corey's
ear!
ROY HALL
Music Hall
ROTEL RA-935BX
Editor:
Ihave just read Corey Greenberg's review
of the Rotel RA-935BX integrated amplifier. We always respect and welcome the
opinions of highly regarded industry publications such as Stereophile when it comes
to our components. It gives us insight into
the strengths and weaknesses of our products, and ultimately helps us to do abetter job of serving our customers.
However, when aproduct is on the market for aperiod of time, the manufacturer
gets to know that product by way of feedback from dealers and reviewers. Such is
the case with the RA-935BX, which has
been on sale in Europe for over 18 months.
We have heard from customers and critics
from all over the continent, and we know
this little amplifier very well indeed.
It is for this reason that Imust take issue
with several points that Mr. Greenberg
raises which are incongruent with all of
what we know about this model. First, he
criticizes the quality of our component
parts, saying that they aren't "AudiophileApproved." The electronic parts in the
935BX include German resistors, UK
capacitors, and specially selected semiconductors not dissimilar to those used in
other products the industry routinely
accepts as being of audiophile standards.
In fact, most of us (manufacturers) source
these components from the very same suppliers. However, unlike our competition,
we back up our quality with afull five-year
warranty.
Second, he reports that "There was a
roughness to the sound," that "The treble
range, already on the ragged side at low
levels, became real annoying," and that he
"could never get past the sense ofstrain and
coarseness." How is it, then, that Hi-Fi
Choice found that the 935BX ". ..
Lets the
music through and never gets out ofhand,"
and What Hi-Fi said that "If atrack sounds
warm and lush through the 935, that's
because that's the way it was meant to
sound"?
Third, Mr. Greenberg reports bass that
is "soggier and less well-defined," sound
that was "too forward and congested to be
considered acceptable," and "dynamics
[that] were poor:' Hi-Fi News, on the other
hand, experienced the same model to provide an "immediate and tactile presentation ...
highly revealing nature ruthless to
recording and source characteristics ...
striking dynamic range and fast transient
S
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Much as we'd like it to, the Arcam
remote does not actually control the
mono/stereo switch. Volume and source
selector are the only remote functions on
the Delta 290.
Your group review calls these amps British integrateds. This is true of all but one.
The last time we checked, Rotel was a
Taiwanese-owned company, manufacturing products that say "Made in Taiwan"
on them. So far, the British have had to
make do with owning only Hong Kong
(and even that is about to end). This is a
point that sticks in the craw of most of us
"Brintie" builders, especially those of us
at Arcam who work especially hard to keep
prices of products "Made in the United
ARCAM DELTA 290
Kingdom" competitive with those made
Editor:
in the cheaper labor environment of
My thanks to Corey Greenberg for makTaiwan.
ing me realize why Ilike the Arcam Delta
Mr. Greenberg hits it on the head when
290 so much: I've got a386 computer! A
he says integrateds are for music lovers
used laptop with 120 meg hard drive, it's
who've had enough of fiddling and "yibacastoff from aguy who had to have a486.
Corey's right—my friends in the computer
bling" and 'just want to listen to my fave
recordings!' The Arcam 290 is what Icall
biz sneer at it. But for the price of aDelta
areverse-tweaking product. It stands at the
290, it works hard in the office, and Ican
take the whole company with me when I threshold of the diminishing-returns
dropoff: right on the edge, binding posts
hit the road.
hanging dangerously over the precipice.
Thanks also to Corey for making it
harder for people to laugh skeptically when Just simple and complex enough to do the
Isuggest that, rather than A/B-ing the job, it's what I'd buy if Iwas not in the
industry. For fim, I'd blow the extra budget
Arcam 290 against other integrateds, they
bucks on more CDs and records. Happy
give it areal listening test and put it head
listening.
M ICHAEL ZEUGIN
to head with some separates at around
Audio Influx Corporation
$2000 aset.

capability!' Perhaps Mr. Greenberg's objections speak more to his choice of ancillary equipment in his system.
The body of literature covering the performance of the 935BX has confirmed that
we have accomplished what we set out to
do: Produce awell-balanced, inexpensive,
highly engineered integrated amplifier that
offers performance well beyond what its
$300 price tag would suggest.
Unfortunately, Mr. Greenberg has had
his own experience, one to which he is
entitled. By all other accounts, he stands
alone.
M ICHAEL BARTLETT
VP & General Manager, Rotel America
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One thing is stopping you money. We can help -now.
The Stereo Trading Outlet pays
cash -top dollar gua. -anteed! -for

used equipment, like c•iirs -and we
pay now. Since 1984, we have
been buying and selling the finest in
new and used audio equipment.

Why not call now?

The Stereo
Trading Outlet
1-215-886-1650
24 1-1R FAX 215-886-2171
320 Old York Road
Jenkintown, PA 19046
Cash Paid for
Audio & AV 17.qpt.

We don't sell
perfect systems.
After 15 years, we've learned no perfect system exists.
It has to be built—to your specifications, within your budget.
To help you, we've selected the 60 companies that offer
the finest equipment, at the best value.
We'll proceed step by step until you're satisfied that
the system you purchase is the perfec
•11 for you.
To get started, call us today.

310 517-1700
310 517-1732 fax

We re nhij 1130 miner
alive pr a3hear pin'
gem Seattle
I'E 1a.

18214 DALTON AVENUE, DEPT S

1111EL
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GARDENA, CA 90248
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AUTHORIZED DEALER: AKG •ATLANTIC TECH
AUDIO ALCHEMY •AUDIO CONTROL •BEYER DYNAM
CELESTION •CLEARFIELD •COUNTERPOINT •CWD •DAHL

CARVER
ATE •GENESIS

GRADO •HAFLER •HARMAN KARDON •HUGHES •INFINITY •JAMO •SRL •LEXICON
MAGNUM/DYNALAB •McCORMACK •MERIDIAN •NAD •NESTOROVIC •NHT •NILES •ONKYO
PARASOUND •PHILIPS •PIONEER •POWER WEDGE •PROTON •PROAC •PSB •ROOMTUNE
SONANCE •SONIC FRONTIERS •SONY •STAX •TARGET •THORENS •TICE •VELODYNE •VPI
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1-800-201-File FI
1-206-698-1348

11EM HEUMMOS

TFLMETh
JOHANNES
BRAHMS
SYMPHONY NO.

I
in C minor op. 68
London Symphony Orchestra
Jascha Horenstein, Conductor

ALL JAll NEW RELEASES ARE:
•Live To 2-Track
•All Analog
•Mastered From The
First Generation
Edited Session Tapes.

(PUY' RECORDS
ANAI111; nrconium;

ALL CLASSICAL REISSUES ARE:
•Mastered Directly From
The Original Analog Tapes.
•No Compression, RI, or
Manipulation Is Used In
The Mastering Process.

Chesky LPs are pressed on 110-180 gram virgin vinyl •Suggested Retail Price Only: $19.98
Coming Soon: Gaîté Parisienne, cut with Tim D'Paravinci ,utilizing all tubes, all analog.
See below for acomplete listing of Chesky's classical, jazz and vocal LPs. Call for more information: 1-800-331-1437
(Albeniz. de Falla and Granados)RC9

"Spain"
Fritz Reiner /Chicago Symp. Orch
Beethoven: Pastoral
RC109
Symphony (No. 6)
The Chicago Symphony Orchestra
Fritz Reiner, Conductor
Berlioz: Symphonie Fantastique CR1
Bizet: Symphony in C
CR7
Tchaikovsky: Francesco da Rimini
Charles Munch, I
Royal Philharmonic Orch.
Brahms: Symph. No. 4
CR6
Fritz Reiner
Royal Philharmonic Orch.
Massimo Freccia
Royal Philharmonic
Brahms: Symph.
RC19
No. 1in Cminor, Op. 68
Jascha Horenstein
London Symphony Orchestra

Concert Favoltes
CR53
Elgar: Pomp and Circumstance
Mendelssohn: The Hebrdes
Moussorgsky: Night on Bald Mountain
Sullivan: Overture di Bailo
Liszt: Les Preludes
New Symphony Orch. of London
Sir Adrian Boult, cond.
Gershwin: Rhapsody In Blue
RC8
An American .n Paris
Earl Wild, Arthur Fiedler,
Boston "Pops" Orch.
Liszt: Piano Concerto No. 1 CR13
Earl Wild. Sargent,
Royal Philharmonic Orch.
Dohnanyi: Variations on Nursery Song
Earl Wild,
Christoph von Dohnanyi,
New Phirharmonia Orch
Moussorgsky
RC30
"The Power of the Orch."
Rene Leibowitz. Royal Phil Orch

Prokofiev: Lt. Kim
RC10
Stravinsky: Song of the Nightingale
Fritz Reiner,
Chicago Symphony Orch.
Rachmaninov: Concerto No. 4 CR41
Rhapsody on Theme of Paganini
Earl Wild, pianst
Jascha Horenstein, cond.
Royal Philharmonic Orch.
Rachmaninov: Piano Conc. No. 2CR2
Earl Wild, pianst
Jascha Horenstein cond.,
Royal Philharmonic Orch.
Ravel and Rachmaninov
RC11
"The Reiner Sound" Fritz Reiner
Chicago Symphony Orch.
Ravel: Daphnis et Chloe
Charles Munch,
Boston Symphony. Orch

Chesicy Records LPs and CDs are available in Fine Audio and
1111111710

Record

RC15

Respighi. Pines of Rome
RC5
Fountains of Rome
Fritz Reiner/
Chicago Symphony Orch.
Rimsky-Korsakov: Scheherazade RC4
Fritz Reiner,
Chicago Symphony Orch.
Sibelius: Symphony No. 2
CR3
Sir John Barbirolli,
Royal Philharmonic Orch.
Stravinsky "Petrushka"
CR42
Oscar Danon,
Royal Philharmonic Orch.
Tchaikovsky Swan Lake
CR94
Ballet Suite
Sir Adrian Boult, Cond.
New Symphony Orch. of London
Tchaikovsky: Nutcracker Suite
Sir Adrian Boult, Cond.
New Symphony Orch. of London
Westminster Choir,
CR83
0Magnum Mysterium

Andrade, Leny
Maiden Voyage
Caram, Ana
Rio After Dark
Hersch,Fred,
Dancing In The Dark
JVC Jazz Festival LIVE!
ANight of Chesty Jazz:
Town Hall, New York
K., Sara
Play On Words
Pidgeon, Rebecca
The Raven
Santamaria,Mongc, & Friends,
Mambo Mongo
Taylor, Livingston,
Good Friends,
Terry,Clark, Portraits
Tyner, McCoy,
New York Reunion

Stores or order direct with Visa/Mastercard by calling

1-800-331 -1437 or 212-586-7537 or send a check or money order for LPs $19.98, CDs $14.98, Gold CDs $29.98, plus $3
postage and handling (add 8.25% sales tax in NY State)

to:

WorldRadioHistory
CHESKY
RECORDS, P.O. Box 1268, Radio City Station, New York, NY 10101

JR113
JR28
JR90
JR82
JR105
JR115
JR100
JR97
JR2
JR51

W HERE TO B UY STEREOPHILE
Dealers interested in selling Stereophile, please call 1-800-446-3563. Stereophile is also available at selected B. Dalton Booksellers and Tower Records
stores. U.S. National Distributors Austin News Agency, Bernhard DeBoer, Fine Print Distributors, Ingram Periodicals, International Periodical Distributors.

ALABAMA
Auburn
Accurate Audio
Route 5Box 57
Imaginary Records
332 N. Dean Rd
ALASKA
Anchorage
Shimeks Audio
530 E. Benson Blvd
ARIZONA
Phoenix
Sound Advice
2230 E. Indian School Rd
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
4120 N. Marshall Way #1
Shakespeare Beethoven
Scottsdale Galleria
4343 N. Scottsdale Rd
Tucson
Wilson Audio
2900 E. Broadway
CALIFORNIA
Berkeley
Audio Chamber
1717-B University Ave
DB Audio
2573 Shattuck Ave
The Sounding Board Stereo
2389 Shattuck Ave
Beverly Hills
Christopher Hansen
8822 W. Olympic Blvd
Brea
Audio Haven
1050 E. Imperial Hwy #C-3
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
5825 Manzanita Ave #4
Concord
The Sounding Board Stereo
1931 Market St
Culver City
Armadillo 8. Company
5795 W. Washington Blvd
Daly City
Audio Vision
55 First Ave
Dublin
Stereo Doctor
7660 Amador Valley Blvd
Encino
All American Newsstand
18001 Ventura Blvd
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura Blvd
Fremont
The AN Room
710-F Mowry Ave
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
18214 Dalton Ave
Hollywood
World Book 8. News
1652 Cahuenga Blvd
Los Angeles
Robertson Magazine 8.
Bookstore
1414 S. Robertson Blvd
Monrovia
Brooks Berdan
110 W. Olive Ave
Oakland
Pro Home Systems
383 40th St #A
Pacific Grove
Audio Video Design Group
227 Grand Ave #3
Palm Springs
David Rutledge Audio
675 N. Palm Canyon Dr
Palo Alto
Audible Difference
805 El Camino Real
Western Audio Imports
4191 El Camino Real

STEREOPHILE,

J
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Rancho Cucamonga
Audio Videophile
7930 Haven Ave #5
Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
2901 W. 182nd St
Reseda
Variety Newsstand
18456 Sherman Way
Riverside
SpeakerCraft
1650 Seventh St
Roseville
Dimple Records
1701 Santa Clara Dr
Rowland Heights
Audio Best
2411 S. Joel Dr
Sacramento
Audio FX
3019 DSt
Paradyme AudioNideo
1720 Fulton Ave
San Diego
Stereo Design
9240 Clairemont Mesa Blvd
Stereo Unlimited
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
San Francisco
San Francisco Sound &Vision
2074 45th Ave
Stereo Plus
2201 Market St
Ultimate Sound
141 Keamy St
San Jose
Books, Inc.
420 Town &Country Village
San Mateo
Peninsula Home Video
1210 S. El Camino Real
Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
215 W. Mission St
Santa Cruz
Cymbaline Records
435 Front St
Santa Monica
Shelley's Stereo
1520 Wilshire Blvd
Santa Rosa
Sawyer's News
733 Fourth St
Studio City
Dave's Video, The Laser Place
12144 Ventura Blvd
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
22926 Hawthorne Blvd
Tustin
The Digital Ear
17602 E. 17th St #106
Van Nuys
Audio Den
15600 Roscoe Blvd
The Audiophile Network
14155 Kittridge St
Ventura
Billy Bags
4147-A Transport St
Walnut Creek
Sound Distinction
1919 Mt. Diablo Blvd
Stereo Unlimited
1545 Locust St
West Sacramento
MIS Inc./Tower Magazines
2500 Del Monte Bldg C
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
6201 Topanga Canyon Blvd
Wilson Audio Video
Entertainment
20051 Ventura Blvd #J
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COLORADO
Arvada
SoundTrack
6490 Wadsworth Blvd

Aurora
SoundTrack
15022 E. Mississippi Ave
Boulder
Analogue Audio
2525 Arapahoe Ave #E4-284
Eads News 8. Smoke Shop
1715 28th St
Listen Up
2034 E. Arapahoe
Recycled Audio
1615 Pearl St
SoundTrack
1685 28th St
Colorado Springs
Listen Up #3
230 N. Tejon
Sound Shop
528 S. Tejon
SoundTrack
1230 N. Academy Blvd
Denver
Listen Up #2
999 S. Logan St
Second Sound
1875 S. Broadway
Sound Hounds
1575 S. Pearl
SoundTrack
1298 W. Alameda Ave
SoundTrack
2553 S. Colorado Blvd
Englewood
Gold Sound
4285 S. Broadway
Fort Collins
SoundTrack
4606 S. Mason St
Grand Junction
The Sound Co.
2513 Belford
Highlands Ranch
SoundTrack
2680 E. County Line Rd
Littleton
SoundTrack
9350 W. Cross Dr
Thornton
SoundTrack
930 E. 104th Ave
Westminster
Westminster Newsstand
5088 W. 92nd Ave
Wheat Ridge
SoundTrack, Pearce Electronics
9901 W. 50th Ave
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
169 Church St
Danbury
Carston Stereo
146 Old Brookfield Rd
Hartford
Al Franklin's Music
1Civic Center Plaza
The Stereo Shop
505 Farmington Ave
New Haven
Take Five
105 Whitney Ave
New London
Roberts
90 Bank St
Westport
The Sound Room
236 Post Rd E.

Clearwater
Rising Sounds
28901 U.S. 19 N.
Coral Gables
Sound Components
1533 Magruga Ave
Fort Lauderdale
Audio Center
4134 N. Federal Hwy
Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
523 S. 21st Ave
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
3505 Southside Blvd #10
Key West
Audio Video International
1436 Kennedy Dr
Madeira Beach
Book Nook of Madeira
15029 Madeira Way
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 S. Dixie Hwy
Joe's News
1549 Sunset Dr
Pensacola
Invisible Audio
1600 Airport Blvd
Tampa
Audio Visions South
3953 W. Kennedy Blvd

Naperville
Quintessence Audio
20 W. Jefferson St
Select Sounds
1220 W. Ogden
Orland Park
Sound and Vision
14474 LaGrange Rd
Palatine
The Sound Lab
833 N. Quentin Rd
Peoria
Sound of Peoria
105 E. Arcadia
Saint Charles
Audiophile of St. Charles
411 S. Second St
Springfield
King's Stereo
225 Highland Ave

GEORGIA
Alpharetta
AnaLogique
5645 Grove Point Rd
Atlanta
Audio Forest
6806 Peachtree Ind. Blvd
Music Audio
4920 Roswell Rd #12
Dunwoody
Audio Solutions
Dunwoody Hall Shopping
Center
5576 Chamblee Dunwoody Rd
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
19 Atlanta St
Stereo &Video Systems
1253 Powers Ferry Rd
Martinez
Stereo Shoppe
104 Chamilla Ave

IOWA
Betlendorl
Reference Audio Video
2306-A Spruce Hills Dr
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E. Kimberly Rd
Des Moines
Audio Logic
5733 Urbandale Ave
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S. Gilbert St

HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
3184-A Waialae Ave
Classic Audio &Video
3027 Kaimuki Ave
IDAHO
Coeur d'Alene
Everything Stereo
7736 Government Way

DELAWARE
Wilmington
Overture LW
2423 Concord Pike
FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Better Sound
2882 N. Federal Hwy
Front Row Center
5030 Champion Blvd #0-8
Stereo Shoppe
279 N. Federal Hwy

ILLINOIS
Champaign
Record Service
621 E. Green St
Glenn Peer's Audio Video
114 W. Church
Chicago
Mills Audio Video
174 N. Michigan Ave
Rock Records
175 W. Washington
Van L. Speakerviorks
5704 N. Western Ave
Superior Audio Systems
833 N. Milwaukee
Des Plaines
Algonquin Records
532 E. Algonquin Rd
Evanston
Audio Consultants
1014 Davis
Mt. Morris
Walden Books
4279 W. Route 64
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INDIANA
Bloomington
Campus Audio
883 S. College Mall Rd
Fort Wayne
Three Rivers Audio
4003 S. Wayne
Indianapolis
Tone Studio
820 E. 64th St
Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe
824 E. 64th St

KANSAS
Wichita
Custom Sound
830 S. Hillside
KENTUCKY
Lexington
The Music Room
903-D E. Third St
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Soundscape
406 W. Cold Spring Ln
Bethesda
High Tech Services
7700 Old Georgetown Rd
Burtonsville
JS Audio
15454 Old Columbia Pike
Ellicott City
Gramaphone
9005 Chevrolet
Kensington
Soundworks
10534 Connecticut Ave
Laurel
High Tech Service 8. Exchange
14209 Baltimore Ave
LuthervIlle
Gramaphone
10801 Tony Dr
Rockville
Needle in aHaystac'i
785 Rockville Pike
Silverspring
Capitol Classics Newsstand
14446 Layhill Rd

MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision #2
1060 Massachusetts Ave
Boston
Audio Studio
303 Newbury St
Goodwin's Audio
870 Commonwealth Ave
Looney Tunes Records
1106 Boylston St
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
Cambridge
Audio Lab
36 JFK St
Harvard Cooperative Society
Palmer St
Looney Tunes II
1001 Massachusetts Ave
0Audio
95 Vassar St
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Needham
You Do It Electronics
40 Franklin St
Northampton
Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St
Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
237 First St
Shrewsbury
Goodwin's Audio
196 Boston Turnpike Rd
Worcester
O' Coin's
239 Mill St
MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
S.K.R. Classical
539 E. Liberty
Dearborn
Almas Hi-Fi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
Ferndale
Imagery
2907 Horton
Iron Mountain
Sound City USA
dba Sound North
1220 S. Stephenson Ave
Rochester
Audio Video Systems
3250 Rochester Rd
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N. Woodward Ave
Saginaw
Listening Room #2
1305 Court St
'Reverse City
The Sound Room
1331 S. Airport Rd
Waterville
The Music Gallery
18 1
/ Silver St
2
West Bloomfield
Soundquest Audio
6127 Ledgeway Dr
MINNESOTA
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
1011 E. Excelsior Blvd
End Audio
740 11th Ave S.
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S.
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon PI
Needle Doctor
419 14th Ave SE
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
40 SE Fourth St
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MISSOURI
Columbia
Keith Audio Group
10 W. Nifong Blvd
St. Louis
Best Sound Company
227 N. Lindbergh Blvd
Flip's Stereo Place
9556 Watson Rd
Great St. Louis Sound Co
1341 S. Lindbergh #1
Music for Pleasure
7714 Big Bend Blvd
MONTANA
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
9E Main St
NEBRASKA
Omaha
Stereo West
7425 Dodge St
NEVADA
Lou Vegas
Image 8. Sound
3021 S. Valley View 4103
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Camera Shop of Hanover
15 S. Main St
Dartmouth Bookstore
33 S. Main St
Milford
Book Ends
185 Elm St
Nashua
Audio Ensemble
419 Amherst St
NEW JERSEY
Cherry Hill
NDS Audio
dba Sassafras Audio
1720 E. Route 70
Deptford
Hi Fi Connection
136 Route 41
East Brunswick
Electro Works
545 Hwy 18

Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
RD 1, Route 73
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
1670 Hwy 35
Montclair
Cohen 's
635 Bloomfield
Morristown
Sight &Sound
60 Speedwell Ave
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave
Trenton
Hal's Stereo 8. Video
US. Route 1at Texas Ave
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
West Caldwall
Woodbridge Stereo
1103 Bloomfield Ave
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
751 Amboy Ave
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Audio Solution
6062 Stauback Ave NW
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul Blvd NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery Blvd NE
Sound Consultant
9517 Avenida del Oso NE
Sound Ideas
1624 Eubank Blvd NE
Santa Fe
Audio Designs
1711-B Llano Rd
The Candyman
851 St. Michaels Dr
Downtown Subscription
376 Garcia St
Galisteo News
201 Galisteo St
Rare Bear
1303 Cerrillos Rd

NEW YORK
Albany
Altair Audio
1980 Central Ave
Records NSuch
Stuyvesant Plaza
Brooklyn
Ubiquity Distributors
607 Degraw St
Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main St
Flushing
Lodestar Audio
137-72 Northern Blvd
Great Neck
Discriminating Ear
973 Northern Blvd
Lake Grove
Audio Den, Ltd.
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Latham
Clark Music In Albany
1075 Troy Schenectady Rd
Liberty
Harbor Record Export
10 Chestnut St
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
4974 Alexis Dr
Signature Sound
8217 Molson Way (by appt.)
Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading
373 Sunrise Hwy
Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunrise Hwy
Mount Kisco
Fox 8. Sutherland
15 S. Moger Ave
The Sound Mill
115 Main St
Nanuet
Stereo Exchange
148 E. Route 59
New York
Audio Arts
101 Crosby St, 2nd Floor

Coliseum Books
1771 Broadway
Dina Magazines
270 Park Ave S.
J&R Music World
23 Park Row
Lyric Hi-Fi
1221 Lexington Ave
The Magazine Store
30 Lincoln Plaza
Park Avenue Audio
425 Park Ave S.
Sound by Singer
18 E. 16th St
Stereo Exchange
627 Broadway
Union Square Magazine Shop
200 Park Ave S.
between 17th 8. 18th Sts
Plattsburgh
Sound Alternatives
3Valley Dr
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Queens
T.D. Electronics
115-36 229th St
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
3400 Monroe Ave
Rowe Audio
1737 Mt. Hope
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave
Scarsdale
Listening Room
590 Central Park Ave
Syracuse
Clark Music
2922 Erie Blvd E.
Gordon Brothers
2739 Erie Blvd E.
Walton
Audio Classics
U.S. Post Office Bldg
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy

NORTH CAROLINA
Boone
Mr Audio
Route 6, Box 21, Hwy 105 S
Cary
Advanced Audio
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Blvd
Raleigh
Audio Advice
6701-101 Glenwood Ave
Winston-Salem
Platinum Audio
133 Jonestown Rd

OHIO
Cincinnati
Ohio Valley Audio
5330 Glenway Ave
Stereo Lab
4582 Montgomery
Columbus
Needle in aHaystack
2384 Wellesley Ln
Progressive Audio
1764 N. High St
Stereo Lab
2244 Neil Ave
Dayton
Audio Etc....
2616 Col. Glenn Hwy
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W. Dublin Granville Rd
Findlay
House of Hindenach
830 N. Main St
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave
Lyndhurst
Hi-Tech Hi Fi &Video
5280 Mayfield Rd
Toledo
Jamiesons'
5431 Monroe
Paragon Sound
5450 Monroe St

OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville
The Sound Station
601 SE Frank Phillips Blvd
Use
K-Labs Audio
4715 E. 41st St
OREGON
Beaverton
Chelsea Audio
7733 SW Cirrus Dr
Corvallis
Northwest Audio Labs
1557 NW Monroe
Eugene
Acoustic Sciences Corp.
245 Jackson St
Portland
Chelsea Audio
935 SW Washington St
Fred's Sound of Music
3760 SE Hawthorne Blvd
Sixth 8. Washington News
617 SW Washington St
PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown
Take 5Visual Sound Systems
1985 S. Fifth St
Animate
Danby Radio
15 W. Lancaster Ave
Berwyn
Soundex
747 Berwyn Ave
Camp Hill
Hi Fi House
3300 Simpson Ferry Rd
Carlisle
Sound Solutions
150 M.J. Mall
Doylestown
Trac Records
Doylestown Shopping Center
Erie
Custom Audio
1550 W. 26th St
Harrisburg
Hi Fi House
3350 Paxton St

Buy &Sell Pre-Owned Audio
Equipment Nationwide!
Equipment lists from dealers and individuals are
continuously updated on our computer and mailed

Subscription Rates:

to our subscribers on the 1st and the 15th of each
month. Our alphabetized format makes it easy to
find the equipment you want and our frequency of
publication assures you of current, up-to-date infor-

12 months/24 issues $45
Send Ck, MO or call with Visa/MC
Call for foreign rates.

6months/12 issues $25
GO'

mation. Typically you'll find well over 1000 items
in each issue.

Advertising Rates:
Subscribers:

Advertise free, up to 10 items per 6

month subscription period.

Non-Subscribers:

For just $2. per item, your ad

will appear in the next 5 consecutive issues.

AUDIO TRADING TIMES

ee"

PO Box 27
Conover, WI 54519
Ph (715) 479-3103
Fax (715) 479-1917
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I.P.D. Distribution Services
2323 Woodlawn St
Jenkintown
The Stereo Trading Outlet
320 Old York Rd
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
8010 Bustleton Ave
Pittsburgh
Audio Options
5824 Forbes Ave
Mook's Audio
3047 W. Liberty Ave
Selinsgrove
Village TV 8Stereo Shop
19 N. Market St
State College
Wescott Audio
1909 Norwood Ln
Tipton
Tipton Audio Video
U.S. Route 220
Willow Grove
Soundex
1100 Easton Rd

PUERTO RICO

San Juan
Nova Electronics
Ave De Diego 270 Interior
Puerto Nuevo

RHODE ISLAND

Providence
Ocean State Audio
180 Angell St

SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenville
American Audio
101 Verdae Blvd #800
Rock Hill
Record Cellar
Rock Hill Galena
2301 Dale Lyle Blvd #192

La Vergne
Ingram Periodicals
1226 Heil-Quaker Blvd #31
Madison
Audio Video Environments
1719 Gallatin Rd
Nashville
Cumberland Audio
4119 Hillsboro Rd
Nicholson's Stereo
115 19th Ave S.

TEXAS

Salt Lake City
Audio Design
1500 S. 15th St E.
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Dr

TENNESSEE

UTAH

Centerville
Ovation Audio
625 N. 1250 W. #2
Orem
Crandall Audio
1202 N. State St

Serenade Records
1800 M St NW
Tower Video #630
2000 Pennsylvania Ave

S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St
South Burlington
Audio Video Authority
1519 Shelburne Rd

WEST VIRGINIA

South Charleston
Absolute Sound
4008 MacCorkle Ave

VIRGINIA

Abingdon
Alpine Audio
323 W. Main St
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
5720 Pickwick Rd
Falls Church
Technology Electronic
rvices
228 W. Broad St
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 E. Broad St
Stereo Trading Post
8705 W. Broad St
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound
6477 College Park Sq

Hire

WASHINGTON

Bellevue
Digital Discs
Silver Platters
2495 140th Ave NE
Eastside Daily Planet News
15600 NE Eighth k33
Everett
Audio Waves
607 SE Everett Mall Way
Seattle
Bulldog News
4208 University Way NE
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
Hawthorne Stereo
6315 Roosevelt Way NE
University Bookstore
4326 University Way NE

WISCONSIN

Cudahy
Cudahy News 8Hobby
4758 S. Packard Ave
Germantown
Nobis Technologies
N.114 W.18605 Clinton Dr
Glendale
Sound Investments
2500 W. Silver Spring Dr
Green Bay
Ni Fi Heaven
2781 S. Oneida St
Madison
Specialized Sound
621 S. Gammon Rd
University Audio
402 S. Park St
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon I
2551 Eighth St S.

CANADA

The Boutique of Sound
1333 Eighth St SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10745 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Burnaby
Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsway #M163
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Courtenay
Clarion Books 8Music
480 Sixth St
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No.3 Rd
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
1150 Robson St
2388 W. Fourth Ave
674 Granville St, 4th Floor
Elite Electronics
2220 W. Broadway #101
Sikora's Classical Records
432 W. Hastings St
The Soundroom
2803 W. Broadway
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St

NOVA SCOTIA

National Distributors
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24, Site One, RR1

Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St

ALBERTA

ONTARIO

Calgary
K8W Audio
1424 Fourth St SW
Loyalty Sound, Ltd.
1107 Eighth St SW
Smart Audio Video
4216 12th St NE #1
Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW

Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W.
Hamilton
Village Audio—Westdale
1059 King St W. #2
Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Princess St

Since 1972

audio technic.

audioquest

WASHINGTON, DC

VERMONT

Amarillo
Don's Hi-Fidelity
200 Westgate Pkwy
Sound Systems, Ltd.
2502 Paramount
Austin
Cochran Corp.
2830 Real St
Dallas
Audio Insight
13929 N. Central Expwy #0441
Fine Print Distributors
6448 Hwy 290 E. #B-104
Krystal Clear Audio
4433 McKinney Ave
Preston Trail Audio/Video
3953 Beltline Rd
Shakespeare Beethoven
Galleria #3200
El Paso
Soundquest
6800 Gateway E. #10
Houston
Esoteric Ear
15219 Stuebner Airline #32-B
The Groove Audio Video
2624 Westheimer
Lubbock
The Sound Wave
Salem Village
4601 S. Loop 289 #13

Johnson City
The Soundroom
701 W. Market St
Knoxville
Hi Fi House
8373 Kingston Pike #900

Silvenlale
Nuts About Hi Fi
10100 Silverdale Way

Audio Technica
AT-ML170

LYLE

Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Yonge St
Scarborough
Audio Excellence
1600 Brimley Rd #2
Sudbury
Total Sight 8Sound
818 Barrydown Rd
Thornhill
Brack Electronics North
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
Bay Bloor Radio
55 Bloor St W.
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E.
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W.

SHURE

Sumiko Blue Pain'

Shure V15 V-MR

Petawawa
Pacific Sound
2Victoria St
Peterborough
The Audio Room, Ltd.
300 George St N.
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd

PICKERING

We still carry 78 rpm
replacement styli
/\

Dynavector

Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Euphonics Audio 8Video
685 Bank St
Stereo Trading Post
242 1
/ Bank St
2
Pembroke
Pembroke Audio Video
69 Pembroke St W.

orroron

CARTRIDGES
Your analog source.

Bang &Olufsen

Just Hi-Fi
239 Princess St
Vem Napier's Cameras
333 Princess St
London
London Audio
716 York St
Multimag
150 Dundas St #3
Oakville
Oakville Audio
210 Lakeshore Rd E.

sitç, pelt
STaNTOn

(di NI)()
Sumiko
Blue Point
Special

Dealer Inquiries
Invited

"mike
--1111)
Signet AT-09C

To place an order or for pricing call
toll-free (05 or Canada)

1-800-221-0906

KONTAK

NY State: 516-599-1112

FM: 516-599-2027

We accept Visa/MastercarcVAmEx/Discover

LASE"
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Phono Alignment
Tool

for aFree Catalog send self-addressed stamped
envelop to: Lyle Cartridges, Dept. SP, Box 158,
Valley Stream, NY 11582
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Discwasher
Zerostat
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L'Atelier Grigorian
70 Yorkville Ave
Unionville
Digital Hi-End
Unit 3-5221, Hwy 7
Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St N.

Copenhagen
Fredgaard Radio
Norrevold 17
Hi-Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvej 162
Rungsted
Hi-Fi Huset
Pennehave 7
Valle
SK Sound
Vissingsgade 71

OUÉBEC
Anjou
Son-Or
7339 St-Zotique
Montréal
Opus Audio
5154 boul. Decade
Quebec
C.O.R.A.
131-18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
ROTAC électronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy

CIS & BALKAN STATES
Russia
125171 Moscow
Neo Tek
Leningradskoe Shosse 18 #212

CROATIA
Split 58000
Media Audio
Trogirskih Zrtava 1

GERMANY
National Distributor
Frankfurt
Eclectic Audio
Fichtenweg 7
65366 GeisenheimStephanshausen
6000 Frankfurt-Main 75
Rhein-Main
Audio/Photo Centre
Rhein-Main Air Base
GREECE
National Distributor
111 42 Athens
N.M. Acoustics
63 Herakliou Ave
HONG KONG
YK Audio, Ltd.
Room 203, Man Yee Bldg
60 Des Voeux Rd
YK Audio, Ltd.
248 Ocean Terminal
Kowloon

DENMARK
National Distributor
Charlottenlund DK-2920
Matrix Aps
Viggo ROirlf!S Vej 23

AUDIOPHILE, LP'S, CD'S
AND ACCESSORIES
Want the BEST Products
at the BEST Price?
Here Are Just A Few:
me!
Chesky, Mobile Fidelity, OJC
311"
Audioquest, Delos, DMP, Dorian,
Reference, Sheffield, Wilson
012"
DCC & MFSL Ultradisc II Gold
821"
CBS/SONY & Chesky Gold
022"
MI
Gemini, Reference, Wilson
012"
British Pressings
017"
Audioquest, Chesky, Sheffield
King Super Analogue
Half-Speeds & D2D's

Sr
027"
CALL

AQ DM-1000 Cartridge Demag.
Nitty Gritty CD Master

s75 e8
036"

Catalog: s2 U.S. /s4 Intl. FREE w/order
For More Info Call, Write or Fax:
THE ELUSIVE DISC

1022 Rolling Barrel Rd. •Pendleton, IN 46064
INFO (317) 778-2715 •FAX (317) 778-2669

TO ORDER 1-800-782-3472

.
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SOUTH AFRICA
Albertan 1450
Hi Fi Excellence
P.O. Box 2903

INDONESIA

NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Pelona, Wellington
D.R. Britton
3Sydney St

National Distributor
Valencia
Surte Audio Elite
Padre Jofre. 22

IRAN

SPAIN

SWITZERLAND
Geneva
Hi-F1 Porter
11 Rue Verdaine

NORWAY

National Distributor
Teheran CP 11316
Gramophone Company
Ave Djomhouri Eslami
Rue Massoud Saud No.21

National Distributor
5082 Eidsvaagneset
Audio Media
Fagerbk 8

IRELAND
National Distributor
County of Dublin
Cloney Audio
55 Main St Blackrock

PHILIPPINES
National Distributor
Quezon City
Ramcar
78 Greenmeadows Ave
Greenrneadows Subdivision

JAPAN

PORTUGAL
National Distributor
2700 Amadora
Ajasom
Praceta Jose Regio NB-A
Damaia de Baixo

National Distributor
Tokyo 150
AXISS Corporation
2-34-27 Jingumae
Shibuya-ku
MALAYSIA
National Distributor
60000 Kuala Lumpur
The Sound Stage Sdn Bhd
10 Jln Tun Mohd Fund
2Taman Tun Dr Ismael

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Stereophile Audio
1Coleman St
#04-40/45 The Adelphi
Singapore 0617

MEXICO
National Distributor
Col. Mixcoac C.P. 03910
Mexico 19, DF
Heaven Sound
Blvd Adolfo Lopez Mateos 1384

UNITED KINGDOM
Bristol
Audio Excellence
65 Park St
Cardiff
Audio Excellence
134/6 Cryws Rd
Glasgow G2
Music Room
98 Bath St
Gloucester
Audio Excellence
58 Bristol Rd
London
Audio T
190 West End Ln
Douglas Brady Hi Fi
18 Monmouth St
Covent Garden
KJ Leisuresound
26 New Cavendish St
Manchester
Music Room
50 Bhdge St
Reading Barks
Reading Hi Fi
Harhs Arcade, Fhar St
Swansea
Audio Excellence
9High St

TAIWAN
National Distributor
Taipei
Audio Vertex
4F No.2 141 Ln
Chung Shan N. Road Sec, 7
THAILAND
Bangkok
Elite Home Entertainment
Amann Plaza, 3rd Floor
Raiprasong 1st Section
Focal
207 Bangkok Bazaar
Rajadamri Rd
Future Land
Amarin Plaza, 3rd Floor
Pleonchit Rd
Pathumwan, Rumpinee

VENEZUELA
Caracas
Ardica
321 Prados del Este

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
National Distributor
Dubai
AudioTech Electronics
P.O Box 8469

goo Loo Mode»
the very finest in high-end audio
Analog:

Blue Oasis, Benz, Forsell, Klyne, Koets

LA Audio,Transfiguration, Well-Tempered
most tables, arms and cartridges
Digital:

Anodyne, Forsell, LA Audio

McCormack, Micromega, Sonic Frontie
Tube Electronics:

Alema, Atma-sphere

LA Audio, Musical Design, Sonic Fro
Solid-state Electronics:
Musica

Cary
'ere

Klyne, McGlormack

Design, NAG Control, OCM/Belles

Pass!

Electronics:

Speake

Reference Line

: ESP, LA Audio, Meret, NSM

Sound-L, Swan, Unity, Whatmough
Cable:

ighwire, Hoyle

Equipmen

C

racks and

- •is
e

d, Purist
cessories

•"""

e

te
ReasterCarà

NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
Amsterdam 1079 HR
Rat HIFI/Stereo
Rynstraat 142-150

Jakarta 11230
MOS Electronics
96 Pasar Pagi

FRENCH WEST INDIES
97212 St. Joseph, Martinique
Frequence Audio Conseil
Quartier Salubre, RC 934337

AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Hawthorne, 3122 Victoria
Audio QImports
544 Burwood Rd, lot Floor

ICELAND
National Distributor
125 Reykjavi k
Stein' HF. S. Danielsson
Skulagata 61

b

.
0

VISA

11124 Sunshine Terrace Studio City, California 91604
phone 818-762-1501
fax 818-752-9709
WorldRadioHistory
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TEST DRIVE
THE NEW KRELL
KPS -20i
Bring your most demanding compact disc into
the Listening Room and take the revolutionary
new Krell KPS-20i out for aspin.
The engine of this all-in-one player runs at a
blazing 66 MHZ so it can produce amore
accurate data transfer from your disc.
The suspension is aunique dual barrier
design that keeps vibration and resonance from
corrupting the data stream.
The jitter figure is avery impressive zero from all
compact disc sources.
In anutshell, the Krell KPS-20i CD player is
brilliantly engineered, elegantly simple and
exceptionally musical.
So come in and take one around the
track. Our friendly pit crew will be more
than happy to fire it up for you.

L

.stening

room

High end without the attitude.

590 Central Park Avenue, Scarsdale, NY 10583. (914) 472-4558
AMC • AR • Adcom • Audio Alchemy • Basis • B.E.L. • Beyer Dynamics • CWD • California Audio Labs • Classé Audio
Conrad-Johnson •Day-Sequerra •Definitive Technology •Draper •Eminent Technology •Forsell •Fosgate •German Acoustics •Grado
Graham Eng. •Immedia •JVC Video •Jadis •Janis •Koetsu •Krell •Krell Digital •Lexicon •Magnum-Dynalab •Marantz •Mango
McIntosh •Nalcamichi •NEAR •Niks •Nitty Gritty •Original Cable Jacket •PS Audio •Pioneer Elite •Power Wedge •ProAc •ProScan
Proton •Rock Solid •Room-Tunes •Rotel •Sharpvision •Shun Mook •Signet •Snell •Sonance •Sonus Faber •Sota •Spica •Stax
Stewart Fihnscreen •Sumiko •Target •Theta •fiel •Transparent Audio •V.P.I. •Velodyne •Wilson Audio •Wireworld •XL0 •and more.
WorldRadioHistory

AMBROSIA

Audio & Video
Citimate in Sound and Value!

Hear what you've been missing
at Ambrosia Audio
Ambrosia Features:
Electronics:MBL.Conyergent AudioTechnologrBEL
'Gary Audio•Melos.Encore•Grown.Muse•McCormack
•Reference Line.Audio Valye•Times One.Ensemble
.Inmedia.Pioneer•Parasound•Rotel.Speakers: MOL
'Rush Sound 'Muse #18.PSB•N.E.A.R.Green Mountain
Audic•PBN•JM Labs"Purist Audio DesigrrInnovac•Fosgate
"Kinergetics•Interconnects: XL0 &XLO Signature» PAD.
.A.H.T.•Van Den Hui. RAJ.KimberBel Labs•Marigo Audio Labs
•FlatlinelmmediailCHOR•Reterence Line.Aural Symphonics
•IlluminatieSonoran Audio Designs.Expressiye Tech
'Digital: MSB Tech•EAD.Vimak• Monarchy.Audio Alchemy
.Inmedia•Audio Lab•Rotel•Analog: VPI.Forselityra.Benz
.Dynavector•Blue Point•Sumiko•Wheatorr A.H.T..Expressive
Tech•Nitty Gritty •and most arms, tables, and cartridges.

We Proudly Endorse The Cable Jacket
and Shun Mook Products.
See Reviews, Stereophile Nov. 1993, TAS #89, Summer 1993

•Miscellaneous: Cable Jackets, Shun Mook, M.I.T. ZStabilizer.
•Video.Fosgate•THX.Hitachi• Pioneer•GradaLine Rover
'Power Wedge•Absolute Power.Audio Prism•PAC IDOS &DIF
'Bright Star•Combak Devices.Marigo Audio Labs•Xantech
•Arcici•Standesign•Solid Steel.Bedini Stabilizer•CD Absolver
'Room Tunes Tube Traps•Microscart•Tweeks•Cones•Dynafleet
*Tubes (new and N.O.S.) Most stands and racks•CD's and records.

Wing() Discs
Finally a near
invisible room
treatment that
actually works!!!
And more.

Ambrosia Audio Pit Video
2337 Roscomare Road. Suite 6
Los Angeles, CA

Backed by Ambrosia's Money Back Guarantee!

310-440-5522

90077

Fax 310-440-5526

Credit Cards•Shipping•Trades Welcome

Premium tubes developed specifically for audio by British audiophiles and engineers.
'Judging by the quality and sonic superiority of the Golden Dragon 12AX7 and EL34, this venture is the best thing to have happened to tubes since the
heyday of the likes of M-0 Valve and Mullard .the Golden Dragon goal of premium tubes rivaling the best ever made appears to have been realized':
- Dick Olsher, Stereophile, Vol. 14, No. 11, November 1991
Low Noise
TWIN TRIODES Each
Low Noise
Match Pair
&Matched
Pairs
Quads
Sextet
Octet
•ECC85/6A08
14.00
24.00
38.00
62.00
6550A
90.00
188.00
284.00
380.00
12AT7A
16.00
26.00
42.00
66.00
KT66
54.00
116.00
176.00
236.00
12AU7A
16.00
26.00
42.00
•KT88
66.00
120.00
248.00
374.00
500.00
12AX7A
16.00
26.00
42.00
66.00
KT88S
142.00
292.00
440.00
588.00
6DJ8
22.00
37.00
66.00
96 00
'807
64.00
136.00
206 00
276.00
12AT7A Gold Pin
22.00
32.00
54.00
78.00
•EL509/6KG6A
42.00
92.00
140.00
188.00
12AU7A Gold Pin
22.00
32.00
54.00
78.00
•50CA10
176.00
360.00
542.00
724.00
12AX7A Gold Pin
22.00
32.00
54.00
78.00
POWER TRIODES
6DJ8 Gold Pin
29.00
44.00
80.00
110.00
2A3
110.00
228.00
344.00
460.00
*6SL7GT
22.00
54.00
2A3 Octal
110.00
228.00
344.00
460.00
•6SN7GT
20.00
50.00
211
148.00
304.00
458.00
612.00
'EF86 Gold
22.00
54.00
'3008
354.00
716.00
1076.00
1436.00
POWER TUBES Pairs
Quads
Sextet
Octet
'805
184.00
376.00
566.00
756.00
EL84/6805
22.00
52.00
80.00
108.00
811A
60.00
128.00
194.00
260.00
E84L/7189
29.00
66.00
101.00
136.00
845
184.00
376.00
566.00
756.00
'6V6GT
42.00
92.00
140.00
188.00
RECTIFIERS
Each
EL34
52.00
Each
112.00
170 00
228.00
•5AR4
23.00
5U4G
"E34L
19 00
64.00
136.00
206.00
276.00
•GZ34
23.00
85A2
6L6GC
14 00
42.00
92.00
140.00
188.00
•GZ37
19.00
•5881
54.00
116.00
176 00
236.00
P.O. BOX 48865 •SARASOTA, FL 34230 •813-925-1220 FAX

t211M
%71.
1
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Distributed in the
US exclusively by.-

TUBES BY DESIGN
81 3-925 _
3483
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STEREOPHILE's ALMOST COMPLETE
INDEX lists every article that has appeared in
Stereophik from Vol3 No.1 through Vol.17 No.7
(1971 through July 1994), and every component
reviewed by Stereophile since VoLl No.1. (Please
note that an index does not include the review
or article texts.) Currently available only on 51
/"
4
or 31
/ "floppy disks (MS DOS, raw ASCII
2
only). Send $19.95 to Stereophile Almost Complete
Index, 208 Delgado St., Santa Fe, NM 87501. Indicate disk size.
THE AUDIOPHILE NETWORK—"To keep you
informed, entertained, and connected with audiophiles nationwide!' By modem, (818) 988-0452,
featuring: classifieds, databases, forums, on-line
shopping, E-mail, newsroom, library, conferences,
and more. For brochure, write TAN, 14155 Kittridge
St., Van Nuys, CA 91405. Orfor information, call our
voicelnraillinfomsation system, 24 hours, (818) 782-1676,
fax (818) 780-6260.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA—Franchised dealer for: Nairn, Roksan, Spendor, Creek, Regs, Epos, Totem, Rotel, Onix, JPW,
Dynaco, OC-9, Sumiko, Goldring, Revolver, Target,
and more. Always lots of used gear. Established way
back in 1979! (805) 658-8311.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH!' featuring: Apogee, Audible Illusions, AudioQuest, Cary Audio,
Classé Audio, Encore, Enlightened Audio, Grado,
Kimber Kahle, Magnum Dynalab/OCM, Micromega, NEAR, NHT, Parasound, Power Wedge,
ProAc, Straight Wire, Swans, Target, Unity Audio,
Well-Tempered, WireWorld, JF Woodworks. Audio
Excellence Liverpool, NY, (315) 451-2707 VisalMC/Amos
DIGITAL ANTIDOTE (patent pending). Passive
design, uses analog out of CD or D/A. Reduces timedomain errors, restoring harmonic overtone integrity. Awarded "Product of Merit" by Boundfor Sound.
Stereophile Recommended Component (Vol.16
No.10). Money-back guarantee—send $169.95 to:
Taddeo Loudspeaker Ca, 2604 Ebnwood Ave, Rochester,
NY 14618, (716) 244-6027.
TELEFUNKEN, N.O.S. tubes: ECC85/83/82/81,
ECC803S/802S/801S, E88CC/6922, CCa/6922;
Amperex 7308 and 6922, Bugle Boy 6DJ8; Siemens
CCa, 6922, 7308. MullardECC88/6922; RCA and
GE 5691, 5692, 5751; RCA 2A3. Gold Aero, GE,
and Tungsol 6550. Sylvania 7591A. (Quantities subject to availability.) Hickock 539B and 752, B&K
747B tube testers. Voice/fax: (801) 224-4809.
GUARANTEE 5% MORE than what my competitors quote you on your used ARC, Cello, Krell,
Levinson, Spectral, Threshold, Wadia, etc. Call me
last. Dealer for Akin, Aragon, Acurus, Audio
Alchemy, ATC, Counterpoint, Dynaco, Kimber,
Space &Tune, XL0. Audio Chamber, (510) 549-217g
APOGEE DIVA SPEAKERS, with beautiful rose
faux marble finish, $6900; Mark Levinson No.23.5
amp, $3900; No.28 preamp, $1900. Mint, shipping,
boxes, unopened manuals. (Broken-hearted; selling home, too.) Dave, (201) 386-3286 daytime, (201)
927-3292 evenings.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

RATES: Private, $1.00 per word, $20 minimum on phone-in ads; Commercial, $3.05
per word, $120 minimum on all commercial
ads. (A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.)
PAYMENT: All classified ads must be
prepaid with order. Phone-in ads are creditcard only: Master Charge, VISA, American
Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified
Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe,
NM 87502, or CALL: (505) 983-9106.
FAX: (505) 983-6327. DEADLINE: Ads
are due on the first working day of the month,
two months in advance of the issue in which
your ad will appear. No refunds.
AUDIOPHILES AND SCHOLARS: SPECIAL
SPICA SC-30, $275; Audio Research, NHT, Vandersteen, KEF, Snell, NEAR, Epos, JM Labs, Paradigm, Totem, B&K, Creek, White Audio Labs, Aragon, McCormack, Symphonic-Line, Melos,
Micromega, Audio Alchemy, EAD, Rega, Oracle,
Roksan, Magnum Dynalab, Stax, Grado, Power
Wedge, AudioQuest, TARA Labs, ICimber, Purist,
Fosgate, Runco, Soundstreant University Audio Shop,
402 S. Par* St., Madison, WI 53715, (608) 284-0001.
ACCUPHASE is back in USA with anew line of
$-no-object analog & digital balanced-differential
electronics that sets amusic-replay reference standard
no other manufacturer in the world can equal!!!
AudioWorks DataLinlc,' the only digital and analog
cables ever made that will improve your system more
than upgrading any other component, or $back!!!
XLR/RCA/BNC. Durable/flexible Dealer/distributor/export/OEM inquiries invited. If your new or
classic tube gear runs 12AX7, 12AX7A, 5751, 7025,
ECC83, E83CC, ECC803, etc. (most do), 40%
improvement or $ back on legendary 12AX7B
(third-generation 12AX7), finest small-signal tube
ever made! Available only from Allegro Sound,
20-years worldwide headquarters for high-end and
classic pre-owned equipment. Mac/Maranta tube
gear and Accuphase in stock. Trades welcome!!!
(818) 377-5264, fax (818) 505-0149, 24 hrs.
ACOUSTICAL WALL PANELS control flutter
echo, reduce reverberation and reflection patterns.
Acoustically tuned, fabric-wrapped with hook and
loop mounting for ease of installation. Standard sizes:
30" by 40" by 1"; 30" by 48" by 1". Custom sizes
available. Visa and MasterCard accepted. Acoustical Panel Systems, Inc., 33 McWhirt Loop #118, Fredericksburg, VA 22406. Tel: (703) 371-337a
AUDIO UNLIMITED OFFERS Aixuphase, Acoustic Energy, Acrotec, Air Tight, Audiomeca, Audio
Note, Basis, Benz-Micro, Bitwise, Chang, Chario,
Coda, dpa, Dynavector, Eminent Technology,
Ensemble, Graham, Harbeth, Ikeda, JM Labs,
Kuzma, Magnum Dynalab, Meret, Micromega,
Musical Design, Music Metre, Muse, Onix, Oracle,
Roksan, Sound Anchor, SOU, Spendor, Tice, Unity
Audio, Vimak, Wheaton TripLinar, '(BA, and more.
Calllfaxfohn Barnes at (303) 691-3407, 2341 W Yale
Ave., Englewood, CO 8011a
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STEREOPHILE's UPDATED RECORDREVIEW INDEX is now available. Indexes
every record review published in Stereophik, from
Von° No.1 through Vol.16 No.12 (1987
through 1993). Also includes indices to "Building A Library" and musician interviews (Please
note that an index does not include the review
texts.) Available as hard copy or on 51
/"or 31
4
/"
2
floppy disks (MS DOS, raw ASCII only). Send
$9.95 to Stereophile Record-Review Index, 208 Delgado St., Santa Fe, NM 87501. Indicate hard copy,
or disk and disk size.
AUDIO BEST L.A., Orange, San Bernardino,
California. Hot components: NEAR M5OME, API
Power Wedge, Celestion 300, TARA, Counterpoint,
Audible Illusions Modulus 3, Hafler 9000, Musical Concepts, Mod Squad, Acoustat, SOTA, Spica,
VMPS, Magnum, Fosgate, Music Reference, SoundLab, Monster, Straight Wire, AudioQuest. (909) 8615413, appt.
IF YOU ARE AN AUDIOPHILE AND
STRANDED IN IOWA—don't despair. Audio
Logic in Des Moines can help! Choose from Audio
Research, Martin-Logan, AudioQuest, Audio Power,
B8cIC, C,elestion, Kinergetics, Definitive Technology,
Eminent Technology, PSB, NHT, Rote!, JVC
(XLZ1050, $599 while they last), Sanus, and more.
(515) 254-0265.
"EARMAX:" the world's smallest tube headphone
amplifier. The Maxline Outstanding tube electronics
plus "Maxine!' our new speaker addition. Klimo
tube electronics. La Platine Verdier turntable. The
Meirch tonearms. Our updated LP/CD listing now
available. For more info: Audio Advancements, R0 But
100, Lincoln Park, NJ 07035, (201) 633-1151.
SME 3012-R: The latest version of this superb
medium-mass archival tonearm. Suitable for all
recorded sources, including LPs, 78s, 16" transcriptions, acetates, and metal. SME owners: Upgrade
through exchange!!! Trade-in older Series II and
Series II Improved COMMIS for significantly updated
3012-R and 3009-R. Offer also applies to SME
Series III. SME headshels, SME Fluid Damper kits
for 3012-R, 3009-R, Series II, Series II Improved,
and Series III-S; SME damping fluid, manuals, protractors, templates, and parts. Audio "78" Archival
Supplies,0 PO. Box 387, An:flea, CA 94044. Tel: (415)
359-7431.
ATRONDC state-of-the-art speaker designs—only
available factory-direct, 40% savings over retail,
advanced circuit and driver technology, Dynaudio
Esotar 330D tweeter, elegant, innovative enclosure
design, stringent quality control, priced from $3000.
Special no-risk demo program. Call (801) 273-180a
fax (801) 277-1233.
NEW ERA OF HIGH-END VALUE from anew
company! Exor Industries' SPS preamp. Full functions, phono input, Mercedes build quality. Local
dealer said "gives Levinson No.26S ahard run for
its money, with better base' Five-year transferable
warranty. Fantastic value and performance at $2450.
Info: call or write, (913) 491-3034 Exor, 12801 Sagamore Rd., Leawood, KS 66209. Askfor Paul Bono.
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AUDIO arts
Cables &Accessories

212 925-9376

XL0 Signature •Bright Star
Gryphon Guideline •A.R.T.
Mapleshade •Purist •Mango
Solidsteel •Target •Cable

TWEAK YOUR EARS FOR BETTER HEARING. Natural herbal eardrops safely remove wax,
alleviate congestion and irritation. "A must for all
serious audiophiles and lovers of music!' $12.95 plus
$3.05 postage and handling. R.A. Cypher, 92 Maple
St., Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522.
SNELL B MINORS, walnut, new $3399, $1695;
Adcom GFP-555, new $500, $200. Simon, (815)
344-2429.
WILSON WAIT III/PUPPY II. Used by Wilson for
audiophile recordings. Factory-sealed—I never used.
Late serial numbers, recently purchased, $8800/pair.
(717) 674-5877.

Jacket •Chang Lightspeed
Ultra resolution Technology
Presence
Audio
Linestage 1

Electronics
Gryphon •M BL •Goldmund
First Sound Passive •Crown
Presence Audio •Reference
Line •White Audio Labs
Convergent Audio
ESP
Concert
Grand

1
NSEMBLE PA-1, LONG-STANDING Stereophile
Class B (limited LP) rating (Vol.17 No 4), incredible
price/performance value, ($3200) $1599, including
stands; Valve Amplification Company CLA-1 preamp, ($2790) $1750; Michael Green RoomTune
DelwceJustaRack, 28", B/0. All like-new condition,
in boxes. Fax: (407) 840-8961, (407) 842-6011; 927
45th St., Suite 105, West Palm Beach, FL 33407.
VINTAGE TUBE EQUIPMENT TUBES, PARTS.
Chimera Laboratories, 1707 S. Ervay, Dallas, TX
75215, is liquidating its current inventory of vintage equipment and parts to focus on new products.
From Altec Lansing to Western Electric; over 300
pieces of equipment, 7000 tubes, and an extensive
parts inventory. Phone (214) 428-3901, fax (214)
426-6605.
(2) JBL 2245H 18" WOOFERS for Ultimate compound subwoofer, (1) unused, (1) virtually unused,
$700 plus shipping. (402) 556-058a
THE FIRST JITTER-FREE TRANSPORT is avail
able now! At $649, the Reference One transport represents abreakthrough in technology and price. Isolated stable clock module and new OTL transport
driver board also available. Turn your CDs into
music. G&D Transforms, (602) 954-0155.

Speakers
mBL loudspeakers:101,300,
311, & 321. Totem Acoustic
Harbeth •Esoteric Speaker
Products •Goldmund
Benz Micro
PP-I Phono

LEVINSON NO.28 PREAMP, high-gain phono,
Stereophile Class B (Vol.17 No.4), mint, 2years left
on transferable warranty. All boxes/manual, ($4000)
$2100 OBO. (408) 257-1485, CA.
APOGEE STAGE SPEAKERS with stands, boxes,
manuals, excellent condition, $1800. Speaker trades
considered. (910) 799-4910,Joe.
QUALITY AUDIO TUBES. Low, factory prices.
All popular types. For price list and orders, write
or fax: Calabasas Audio Supply, 5837 Greenview Rd.,
Calabasas, CA 91302, fax (818) 880-2083.
ENTEC SUBWOOFERS. Simply the best...
Crosby Audio Works, (408) 736-6120, fax (408)
732-8107.
AUDIOPHILE NEEDS MONEY! True Image
TT1500, 150W pure class-A monoblocks, 85 lbs
each, ($5000) $1895/pair, ICSS model 100/100 demo
with full warranty, ($5000) $3300; VAC 90 monoblocks, triode switchable, ($4600) $2500; Nalcamichi
RX505, ($1649) $899. All items mint, with original boxes. (215) 482-4348.
SAN FRANCISCO PENINSULA AUDIO/VIDEO
CLUB is beginning. For info onjoining, callJohn
at (415) 366-1644, orfax (415) 367-963a
MICROPHONES: VINTAGE TUBE STEREO
and ribbon by Neumann, AKG, Schoeps, RCA, and
Telefunken for sale. Also buying vintage mikes, etc.
(201) 656-3936, fax (201) 963-4764.
McCORMACK ALD-1 AND DNA 05 (100Wpc),
$1800; Soundwave VR3 speakers with MIT cables,
($1700) $900. Both in boxes and mint condition. Call
(908) 671-1559, ask for Ron.
ADCOM GFA-555 amplifier in mint condition,
asking $485. Call Rich, (914) 533-6003 EST
THRESHOLD-2X SA10E class-A power amplifiers and FETIOe preamplifier, mint condition, $7500
for all. (619) 297-0151 or (619) 531-8644.

Make asolid
connection.

Preamp
KIM3ER KABLE

Analog

KIM3ER KABLE

Graham •American Hybird
Technology •Airtangent
VPI •Basis. Benz-Micro
Goldmund
ludiomeca
Mephisto
Transport

410 THE PARTS
r CONNECTION `

=

America's best
disc, tape, and component I
storage system is made
by aDanish designer

The RACKIT'system

...we offlonmeas leoc

Timbre Technology
Goldmund •Audiomeca

AudioArts
FAX 941 8321

Dedicated exclusively to high-end
components for music reproduction.
101 Crosby Street NewYork City 10012
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To receive The Parts Connection 1994 Catalog
and a$10 discount coupon good on your first
order over $100, send $5 along with your mailing
address or call with credit card information.

(

Digital

212 925 9376

cop
- e

KIMBER KABLE
Precision crafted wire, connectors and caps.

2790 Brighton Rd, Oakville, Ontario, Canada, LOH 5T4
Toll Free Order Line 1-800-769-0747 (U.S. &Canada)
Telephone (905)829-5858 Facsimile (905)829-5388
MIT MultiCap •Wonder Cap •Kimber ICap •Solo •Solen
Siemens •Hovland MusiCap •
Wima •Holca• Pei-Cap
Draloric •Vishay •
Caddodc •Mills •
Matsushita •TKD
Noble •Cardas •Kimber Kable •Discovery •Audioquest
MIT •ClearAudio •
Alps •Boums •Shallco Attenuators
Elma •Electroswitch •Nichicon •Gold Aero •RAM
Mallory •Ruby Tubes •Edison Price •Linear Technology
Motorola •
Analog Devices/PM' •International Rectifier
MagneQuest •Sonic Frontiers •Pearl •
Tube Sockets
WBT •Neutrik •
Curcio Audio Engineering •Kits
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Stackable, portable oak units
hold all recording formats
and audio/video components
Direct from the source
Free mail order brochure
(please mention Stereophile)
Per Madsen Design
P.O. Box 330101, San Franciscq CA 94133
Phone: (415) 928-4509 Fax: (415) 922-1459
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NITTY GRITTY 25FI record cleaner, new in sealed
box, retail $539, sell $345 plus shipping, firm. (909)
982-2386, 8am-8pm PST
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 150s with ICT88s,
$5500; ProAc Signature 3s in silk/lace oak, $6666;
Versa Dynamics Model 1.2 with adjustable azimuth,
dustcover, stand, surge tank, upgraded electronics,
extra headshell, $5500 (will not ship); Octave
Research OR-1 in chrome finish, $999. All plus shipping. (908) 322-4863, NJ.
AMPLIFIERS! Ask any of 5000 Eagle owners and
you, too, will know why so many enjoy their Eagles.
EKSC is pleased to offer new Eagles and updates or
conversions for earlier Eagles to new specifications.
The mono 400, stereo 2e, and very high-current 400i
will fill all your power needs. The Eagle 2020 preamplifier (0.5W into 50 ohms) is your cable driver for
those long interconnects. (913) 780-4495.
EASTERN AUDIO—select perfect-condition, used
Krell gear: MD-10 (newest), $4200; Studio, $2500;
Studio 2, $1650 ($2850); (all with AT&T); KSP-7B,
$1800; KBL (latest), $2400; ICRC, $4200 ($6900);
KRC-2, $2300 ($3700); KSA-150 (latest), $2700;
ICSA-250 (latest), $3700. Theta Data universal transport (with AT&T, packing), $1750 ($3000). And
Adcom, ProAc... (718) %1-8254 fa< (718) 961-8315,
Flushing, NY
B&W 801s, 8 months old, VGC, $2800. (804)
430-1832.
THETA DS PRO BASIC converter, $950; Clements
ET-7 hybrid speakers, $1950; Starr Lambda headphones with SRD-7 adapter, $375. (615) 531-3470
until 10pm EST
B&K TS-108 TUNER, mint, $195; Yamaha TX900U tuner, excellent, $150; Carver "The Receiver,"
excellent, $230; Spectrum 410 speakers, excellent,
$220. All with boxes, manuals. All OBO. (319)
393-4303.

ATMA-SPHERE MP-1 PREAMP (current Stereoph/le Class A, Vol.17 No.4), just back from factory
mods, mint, $3500; Manley 350s, just re-tubed,
KT90s, mint, $4500 OBO; mint VTL Compact
100s with Mullard EL34s, $1300 OBO; Mod
Squad/Philips 1040 CD player, $150 OBO; MAC
C-8 with mahogany cabinet, mint, $130; JR-1
minimonirors, $400 OBO; van den Hul MC-1, just
retipped, $600. Phone (504) 522-1400,fax (504) 5221401, afin: R.
C.
E.
KRELL SBP-64X with AT&T, $3800; MartinLogan Monolith II, upgraded to III, $2500. Call Ram,
(518) 664-6000 days, (518) 371-1844 everungilweekends
HI-Fl EXCHANGE—Large selection of quality
used high-end components at huge discounts. We
buy, sell, and trade. Call for inventory list. (718) 4230400, or visit our showrooms at 251-11 Northern Blvd.,
Little Neck, NY 11363.
McCORMACK CD TRANSPORT $995; McCormack Prism Il integrated CD player, $995; McCormack ALD-1 balanced preamp, $1245; KEF Reference 103.4 rosewood Towers, $995; Unity Signature
I, black limba, $2195; McCormack DAC-1 processor, $745. All above equipment new, unopened.
Monitor Audio R452MD, mint, $400. (601)
982-7054.
McCORMACK TLC-1 BUFFERED line-drive,
(new, $995) $750; Mod Squad AGT Deluxe line
drive, (new, $1250) $550. Both plus shipping. Alex,
(301) 762-7233 evenings EST
McINTOSH MC75 AMPLIFIERS, Ipair. Gorgeous sonics, good appearance, $2800 OBO. (609)
234-8344, Charles.
C.E.C. TL 1belt-drive CD transport, Stereophile
Class A (Vol.17 No.4), two months' use, ($5200)
$3500; NBS KS-II and Purist Audio interconnects
and cables. Call (602) 376-1734, or evenings at (602)
956-4666 (tel./fax), leave message.

(Music Matters»
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BECAUSE MUSIC MATTERS,
WE OFFeR THESE FINE PRODUCTS:

co2r.ILL, THIEL Theta
audio research

DISCOVERY

FOR SUPERIOR MUSIC
REPRODUCTION
• INTERCONNECTS
• SPEAKER CABLE
• DIGITAL CABLE
• POWER CORDS
• HOOK-UP WIRE
• TONEARM WIRE
Known for our hook-up wire
and tonearm wire as used in the
AIRTANGENT, we now offer a
complete line of cables for
the serious listener.

CLEARAUDIO
A LEGEND RETURNS

MC PHOTO CARTRIDGES
Yes, CLEARAUDIO is available
again in North America, and they
have been improved with the new
TRYGON P-2 stylus design. For a
limited time owners of clearaudio
cartridges can get aNEW for OLD
exchange for SO% off list price.
Call or write for details.

California Audio Labs

'Aç F

5Pyrzing

THE NEW
FRONTIER
IN SOUND
• FREE PHONE CONSULTATIONS
• 30 DAY EXCHANGE PRIVILEGE
• EQUIPMENT TRADE-I
NS
• FREE SHIPPING & HANDLING

DENVER, CO 80222
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(303) 759-5505
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DISCOVERY CABLE
28 BEARDSLEE ROAD
MILLSTONE, NJ 08876
(908) 359-0950
Fax (908) 359-2170
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SALE
/MERIDIAN
563 Balanced DA Converter
500 CD Transport
DSP 5000 Loudspeakers

LAMO Aug ions
Modulus 3Preamplifier

BEL
1001 Mk II
Interconnects •Speaker Cable
Classe 'Audio
New S-1000 & S-700
UHC Stereo/Mono Amplifiers
Remote Preamplifiers

New DPL Series Preamplifiers

SCM 10, 20, 50 & 100 Monitors
Active and Passive

Acoustic

o

nergy • Artemis Systems

ASC •AudioQuest •B&K

(2) MARK LEVINSON ML-11 amplifiers, $865
each; Dennesen JC80 preamp with Vendetta
Research SCP-1 moving-coil unit, $1875. All units
mint. (203) 346-0896

ROWLAND MODEL 1AMPLIFIER, 7months
old, black, Stereophile Class B (Vol.16 No.10), with
crate/manual, ($3100) $2195. (504)769-0930, 6-10pm
CST and weekends.

AUDIO RESONANCE DAMPERS—KAZAMM!
New product effectively damps unwanted vibrations in loudspeaker cabinets, turntables, and electronics. ..
at less than half the competition's price!
Set of 10, just $69.95. Money-back guarantee!
KAZAMM, Div. of RCT Specialists, 4512 Excelsior
Blvd., Minneapolis, MN 5541 (800) 920-9771. Dealer
inquines welcome.

CELESTION SL600si, $1050; Target stands, 20",
$150; Vandersteen 2Ce, walnut, with stands, $1025.
Both mint. (415) 325-9006

CARVER C2OU PRO-LOGIC preamp with
remote, still in box, 3months old, mint. Will sacrifice for $525. (904) 878-5461.
EAD DSP-7000 II (Gold, ST), T-7000 (Gold, Si'),
$1000 each; Magnum FT-11 tuner, $300; 205 FM
booster, $150; Goldmund Mimesis 2preamp with
phono module, $6000; Ensemble Reference II biwired, Profundo speakers, $6000; Goldmund Lineal
cable, $350 each; Cardas Hexlink V interconnect,
1.5m, $300/pair; AudioQuest Lapis, lm, $300/pair;
Lapis phono cable, $300; Straight Wire Maestro, lm,
$150/pair. Wanted: Sonus Faber Extrema speakers.
Please call Han at (408) 434-5404.
CONRAD-JOHNSON MF80 AMPLIFIER;
Conrad-Johnson DF1 preamp/CD player, solid-state
electronics; Acoustat 4400 electrostatic speakers;
Yamaha digital surround processor. Original price
over $8000 new, sacrifice $4250 OBO, or trade plus
cash. (609) 272-125a
LEGACY FOCUS SPEAKERS, brand-new, rosewood finish, absolutely immaculate condition,
S3800/pair. Call Bill, days (516) 921-8383, evenings/weekends (516) 826-3791, NY.
VAC PA90-C1 amplifiers. New Gold Lion KT77s
and PM-1 meter. Mint condition. New, $6000+
$800+$285. $4500. (508) 264-4787 evenings.

SINGLE-ENDED HAS CAUGHT YOUR INTEREST? We have the parts to build your own very
high-quality unit. MagneQuest hand-wound output
transformers, Golden Dragon 300Bs offer the best
price-to-sound-quality value today. We stock awide
variety of parts for the builder of new vacuum-tube
equipment. Send (3)29¢ stamps/3 IRCs for catalog
to: Handmade Electronics, 1825 Roth Ave., Allentown,
PA 18104.
B&W, KEF, THIEL, AND LEGACY owners—
Would you like to improve on the great sound you
already have? Try apair of "Golden Flutes" by JPS
Labs, anecessity for proper bass extension. Please
call or fax (716) 822-0159 anytime to drastically
improve your listening pleasure.
B&W 801 AND 802 OWNERS: Our complete passive crossover replacements are the ultimate performance upgrades. Please call or write for our complimentary literature. North Creek Music Systems, Main
Street, PG Box 1120-B, Oki Forge, NY 13420, voirefax
(315) 369-2500.
AUDIOSTATIC ES100/SW100, $2995 (M);
Nakamichi 582Z, $295; Counterpoint PAC15, $199;
Perreaux SM3, $625; Sony CCD-V701 Hi8, $645.
(610) 779-8643.
SUPERZERO OWNERS:bur inexpensive, complete passive crossover upgrade yields exceptional
transparency, detail, and resolution. Please call or
write for our complimentary literature: North Creek
Music Systems, Main Street, PO. Box 1120-T Old Forge,
NY 13420, voire/fax (315) 369-2500.

Cardas •Ensemble •Esoteric
Kimber •Lexicon •Meret
Magnum Dynalab •Muse

ecet

NAD •NBS • Power Wedge
PSB •PSE •Rega •Sony ES

Audio/Video •Compact Discs

Stax •Sumiko •Target •Thorens
Tice Audio •VAC •Velodyne
Vimak •VPI

Orange County's Leading High End Audio Dealer
Representing the World's Finest
Music and Video Systems

Equipment Trade Ins Available
Thirty Day Exchange Privilege

Js
AUDIO

15454 Old Columbia Pike

AUDIO RESEARCH • KRELL • KRELL DIGITAL • THIEL • THETA
AERIAL ACOUSTICS • ALON • B&W • B&W THX • MERIDIAN
CAL AUDIO LABS • LEXICON • LEXICON THX • MAGNUM DYNALAB
ARAGON • ACURUS • VAC • SONY ES • VELODYNE • PIONEER ELITE
ADCOM • AIRTIGHT • DAY SEQUERRA •ADS •ADS MULTIROOM
NILES •AUDIO EASE • SOUND ANCHORS • PIONEER VIDEO
SONY VIDEO • PROTON VIDEO • AMPRO VIDEO PROJECTORS
VIDIKRON VIDEO PROJECTORS • XLO • XL0 SIGNATURE
AUDIOQUEST • PURIST AUDIO • OCOS • GOLDEN DRAGON
4 Showrooms Including the Latest in THX Home Theater Audio Systems.
We Offer Consultation, Design, Custom Cabinets, Licensed Construction
and Installation. Convert or Build the Media Room of Your Dreams — No
Job Too Big or Small. Let Us Bring Fine Music or Theater Into Your Home.
In Addition, Digital Ear Features Over 30,000 CDs. You'll Find One of the

Burtonsville MD 20866

Most Comprehensive Selections of Classical, Rock and Jazz, as Well as

(301) 989-2500

— FINANCING AVAILABLE — OPEN 7DAYS—CONTRACTORS LICENSE #556897 —

Country, Folk and Blues.

Digital Ear

Fax (301) 989-2552
Visa

202

Mastercard

American Express

17602 East 17th Street •Tustin, CA 92680 •(714) 544-7903
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LOUDSPEAKER KITS: Our pre-engineered loudspeaker systems feature Scan-Speak drivers, exceptional cabinetry, and the world's most advanced
crossover components. Please call or write for our
complimentary catalog. North Creek Music Systems,
Main Street, RO. Box 1120-K, Old Forge, NY 13420,
voice/fax (315) 369-2500.
FINALLY—VALUE REDEFINED. You don't have
to sell the farm for real class-A performance. N.E.W.
designer Nelson Pass proved it first with the legendary Classic Pass A40 amplifier. Now, anew sonic
threshold achieved—the more musically amazing
N.E.W. A20 high-bias class-A amplifier. Only $698!
Highly recommended reviews available. Also, the
ultimate Home Theater amplifier. 30-day home
demo. NEW, Box 1148, Rancho Santa Fe, CA 92067,
(619) 756-9561.
HYPE! HYPE! HYPE! You've had enough of that!
For over 14 years, we've delivered something
different—natural, musical results! Hype is easy,
results are hard! Musical Concepts, the most
respected and recommended modifiers for Adcom,
B&K, Hafler, and Philips-based/Pioneer CD, plus
Audio Alchemy DDE/DITB! Musical Concepts, 1832
Borman Court, Suite One, St. Louis, MO 63146, (314)
275-4925.
ARC CL60 (KT88s, light use), $2650; ProAc
Response 2, oak, $1600; !Clyne SIC5A, black, $1650.
All mint. (516) 781-2290 evenings, Chuck.
ARAGON PALADIUMS, 8months old, VGC,
$2800. (804) 430-1832.
BEL 1001 MK.II, $2000; Audio Research LS2B preamp, $1750; NEC T6E tuner, $100. (908) 493-2734.
ESSENCE REFERENCE SUPER GEM speakers
with upgraded crossover and wiring, new in boxes,
($10,000) $3750; Stands designed for Super Gem,
new in boxes, ($1000) $375; plus shipping on all
above items, or OBO. (310) 837-2619.

AUDIO RESEARCH D400 Mk.II amplifier; new
in box; factory-sealed; new, thicker, black faceplate,
$3950. (602) 807-2337.
KRELL ICSA-150 AMP, mint, $2700; Meridian 207
pre/CD, $575; 209 remote, $100. (407) 294-9907
evenings, (407) 836-2854 days EST
McCORIvlACK DNA-1 AMP, less than 1year old,
mint, $1350; Apogee Studio monitors, black, less
than 2months old, $8900; Levinson No35, less than
1year old, mint, $4900; Gryphon DM100, 1year
old, mint, originally $14,000, $7250; Gryphon
Reference Imono power amps, mint, 8months old,
originally $26,000, $11,500. (314) 434-3252 mornings
or after 8pm CST
INTERCONNECTS AND CABLES FOR SALE:
XL0 Signature Series Type 2.1, lm, $500; Type 4.1,
lm, $250; Type 1, lm, $175; Type 5speaker cable,
8', $700; Kimber !Cable KCTG balanced interconnect, lm, $500. Wayne, (809) 778-4855 day, (809) 7786328 night.
MBC AUDIO: Authorized dealer for Jadis, C.E.C.,
Parasound, Siltech, and Combak. Denver, CO, (303)
377-9286 MST
ADCOM, B&K, HAFLER, AND CD MODIFICATIONS by Musical Concepts rival most exotica!
Now in our 15th year! Some modifications in kit!
Don't be high-end pretenders—be contenders! See
our new lower prices! Musical Concepts, 1832 Bannon
Court, Suite One, St. Louis, MO 63146 (314) 275-4925.
MUSICAL CONCEPTS CD—ENIGMA 7and
Epoch 7with separate digital and audio sections,
CDT-4 transport with liquid-smooth sound. These
have "Elite" center-mount Stable Platter mechanism!
Affordable, deliciously musical Entre and CDT-5
(transport), each $495. We modify Ftotel, Magnavox,
Philips, Pioneer CDs, and Audio Alchemy DDE/
DITB! Musical Concepts, 1832 Bonnan Court, Suite One,
St. Louis, MO 63146, (314) 275-4925.

NEEDLE EXPRESS

_OPreALPHA STEREO
Quality Components,
Professional Installation 8e Service

NAD

"We are known for the
companies we keep"
Adcom, NAD, Rote!, Onkyo,
B&W, Ortofon, Audioquest,
Monster Cable, M&K, AKG,
Stax, Polk Audio,
Atlantic Technologies,
Audio Alchemy, Beyerdynamics,
Sony, PSB, Sennheiser, Alpine,
Audio Control,
Boston Acoustics.
Northern NY's oldest & most
renowned dealer.
57 Smithfield Blvd.
Plattsburgh, NY 12901

518-561-2822
Fax: 518-561-2961
Monday-Friday 10am-8pm. Saturday 10am-6pm
Mastercard, Visa, Discover, Amex

spendor

Audio

prelude 2/2 on SALE!

Solutions
NEEDLES •CARTRIDGES
STYLI •BELTS
We Offer All Leading Brands
One of
THE LARGEST STOCKS
IN THE COUNTRY
From 78 needles to new hi-tech designs
including rare and obsolete models

Reg. $1090/pr.

SALE $778/Pair
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST Available in Teak, Walnut, and
Black Oak.
Audiophile's
2014 Main St.
Cross Plains, WI 53528
(608) 798-3455
FAX: (608) 798-3359
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for all turntables
Upgrade your sound
protect your irreplaceable records
"FOR MAIL ORDERS CALL"

1-800-982-2620
Ask about our
audiophile phono pre-amps!
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Audio Research
Theta Digital
McCormack
WireWorld
Paradigm
Dunlavy
Kimber
CODA
SOTA
VP'
NHT
JVC
ATLANTA'S HIGHEND SOURCE
Cary
Snell
Rotel
Acurus
Sumiko
Sony ES
Sony Video
Straighiwire
Vandersteen
Audible Illusions
Magnum Dynalab

404-804-8977
5576 Chamblee Dunwoody Rd.
Dunwoody, Georgia 30338

203

In Southern California

NAKAMICHI 1000 R-DAT transport, $4900. Call
(505) 667-1330, or (505) 662-1415.

aTT

(2) ADCOM GFA-555 POWER AMPS, $425 each;
Adcom GFP-555 Il preamp, $300. Fred, (512) 9932551 days, (512) 852-6276 evenings.

P'11• Luke/ LIU
r/.1111
MUM Uz II
Electronic

Accessories

Cal. Audio Labs
Counterpoint
Bryston
Fosgate
Marantz
McCormack
Sonogrophe
NAD
Luxman
Denon

AudioQuest
CWD Furniture
Signet
Sumiko
Nitty Gritty
Kimber Kable
AKG
Beyerdynamic
Esoteric Audio
Turntables

Speakers

Pro-Ject 1
Thorens
Denon

M&K
Martin Logan
Mirage
Signet
Sonance
Vandersteen

Video
Proton

15600 Roscoe Boulevard
Van Nuys California 91406

(818) 781-4700

PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS! Don't pay more!
Absolutely the best selection of audiophile-grade
parts at fair prices! MIT MultiCaps, Wonder, Black
Gate, Nichicon, Vishay, Caddock, Holco, Mills, etc,
capacitors and resistors. All types audio connectors,
chassis wires, custom cables, Alps, Noble, TDK,
Hexfred, Copper-Foil inductors, tubes, vibration
damping, Deflex Panels, MIT Z-products, hospitalgrade AC connectors, tools, accessories, free catalog!
Michael Percy, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937, (415) 6697181, fax (415) 669-7558.
UPGRADE FOR LESS. Offering best prices on
used audio component& Buying and selling all types
(509) 966-4431.
WE CAN HELP YOU choose excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer
friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience, free delivery. We carry: Mirage, NAD, Nakamichi, Acurus, Kimber, Cary, KEF, Parasound,
Philips, Kinergetics, Quad, PS, Fried, Spica, many
more Free catalog! Read Brothers Stereo, 591 King St.,
Charleston, SC 29403, (803) 723-7276.
FREE COMPLIMENTARY NEWSLETTER, The
Audio Reference Times. Introducing anew journal for
serious audiophiles featuring discussions on today's
high-end world, its products, trends, and issues Call
toll-free today for your complimentary issue. (800)
599-7673.
PRIMARE 202 POWER AMPS, gorgeous, stainless-steel, solid-state 200W monoblocks. With Marigo Dots—beats the BEL 1001s, with boxes and
manuals, ($9300 retail) $3750 plus shipping, OBO.
(310) 837-2619.

AUDIO
ADVISORS

KRELL MDA-300 MONOBLOCKS, mint, warranty, $5995; Quad speakers, stands, $1195; McIntosh MC240 tube amplifier, $1295; C-11 tube preamp, $595; MR65B tube tuner, $295. All collector's
quality, original manuals, boxes. (407) 283-3243.
SUMO PREAMP, ATHENA, $419; Nakamichi
cassette deck, RX505, lace new, $620; Kenwood
power amp Basic M2A, $399; Yamaha preamp
0(1000, $565. Fred, (512)993-2551 days, (512) 8526276 evenings.
MAGNAN Vi interconnects, new, 4' pairs, $350
each. (817) 536-3135.
ATTENTION QUAD OWNERS! Factoryauthorized sales and service for Quad, Gradient,
Music Reference, Entee and RAM tubes. New and
used Quad equipment bought/sold. ESL/ESL-63
updates and stands. Custom subwoofer systems for
ESL/ESL-63s available. For further details, contact
Mike or Randy: QS&D, Inc., 33 McWhirt Loop #108,
Fredericksburg, VA 22406, (703) 372-3711, fax (703)
372-3713.
DENON DP-S1 CD TRANSPORT, Class A, see
Stereophile review Vol.17 No.5, May 1994. As new,
perfect condition, complete with all packing and
manual& Not easily available in the US, $7500 OBO.
(619) 720-7691.
MARTIN-LOGAN CLS Ils, $1700. (503)994-9645.
WIDER, DEEPER, MORE HOLOGRAPHIC
SOUNDSTAGE! Room Acoustics handbook,
$14.95. Speakers, $995-$24,995; DACs, $695$2295. MACH 1Acoustics, fax/phone (603)654-9824
RR2 Box 334A, Wilton, NH 03086.
POWER WEDGES 116 and 113, $450 each; (6) API
power cords, $125 each. (503) 257-0035.
GRAHAM 1.5t11DNEARM with extra arm-wand,
chrome, never used, latest SW-2 arm-wands and AZ1alignment box, $2250. (214) 369-8342.
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OF THE PALM BEACHES
AUDITION THE "STEREOPHILE RECOMMENDED"
ALON IV WITH QUICKSILVER ELECTRONICS
ACARIAN
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CELESTION
MEITNER
MICRO-MEGA
NHT
QUICKSILVER
PARADIGM
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ROTEL
SIGNET
SHARPVISION
STRAIGHTWIRE
TOTEM
VIDIKRON
TRADEINS WELCOME

Northampton, MA 01060
(413) 584-9547
Sales, Service,
& Installation

(407) 478-3100

LP's &CD's for

2273 PALM BEACH LAKES BLVD.

the audiophile

WEST PALM BEACH FL., 33409
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PLEASE TRY ME! Used, unopened demo equipment for sale. Sonic Frontiers SFL-1, three months
old, $850; Sonographe SC-1 line-stage with warranty, $400. Must sell. Many other brands available.
Call (518) 563-3036, askfor Steve or leave message. If
you buy, I'll pay for the call(s).
FINIAL LT-1X laser turntable, latest ELP version.
Plays 7", 10", 12" at 33, 45, 78rpm. $20,000. Call
(505) 667-1330 or (505) 662-1415.
USED AND DEMO SALE: Avalon, Krell, Levinson, Proceed, B&W, Audio Research, Adcom,
Bryston. New products from MBL, Valve Amplification, Cary, Micromega, Isis. Call Ovation Audio,
(801) 298-8322, 12-6pm MST
CEDAR DC-1 STEREO real-time digital de-didcer.
16-bit AID, twin 50MHz, 32-bit floating-point processor, 18-bit DM. Can also be used as aCD D/A
processor, $15,000. Call (505) 667-1330 or (505)
662-1415.
McINTDSH MC60 AMPS, C20, MR65B, sold as
four pieces, mint, $4995; Marantz 8b, McIntosh
C20, $2845; Maranta 7t and 8b, $2995; Maranta 7t
and 15, $1500; (2) Heath W6 amps, 70W, mint,
$2500/pair; Dyna Mk.III, $595 each; Dyna Mk.IV,
$425. (716) 266-3245 evenings before 10pm EST, (716)
461-9405 days.
SOUND PRACTIC:FS: A quarterly journal for the
serious audiomaniac—DIY, single-ended triodes,
horns, international perspectives, and lots of other
neat stuff. $20 US, $24 Canada, $30 Europe airmail,
$35 elsewhere airmail—check or money-order,
please. Write for list of back issues. Sound Practices,
Box 180562, Austin, TX 78718, (512) 339-6229
voice/fax.
KRELL MDA-300 MONOBLOCKS, latest production, all upgrades, first owner, used 4months,
excellent condition, boxes, manual, warranty, sell
$5900. (513) 427-2878 days, ask for Brian.

Upstate
New York's
Exclusive
Dealer For...

2314 Monroe Avenue /Rochester, NY/Monday-Friday: Noon-9 /Satu

THIEL •MARK LEVINSON
CLASSÉ • MAGNEPAN
SONUS FABER •APOGEE
THETA •WILSON AUDIO
ACURUS
ADS
ARAGON
AUDIO RESEARCH
AUDIOOUEST
GOLDMUND
GRADO
LEXICON
MAGNUM DYNALAB
NAD
NAKAMICHI
PROCEED
PS AUDIO
PSB
RCAUDIO

CAT SIGNATURE preamp, treated with Mango
Dots, 9 months old, $3300 plus shipping. (310)
837-2619.
GIANT CLEARANCE SALE—BLOWOUT
PRICES! Audio Alchemy system, suggested retail
over $1700, $850 (N); Audire Crescendo, $350 (D);
Focus .7s, $500 (D); Focus HDM Towers, $900 (N);
Superphon SP100, $250 (D); and more. We represent
best-buy products from B&K, Parasound, OCM/
Magnum Dynalab, Musical Concepts/Design, Fried,
Linaeum, NEAR, Audio Alchemy, Melos, many
more! Stereo Consultants, Lafayette, IN, (31 474-9004,
11-7pm EST
SELL FOR CASH/TRADE, audio and video.
Authorized: Acurus, Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Ftotel,
Sumo, Denon, Harman/Karclon, Maranta, Celestion,
Energy, Rogers, Signet, AudioQuest, Grado, Monster, Niles, Sumiko, Target, et al. Ship anywhere. Stereo
Classics, 75 Church St., New Brunswick, NJ 08901, (908)
220-1144, fax (908) 220-1284.

Analog Shop
"our name says it all..."

•VAC •SPENDOR •WIRE WORLD
•FRIED ,AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS

ARC M300 MONO AMPS, latest mod, $4500/pair
OBO. (214) 437-4167 daytime.
SINGING LESSONS FOR CD PLAYERS. The
best upgrade is still less. Most Japanese brands plus
Philips, Magnavox, and Rotel. Just $259. Stan Warren,
(503) 344-3696, 10am-6pm PST

Start Collecting
CDs NOW!
We offer the best CDs
with the best price!
Audioquest

$12.99

Chesky

$11.99

DMP

$12.99

Dorian Recordings

$12.99

Mercury Living Presence

$ 9.99

RCA Living Stereo

$ 9.99

Reference Recordings

$12.99

Sheffield Lab

$12.99

Telarc

$12.99

Wilson Audio

$12.99

Also CDs from TAS & Stereophile

•RPM •KIMI3ER

•MUSICAL DESIGN
•EMINENT

•LYRA •GRAHAM

TECHNOLOGY

•AQ •0C9/ART-1

•BENZ-

•BLUE POINT SPECIAL

MICRO

SOUNDQUEST AUDIO—Michigan's cuttingedge dealer: Anodyne, Arcam, ASC, Anna-Sphere,
Audible Illusions, Audio Logic, Bel Canto Design,
B.E.L. 1001 Mk.II, Bright Star, C.E.C./Parasotmd,
Encore, Illuminati, Joule Electra, Mango Audio,
Micromega, MSB Technology, Music Metre, Music
Reference, Musical Design, NRG Control, PASS
Laboratories, Purist Audio Design, Quad, Reference Line, Resolution Audio, Soundwave, TG Audio,
Unity Audio. MC/Visa. (810) 737-0005.
WI/TARA 240 mono tube amps, $2250/pair; Lyra
Clavis without tip, $250. (408) 235-4431, Mark.

•VPI •SME

•MICRO-MEGA •SOTA

•CHANG LIGHT SPEED
•ONIX •CLASSIC RECORDS
•SOUND ANCHOR •TADDEO
•SUM» •TARGET •EPOS
•OCM (BELLES) •ROKSAN
•MICHAEL YEE AUDIO
(many more...)

/ralcs arlconie

2W. MAIN ST. •3RD FL
OOR •14564
VICTOR,

PHONE

NY

716 •742 •2860

FAX

716.742.2859

z

CUMBERLAND
AUDIO GROUP

REPRESENTING:
AUDIO RESEARCH •B&K •
B&VV •BASIS •BENZ MICRO •
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS •
CARDAS •CELESTION •
CLASSE •CONRAD JOHNSON •
COUNTERPOINT •DAY
SEOUERRA •GRADO •
GRAHAM •JEFF ROWLAND •
KIMBER <ABEL •LINN •
MAGNUM DYNALAB •
MARTIN- LOGAN •
McCORMACK •
MELOS •MERET
AUDIO •MERIDIAN •
MUSICAL DESIGN •
MIT •PIONEER
ELITE •PROTON •
ROTEL •RUNCO •
SOUND ANCHOR •
SPICA •STAX •
SUMIKO •TARGET •
THETA DIGITAL •
TRANSPARENT •
VAC •WILSON •
YBA •CD S& LP S•

For more information and a FREE
catalog, send mail to:
Audiophile Selections

CREDIT CARDS •DELIVERY
SET UP •MON-5/%7 11-6

R O. Box 17038
Anaheim, CA 92817-7038
FAX: (714) 283-2857

716 •442 •6050

S
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elections
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MasterCard
VISA
Accepted

4119 HILLSBORO RD •NASHVILLE. TN 37215
16151297-4700
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Our component rack systems are
the result of serious attention to
detail and pride in the art of design
and craftsmanship.
"We will even design apiece to your
exact specifications!"

SIDEFtEALKAP—The world's most highly reviewed audio capacitor. The SidereallCap is absolutely neutral compared to a short length of
99.9999% pure silver wire. Call, fax, or write now
for application notes and ordering information. SiderealKap,1525 Brian Place, Escondido, CA 92025, tel (619)
743-1997, fax (619) 743-2192.
AUDITION THE SCT CORMORANT interconnect risk-free for 30 days and rediscover your music.
This cable provides amazing accuracy through
innovative design. Review reprints available. $129/1m
pair, air-shipped free! Deduct $5 for your audition
fee. Dealer inquiries welcome. Solid Core Technology,
3808 Westview Ave, West Palm Beach, FL 33407, (407)
842-7316.
SILVER PHILHARMONIC
INTERCONNECTS, silver-plated copper/Teflon, excellent,
$125/1m pair ($245). (504) 753-7771 CST

Audio
Racks
#5000
#2300

AUDIO RESEARCH DAC1-20, black, $1500;
Wadia WT-2000 CD transport, $2700; (2) sets Starburst Walnut Janis W3 plus interphase crossover/amp,
$800 each set. All mint. (215) 941-1122.
CUSTOM LP12 PLINTHS, exotic hardwoods,
Brazilian rosewood, padulc, zebrawood, koka bola,
your choice, $250-$350; LP12/Cirkus, $975; Ekos,
$1400; Linn Arkiv cartridge, brand-new, unused,
$1400; Linn Troika, new after van den Hul rebuild,
$550; Naim NACA5 speaker cable, 17' pair, $75.
(206) 936-3340, Steven.
GENESIS TECHNOLOGIES GENESIS III
speakers, latest version, gloss-black, 3months old,
$3950 ($6150). Call Gary, (314) 569-3111 days, (314)
727-3922 evenings.

The
I- Bea m
Component

LPs/CDs/TAPEs

Center

WANTED: RCA/Mercury half-track open-reel
tapes. Randall Goldman, Box 3, Rancho Mirage, CA
92270, (619) 323-2000.

The

erelt aim

Audio
Center

.111=M-

11=

(3 Bays)

AUDIO CABLE
& MORE
DON'T PAY
EXORBITANT PRICES
!FOR TOP QUALITY!

75" Tall

The Eye-So
Stack Rack
System

Call us today for your local dealer and
acopy of our detailed Newsletter with
product photos and specifications...
B IV1 I. P. / BILLY BAGS

CLASSICAL COLLECTORS—LPs gathering dust
since switching to CDs? For fair value for your quality records, contact Randall Goldman, Box 3, Rancho
Mirage, CA 92270, (619) 323-2000.
SELLING PRIVATE COLLECTION. Mercury,
RCA SD, London FFSS, Lyrita, more. LSASE to:
Don Pardoe, 1442-A Walnut St., Berkeley, CA 94709.
CLASSIC RECORDS RCA "LIVING STEREO"
limited-edition reissue series: Hume Record Works
will stock all titles when issued, including ISC 1817,
2201, 2222, 2436, 2446. Call and reserve your copies
now! Hume Record Works, 1214 E. Yucca St., Phoenix,
AZ 85020, USA; Phone/fax: (602) 331-0756.
AUDIOPHILE LPs, CDs, and accessories! Mobile
Fidelity, Nautilus, Chesky, Wilson, AudioQuest,
Linn, Nitty Gritty, Japanese and British LPs, Reference.. .
many more, in and out of print! Catalog, $2
in US, $4 elsewhere. Refundable on first order! Info:
(317) 778-2715. Fax: (317) 778-2669. Orders: (800)
782-3472. Elusive Disc, 1022 Rolling Barrel Rd., Pendleton, IN 46064.
VINYL REPRODUCTION like you've never heard.
With atotally different approach, it is now possible to discover what is truly hidden in your LPs and
shellacs. Provides performance never thought possible. For further information: FM Acoustics, Ltd., Seest rasse 5a, CH-8810 Horgen/Switzerland. Tel: (41) 1725 77 77; Fax: (41) 1-725 77 90.
JAZZ ON VINYL LIVES! Personally selected
factory-sealed LPs, bebop-present. Free informative
catalog ($3 overseas). LG's Jazz, 53 Bellejbntaine,
Framingham, MA 01701.

ACC U R
AUDIO

VIDEO

DALLAS' FINEST AUDIO VIDEO STORE

70" Tall

Media-Rax x

LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with GruvGlide. Enhance fidelity, reduce wear and static,
improve tracking, excellent deaning. See Swreophile
review, August 1986, p.41. $21.95/1cit. Check/MO
to Rozoil Lubricant Co., Box 19003, Las Vegas, NV
89132.

We have equaled the high
priced brands. High priced
equivalents as low as $.74/ft.
We demystify wire technology.
Send for explanation literature and catalog of all our
audio/video products, or call
1-800-321-2108 24 hrs/ day.
FAX 609-428-1832
— the luxury of high quality
...at an affordable price —

L A TINTERNATIONAL
317 Provincetown Road
Cherry Hill NJ 08034
4147 TRANSPORT ST •VENTURA, CA 93003

r
A,
AMX
Pioneer
Apogee
PowerWedge
Audioquest
Proton
Audio Alchemy
Vidikron
B+K
Revolver
BIC
Roksan
‘ MEEMffill3 4
Sony
Runco
Epos
Signet
Jamo
MB quart
Sumo
Forte
Rene
JVC
Standesign

r1T-g

Lexicon

dig]

1733-

Dahlquist
NAD
Niles
Parasound

Toshiba
Triad
VPI
Velod ne

Consultation •Sales •Installation
Available throughout the United States.

PHONE 214/516-1849
2301 N. Central

(805) 644-2185 • FAX 644-0434

Celestion
Threshold
Harmon Kardon
Camelot Technol e
Soundstream

NHT
Fo ate
McCormack
Hcrfler
Stewart

Suite 182 •Plano, TX 75075

T}IX ,CRen,er,c • •
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SGT. PEPPER UHQR, SEALED. Beatles box,
sealed. Stones box #73. Best offers. Wanted: Classical
and MFSL. (818) 772-1638, Robert.
LPs LPs LPs LP LIST NO.2 LPs LPs LPs LPs LPs
List available from Prairie Music! Thousands of
new, sealed records of all categories. Most are
$8 or less. Call Ted, free list, (913) 827-9378, 24-hr.
voice/fax.
RCA LSC SHADED DOGS, Mercury 90,000,
London FFSS Bluebacks, Lyrita, Argo, EMI ASD,
British Decca, rare monos. Call (212) 496-1681, fax
(212)496-0733; Harvey Gilman, 243 W 76th St., Apt.
1B, New York, NY 10023.
IBUY SEALED AUDIOPHILE LPs (Mobile
Fidelity, Nautilus, etc.). William Hesler, 8765 Radburn
Dr., Baldwinsville, NY 13027, (315) 635-2506 after
6pm EST
THE TREMENDOUS SOUND RECORDS catalog—including classicaljazz, rock LPs—is available.
Write: Suite 184,835 Dehona Blvd., Dehona, FL 32725,
or call (407) 668-5706.
48,000 LPS. PRIVATE COLLECTION, HARDTO-FIND, out-of-print. 1955-1990. Classical,
opera, soundtracks, original casts, rock, soul, jazz,
big band, greatest hits, standard-pop vocal, country,
folk, guitar, religious, ethnic, documentary. Available
individually or in lots. (203) 227-8326.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs, mono
and stereo. Will travel for large collections. Call
Lawrence O'Toole, 52 E. 13th St., Suite 4C, New York,
NY 10003, tel/fax: (212) 674-1407.
TOP DOLLAR PAID for LPs and CDs. No collection too large. Classical, jazz, rock, audiophiles
(SR/LSCJEMI-ASD), more. 100,000 LPs and 30,000
CDs in stock. Call or write for information/directions. Open 7 days, MC/Visa. Princeton Record
Exchange, 20 Tulane St., Princeton, NJ 08542, (609)
921-0881.

MORE LPS TO DIE FOR! Hard-to-find new,
sealed vinyl. Blues, Ft&B, folk, jazz, more. Major
labels, indies, imports, cutouts, rarities. CDs too. Free
review-packed catalog. Roundup Records, Dept. STP,
1Camp Sr., Cambridge, MA 02140, (617) 661-630a

W ANTED
WANTED: NAIM 82. Sell: Naim 72, $775. (212)
735-2166, Mark.
WANTED: OLD, NEW, TUBE, McIntosh,
Marantz, Dyna, ARC, Conrad-Johnson, JBL, EV,
Jensen, IClyne,Levinson, Cello, Wilson, Quad,
Sequerra, Thiel, Fulton, Linn, Thorens, Western
Electric, EMT, 33LP, etc. (713) 728-4343, fax (713)
723-1301, Maury Corb.

WANTED: THORENSTD160 Super; Grace 707
II. (615) 929-9556.
WANTED: PERREAUX 2150B, good condition.
Ask for Tom, (216) 833-8011, 8:30am-5pm M-F.
UPGRADE FOR LESS. Offering best prices on
used audio components. Buying and selling all types.
(509) 966-4431.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, C-J, Krell, Levinson, Proceed,
MIT, or Threshold without calling us. Ship in
UPS/COD. Call Superex Products, CA, (209) 2987931, fax (209) 297-0359, Sennie.

iv

WANTED: QUAD Electrostatics and II amplifier.
(805) 962-4201.
ESOTERIC AUDIO USA, afast-growing highend audio company, has openings for knowledgeable
professionals in areas including sales, marketing,
advertising, engineering, and manufacturing. Send
résumé to 44 Pearl Pentecost Rd., Winder, GA 30680.
All inquiries kept strictly confidential.
WANTED: TUBE HI-FI and commercial amplifiers
and speakers. Altec, Jensen, Western Electric, McIntosh, Marantz, Heath, Scott, Fisher, Eico, RCA,
Dynaco, Brook, etc. Power tubes: KT66, KT77,
KT88, 6550, 6CA7, 807, 811A, 300A, 300B. Sonny
Goldson, 1413 Magnolia Lane, Midwest City, OK 73110,
(405) 737-3312.
COLLECTOR BUYING (working or not,
mono/stereo) old tube Marantz, McIntosh, Tannoy
speakers, Sequerra tuners, Krell, Levinson, ARC,
Goldmund, Apogee. Also, used wristwatches: Rolex,
Audemars, Omega, Rado, etc. For trade: B&W 801
Matrix II, $2200; Conrad-Johnson Premier 5
monos. Traveling often, NY-FL. (718) 387-7316 or
(718) 384-4667, NY.

The

•UPDATED •
Stereophile

RECORD -REVIEW I
NDEX
is now available!
Indexes every record review published in
Stereophile from Vol.10 No.1 through
Vol.16 No.12 (1987-1993). Also includes
indices to "Building A Library" and musician
interviews. Available on 5Vs" or 31
/"
2
floppy disks (MS DOS, raw ASCII only).
•

•

VVVVV

•

•

Send $9.95 to:
Stereophile Record-Review Index
208 Delgado St., Santa Fe, NM 87501
(Please indicate hard copy, or disk and disk size)
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•ACOUSTICENERGY
•ACHE
•ACURUS
•AWN
•AMC
•APOGEE
•ARAGON
•AUDIO QUEST.
•B&K
•CAL
•CARDAS
•CELESIION
•CODA

•HUN
•EPOS
•ESOTERIC
•GRADO
•ALTARS
•KEE
•MELDS
•MERIDIAN
•MGK
•NAKAMICHI
•On
•POWER WEDGE
•PREMIER
•PSIL

•ROAR
•HD
•ROCKSOLID
•ROGERS
•SME
•SONICFRONTIERS
•SOTA
•SUMIKO
•'ANNOY
•IHORENS
•11A.0
•API

and much more...
4Sound Rooms

ALÓN
APOGEE
B&W/THX
BOSTON/THX
CANTON
ENERGY
JBL HT/THX
M&K
MONITOR AUDIO
PROAC
ROCK SOLID
SONANCE
ACCESSORIES
CWD
KIMBER KABLE
MIDDLE ATLANTIC
MONSTER
NILES
PANAMAX
PIVOTELLI
SONANCE
SOUND ANCHORS
STANDESIGN
VIDEO LINK
XL0

VIDEO
HARMAN VIDEO
MITSUBISHI
SHARP VISION
VIDIKRON

ELECTRONICS
ACURUS
ADA
ALTIS AUDIO
ARAGON
BANG & OLUFSEN
CODA
CRESTRON
DENON/S1
ENLIGHTENED AUDIO
FOSGATE/THX
LEXICON/THX
MAGNUM DYNALJUI
MARANTZ
MICROMEGA
PS AUDIO
ROTEL/SOVEREIGN
SOUNDSTREAM
THRESHOLD
VTL
VPI

137-72 Northern Blvd., Flushing, N.Y. 11354
Tel: (118)321-1500 •Fax: (718)321-1078
MC •VISA •AMEX •DISCOVER Accepted

WorldRadioHistory
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Wescott
Audio

New York's Best High-End
Dealer... in New Jersey!
Featuring...
DM, -Dunlavy Audio Labs offers six models of loudspeakers. At $4995. the SCIV sets anew standard of
realism! Reviewed in Stereophile's April '94 issue.
EAD -Enlightened Audio Design. At $1599. the
single-chassis CD-1000 outperforms higher priced separates.

Experience the Ultimate
in High Resolution Audio
Timbre Tech
First Sound
Micromega
Gryphon
Audio Synthesis
Symphonic Line
Presence Audio
Omega Mikro
Bruce Moore
vpi
Green Mountain
XLO
Sound Anchor
PAC
Power Wedge
NS M
Music Metre
Klyne
Mango Labs
Purist
Cable Jacket
A.R.T.
Microscan
Alema
SolidSteel
Kuzma
Brightstar
Magnum
Harbeth
Highwire
Oritron
TG Audio
Legacy
Sound Lab
Sci-Fi
Blue Oasis
Maplenoll
Room Tune
Ensemble
Eminent Tech
Chapman
Musical Design • Arcici
Expressive Tech
Ikeda
Parasound
Muse
AudioWorks
Epos
UltraSystems
CEC
Forsell
Apogee
Creek
EAD
MAS
VAC
Chang
Sumiko
Magnan

90% Tradeback Policy
Private auditions, custom installs.
Component matching database.
CD recording service.
Call Scott in State College, PA
to arrange alistening session
you will never forget.

814.231.1234

à

800.669.7574 Ve

VTL -Vacuum Tube Log.g. Affordable all-tube
components begin with the n4-2 preamplifier, $990.,
and the 80-WPC ST-80 amplifier, $1590.
Highwire Audio -High resolution analog, digital, and
speaker cables offer incredible detail without the grain
and veiling found in other brands. Starts at $224.
FULL SERVICE AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR :
ARAGON •ACURUS •ALON •ARONOV •ARTEMIS •AUDIO RESEARCH •BASIS •CAL •CARDAS •CHAPMAN
DYNACO DAY-SEOUERRA •DUNLAVY AUDIO LABS •DUNTECH •ENERGY •EAD •ENSEMBLE •FOSGATE •GRAHAM
GRADO •HIGH WIRE •
JADIS •KOETSU •KRELL •KRELL DIGITAL •MARANTZ •MARTIN-LOGAN •MB QUART NAD •POLK
PROAC •SILTEC •SCIENTIFIC FIDELITY •SUMIKO •TARGET •VIMAK •VPI •
VTL •WADIA •
WELL TEMPERED •XLO
TO PDOLLAR PAID ONTRADE-INS •AUTH ORIZEDFACTORYSERVICE

Ce ADCs

193 BELLEVUE AVE .,
UPPER MONTCLAIR ,
NJ07043

201-744-0600

ARE YOU APASSIVIST?
..a-W•ed•daite.•Zal.f.e,
eseratt

VIRIUAL

moDE cp

aummivaukiN
e VIntel -MQDE 0

VEltAS

Reap The Benefits Of Passive Pre-Amplification:
• No Gain, No Noise
• Pure Signal Transfer from Source to Amplifier
• Floating Ground, Quasi-Balanced, No Contamination
• Buffered Output, No Resistors or Capacitors in Signal Path
Custom built to match your system; hand-crafted wood cases, non-magnetic shielding; ultrafast
rectifiers; dual-regulation with precision resistors and capacitors; silver-coated, solid-core
wire with teflon insulation; RFI/EMI, surge protection; hard-wired, no printed circuit boards;
dual-mono, two potentiometers; floating ground, switchable.
PRICE INCREASE AUGUST 1-We will accept orders at the Introductory Price of $1,000
until that date, Europe excluded. LIFETIME WARRANTY. 30 DAY, NO RISK TRIAL PERIOD.

VI .-111ALO M°DE
eaire %lad :Oa
I()ILI

Comm Road •Shelton, C.T 06484
Voice or Fax (203) 929-0876

WorldRadioHistory

Distributed in Europe by Hans Hirner:

HIRNER AUDIO
Mitteraustr. 3/6/26
A -3500 Krems
Austria

Fax,

Tel: 0043-2732-72657
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as offered are accurately described, and are available
to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleadirg, is never knowingly
accepted. If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write Nelson & Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd.,
Yonkers, NY 10705.
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As We See It (continuedfrom p3)
velop amplifiers that are any better than this?
Some would point out that at least
Dolby's AC-3 will be offered in conjunction with five full-range channels of information rather than two—what we lose in
signal purity we might gain in spatial envelopment. And of this magazine's contributors, Corey Greenberg, J. Gordon
Holt, and Peter W. Mitchell have all gone
on record saying that they think that
tradeoff acceptable.
I'm not convinced. For the first time in
audio history, the momentum at the cutting edge of technology seems to be toward
serious sonic compromise. A domestic
digital system which, at best, is only just

86
206

Prisma Cable

8
130
70
140
10
146

PS Audio

98

PSB Speakers

72

good enough, and at worst miserably fails
to live up to expectations, is in danger of
being supplemented with one that is
deliberately compromised in quality for
commercial reasons, with almost no hope
of it getting significantly better.
Am Ibeing too pessimistic? Idon't think
so. The topic of data reduction has received
significant coverage in Stereophile. This has
not been because we regard ourselves as
a"mid -fi" magazine, as has been stated
elsewhere, but because we feel the dangers
of data reduction should be both understood and taken more seriously by the High
End community than they currently appear to be.
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HI-FI '94 WINNER
The full report from Hi -Fi '94, Stereophile's
High-End Hi-Fi Show, will appear in our
August issue. As promised, Ihere announce
the winner of the Show lottery. Ioffered
Show Administrator Maura Rieland the
bundle of entries, from which she drew the
ballot submitted by David M. Nasso, an
LP aficionado from Davis, Florida. We
have invited Mr. Nasso out to visit us in
enchanted New Mexico at our expense. In
the meantime, our thanks to everyone who
made the Miami Show asuccess.

WITH FIVE FULL-RANGE CHANNELS OF INFORMATION, WHAT WE LOSE IN
SIGNAL PURITY WE MIGHT GAIN IN SPATIAL ENVELOPMENT.
STEREOPHILEJULY 1994
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o anon-audiophile friend and
your hobby abig favor: help him
or her replace the weakest part of
their hi-fi system. This may not sound like
arevolutionary idea, but believe me, it will
have arevolutionary effect on your friend,
and will re-instill in you aknowledge of
why high fidelityl really matters.
Because I'm president of awell-known
magazine that deals with high fidelity, I'm
often asked for advice on people's sound
systems. My response is to listen to what
they've got and inquire about what kinds
of music they listen to. Such people are
always very shy about the equipment they
currently own, but they're almost always
great appreciators of music. Usually there's
something broken in their systems: they
can't listen to LPs at all, only one of their
speakers works, and so on.
Ialways recommend modest but highfidelity products, and I've had amazing
results. Ihelped afriend get anew turntable (a Well-Tempered Record Player),
equipped with aused cartridge, and it
transformed his home life—he couldn't
stop listening to LPs. This guy plays the
harmonica professionally through aPA
amp, has good hearing, and by no means
would be called an audiophile, but he was
blown away. He even opined that LPs
sound better than CDs!
Icould go on. So far, there have been no
instances in which the person whose system has been bettered hasn't spontaneously
called up to testify about the change I'd
made to their life But it wasn't me—it was
one piece of good gear replacing apiece
of bad. A reporter recently asked me what
the market was for high-fidelity equipment. Itold him, "about 50% of all the systems out there—all the ones owned by
people who actually like music." Give
it atry—the psychological rewards are
amazing.
On another subject, I'm forced by circumstances to address again the issue of
attacks on Stereophile made by other publications. As I've mentioned in the past, we
feel that magazines have plenty on their
plates just reviewing equipment, reporting
on technology, and appreciating music; we
1The Academy for the Advancement of High End
Audio's President has just announced her opposition
to the term "high end," because it is so universally construed as "high price"—which good equipment often
isn't. Her proposed substitute: "high fidelity." Great
idea!
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don't feel that the contents of other magazines need to be even our secondary focus.
Just like political campaigns, though, there
comes atime when not to respond starts
to look like acquiescence rather than discretion.
That's my question to you, our readers.
I'm certain that you don't give ahoot what
our opinion is of the content of other
magazines, and Idon't intend to offer mine
You may wonder, though, what the truth
is when issues of fact are discussed.
For instance, afew months back, Senior Editor Michael Fremer of The Absolute
Sound awarded me his "Mikey Award" for
Business Ethics? alleging that I had
recruited writers for Stereophile "while partaking of [Harry Pearson's] hospitality at
TAS's 20th Anniversary banquet last fall."
Both readers and manufacturers who have
visited Stereophile in Santa Fe know that we
take our roles as hosts seriously; hospitality
is extremely important to us. Itherefore
took strong offense at being accused of
abusing TAS's hospitality to recruit its
writers. Had Ibeen guilty of such abreach
of courtesy, Iwould have been truly
ashamed of myself. But Iwasn't guilty, and
so have no reason to be ashamed—just
angry about the "award" Iwas given.
As amatter of policy, Stereophile doesn't
solicit other magazines' writers. However,
when they approach us—as many have—
we're happy to talk to them about possible future employment. The writer in
question, Wes Phillips, had contacted JA
several weeks before Harry's banquet.
Accordingly, John visited Wes when he
was in New York for last fall's AES Convention, with the result that Wes resigned
from TAS—his first writings for Stereophile
will appear next month. JA, knowing that
Iwould be attending the TAS banquet the
week following the AES, had even warned
me that one of their writers might approach me to introduce himself.
The irony is that TAS's seating plan had
Wes Phillips sitting right next to me, but
Iwas so involved with the banquet that I
wasn't even aware of him for 45 minutes.
When Ifinally realized that the man next
to me was the person whom JA had told
me about, Isheepishly extended ahand of
friendship. No actual recruitment was
possible, however, since Wes had already
recruited himself.
2The Absolute Sound, Issue 92, Winter 1993, p.96.
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More recently, The Absolute Sound
implied that there was some question about
Stereophile's circulation? Ireally have nothing to say about TAS's circulation, because
Idon't know anything about it; but Ido
know that StereophiWs circulation is an open
book. Literally.
Since the beginning of 1990, Stereophiles
circulation has been formally audited by
the Audit Bureau of Circulation (ABC)!
Our figures are audited by the ABC every
six months, and once ayear, the ABC
inspector actually spends acouple of days
at our Santa Fe offices to examine our
records and ensure that all the people we
say are reading Stereophile actually are, and
that they have paid for their copies. And,
every six months, ABC prints apublicly
available report (known in the trade as a
"pink sheet") to this effect. Our "rate base"
(the number of readers we guarantee our
advertisers will reach) is 60,000, and since
January 1991, our ABC-audited circulation has averaged just above 64,000. There's
nothing questionable about Stereophile's circulation. In fact, if apublication's actual
circulation falls short of its claimed rate
base by as little as 2%, ABC sends out
notification to all of its members that this
has happened.
What Ireally want to know is, do you
care? Do you want to hear the facts when
other magazines make misstatements about
Stereophile? I'm not talking about allegations that we're "mid-fi," no longer true
to the High End, should be exclusively
performing double-blind listening tests,
etc.—you are the only judges whose opinions we care about on subjects like that. I
mean facts. Do you want us to spend time
in our pages correcting factual misstatements? Please write to me do Nothing But
the Facts, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM
87502. We certainly don't want you believing wrong things about us, but we don't
want to waste our space if the allegations
made by others are immaterial to you.

Ald,ksb-Qc0
3The Absolute Sound, Issue 95, Late Spring 1994, p.18.
4Founded in 1914, the ABC established the industryaccepted ground rules for rigorous circulation verification. Close to 4500 publications, advertisers, and
advertising agencies are members of the ABC, including
Stereophile.
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STANDING ALONE
"A rich and eloquent sound leads the listener into the

WADIA

world of music and now define anew high point in the

9

replay of Compact discs."
...Keizo Yamanaka. Stereo Sound, Japan
"The richness of tone, the precise clarity, the authenticity of the stereo presentation, and so on -- in all of
these areas the Wadias set the sonic standard."
...Joachim Pfeisser, HIFi Exclusiv, Germany
"Wadia has recreated the natural sound of live music,
in away that continues to elude other
manufacturers of digital audio equipment."
...Yoshihero Asanuma, Stereo Sound, Japan
"The very pinnacle of the digital component world,
destined to remain there for avery long time."
...Tony De Marchi, AudioREVIEW, Italy
"Even for ahardened critic, the transparency when
direct-coupled to the power amplifiers was breathtaking, instantly recognizable as acloser approach to the
real thing."
...Martin Colloms,
HIFI News & Record Review, England
"The quintessence of digital audio, the dream which
has become reality, the absolute reference point."
...Roberto Lucchesi, AudioREVIEW, Italy

WoOia DIGITAL
The Leader in Signal Conversion

624 TROY STREET
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RIVER FALLS WI 54022

PHONE 715-426-5900

FAX 715-426-5665

The purpose of audio and video equipment
is to reproduce awork of art. At Audio0uest
we strongly believe that it is not our place to
reinterpret any audio or video masterpiece.
We believe in the highest possible fidelity
to the original creation! Whether you are
reproducing aChopin sonata, Jimi Hendrix's
guitar, or T2's audio and visual effects, they
all deserve to be reproduced faithfully.
As the audio world moved from mono
to stereo and now multi-channel stereo,
the term Hi-Fidelity seems to have been
forgotten. If you want to be trendy, you
could now call it UltraFidelity -but

oudioquest.

whatever you call it, AudioQuest audio,

EXPERIENCE

more of it!

THE

DIFFERENCE

video and digital cables will give you

P.O. Box 3060

San Clemente, CA 92674

Tel: 714 498 2770 Fax: 714 498 5112
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